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ABSTRACT 
 
 I theorize that a sub-set of states build and maintain authoritarian 

organizations (AOs) that exist to protect and reinforce authoritarian practices and 

values. First, I offer a logic for understanding AOs and their contributions to their 

member states. Second, I develop a framework that hypothesizes a range of benefits 

that an AO might offer its member states, identifying both material benefits (that 

contribute to repression and co-optation behaviors) and ideational benefits (that 

legitimize autocratic behavior) that an AO might provide. Finally, I assess three 

contemporary AOs: the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), the 

Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), and the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC).  

 Qualitative evidence shows that AOs most successfully contribute to the 

ideational side of the dictator’s toolkit, particularly by co-opting civil society into a 

structure set and maintained by authoritarians, and legitimizing authoritarian rule 

via distorting authoritarian practices, bandwagoning mutual rhetorical support at 

the international level, and challenging democracy as a norm of governance, 

chipping away at the Third and Fourth Waves of democratization. My research 

challenges the dominant understanding of IOs as generally democratizing actors, by 

identifying a subset of IOs that deliberately perform against this expectation. This 

research agenda also furthers our understanding the dictator’s toolkit by adding an 

international component to explanations of how non-democratic governments 

survive and counter democratizing pressures at home and abroad. 
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CHAPTER 1: EXPLORING THE ROLE AND FUNCTIONS 
OF AUTHORITARIAN ORGANIZATIONS 

For over a decade, IR scholars and policy practitioners alike have understood 

the relationship between international organizations (IOs) and democratization to 

be a positive one. According to this understanding, IOs are tools to reinforce and 

lock in democratic gains. (Donno, 2010; Gourevitch, 1978; Mansfield & Pevehouse, 

2006; Pevehouse, 2005, 2002). This dissertation argues that this body of work is 

incomplete and neglects to account for a subset of IOs that, I find, do just the 

opposite. Authoritarian international organizations (AOs) exist; they insulate and 

bolster their authoritarian member regimes from democratizing pressures and 

reinforce authoritarian member regimes by adding strength to repression, co-

optation, and legitimization at both the domestic and international levels.  

I identify AOs by both membership and functions. An AO is comprised of all 

or mostly authoritarian members (states which are coded as authoritarian or hard 

anocracies by the Polity IV database) (Polity, I.V., 2010). Furthermore, an AO 

manifests authoritarian functions, performing certain functions or tasks that help 

keep the autocratic rulers of its member states in power. My work focuses on how 

this subset of international organizations supports and reinforces autocratic 

governance along three axes: repression, co-optation, and legitimization. This 

project defines the emerging phenomenon of authoritarian international 

organizations and theorizes about the mechanisms through which they reinforce 

and bolster authoritarian rule. The project then examines three contemporary AOs 
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and assesses whether and how they add to their member regimes’ abilities to 

repress, co-opt, and legitimize. 

Setting the Stage: Uprisings and Crackdowns, and Why We Care 
 

In the late summer of 2007, Myanmar witnessed one of the last so-called 

“color revolutions.”1 The military junta that had ruled Myanmar (formerly Burma) 

since the 1980’s removed government subsidies on fuel and other basic 

commodities, and the resulting price rises led to the first mass protests in Myanmar 

in almost two decades. Protests in the cities were quickly dispersed by police, only 

to be replaced by protests in the rural areas. Buddhist monks (and some Buddhist 

nuns) soon forged common cause with the protesting citizens, increasing the 

legitimacy of the protests. International media dubbed the protests the “Saffron 

Revolution,” named for the scarlet robes of the Buddhist religious (BBC, 2007; 

Oxford Burma Alliance, 2009). The protesters even received a gesture of approval 

from imprisoned civil society leader Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, who emerged from 

house arrest to greet the protestors from her gated and guarded compound. Up until 

                                                           
1 The “color revolutions” were the informal names given to a series of uprisings from 

below that originated in Eastern Europe (with the 2003 Rose Revolution in 
Georgia and the 2004 Orange Revolution in Ukraine) and spread through several 
countries in the mid-2000s, as each revolution adopted a color or flower as its 
symbol. These revolutions were often in response to electoral fraud and were 
usually led by civil society groups that enlisted support from voters and citizens. 
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25 September, there was little state violence; the junta blamed the protests on 

“destructionist forces” and issued orders for citizens to cease the protests and obey 

a night-time curfew. On 25 September 2007, twenty-five cities in Myanmar hosted 

protests; the demonstration in Rangoon attracted up to 100,000 protestors. That 

same day, the junta unleashed the full force of state repression against the 

protesters, deploying the regular police, the riot police, military forces, and the Swan 

Arr Shin paramilitary group to use teargas, truncheons, and live ammunition against 

the demonstrators (Human Rights Watch, 2007). The junta crackdown lasted for 

four days, leaving at least fifteen people dead (according to the junta’s statements at 

the time), and many more disappeared. Arrests continued sporadically for several 

weeks afterwards (International Crisis Group, 2008). The Association of Southeast 

Asian Nations (ASEAN), of which Myanmar is a member, declined to sanction or 

suspend Myanmar for the junta’s behavior. Both ASEAN as an individual 

organization and the ASEAN member states stood by the military junta, calling the 

regime “part of the ASEAN family” (Rekhi, 2007) and the junta “the only institution 

capable of governing the country.” (Huei, 2007) 

In the spring of 2010, similar violent protests erupted in Bishkek, 

Kyrgyzstan, also after the price of utilities rose sharply (Halpin, 2010). President 

Kurman Bakiyev’s administration declared a state of emergency on 7 April, but 

protests continued and spread beyond the Kyrgyz capital (Levy, 2010). When the 
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protests turned violent, rubber bullets, tear gas, and stun guns failed to end the 

demonstrations. Police opened fire with live bullets, leaving at least seventeen 

Kyrgyz citizens dead (according to official sources; the actual death toll may be quite 

higher) (“Kyrgzy Government ‘Toppled’ Over Prices of Utilities,” 2010; Levy, 2010). 

President Bakiyev fled the capital after two days of clashes. While the opposition 

moved into power and installed former foreign minister Rosa Otunbayeva as 

interim president, Bakiyev continued to lay claim to the presidency from his home 

region, promising violence if the opposition tried to move against him (Schwirtz, 

2010a). Over the next three months, Kyrgyzstan spiraled toward ethnic war, with 

Bakiyev’s supporters seizing three southern Kyrgyz provinces even as Bakiyev 

himself fled the country for Belarus (Schwirtz, 2010b). By July, riots and violence 

had left around 470 people (many of them ethnic Uzbeks) dead and at least 40,000 

displaced (Collins, 2011; Podolskaya & Murphy, 2010; Schwirtz, 2010c). Throughout 

these events, the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), of which Kyrgyzstan is a 

member, offered humanitarian aid, but declined to send peacekeepers or observers, 

labeling three months of ethnic violence as Kyrgyzstan’s “internal affair” (“SCO 

Tashkent Summit Reiterates Adherence to Regional Stability,” 2010; Weitz, 2010). 
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In the spring of 2011, the Arab Spring2 came to Manama, Bahrain. Beginning 

in February 2011, protests calling for the end of absolute rule and a conversion to 

constitutional monarchy grew. The first day of protests gathered around 6,000 

people; the number grew to 15,000 in only a few days, and at its height, the Bahraini 

Uprising drew its support from around 150,000 people (in a country with a 

population of approximately 1.2 million people) (Bahrain Independent Commission 

of Inquiry, 2011). Protesters had thrown police forces back from Pearl Roundabout, 

the central location of the protests. Negotiations, spearheaded by Crown Prince 

Salman al-Khalifa, and limited concessions did not dispel the protestors; daily 

clashes with police became the norm. Within one month, the al-Khalifa regime 

requested external assistance from the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) of which 

Bahrain was a member. The GCC stepped in with a security force 1,500 strong (both 

police and military personnel) to reinforce a brutal regime-led crackdown against 

protesters, which left at least 35 protesters dead and Pearl Roundabout razed 

(Bahrain Independent Commission of Inquiry, 2011; Bahrain Center for Human 

Rights, 2013). The GCC pledged $10 billion to Bahrain over 10 years, a massive 

combination bailout and state planning fund that political scientists have labeled a 

                                                           
2 The Arab Spring refers to the wave of protests and demonstrations (some non-

violent, some violent) that swept the Middle East in the early 2010’s, beginning in 
Tunisia. These protests rallied citizens against corruption, entrenched economic 
mismanagement, and economic inequality in “days of rage” and longer-term civil 
unrest.  
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“new Marshall Plan” (Kamrava, 2012a). As of January 2014, GCC troops remained in 

Bahrain, extolled as “models of brotherhood” in a troubled region. The al-Khalifa 

regime directly credits the GCC with providing security, military, and economic 

support, and noted that a diminished GCC force would remain in Bahrain until their 

presence was no longer necessary (“GCC Forces are ‘Protecting Key Installations’,” 

2014).  

 These three vignettes, which will all explored in greater depth in subsequent 

chapters, set the stage for the puzzle that drives this dissertation. The most popular 

narrative of democratic revolution is that of Portugal’s Carnation Revolution in 

1974, the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the 2003 Rose Revolution in Georgia, the 

2004 Orange Revolution in Ukraine, or the 2011 Tahrir Square Revolution in Egypt: 

the success story. In this story, pro-democracy protesters challenge entrenched 

authoritarian leaders, gaining support from fellow citizens and watchers around the 

world until they run the dictator out of power. This popular, positive narrative 

glosses over the equally viable story of failed, stolen, or ineffective revolutions 

where uprisings were crushed or where a change of power did not result in a more 

democratic polity (Franklin, 2014) and authoritarianism retrenched despite 

challenges from below. Just as importantly for this project, the failed revolutions 

outlined above share another common feature. In each of these cases, the regime in 

question belonged to an authoritarian organization (AO), an international 
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organization comprised of authoritarian members and with a history of supporting 

and shielding member regimes from democratizing pressures.  In each case, these 

international organizations did not, as per the conventional wisdom, support 

citizens and civil society in their demands for democratic self-rule; instead, these 

AOs provided rhetorical, economic, and in some cases military assistance to 

besieged authoritarian rulers.   

 Who cares? Certainly these stories document a tragic loss of human life, and 

might make us momentarily thankful that we do not live under such repressive or 

inept governments. These stories represent the triumph of regimes that prey upon 

their people, regimes that would literally prefer to imprison, torture, or kill 

protestors than to expand the arena of politics and public life to include all citizens. 

These stories also expose AOs as dynamic actors in the larger narrative of 

authoritarian backlash to democratic gains. These narratives should jolt scholars 

and government officials out of the belief that greater democratization is inevitable, 

that the long arc of the universe is somehow destined to bend toward democracy as 

the “best” form of government. Instead, we are living through a time of authoritarian 

backlash, where autocracy is retrenching and upgrading, and democratic gains are 

being eroded. Authoritarian organizations are playing key supporting roles in both 

eroding the norms of global democracy and increasing linkages between 

authoritarian states (Diamond, Plattner, & Walker, 2015; Tansey, Koehler, & 
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Schmotz, 2016), but their existence is rarely acknowledged and their functions are 

fundamentally misunderstood.  

  

Moving Forward: A Roadmap for the Dissertation 
 

This dissertation proceeds as follows: the next chapter reviews the 

contributions of international relations theory and comparative politics for this 

study, presents my theoretical argument, and discusses how we can measure the 

repression, co-optation, and legitimization functions of AOs. Chapter Two also lays 

out my hypotheses, choice of methodology, and case selection. Each of the 

subsequent three chapters unpacks one AO, beginning with ASEAN and ending with 

the SCO. Each chapter takes the AO as its primary unit of analysis, mapping each AO 

performance onto the AO framework. Chapters begin with a content analysis of each 

AO’s normative framework, before moving through a thick descriptive analysis of 

each AO’s performance along these three hypothesized functions. This dissertation 

takes advantage of the color revolutions and Arab Spring uprisings as natural 

experiments; each chapter recounts a recent uprising within the AO’s political space, 

and recounts how each AO responded to a member’s uprising from below.  

Chapter Three examines the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), 

the “firstborn” of the AOs studied here. Founded in 1967 by the strongman leaders 
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of Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand, ASEAN weathered 

both the Cold War and the Third Wave of democratization by extending quiet 

protection to its member regimes. Chapter Three traces ASEAN’s expansion (it now 

includes Brunei, Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, and Myanmar) and its efforts to build a 

new image as the “peoples’ ASEAN”, and demonstrate how these efforts belie what I 

term ASEAN’s “soft protection” for authoritarian regimes. ASEAN does indeed 

bolster, rather than challenge, its member regimes’ authoritarian rule, but it does so 

primarily through co-optation and legitimization. In keeping with this “soft” 

approach, ASEAN provides very few repression functions. For example, ASEAN’s 

security arm, the ASEAN Regional Forum, did not become a force for top-down 

repression in the region. Instead, ASEAN has developed security-oriented legal 

regime (including its Convention on Counter Terrorism and the Treaty on Mutual 

Legal Assistance), which supports a very permissive approach to state security.  

ASEAN has made a greater mark as a vehicle for co-optation and 

legitimization in the region. On the economic side, ASEAN has directly supported 

and coordinated a variety of development plans for its member states, from plans 

for import-substitution development in the 1970’s to the market liberalization plans 

that compose the ASEAN Economic Community in the contemporary age (and all of 

ASEAN’s development plans are absent the good-governance conditions associated 

with Western development funds). As a vehicle for limiting civil society, ASEAN’s 
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recent focus on presenting a more “people friendly” face to the world has cultivated 

a strong civil society gatekeeping mechanism within ASEAN, structured to bring in 

civil society groups while in fact limiting their ability to affect the ASEAN agenda. 

Finally, ASEAN has successfully bandwagoned support together to shield its 

members from international criticism and intervention (from Indonesia’s long-

running war in East Timor to Myanmar’s crackdown on the Saffron Revolution). It 

has also had some success in defanging human rights initiatives in the area, 

subsuming human rights under the mantle of “cultural appropriateness.” ASEAN’s 

approach to supporting authoritarian rule (low emphasis on repression, greater 

emphasis on co-optation and legitimization), form a pattern that I refer to as “soft 

protection”.  

Chapter Four examines the Gulf Cooperation Council, which was founded in 

1981 by the monarchs of Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar and the United 

Arab Emirates. This chapter traces the GCC’s progress from a poorly performing 

regional security organization to a high performing vehicle for repression in the 

contemporary Arabian Gulf. In sharp contrast to ASEAN, the GCC has become a 

“hard AO”: the GCC exhibits a strong repression function and a strong economic co-

optation function, but weak civil society co-optation and legitimization functions.  

The initial impetus for creating the GCC was to counteract and guard against 

the Iran-Iraq War and aggression from other states, but the organization’s poor 
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performance left it in a state of near-hibernation for years. Since then, the GCC has 

strengthened its security and repression functions, and has shifted focus to 

international to domestic threats. The GCC’s Peninsula Shield Force was deployed 

against protesters in Bahrain during the Arab Spring uprisings; the GCC has also 

codified and coordinated greater intelligence sharing among members. Finally, the 

GCC’s legal regime includes both a Joint Security Agreement and a Counter-

Terrorism Agreement that expand the definition of “terrorist” to include any 

internal dissent, and broadens “dissent” into a nebulous set of offenses, up to and 

including social media posts that are deemed insulting to the royal families. 

The GCC performs well on economic co-optation, but poorly on civil society 

co-optation and legitimization functions. The GCC is the founder of the Gulf 

Investment Corporation (GIC), a development fund that authorizes loans and capital 

to a variety of projects in the Gulf states, all aimed at diversifying away from the 

hydrocarbon sector (the key source of wealth for the Gulf regimes, but a sector 

plagued by mismanagement, corruption, and a questionable future). In addition, the 

GCC underwrote enormous injections of cash into Bahrain and Oman during the 

Arab Spring, allowing those regimes to make payouts to their rioting populations. By 

contrast, the GCC provides only a little support for co-opting civil society, simply 

because the Gulf monarchies are already quite adept at keeping civil society on short 

leashes. Nevertheless, the GCC monarchies have transferred governance of a few key 
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issue areas to the GCC itself: the GCC now assumes some responsibility for 

environmental standards and sustainability in the region, as well as standards 

governing migration and expatriate labor, two issues that have consistently been 

sources of discontent among the Gulf citizenries. The GCC provides even fewer 

legitimization benefits, limiting these activities to bandwagoning support for its 

members during times of crisis, most notably during the Arab Spring, when the GCC 

supported the embattled regimes even as their police fired on protesters. This 

pattern of high repression and high economic co-optation forms the basis of what I 

term “hard protection”.  

Finally, Chapter Five focuses on the Shanghai Cooperation Organization 

(SCO), founded in 2001 by Russia, China, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and 

Tajikistan. The SCO has grown to take on a considerable repression and 

legitimization agenda in the Central Asia region, while performing very few co-

optation functions. The SCO is in some ways the most puzzling of my AO cases: I find 

the SCO to be a “hard AO” in terms of repression and legitimization functions, but 

surprisingly ineffective in terms of economic or civil society co-optation.3  

                                                           
3 One reason for this may be the presence of two very powerful member states, 

Russia and China. These states often find themselves at odds over the SCO’s 
agenda and resources.  
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The SCO is well known for its (usually) annual Peace Missions, a series of 

joint military exercises that prepare troops for rapid-reaction scenarios involving 

terrorist attacks, secessionist plots, and urban conflicts. The SCO also maintains a 

Regional Counter-Terrorism Structure, guaranteeing a degree of intelligence sharing 

and a common database of suspects. The SCO has also implemented a very 

expansive and repressive legal regime (which goes hand in hand with the RCTS) that 

allows for mutual recognition (such that if one state puts a suspect on the terrorist 

blacklist, all SCO states are obligated to recognize that person/group as subject to 

arrest and detainment) and renditions across the SCO territory. The SCO’s legal 

regime also codifies very expansionary definitions of terrorist, extremist, and 

secessionist; in essence, a terrorist or extremist is anyone or any group that the SCO 

regimes designate as such.   

The SCO adds considerably less to the co-optation side of the equation: its 

development agenda is actually built upon mostly bilateral projects between China 

and the Central Asian Republics (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and 

Uzbekistan). While this investment agenda is certainly ambitious and profitable, it is 

not actually done by the SCO. The SCO likewise does not add very much to its 

governments’ abilities to co-opt civil society, offering only a few soft power projects 

in the Central Asian Republics. But in contrast to its low co-optation functions, the 

SCO is the most vocal and high-performing AO studied here in terms of 
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legitimization. Not only does the SCO reliably bandwagon support for its member 

during crises (such as the 2004 Andijan Uprising in Uzbekistan, when the regime 

opened fire on protesters), it also makes a good show of sending in election 

monitors to nearly all of its states to rubber-stamp blatantly fraudulent and unfair 

presidential and parliamentary elections. Finally, the SCO is a visible and reliable 

platform for criticizing the democracy norm and Western states in general, and for 

elevating the “normal and systematic life” associated with authoritarian rule to a 

norm on par with democracy.  

 The final chapter of the dissertation summarizes my findings and takes stock 

of this project as a whole. The two key takeaways from my empirical chapters are 

(1.) that AOs exist and provide some combination of the three hypothesized 

functions: repression, co-optation, and legitimization; and (2.) that AOs are not all 

created equal, but fall along a spectrum from “soft” AOs (like ASEAN) to “hard” AOs 

(like the GCC and SCO). I elaborate on these findings and analysis in the conclusions 

chapter, summarizing the functions that AOs perform for their members, noting the 

considerable variations in such functions across the three cases, and laying out a 

future research agenda for explaining this variation more fully and for exploring 

changes in AOs over time. I also consider the implications for my findings for 

multiple audiences: for international relations scholars in particular, but also for 

comparative politics scholars and for the policy and activist communities. Finally, I 
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lay out a more in-depth argument for why we should care about the phenomenon of 

authoritarian organizations, and for why these organizations deserve the continued 

attention of scholars and practitioners alike. 
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CHAPTER 2: MAPPING OLD AND NEW TERRITORIES 

 
This chapter reviews the relevant literature and sets out my framework for 

understanding and exploring AOs. Because AOs are a neglected subset of 

international organization, it is especially important for this project to trace the 

literature and review what we know about IOs and dictatorships before moving into 

theorizing about the functions of AOs. Part One of this chapter brings the IR and the 

CP literatures together to identify lingering questions; Part Two introduces and 

theorizes the working parts of authoritarian organizations and reviews my 

hypotheses, methods and case selection.  

This dissertation draws upon two distinct sub-sets of the literature, bringing 

the two together to inform the contemporary puzzle of how international 

organizations may buttress authoritarian regimes. The next section traces the 

evolution of these separate scholarly debates, that on the utility of international 

organizations, particularly how IOs promote (or fail to promote) democratization, 

and that on durable dictatorships, and summarizes the unanswered questions that 

form the basis of this dissertation. 
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Framing the Puzzle: International Organizations and Dictators, Supply 
and Demand 

 

Fundamentally, states care about more than just common threats or common 

interests. States also care about common values, including shared ideas about state 

sovereignty and what constitutes appropriate and legitimate government practice. 

In highly simplified terms, democracies draw power from input legitimacy, while 

autocracies, even as they engage in repression against their people, draw power 

from output legitimacy.4 A democratic government’s legitimacy, its claim to power, 

rests upon the will of the people as represented via input; government is legitimate 

because citizens have voice in electing representatives and signaling their approval 

of elected officials’ performance in office via the ballot box, opinion polls, and other 

forms of feedback. By contrast, autocracies give their citizens other political goods, 

like stability, economic growth, a basic standard of living, or low or non-existent 

taxes in lieu of a meaningful choice between potential rulers (Bueno de Mesquita & 

                                                           
4 Obviously this is a simplification. All regimes, from consolidated democracies to 

full autocracies (and all the variations in between) rely on both input and output 
legitimacy to some extent; advanced and wealthy Western democracies tout their 
high standard of living as well as their inclusive system of government. The point 
here is that democracies lay a particular claim to input legitimacy: their system of 
governance is normatively superior because it reflects the will of a majority of the 
population. Likewise, authoritarian states lay a particular claim to output 
legitimacy: their system of government is normatively superior because their 
regime “delivers the goods” of security, or economic growth, or rising standards of 
living, etc. Authoritarian regimes claim to deliver what the people need, not 
necessarily what the people want.  
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Smith, 2011); government is legitimate because it outputs these political goods in an 

acceptably efficient manner.5   

Despite these fundamental differences on the ground, political scientists and 

(more commonly) policy practitioners frequently reference “democracy” and “rule 

of law” as common universal values. But we should acknowledge that for 

authoritarian states, “common values” look very different indeed: for autocrats, 

“common values” include privileging the internal security of the state over 

democratic rule and steady economic growth rather than political and civil rights. 

Several notable heads of government, including Vladimir Putin of Russia, Nursultan 

Nazerbayev of Kazakhstan, and former President Hu Jintao of China have built a 

brand around the idea of a “vertical of power” (Gel’man & Ryzhenkov, 2011; 

Quansheng, 1992, Sakwa, 2010; Wolin, 2010) or “managed democracy.” Other heads 

of state, like the ruling monarchs of the Persian Gulf, have staked their continued 

claim to political power on a legacy of dynastic rule. Military rule dominates other 

countries, where (frequently, though not always) military coups topple elected 

governments in the name of preserving national unity or saving the nation from 

corruption. All of these autocratic rulers share explicitly non-democratic values, but 

                                                           
5 This is not to discount or diminish the role of repression and state violence against 

the population, merely to note that even violent regimes make other claims to 
legitimacy as well, framing their rule as part of the order of things. Even Stalin 
framed the notorious 1930’s purges as a necessary task and part of his 
responsibility in building the new Soviet nation (Volkogonov, 1991). 
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they do share values and norms about what government should be and how 

government should act.  

International organizations (IOs) are key players in this battle of norms. 

Earlier scholarly work on IOs was dominated by a battle between realists, who saw 

IOs as merely epiphenomenal reflections of state power (Jervis, 1978; Mearsheimer, 

1995) that had little, if any, independent effects on international relations, and 

institutionalists who argued that IOs play key roles in facilitating, incentivizing, and 

normalizing coordination and cooperation between states (Keohane, 1984; Keohane 

& Martin, 1995; Krasner, 1991). As the debate over whether IOs mattered was 

resolved6, scholars turned to explore how and when IOs mattered; one key area in 

this literature examines IOs as drivers of norms and socialization processes 

(Finnemore, 1993; Hyde, 2011a; Kelley, 2004; Pevehouse, 2002; Warkotsch, 2007; 

Wendt, 1994, 1999). Given this qualitatively different set of shared values, what do 

authoritarian regimes need from international organizations (in economic terms, 

what are actors demanding)? What can distinctly authoritarian international 

organizations provide or supply for these audiences, and how does it differ from 

what IOs generally provide for their members? Why would autocrats have use for 

international organizations to reinforce domestic politics? What do AOs bring to the 

                                                           
6 In the affirmative – yes, IOs matter: Gartzke & Naoi (2011); Hafner-Burton (2008); 

von Stein (2005).   
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table? This section examines why IOs matter, both generally and for this 

dissertation, answering the supply side of this question: what do international 

organizations contribute to both the democrats’ and dictators’ toolkits? 

International Organizations: Expanding Political Space Upward and Outward 
The liberal institutionalist and constructivist research agendas long ago 

pushed beyond the discussion of whether IOs matter to research explaining when 

and how they matter. Scholars have shown that IOs diminish or reduce the 

likelihood of war and militarized conflict, first by facilitating reciprocity among 

states (Axelrod & Keohane, 1985; Haas, 1980) and by allowing states to use IOs to 

make credible commitments that reduce uncertainty about their intentions (Fortna, 

2003a, 2003b). Further, IOs legitimate collective decisions over narrow or unilateral 

decisions (Deutsch et al., 1957) and help to change states’ (and citizens’) 

perceptions of identity and self-interest, expanding the definitions of the “in-group” 

and a sense of obligations to individuals and parties outside of traditional circles of 

obligation (Finnemore, 1996; Johnston, 2001). Beyond the realm of international 

security, IOs also function as commitment devices, establishing issue-linkages (Haas, 

1980; Martin, 1993), signaling trade preferences (Mansfield, Milner, & Rosendorff, 

2002), and raising reputation costs (Allee & Huth, 2006a; Simmons, 2009; Simmons 

& Hopkins, 2005) in order to bind states to certain actions and make state actions 

more predictable over time (Oye, 1986). Finally, scholars have demonstrated that 

IOs (among other international institutions) help to shape interests and beliefs 
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about “appropriate” or “expected” behavior (Barnett & Finnemore, 1999) and to 

serve as justification or “cover” for political action that might otherwise be 

unpopular with domestic audiences (Allee & Huth, 2006b; Mansfield & Pevehouse, 

2006; Simmons, 2008). 

This latter point is a key source of both inspiration and contention for this 

dissertation, as it highlights the connection between IOs and democratization. 

Several notable scholars have done excellent research demonstrating the ways in 

which international institutions in general, and IOs in particular, can contribute to 

democratization, particularly in the key early years of a democratic transition. At 

this often critical juncture, IOs expand political space upward (to counterparts at the 

international level) and outward (to more stakeholders at the domestic level). As IO 

membership expands political space upward, international audience costs and 

international stakeholders come into the democratization process with the potential 

to act as outside checks on regime behavior and to create and support a structure 

that rewards greater democratization.  At the domestic level, IOs can help expand 

political space outward from the regime to incorporate more domestic stakeholders 

and to arm those stakeholders with better and stronger international ties. 

In exploring the effects of IOs on democratization processes, most IR scholars 

tend to emphasize either structure or actors as they explore pathways to 

democratization. Those who examine structures focus on issues like geographic 
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proximity to democratic states (the “neighborhood effect”), interdependency, and 

power asymmetry between the external actor and the state (Kopstein & Reilly, 

2000; Levitsky & Way, 2005, 2010; Pevehouse, 2002, 2006; Whitehead, 1999; 

Zhukov & Stewart, 2013). Scholars who emphasize the importance of actors look at 

the rational calculus of domestic leaders or elite groups, how these actors perceive 

external costs and benefits of political change, and when domestic actors decide to 

accept or deny external pressures (Brownlee, 2007; Milner, 1997; Putnam, 1988; 

Risse-Kappen, Ropp, & Sikkink, 1999; Tolstrup, 2009). Levitsky’s and Way’s (2010) 

work in particular adds another layer to our understanding of democratic diffusion, 

exploring how Western leverage (bargaining power) and linkage (the density of 

political, economic, and social ties) facilitate democratic diffusion. Leverage and 

linkage create political space for democratic diffusion to take root; in places where 

leverage and linkage to the West (and actors promoting democracy) is low, 

democratization is more likely to stall.  

Keohane, Macedo, and Moravcsik (2009) argue that while some (if not many) 

international institutions are less democratic that democratic polities might like, 

they are still better suited to perform certain functions than states. Specifically, they 

argue that multilateral institutions help to combat special interests (which can be 

excessively narrow) by deliberately building in protections for a wide range of 

stakeholders and citizens; by doing so, IOs can often better represent the diffuse 
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interests of domestic citizens (Keohane, Macedo, & Moravcsik, 2009). Furthermore, 

international institutions like IOs can provide oversight and a level of outside 

accountability for state governments (since an IO can generally do a better job of 

monitoring than a diffuse public), and (if and when crafted appropriately) can help 

to protect minority and/or human rights from both state governments and 

vindictive majorities (Ibid). In addition, international institutions serve as forums 

that both enhance and reward transparency and best practice in information 

sharing and policy coordination; the net effect, according to the authors, is that 

international institutions (including IOs, international law, and customary law), 

generally enhance democracy at the domestic level.  

Jon C. Pevehouse (2002, 2005) goes even further, pulling apart and 

identifying the mechanisms by which IOs bolster democracy and how domestic 

governments deliberately use IO membership and commitments to “cement” 

democratic practice. Pevehouse argues that newly democratizing states use IOs at 

multiple key points to bind both the winners and the losers in the new political 

landscape. When an old regime has been pushed aside for a more democratic regime 

on a more level playing field, the new regime must find ways to placate both the 

groups who have benefitted from the change of power and those who stand the 

greatest risk of being left behind (or punished) by the new power structure 

(Pevehouse, 2002, 2005). Pevehouse (2002) finds that membership in IOs 
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influences regimes in three ways: (1.) outside the state, pressures from IOs can 

complement domestic political forces to push the regime to liberalize and 

democratize in the first place. Inside the state, IO membership can help certain elite 

groups acquiesce to democratization by (2.) “hand-tying” or guaranteeing certain 

protections in exchange for elite support for the democratizing process and/or the 

new regime or by (3.) helping to socialize elites to new roles in a more democratic 

state (Pevehouse, 2002).  

In a similar vein, Pevehouse and co-author Edward Mansfield (2006) find 

that democratizing states deliberately select into IOs with environmental and 

human rights missions, in order to commit their states to commit their states to 

reforms that are “locked-in” or more difficult for subsequent (possibly less) 

democratic regimes to overturn. In these cases, IOs serve as outside monitors, who 

can both track progress and publicize failings or shortcomings, raising the 

reputation costs for future regimes for failing to comply. Mansfield and Pevehouse 

further note that that broad-based political IOs (by which they refer to either 

universal IOs like the UN or regional IOs) might not be the best vehicle for 

democratizing states to lock in reforms: since these sorts of IOs tend to have open 

membership rules which only stipulates that members be states (the UN) or states 

within some geographic region (regional IOs). Mansfield and Pevehouse anticipate 

that a regional organization with a broad political mission will simply not “bolster 
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the credibility of commitments to reform in emerging democracies” unless that IO 

takes deliberate and specific actions to compel adherence to reforms. In other 

words, for a democratizing state, merely joining some regional organization should 

be net neutral in terms of supporting or undermining domestic democracy – a 

central point of contention for this dissertation.7 

Finally, Pevehouse’s argument in regards to IOs as socializing forces builds 

upon the work pioneered by constructivist scholars who demonstrate that IOs can 

play vital roles in helping to socialize various actors and groups (at both the 

domestic and international levels) to democratic processes and expectations 

(Barnett & Finnemore, 1999; Bearce & Bondanella, 2007; Keck & Sikkink, 1998; 

Kelley, 2004). IOs promote both the spread of norms (Barnett & Finnemore, 1999, 

2004) and norm internalization (Levy, Young, & Zurn, 1995) and to a certain extent, 

international organizations (and international institutions) are seen as conferring 

legitimacy via “…expertise, and the promise of social welfare gains; order and 

stability; checks and balances; and political dialogue and a ‘right process’ for 

decision-making” (Bernstein, 2011, p. 23; Esty, 2006). This debate around the 

sources of an international institution’s legitimacy is somewhat endogenous, since 

states create institutions which then bestow or reinforce legitimacy by reflecting “a 

                                                           
7 As I will argue below, membership in certain types of regional organizations (AOs) 
can in fact serve systematically to undermined democracy and buttress 
authoritarian rule at the domestic level. 
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collective audience’s share belief[s]…that the actions of an entity are desirable, 

proper, or appropriate…within some system of norms, values, and beliefs” 

(Suchman, 1995, p. 574).  

This understanding of IOs as a locus of legitimacy means, as Bernstein 

argues, that in state-centric systems, the “broader rules and norms of international 

society generally coincide with norms of the legitimating community” (Bernstein, 

2011, p. 33).  In other words, the norms and values endorsed by an IO should be 

expected to reflect the norms and values endorsed by the states that create that 

particular IO. But in the IR literature, most IOs have been perceived and generally 

presented as in the service of democratic norms, and in the contemporary world, 

democracy is perceived to “…bestow an aura of legitimacy on modern political life: 

laws, rules, and policies appear justified when they are democratic” (Held, 1995, p. 

1).  

In sum, rationalist IR scholars focus on IOs as tools to reduce uncertainty 

about the world and the other actors in the international system. IOs facilitate 

communication and knowledge transfers among member states, helping states gain 

valuable knowledge, offer their own solutions to inter-state coordination problems 

or serve as a forum for states to coordinate with each other; IOs can tie states’ 

divergent interests across different spectrums by requiring specific commitments 

from all member states, and help to both reduce and monitor free-riding (Abbott & 
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Snidal, 2000; Haas, 1980; Hawkins, Lake, Nielson, & Tierney, 2006; Keohane, 1984; 

Krasner, 1991; Pollack, 2003). But beyond these functions, IOs have emerged as 

important drivers of norms and expectations in the international arena. IOs have 

ample political space to inform and reinforce norms about state behavior, both in 

the domestic sphere and the international sphere (Finnemore, 1993; Finnemore & 

Sikkink, 2001; Hyde, 2011b; Kelley, 2009; Warkotsch, 2007; Wendt, 1995). Scholars 

have shown that IOs play pivotal roles in spreading notions of modernity, “good 

global citizenship” as it relates to human rights (Acharya, 2009) and the rule of law 

(Chayes & Chayes, 1996; Koh, 1999), and democratic behavior (Donno, 2010; Hyde, 

2011a; Kelley, 2004; Pevehouse, 2002, 2005; Warkotsch, 2007). In this role, IOs not 

only help to create norms, they help to hold states accountable to new norms8 by 

raising the costs of non-compliance through direct or indirect punishments (such as 

the suspension of resources that were subject to democratic conditions (Donno, 

2010; Dunning, 2004; Li & Resnick, 2003), or by publicly naming and shaming 

violators of norms) (Hafner-Burton, 2008). Other IOs have specific laws and 

stipulations for democracy built into them: the European Union (EU) is the best 

example, but other IOs with democracy requirements include North Atlantic Treaty 

                                                           
8 This is not to say that all IOs successfully punish all violators all of the time. In 

some cases, IOs’ screening effects sort compliant states from non-compliant states 
without affecting behavior (Simmons, 2008; von Stein, 2005); in other cases, 
states may find ways to skirt the conditions set by IOs (Hafner-Burton, 2008; 
Vreeland, 2008). 
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Organization (NATO), the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe 

(OSCE), and the Organization of American States (OAS) (Donno, 2010; Pevehouse, 

2002).9 But most of this body of research focuses on IOs as carriers of “good” norms 

and values like democracy and the rule of law. It is only very recently that scholars 

have turned to explore the international aspects of “bad” norms or phenomena like 

authoritarian resilience, addressing attempts to counter democratization as “a 

central component of the process [of democratic diffusion] itself” (Gunitsky, 2013, p. 

51). This dissertation carries the legitimacy argument further: if some IOs can 

bestow democratic legitimacy, can other IOs – specifically AOs – bestow legitimacy 

upon authoritarian practices? 

Having explored what IOs as outside actors can provide for their member or 

signatory states and how IOs can help to stock the democrat’s toolbox, I now turn to 

ask what dictators want, and how an outside actor like an IO might contribute to the 

dictator’s toolkit. Here, the comparative politics literature explores the sources of 

authoritarian resilience and uncovers what demands they might make upon an 

authoritarian IO.  

                                                           
9 Note that not all democratic IOs have always been as supportive of democratic 

government as they are now; future research will address how and when IOs 
become more democratic and the resulting changes to the organization and its 
agenda.  
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The Dictator’s Toolkit: Notes from the Comparative Field 

Comparative politics scholars have done remarkable work theorizing and 

analyzing the inner workings of autocratic states. This body of work traced the 

differences between totalitarianism (Arendt, 1973; Friedrich & Brzezinski, 1965) 

and authoritarianism (Collier, 1980; Linz, 1964, 1967; O’Donnell, 1979). The first 

stage of research outlined the parameters of totalitarian states, highlighting the 

strategic use of ideology, repression, and a terror structure as the building blocks of 

the long-standing autocratic state. Later scholars explored both the limits of 

totalitarian rule and the subtle permutations of authoritarian rule. Unlike 

totalitarian rule, authoritarian rule cannot rest solely upon repression; a successful 

authoritarian must also co-opt other stakeholders through the use of socio-

economic benefits and opportunities for both elites and the average person on the 

street (Frantz & Kendall-Taylor, 2014; Gandhi, 2008; Gandhi & Przeworkshi, 2006; 

Geddes, 2005; Kuran, 1991; Magaloni, 2006; O’Donnell, 1979; Wintrobe, 1998). 

Research on authoritarian resilience remained by the wayside in the 1980’s 

and 1990’s. The “third wave” of democratization was sweeping much of the globe; 

discussions of authoritarian durability were eclipsed by the idea that authoritarian 

rule would soon be a relic as democratic governance took root on all continents 

(Fukuyama, 1992; Huntington, 1991; Pye, 1990). Research on the third wave of 

democratization focused primarily on how and when different types of dictatorships 
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fall, and how different constellations of actors interact during transitions to 

democracy. Democratic diffusion forms a central part of the democratization 

narrative. Most basically defined as “an instance where a democratic transition in 

one country increases the probability of transition in a neighboring country” (Elkins, 

2010, p. 42) democratic diffusion has benefited from deep study in recent years 

(Brinks & Coppedge, 2006; Bunce & Wolchik, 2011; Franklin, 2014; Koesel & Bunce, 

2013; Weyland, 2009, 2012). Scholars have identified various mechanisms for 

democratic diffusion, focusing most heavily on demonstration effects and on the 

orchestrated efforts to carry diffusion across borders. The first dynamic, 

demonstration effects, predicts that diffusion is more likely when innovations 

leading to democratic change have met several conditions: innovations must be 

successful, they must take place in “familiar” or similar settings, and they include a 

repertoire of actions that seem easy to transfer to another country. Demonstration 

effects rely on actors seeing a successful push for democratization in a similar 

setting, and “transplanting” those actions to the domestic setting. Orchestrated 

efforts to diffuse democracy rely on transnational networks or coalitions of actors to 

carry repertoires of action across borders. 

This unrelenting focus on democracy (both as a form of government and as 

an elevated norm) has become a significant blind spot for policy practitioners and 

political scientists alike (Carothers, 1999; Dobson, 2012). The heavy focus on how 
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and when states become democracies means that we have neglected the equally 

important question of how and when states do not become democracies or slide 

back to autocracy. Questions remain about how regimes remain authoritarian, 

clinging to power and even digging in despite the pressures from above and below.  

For nearly a decade, it seemed that authoritarian rulers were caught between 

political bankruptcy and reluctant liberalization, with Huntington famously 

predicting that “the halfway house [of semi-liberalized authoritarianism] does not 

stand” (Huntington, 1991, p. 137). This prediction has clearly not come to pass. If 

the 1980’s and 1990’s were characterized by a wave of democratization, the 2000’s 

often saw “reverse waves” of authoritarian consolidation (Diamond, 2002; Schedler, 

2002) in places like Latin America and Central Asia. Thus, Barbara Geddes’ (1999) 

article calling for a renewed focus on exploring sources of authoritarian stability set 

the stage for a new generation of scholars asking how dictatorships survive and 

thrive in a world of democratic norms. Considering that authoritarians are indeed 

“vigilant stewards” (Finkel, 2012) of their own power, our understanding of how 

autocrats contain and counter threats has been framed as a domestic politics story. 

Comparative politics scholars have helped to answer this question from the 

domestic level, finding that authoritarian leaders have a well-stocked “tool-kit” for 

maintaining power (Frantz & Kendall-Taylor, 2014; Wintrobe, 1998) via repression 

(Davenport, 2007a; Escriba-Folch, 2013; Hathaway, 2002; Poe & Tate, 1994; 
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Vreeland, 2008) and co-optation (Gandhi, 2008; Gandhi & Prezeworksi, 2007; 

Geddes, 2005; Magaloni, 2006; Slater, 2010). 

This “third wave” of scholarly work on politics within authoritarian regimes 

tends to explore the domestic means that authoritarian regimes use to stay in power. 

Heavy-handed methods of repression have persisted in some cases (Fein, 1995; 

Regan & Henderson, 2002), and have been supplemented with targeted repression 

of journalists and news outlets (Francisco, 1995; Kalyvas, 2006; Witchel, 2014) and 

those political opposition workers who refuse to participate in the narrowly defined 

political arena (Davenport, 2007b; Hibbs, 1973; Moore, 1998). Authoritarian 

regimes also learned to mimic democratic trappings without allowing meaningful 

democratic reform. Common co-option practices include rigging elections at all 

levels of government, circumventing ordinary official channels in order to divert 

money and influence away from rivals, financing a state-controlled media to spread 

a one-sided message to the public, or allowing only weakened opposition parties to 

challenge the incumbent elite (Brownlee, 2002, 2007; Geddes, 1999; Shevtsova & 

Tait, 2007; Slater, 2003; Wright, 2008).  The work done on the internal apparatus of 

durable dictatorships raises related questions about when and how much external 

actors, including international politics and processes, matter to a state’s domestic 

path to democratic government.  
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To summarize, literature on autocracy and authoritarianism focuses heavily 

on how dictators utilize both repression and co-optation to remain in power. 

Repression refers to “the actual or threatened use of physical sanctions against an 

individual or organization, within the territorial jurisdiction of the state, for the 

purpose of imposing a cost on the target as well as deterring specific activities” 

(Davenport, 2007b, p. 2). Repression measures the degree to which dictators control 

their populace and keep the political arena free from any groups, individuals, or idea 

that threaten the regime. But even in the most totalitarian societies, repression has 

limits. Most dictators rely on a combination of both repression and co-optation to 

remain in power. Co-optation refers to the regime’s capacity to tie strategically 

relevant actors (individuals and/or groups) to the regime such that these actors are 

convinced to use resources in line with the ruling regime’s agenda and demands. Co-

optation extends benefits to potential challengers to the regime in return for their 

loyalty. Co-optation includes the most direct exchanges (the corrupt quid pro quo of 

buying out or bribing potential challengers, establishing and nurturing patron-client 

networks, or paying out subsidies to the population) as well as indirect paths to co-

optation, such as establishing institutions (from political parties to civil society 

groups) to incorporate any potential challengers. 

But even a well-calibrated balance of repression and co-optation reaches the 

point of diminishing returns. Scholars of comparative politics have recently begun to 
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address a third component of autocracy: legitimacy and the process of legitimization 

(Gerschewski, 2013), but legitimacy remains the most neglected source of 

authoritarian stability in the literature (Burnell, 2006b; Gerschewski, 2013). 

Dictators must, to quote Rousseau, make “right out of strength” (Rousseau, 

1762/2002) They must convince people that the existing order is right, is the best, 

or is the most appropriate way to run a society. This last task has become even more 

difficult in the post-Cold War setting. The global war of ideologies that characterized 

the Cold War has mostly vanished. That vacuum has been filled with the rhetoric 

and norms of Western-style democracy and capitalism (what is frequently termed 

the Washington Consensus). At the international level, this shift in norms has been 

assisted by many (though not all) international organizations, transnational actors, 

and hegemonic state actors (like the United States and the European Union).  

Legitimacy (or what Gerschewski terms legitimation) “seeks to guarantee 

active consent, compliance with the rules, passive obedience, or mere toleration 

within the population” (Gerschewski, 2013, p. 18). Legitimation both lowers 

persuasion costs for the elite and reduces the likelihood of mass opposition from the 

populace as well as the likelihood that opposition actors can muster wide-spread 

support from the general populace for targeted resistance. Gerschewski begins with 

the assumption that every political order rests upon a “legitimacy idea” (Ibid) in the 
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Weberian tradition.10 Burnell, writing on why legitimacy matters in the Third and 

Fourth Wave of democratization, notes that “…no less significant is that autocracies 

differ…in regard to how much domestic legitimacy they enjoy…and, just as 

important…how they legitimize their rule” (Burnell, 2006, p. 548) and lists claims to 

hereditary rule, political ideology, the “architecture of political inclusiveness” of 

mandated one-party rule, electoral autocracy where “consent” comes from 

plebiscites or a rigged electoral process, or the performance legitimacy of fulfilling 

the needs for material welfare and personal security (Burnell, 2006, pp. 548-549). 

While Burnell is primarily concerned with how these various sources of legitimacy 

can become vulnerable to exploitation by democratizing forces, and Gerschewski is 

concerned with how these legitimacies contribute to domestic authoritarian 

resilience, this projects takes this discussion of legitimacy and legitimization to the 

international level via AOs.  

The Changing Landscape: New Battlegrounds for Autocrats and Scholars 
The Third Wave of democracy peaked in the 2000’s and began to subside 

after the co-called color revolutions that began in various Eastern European states 

(Georgia, Ukraine) and moved eastward to Central Asia (Kyrgyzstan), the Middle 

East (Iran), and East Asia (Myanmar). While the color revolutions have a mixed 

                                                           
10 Legitimacy might derive from charismatic authority, traditional authority, or legal 
authority, but all political orders rest upon some version of these sources of 
authority (Weber, 1919/1994). 
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record of success11, they represent a turning point for various autocrats that were 

still in power. The color revolutions mark the beginning of the authoritarian 

backlash against democratizing pressures, when authoritarian states began to both 

actively resist color revolution-like uprisings (from below) and international 

pressures (from other states and actors above), and to actively upgrade the 

authoritarian toolkit, employing new and improved strategies to maintain their 

holds on power.  

Counter-promotion and anti-assistance (Burnell, 2006)12 activities, by and 

large, are actions that are intentionally taken to prohibit or slow the spread of 

democracy within a country or within a region.13 A small group of scholars has 

delved into the deliberate and active processes of democratic “diffusion-proofing” 

(Ambrosio, 2010; Koesel & Bunce, 2013). Scheppele (2004) demonstrates how 

                                                           
11 See Bunce’s and Wolchik’s (2011) excellent book for a more thorough account of 

variation among the color revolutions. 
12 Burnell states that both counter-promotion and anti-assistance activities have the 

same goal: to halt (and if possible, to reverse) democratic gains in a state. Anti-
assistance activities aim to stop, arrest, oppose, or hollow out democratic 
institutions and movements; counter-promotion activities try to articulate, spread, 
and promote other values over democracy (such as stability, tradition, or 
security).    

13 I should note here that some forms of counter-diffusion are passive, even 
accidental. For example, scholars Burnell (2006) and Gunitsky (2013) cite that 
citizens in the Middle East may have read the instability that resulted after 
elections in Iraq as a “do not attempt” warning, or feel that the work of trying to 
govern various groups with long histories of tensions is a recipe for 
disillusionment and even civil war. 
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authoritarian leaders “borrow” international events to justify the emergency 

powers that consolidate power at the domestic level. Koesel and Bunce examine 

how Russia and China engaged in a variety of “diffusion-proofing” tactics when 

confronted with the possibility of color revolutions in their backyards, including 

media co-option, information control, and strategic information framing (Koesel & 

Bunce, 2013).  Ambrosio’s work on Putin’s Russia reveals its various methods of 

insulating itself, bolstering fellow authoritarian neighbors, and subverting 

democratizing movements in other neighbors (Ambrosio, 2007, 2009, 2010). In a 

similar vein, Vanderhill finds that Iran and Venezuela (in addition to Russia) have all 

reached out to promote authoritarianism abroad (Vanderhill, 2013). Cooley 

examines the competing relative power and competing agendas of both great 

powers (the United States, Russia, and China) and middling powers (Kazakhstan, 

Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan) in Central Asia, finding that competition and cooperation 

between these states has left considerable political gaps in the region where 

autocracy can grow and consolidate (Cooley, 2012). While the motivations and 

tactics vary, all of these authors focus almost exclusively on particular states and 

leaders as the purveyors and promoters of authoritarianism. Even as 

authoritarianism has “gone global” (Diamond et al., 2015), political scientists 

generally remain focused on individual autocrats and/or authoritarian states 

(Bader, 2015; Odinius & Kuntz, 2015; Tolstrup, 2015; von Soest, 2015) as the key 

players in this battle.  
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As scholars, we have been negligent in limiting our study of authoritarian 

resilience to states and individual leaders, ignoring other actors and players that 

may contribute to authoritarian upgrading (Heydemann, 2007). This dissertation 

expands this line of inquiry to international organizations as actors in the struggle to 

contain and undermine democracy and promote authoritarian practices. Having 

identified authoritarian organizations as an understudied species of IO, the next 

section lays out a working theory for how AOs provide member states with 

assistance and support via three functions: repression, co-optation, and 

legitimization. 

The Missing Puzzle Pieces: Authoritarian Organizations in the Fourth 
Wave 

 

This dissertation makes two related contributions to the IO literature. First, it 

theorizes and documents the existence of authoritarian organizations as an 

understudied set of IOs; second, it presents evidence from small-n case studies that 

explores the various functions of authoritarian organizations, the counterparts to 

the subset of IOs that contribute to democratization. 

From the international relations literature, we know that IOs can manage a 

variety of collective problems and deliver both material benefits and certain forms 

of legitimacy to their members. From the comparative politics literature, we know 
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that dictators must repress and co-opt a wide variety of audiences, and convince the 

ruled that the ruler they have is the most legitimate governing option. The primary 

question motivating this dissertation is this: From a conceptual standpoint, can we 

turn the widespread image of IOs as democratizing forces (Mansfield & Pevehouse, 

2006, 2008; Pevehouse, 2002, 2005) on its head? Can IOs be used to shore up, or 

reinforce, authoritarian practices? If so, what would an authoritarian international 

organization look like? What functions or services would an AO provide for its 

members? How do AOs support their authoritarian members as they seek to 

repress, co-opt, and legitimize on the domestic level? This section lays out the 

mechanics of this dissertation, which aims to explore and examine the contributions 

that AOs make to their members and to the international dynamic of authoritarian 

retrenchment.  

AOs and Their Hypothesized Functions: Mechanisms for Authoritarian 
Retrenchment 

Authoritarian organizations (AOs) can play a key role for regimes that want 

to keep a tight hold on power in the midst of domestic and international calls for 

democratization. Here, my argument draws specific counterpoints to both 

Pevehouse’s work on IOs as democratizing forces and Levitsky’s and Way’s work on 

how linkage and leverage incentivize democratization. There is no reason to assume 

that international organizations or other external actors must always act as “white 

knights” that strike down “bad” governments and uphold democratic virtue. The 
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same mechanisms that promote democratization in one IO may reinforce 

dictatorship under different circumstances. But we should not assume that AOs are 

simply dark mirrors to their democratic counterparts. AOs provide distinct benefits 

to their members, benefits aimed at entrenching authoritarianism as a viable system 

of government. This section lays out three hypotheses and their observable 

implications, reviews case selection, and discusses the qualitative research methods 

employed in the dissertation. 

Hypothesizing Authoritarianism Along Three Axes 
The work done by comparative politics scholars has uncovered a variety of 

demands that dictators must meet to remain in power, as well as multiple 

techniques that dictators use to pursue that goal. Generally speaking, scholars of 

comparative politics note three key tools that dictators use to retain power: 

repression, co-optation, and legitimization.  

Repression is a social control, used by authorities (in this case, state 

authorities) against the citizens within their territorial jurisdiction to deter specific 

activities that are perceived to threaten the political order (Goldstein, 1978). 

Repression is often conceptually divided into civil rights repression (such as 

repressing the rights to free speech or assembly) and physical integrity rights 

repression (torture or political imprisonment or disappearances, which rely more 

clearly on state violence) (Fein, 1995; Frantz & Kendall-Taylor, 2014; Hathaway, 

2002).  
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Co-optation refers to the deliberate extension of benefits to potential 

challengers to the regime in exchange for their loyalty. Co-optation includes both 

economic co-optation (patronage, corruption, client networks), which is the 

granting of direct and material economic benefits (Corntassel, 2007; Moore, 2000), 

and institutional co-optation, which is the process of establishing institutions to 

incorporate rivals into the regime’s structure (Frantz & Kendall-Taylor, 2014; 

Gandhi, 2008; Geddes, 2005; Magaloni, 2006), where they are more easily identified 

and monitored, and where their voices for change may be diminished or re-directed.  

Legitimization refers to the process of gaining support that is based on an 

empirical performance (charismatic leadership, economic stability, internal 

security) or traditional claims on the right to govern (which may include ideology, 

or religious, nationalistic, or cultural claims) (Beetham, 2013; Burnell, 2006b; 

Gerschewski, 2013; Weber, 1919/1994). Legitimization makes authoritarianism, 

and authoritarian rule, seem best, efficient, or appropriate, and an option that the 

governed have willingly chosen themselves, rather than a set of institutions and 

practices that have been chosen for them.  

Hypothesis 1: AOs will contribute to a regime’s ability to repress its 

population. Observable outcomes for this hypothesis include formal commitments 

to either joint security or to intelligence sharing, or joint military or police training 

(via formal military exercises in which actual maneuvers are rehearsed or via joint 
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training and information sessions in which information and best practices are 

shared). Other observable implications include shared legal frameworks that permit 

and encourage broad repressive powers. A legal regime may either sanction 

intrusive laws, providing political cover for invasive domestic laws policing “anti-

regime” activities, such as the ability to arrest without warrants or on the strength 

of vague evidence or for guilt by association, or a shared legal regime may actively 

further and expand the reach of the regimes’ security organs, such as by allowing 

hot pursuit across borders or by formalizing a system of cross-border renditions for 

anti-regime offenses. 

Hypothesis 2: AOs can contribute to co-optation of multiple audiences at the 

domestic level, via two possible pathways. In the material sense, an AO might 

further economic co-optation, playing a role in the state economy. In the ideational 

sense, an AO might contribute to co-opting civil society, furthering the illusion that 

the regime is proactively addressing the needs and concerns of various groups 

within society. 

Hypothesis 2a: AOs might contribute to economic growth and material 

prosperity with which the regime manages and rewards multiple stakeholders and 

redistributes the wealth of the state (from actual working citizens and workers’ 

groups, to the business classes, landowners, and other members of the elite who 

expect rewards for their loyalty). Observable implications of economic co-optation 
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include the presence of economic free trade zones that created and managed under 

the AO or serve as a central hub/facilitator for preferential trade agreements or 

foreign direct investment. An AO could also create and/or manage a development 

fund for various projects within its member states, allowing them to decrease their 

dependence on Western aid sources, or bypass Western aid institutions altogether.  

Hypothesis 2b: AOs might serve to co-opt civil society groups and actors, 

diminishing competition for formal power and blunting contestation over the 

regime’s agenda. Observable implications of civil society co-optation include the AO 

setting up competing civil society groups around the same issues as independent 

civil society groups, or the AO establishing some formal institution (such as a 

working group or umbrella group) around an issue taken up by independent civil 

society organizations. For example, an AO might create its own group dedicated to 

say, women’s issues; alternatively, it might create some standing apparatus (say, the 

Institute for the Rights and Empowerment of Women and Girls) and invite civil 

society groups to take part, controlling or diluting the agenda and acting as 

gatekeeper for civil society action.  

Hypothesis 3: AOs will help legitimize their member regimes, both to 

their domestic populations and to the international community. In contrast to 

repression and co-optation, which are hypothesized to take the form of material aid, 

legitimization is more of a battle of norms, symbols, and rhetoric; observable 
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implications for this hypothesis include statements that bandwagon14 rhetorical 

support from the other AO members and from the AO itself, as well as statements 

that reframe authoritarian governance as a respectable norm, perhaps by framing 

authoritarianism as culturally appropriate, as a response to dire circumstances, or 

as reflective of the popular will. Alternatively (or more likely alongside the practice 

of bandwagoning support) AOs might attack democratic states or democratic IOs as 

hypocritical or meddlesome actors. Other observable implications might include the 

maintenance of alternative election monitors, to rubber-stamp unfree elections as 

legitimate.  

Supply-Side Autocracy: Mechanisms for Material and Ideational Tools 
 In reviewing the scholarly work done on the inner workings of a variety of 

authoritarian regimes, we see that autocratic governments need to manage their 

states through a combination of repression, co-optation, and legitimacy.  

These tools have been sorted into two broad categories. Material tools 

improve the ability of the authoritarian government to efficiently maintain its grip 

                                                           
14 For this dissertation, bandwagoning refers to organizing and coordinating 

external sources of rhetorical support, verbal defenders. In IR literature, the term 
“bandwagon” is used by structural realists like Jervis (1978) and Lake (1996) to 
refer to a pattern of state behavior (bandwagoning vs. balancing) vis a vis other, 
potential rival states. In this context, to bandwagon means to act in concert with 
perceived allies (bandwagon) to offset or deter perceived rivals or enemies 
(balance). For AOs (which are already engaging in a sort of bandwagoning against 
the democracy norm), bandwagoning simply means gathering verbal defenders to 
speak on your behalf, offer public support, and verbally justify some action.  
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on political power within its own state. In this dissertation, “capacity” covers the 

ability of the government to both repress and/or economically co-opt sources of 

dissention in its own state. Ideational tools aim to establish and reinforce a regime’s 

immaterial claims to power (which might rest on claims to royal blood, “guarding” 

the nation from any number of enemies or crises, and being the “best” or 

“historically appropriate” choice of government etc.). Ideational tools cover both 

civil society co-optation and legitimization functions. Ideational tools boost the 

regime’s power to convince the ruled that the regime is addressing the concerns of 

society and is the best, rightest option for a functioning government. Table 2.1 

below organizes these broad tools and identifies various mechanisms by which an 

AO can contribute to repression, both forms of co-optation, and legitimization.  
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Table 2.1: AO Framework of Mechanisms 

Material Tools Ideational Tools 

Repression Co-optation Legitimization 

 Economic 
Output 

Diminish 
Political 

Competition 

 

Joint military 
commitment 

Development 
Bank or Fund 

Build Civil 
Society Groups 
(replace) 

Reframe authoritarian 
governance as a global norm 

De-facto military 
cooperation 

Development 
Projects 

Incorporate Civil 
Society Groups 
(gatekeeping) 

Distort authoritarian 
practices, presented either 
as democratic or as 
culturally/historically 
appropriate 

Legal framework, 
security oriented  

Preferential 
Trade 
Agreements 

Soft Power or 
Quality of Life 
Projects 

Bandwagon support from 
AO (as a body) and other 
members (individually) 

Intelligence sharing    

 

When examining an AO’s potential to add to repressive capacity, I look for 

ways in which the AO helps to maintain or even expand the power differential 

between the regime and the governed. 

 An AO might provide formal joint military commitments like the creation 

of a military arm or rapid reaction forces. Absent formal commitments, another 

possibility is that the AO supports de facto joint military capability like training 

exercises that fall short of formal and binding commitments. In addition, an AO may 
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enable intelligence sharing or create and maintain new legal frameworks that 

expand a state’s rights and ability to pursue individuals under a security rubric or 

label (i.e. expanding or conceptually stretching the definitions of “terrorist” to 

include dissidents or individuals/groups who disturb the peace).   

Table 2.2:  AO Mechanisms of Repression 
Repress 

Formalized joint military commitment, pledging troops/police in cases of 
threat 
De-facto military cooperation (such as joint training exercises) 
Intelligence sharing 
Security-oriented legal framework, allowing pursuit and/or rendition across 
borders 

 

The need for additional repressive capacity is fairly obvious: the most direct 

way to deal with a political challenge is to crush the challenge and/or challengers. 

This option requires considerable manpower, both in terms of bodies (police, 

military, praetorian guard) and in terms of “eyes” or intelligence sources about 

dissidents, civil society actors, secessionist groups, etc. A joint military commitment 

that provides (and obliges fellow authoritarians to provide) rapid-reaction forces 

would be of the greatest value during a revolution or uprising, but regular military 

exercises could also be used to signal the power and might of the state to domestic 

populations. The SCO stands out as an example of an AO with considerable de facto 

military potential; since 2005, the SCO has held (almost) annual joint security 

maneuvers termed “Peace Missions.” These exercises are not on the scale to 
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intimidate other state powers; they signal to domestic groups and actors that the 

ruling regimes have the power to put down rebellions.15 Intelligence sharing is 

likewise useful; it is simply impossible for state police organs to monitor all suspects 

and their activities at all times. By pooling resources, regimes can save considerable 

time, and be prepared to follow individuals if and as they try to cross borders. For 

example, since at least the 1990’s the GCC states have relied on ad-hoc intelligence 

sharing across the GCC borders to track and counter people and groups deemed 

security risks, even though the GCC has declined to formally create a standing 

intelligence center (Legrenzi, 2011b, pp. 280-285). In contrast, the SCO has created 

a standing intelligence center (its Regional Counter-Terrorism Structure), which 

houses a shared database of at least 1100 persons and 42 groups considered threats 

to security (Cooley, 2012; Human Rights in China (HRC), 2011). Finally, the creation 

of a security-oriented international legal regime serves two purposes. In the first 

place, it enables states to pursue individuals and/or groups across borders, and 

even obligates fellow AO to pursue and arrest people accused of “anti-regime 

activities.” Second, the international legal regime can be written in deliberately 

vague or broad terms, to provide political cover for expansionist interpretations of 

“anti-regime activities” and/or overly harsh or intrusive domestic laws. Each of the 

                                                           
15 In 2014, China demonstrated a series of drone maneuvers at the SCO Peace 

Mission, widely believed to be a signal to the restive Uighur minority population in 
Xinjiang Province (“China’s Drone Blasts Off,” 2015).  
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AOs reviewed in this dissertation have taken steps to create security-oriented legal 

regimes, but the GCC’s 2012 Joint Security Pact stands out as an AO legal regime that 

allows for the targeting and pursuit of regime opponents across borders (Alhaiyaf, 

2014).  

Turning to the ability of an AO to add to a regime’s ability to co-opt potential 

sources of competition, I distinguish between two potential roles for an AO: a 

material role in the economic life of the state, and an ideational role in the civil life of 

the state. Co-optation spans both sides of the dictator’s toolkit, speaking to the 

modern autocrat’s need to both provide a stable economic foundation and to be 

seen as the guiding force for multiple sectors of society.  

Authoritarian governments often justify autocratic rule as part of a trade-off: 

authoritarian rule as the price for economic stability and growth, or “no taxation, no 

representation.” Autocrats encounter problems when their economies stall or 

stagnate16, or when the flow of services and welfare spending to the people stop.17 

Consequently, large development projects are often necessary and useful, to 

upgrade infrastructure while providing employment to average workers and 
                                                           
16 Indonesia’s long-standing president (and strongman) Suharto nearly lost power 

as a result of the Asian Financial Crisis in 1998 and the ensuing currency crisis; he 
engineered a transfer of power to a hand-picked successor and stepped down 
after widespread protests.  

17 The Saffron Revolution in Myanmar (2007), as well as many of the Arab Spring 
protests, began when prices on food and fuel (basic necessities usually heavily 
subsidized by governments) rose sharply.  
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contract payouts to business elites. But since the late 1980s, the Washington 

Consensus has tied development projects through the World Bank or other global 

development funds to good governance expectations, linking political processes like 

democratic elections or economic processes like market liberalization to 

infrastructure projects. An AO can be an alternative source of development funds, 

without the inconvenient conditions that might diminish an authoritarian regime’s 

power. The GCC, for example, has organized and maintains the Gulf Investment 

Corporation, which invests in large-scale development projects in the GCC states 

and carries none of the “good governance” conditions that accompany the projects 

sponsored by the World Bank or IMF.   

If the AO is less ambitious, it can still function as a hub for trade agreements 

between the AO members, or help to coordinate regional development plans 

between the members. For example, in the early years of ASEAN, the organization 

launched a series of linked import-substitution development plans, in an attempt to 

coordinate a regional industrial hub among the ASEAN members that was intended 

to launch a truly regional economic growth spurt.  
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Table 2.3: AO Mechanisms of Co-optation 
Co-opt 

Increase Economic Output or 
Development 

Diminish Political Competition 

Development banks or development 
funds, created and managed by the 
AO 

Create new civil society groups (Siphon 
members from pre-existing civil society 
groups 

 
 

Preferential trade agreements 
between AO members 

Incorporate pre-existing civil society 
groups (Gatekeeping power, ensuring 
admittance only to pro-government or 
politically neutral civil society groups) 

Development projects created or 
managed by the AO 

Sponsor soft power initiatives (i.e. 
education initiatives, public health 
programs) 

 

On the one hand, an AO could serve an economic role: it could build a free 

trade area within its political territory, help to pool development resources, or serve 

as a hub for preferential trade agreements or foreign direct investment. Expanding a 

regime’s economic capacity can make a key difference by allowing states to provide 

employment and/or subsidies to the general populace, to help maintain the 

patronage machines that keep the economic machinery of the state running and re-

distribute greater economic gains to the domestic elites (like powerful families and 

business elites) whose support is necessary for the regime’s survival. An AO that 

plays a role in improving economic output or development for its member states 
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might create or re-purpose development banks or funds as a branch of the AO, 

establish preferential trade agreements between the AO members that are 

negotiated and signed as part of the AO business, or sponsor special projects 

under AO auspices that aim to develop particular economic sectors of its 

members.  

On the other hand, co-optation spreads beyond economic capacity (the 

material realm) to address institutions that bring actual and potential sources of 

political competition into the fold (the ideational realm). Here, political competition 

is understood to mean oppositional individuals and groups outside the regime who 

seek to challenge the regime’s agenda or performance in the realm of civil society. 

An AO performing this function might mimic civil society by building or 

enfolding civil society groups, such as women’s empowerment groups, workers’ 

rights groups, or environmental rights groups, into the AO. AOs could also sponsor 

soft power initiatives, such as education or public health works. 

If some revolutions from below have been led by hungry masses, others have 

been led by civil society actors. Civil society comprises both individuals and groups 

that are members of public life, but that exist outside of the government. In more 

open polities, civil society groups are usually seen as actors that enrich public life 

and public debate, by raising new issues and organizing individuals into groups that 

push for change. In an autocratic polity, however, civil society groups often pose a 
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direct challenge to the regime, for two reasons. First, civil society groups often raise 

issues or whole agendas that expose how the regime is failing the public or the 

public interest. Second, civil society groups physically demonstrate that potential for 

the public to organize to look after their own interests; the public does not need to 

rely on the regime to accomplish certain goals (Caryl, 2013). An AO is well-placed to 

help subsume civil society under its umbrella, rendering a variety of civil society 

groups toothless or siphoning potential members away from domestic civil society 

groups to join the AO-sponsored versions. In past democratic revolutions, civil 

society (including workers groups, students groups, religious groups and the clergy, 

and others) was often a key incubator and training ground for activists. By 

incorporating civil society into an AO, the organization can both “sanction” the more 

pro-government groups (a gatekeeper role) and help to set or steer the agenda for 

civil society.  

Co-opting or mimicking civil society allows government to address (or 

pretend to address) the concerns of the public or significant groups and to bring 

civil society’s organizing power under the regime’s jurisdiction. Likewise, an AO can 

take civil society co-optation to an international level. An AO can not only draw in 

domestic civil society groups into a larger AO-sponsored framework, it can draw 

international groups into that same framework. For example, an AO could announce 

a regional civil society group aimed at protecting and advocating for migrant 
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workers, or women and girls, or environmental concerns. The AO could then play 

gate-keeper, only letting in those civil society groups with conservative goals for 

change and keeping others out. ASEAN has quite effectively implemented this 

strategy in recent years, particularly in launching its own Human Rights Charter that 

(perhaps unsurprisingly) did not include any input from local or regional human 

rights civil society groups (Robertson, 2012; Solidarity of Asian Peoples’ Advocacy 

Task Force on ASEAN and Human Rights (SAPA TFAHR), 2012); now, when human 

rights groups in the ASEAN territory seek to bring ASEAN’s attention to human 

rights abuses, they are forced to raise issues on ASEAN’s terms and conform to 

ASEAN’s limited human rights language if they want a place at the negotiating table 

and greater access to ASEAN officials and heads of ASEAN states.    

Alternatively, the AO could let many domestic civil society groups into the 

fold, and box groups into limited agendas for change if they want the organization’s 

stamp of approval, all in the name of consensus. Again, ASEAN stands out as a high 

performer here: when ASEAN created the ASEAN People’s Assembly in 2000 as part 

of its plan to create a more “people-centric” organization, only conservative and 

moderate civil society groups were invited to be a part of the discussion, and then 

only consulted about implementation strategies (not setting the agenda itself) 

(Kraft, 2000; Rüland, 2014). A final scenario exists where an AO might create a new 

civil society group out of whole cloth, siphoning civil society leaders away from 
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grassroots civil society, drawing citizens to the AO’s version of civil society and 

away from groups that do not have AO approval, and cluttering the field with 

competing civil agendas (one of which is calibrated to have minimal effects on the 

political sphere).  

Finally, AOs may provide another set of benefits, which I term legitimacy 

benefits or legitimization. Legitimacy benefits aim to shore up authoritarianism as a 

concept, as a viable alternative to democratic government, both to domestic 

audiences and to the broader international community. Legitimacy, which 

“guarantees active consent, compliance with the rules, passive obedience, or mere 

toleration within the population” remains understudied and difficult for social 

scientists to capture (Gerschewski, 2013, p. 18). Legitimacy forms an essential part 

of the dictator’s toolkit, because modern autocrats must actively manage the 

interdependences between the ruler and the ruled. AOs make a particular 

contribution to shoring up an autocrat’s claim to legitimacy, and can justify 

authoritarian practice to domestic and international audiences. AOs contribute to 

the legitimacy of its members by bandwagoning coordinated rhetorical support 

for its members (in response to a specific crisis/incident), by distorting 

authoritarian practice as “democratic,” principally through the use of AO election 

monitors, and by reframing authoritarian practice as the equivalent alternative to 

the global norm of democracy, subverting the notion of democracy as an ideal. 
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Table 2.4: AO Mechanisms of Legitimization 
Legitimize 

Reframe authoritarian practices as a norm of governance, equivalent to the 
democracy norm 

Distort authoritarian practices, either disguising them as “democratic” or framing 
them as “culturally or historically appropriate” 

Bandwagon support for members, either from the AO as a body and/or from 
individual members 

 

Legitimacy was often minimized in previous literature in favor of repression 

and co-option (which are easier to observe, quantify, and measure) (Gerschewski, 

2013).18 Scholars have recently started to return the idea of legitimacy to 

comparative politics, by focusing on cases when autocracies either lost legitimacy 

on the way to losing power (Magaloni, 2006)19 or successfully rebuilt legitimacy 

after a public crisis (Holbig & Gilley, 2010).20 These works are particularly useful if 

we assume that the primary threats to an autocratic regime come from within the 

                                                           
18 Gerschewski also notes another reasons for a comparative lack of studies that 

incorporate legitimacy or legitimation: autocracies explicitly do not need the 
consent of the governed. By this line of thinking, it would simply be a waste of 
regime resources to cultivate legitimacy among the populace.  

19 Magaloni traces the rise and temporary fall of the PRI in Mexico, and why the 
Mexican people “voted for autocracy” for decades before the younger generation 
lost faith in the PRI, leading to the PRI’s first ever electoral defeat in 2000.  

20 Holbig and Gilley trace how the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) rebuilt its 
legitimacy after Tiananmen Square, by focusing on economic performance, large 
public spectacles of nationalism, and ideology. 
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state (domestic challengers). However, democracy as a norm has now gone global 

and democracy promotion has become a “cottage industry” (Dobson, 2012, p. 2). In 

other words, domestic challengers remain the primary threats to autocratic regimes, 

but now domestic challengers have important sources of outside support willing to 

contribute money and information to the struggle. This international component has 

driven authoritarian regimes to seek out international legitimacy (what 

Gerschewski refers to as “exogenous reinforcement”) (Gerschewski, 2013, p. 24).  

AOs can legitimize their member regimes in several ways. First, the AO can 

bandwagon coordinated rhetorical support for members; this external support 

can come from the AO itself (such as supportive statements from the secretary-

general or from the collective heads of government at summit meetings) or call 

upon other member regimes to issue their own individual statements of support in 

times of acute crisis. For example, when Uzbekistan’s regime opened fire on civilian 

crowds protesting corruption in 2005 (an incident that became known as the 

Andijan Massacre), the SCO made a point of reiterating Uzbekistan’s position at the 

annual SCO summit in July, that the demonstration was part of a wider threat of 

extremism and that the regime’s response was justified (Human Rights Watch, 

2006). AOs can also organize bandwagoned support in other international fora. 

During Indonesia’s twenty year campaign to (violently) incorporate East Timor, 

fellow ASEAN members voted against UN action in East Timor, and successfully 
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moved the issue off the UN’s agenda. In other cases, AOs can distort authoritarian 

practices as legitimate and in keeping with international standards. The SCO stands 

out among the AOs studied here for its history of election observation missions, 

which have never found a single election in any of the SCO member states to be 

unfree or unfair.21 AOs might also distort authoritarian practices as historically or 

culturally appropriate. Finally, AOs reframe authoritarian rule as a norm of 

governance equal to democracy and a matter of citizens’ preferences and tradition. 

Here, AOs cut away at the normative rhetoric that surrounds democracy (that 

democracy is a good form of governance because it is responsive to the needs and 

preferences of the populace). AOs might frame democracy as messy and chaotic, in 

contrast to the calm and orderly society under its member regimes. AOs might cite 

the threats of extremism or terrorism, framing democracy as a luxurious choice of 

states that do not understand the threats their regimes face. Finally, AOs might 

present an argument that authoritarianism is the result of nations choosing a path 

that is consistent with the nation’s values, character, and/or history, undercutting 

the universalist language that surrounds the democracy norm.  

                                                           
21 This, despite overwhelming evidence of unfair presidential and parliamentary 

elections in Russia and the Central Asian Republics, as per the OSCE, multiple 
NGOs, and news sources like the BBC. See the SCO chapter for more details. 
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Mechanics: Research Methods and Case Selection  

Methodology 
Qualitative methods are the most appropriate choice for testing my 

hypotheses for several reasons. First, this dissertation is a theory-building project 

(Gerring, 2004), employing descriptive inference to answer what AOs are and how 

AOs contribute to repression, co-optation, and legitimization. This dissertation 

develops and tests new hypotheses in a previously untheorized and unstudied class 

of international organizations (as opposed to testing multiple competing hypotheses 

to infer causality). In a sense, AOs are in and of themselves outlier cases in the world 

of predominantly democratizing IOs, making a statistical analysis both difficult (if 

not impossible) and unhelpful in trying to develop and assess my theoretical claims 

(George & Bennett, 2005). Secondly, the number of potential AOs is a decidedly 

small sub-set in the entire universe of international organizations. Discovering 

which of the many IOs also fall into the subset of AOs can only be accomplished via 

careful qualitative analysis. Geddes, Wright, and Frantz collect a large-n dataset 

coding authoritarian regimes according to various metrics, but that dataset (at this 

point) does not include IOs (Geddes, Wright, & Frantz, 2014). Given these 

limitations, and the fact that this research is of an exploratory nature, small-n case 

studies allow for intensive, richly detailed study of a few units for the purpose of 

understanding the larger phenomenon of AOs. 
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Instead of relying on large-n statistical analysis, this dissertation employs the 

comparative case method and within-case analysis to explore the hypothesized 

functions and the performance of three AOs from three different geographical 

regions. The first part of each case study is given over to descriptive inference: 

reviewing in thick descriptive detail how each AO developed its various functions, 

and which of the three functions (repression, co-optation, and legitimization) it 

regularly employs for its members, “…distinguishing the systematic components [of 

AOs] from the nonsystematic components…” (King, Keohane, & Verba, 1994, p. 

56).22 This thick description23 is particularly necessary in documenting the 

existence and functions of AOs as a different sub-species of IO: before any scientist 

attempts to explain variation, she or he must first catalog and understand the traits 

                                                           
22 For example, all of the AOs studied here created a legal framework linking 

transnational and domestic security; two AOs held joint military exercises; only 
one (the GCC) actually marshalled troops to help break an uprising against a 
member regime. From this assessment, we would conclude that AOs 
systematically create and use alternative legal regimes to promote their goals, but 
that the provision of rapid-reaction troops to quell dissent is not a systematic 
feature of most AOs.  

23 What George and Bennett (2005) refer to as “detailed narrative” (p. 210) and 
what John Gerring (2012) and Marcus, Love, and Best (2016) note is a deeply (and 
wrongfully) undervalued component of social science research, particularly 
political science research (Gerring, 2012). Descriptive analysis is a fundamental 
part of our scholarly work as political scientists. Without careful and complete 
description of political phenomena, “we will know less about the world…and what 
we know will be less precise, less reliable, and perhaps subject to systematic bias – 
generated by scholars’ motivation to uncover a causal relationship” (Gerring, 
2012, p. 733).  
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and characteristics of the specimen at hand.24 The bulk of each in-depth case study 

utilizes thick description in order to catalog the extent of AO actions and to sort the 

“random from the systematic” (King, Keohane, & Verba, 1994, p. 56), making 

inferences from these particular observations to the broader concept of an AO.  

Each case begins with an examination of the formal (stated) purposes and 

agendas of each AO and proceeds to examine bodies and organs of the AO, its 

agenda or mission and its rate of success (or failure) at accomplishing that agenda 

or mission. Data sources include the AO itself for primary data like charters, laws, 

formal agendas at annual summits, statements made to delegates and the press, and 

information about the AOs agenda; upon occasion, the autobiographies of world 

leaders associated with these AOs were also consulted.25 These primary sources are 

important, but not always reliable. First, AOs do not make all of their documents 

publicly available. For example, the AOs studied here frequently give statements to 

the press during and after every annual meeting, but the minutes and notes from 

those meetings are not released, nor are they available on the organization’s 

website. Second, some documents are only temporarily available to the public 

reader and are not archived on the organization’s websites. Finally and most 
                                                           
24 Or, as King, Keohane, and Verba (1994) note, “it is hard to develop [causal] 

explanations before we know something about the world and what needs to be 
explained on the basis of what characteristics” (p. 34).  

25 Attempts to contact the organizations studied here either met with no response 
(SCO and GCC) or with responses politely directing me to the organization’s 
website (ASEAN).  
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importantly, AOs by nature are invested in promoting a good image for their 

member states (certainly an AO will never accuse one of its member states of rigging 

an election or committing human rights abuses), which raises the possibility of non-

reporting or highly selective reporting. Similar problems arise when using 

information from AO member states.  

Other primary materials were used to check these (occasionally unreliable) 

sources, including contemporary news reporting in regional and international 

media and United Nations records to fill out the detailed narrative. Further research 

and triangulation relied upon secondary research and analyses, including scholarly 

monographs and articles, as well as reports written by NGOs like Human Rights 

Watch and International Crisis Group (which often incorporate interviews, a 

method that I was not able to utilize) for additional description and “the analysis of 

evidence on processes, sequences, and conjectures of events within a case” (Bennett 

& Checkel, 2014, p. 7) and narrative. Small-n case studies also allowed for tracing 

the evolution of each AO over time (George & Bennett, 2005), which is particularly 

important in the cases of ASEAN and the GCC: both of these organizations have 

evolved over time in ways that help shed light on the AO functions at work in each 

case.  

The second portion of each case study examines how each AO responded to 

acute crises from below, and takes advantage of what Morgan terms “Nature’s or 
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Society’s experiments” (Morgan, 2013).  In each case study presented here, the AO 

had to confront some crisis which presented a clear, immediate danger to a member 

regime’s hold on domestic power. ASEAN dealt with the fall-out from two separate 

crises in Myanmar: the Saffron Revolution in 2007, and then the devastating effects 

of Cyclone Nargis and the junta’s response to offers of outside foreign relief aid in 

2009. The GCC was confronted by two uprisings in two of its members, as part of the 

Arab Spring that swept the region in the early 2010’s. The SCO faced not one, but 

two color revolutions in member state Kyrgyzstan (the original Tulip Revolution in 

2005, and another, far more violent uprising in 2010). These crises posed direct and 

sustained challenges to the AOs’ member regimes, and therefore represented 

significant challenges to the AO, testing the organization’s abilities to repress, co-

opt, and/or legitimize effectively when their states most urgently needed additional 

support.  

These crises do not quite constitute natural experiments in the traditional 

vein of political science research design. As Dunning notes, true natural experiments 

are supposed to approximate (as best they can) the “as-if” randomization that 

characterizes randomized controlled experiments: ideally, “in a natural experiment, 

assignment to treatment and control conditions…must be ‘as if’ random” (Dunning, 

2008, p. 234). In the case of the AOs presented in this dissertation, the member 

states in questions have already self-sorted into these organizations; this alone 
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prevents “as if” randomization. Instead, these crises act as “Nature’s experiments” 

(Morgan, 2013), phenomena that permit the “…opportunity for 

investigation…through which we might uncover some understanding of how 

phenomena work within their ‘natural’ setting” (Crasnow, 2015, p. 429). These 

particular crises “created circumstances that might be seen as resembling the 

experimental setting and thus provide a site for the investigation” (Crasnow, 2015, 

p. 427; Morgan, 2013) of the hypothesized AO functions. When examining these 

crises and AO responses, I undertook process tracing within a very limited timeline 

of events to assess which of the AO functions come in to play under particular 

conditions and outside the scope of “business as usual” for these AOs and their 

members. Finally, because these crises generated considerable international media 

attention, information can be collected from a variety of voices and authorities, 

including information officially released from both the AO and its member states, 

and outside sources of information, such as the international press and NGOs like 

watchdog groups. This allows for greater and more precise triangulation of data, 

loosening the hold that AOs and their authoritarian member states have over much 

of the information that comes out of their territories.  

Case Selection 
AOs are a subset of all intergovernmental organizations. Shanks, Jacobson, 

and Kaplan define IGOs as “associations established by governments or their 

representatives that are sufficiently institutionalized to require regular meetings, 
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rules governing decision-making, a permanent staff, and a headquarters” (Shanks, 

Jacobson, & Kaplan, 1996, p. 593). Combined with Banks and Mueller’s definition of 

IOs as organizations “composed of more than two states, whose governing bodies 

meet with some regularity, and which possess permanent secretariats or other 

continuing means for implementing collective decisions” (Banks & Mueller, 1998, p. 

viii), these definitions provided criteria for narrowing down a potentially 

overwhelming list of IOs. Second, I decided to focus narrowly on contemporary and 

active organizations. Looking back on history, several potential AOs stand out (the 

Concert of Europe and the Warsaw Pact in particular come to mind), but this project 

focuses on the recent battles between democratization movements and resilient 

authoritarian regimes. The choice to limit my sample to current, active, “live” 

organizations opened up the opportunity for more complete information on the 

dynamics of the current authoritarian backlash (as media sources cover these 

events in real time), and the chance to make a contribution to an unfolding real-

world problem.  

Johnson’s (2010) Political Handbook of the World established the population 

of potential AOs and to choose my sample for case studies.  The 2010 edition of the 

Political Handbook for that year lists 90 international organizations (excluding 

international financial institutions and UN emanation organizations, which form 

large sub-categories). Lawrence Whitehead’s work on “clusters” of democratization 
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(Whitehead, 1996a) and his observation that “the importance of international 

dimensions of democratization seems much clearer at this regional level than at the 

worldwide level of analysis” (Whitehead, 1996b, p. 395) set the tone for both 

Pevehouse’s work on democratizing IOs (Pevehouse, 2002, 2005) and Levitsky’s and 

Way’s (2005, 2010) work on IOs as examples of linkage. I also focus my research on 

regional IOs, which are comprised of geographically proximate states (Pevehouse, 

2005; Nye, 1971). 

IOs with universal or nearly universal membership were discarded from the 

population26 in favor of a focus on smaller regional organizations with limited 

membership,27 as were the very few IOs with membership based upon a common 

“cultural heritage”.28 The Political Handbook places both regional banks and UN 

                                                           
26 This cut eliminated the United Nations, INTERPOL, the World Metoerological 

Organization, the Universal Postal Union, the International Organization for 
Migration, the International Labor Organization, and the Permanent Court of 
Arbitration, etc. from this study.  

27 Pevehouse (2002, 2005) takes the same decision in his work on democratizing 
IOs, noting that regional IOs are not only the most common types of IO in the 
world (large sample size), but that they are the “most heavily discussed 
organizations in the context of democracy assistance (citing Pridham, 1991 and 
Whitehead, 1996b), and that regional organizations have high levels of 
interactions between heads of state, heads of ministries, etc., providing more 
frequent opportunities for the social interactions and pressures that are a part of 
Pevehouse’s theory.  

28 The Commonwealth, the International Organization of the Francophonie, and the 
Community of Portuguese Speaking Countries are loose affiliation IOs, between 
Britain, France, and Portugal (respectively) and their former colonies. These three 
(3) IOs are designed to promote cultural exchanges and preserve heritage 
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emanation organizations (such as the International Atomic Energy Agency) into 

residual categories. For the emanation organizations under UN auspices, these 

organizations are housed within the UN system and are subject to its rules and 

financing obligations; because these organizations are not formed by or populated 

by states, I also set them outside of my potential sample.29 Free-standing regional 

development banks were sorted into a separate category as well30, in favor of a 

tighter focus on IOs with a broader or more general scope31, for the following 

reason: the financial assistance that these independent financial institutions make 

available is often tightly dependent on specific conditions, such as structural 

adjustments to promote liberal market reforms, or “good governance” conditions 

that tend to support democratization. I hypothesize that any authoritarian economic 

                                                                                                                                                                             
language and culture in the member states. Leaving aside the discussion of 
cultural hegemony (which is not the same phenomenon as the modern 
authoritarian state), these IOs were set aside.  

29 This cut eliminated organizations like the WHO, the Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO), and the UN Educational Scientific, and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO) from this list.  

30 Two of the AOs studied in depth in this project have investment groups (GCC) or 
development funds (SCO) included as part of their organization, so I have the 
opportunity to examine how these AOs strategically use development resources as 
part of their overall efforts to support economic co-optation. Future research 
projects may compare Western-oriented development banks to their 
authoritarian-dominated counterparts.  

31 Koremenos, Lipson, and Snidal (2001) present scope as one of the five 
components of institutional design; scope refers to the scope of issues covered or 
addressed by an institution or organization, ranging from broad to narrow. For 
this dissertation, I want to examine organizations for a variety of AO functions, so I 
am looking for IOs that address a broad scope of issues.   
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or financial organization would take drastically different approaches to gathering 

and allocating financial aid or support, namely taking an explicitly “no strings 

attached” approach to financial assistance.32  

The remaining sixty-eight regional IOs in the Political Handbook were sorted 

into one of three categories: authoritarian-dominated, anocracy-dominated, or 

democracy-dominated. This condition inverts Pevehouse’s (2005) model, in which 

he explicitly looks at IOs with a high democratic density to test his hypotheses. 

Pevehouse argues that organizations with higher “democratic density” are more 

likely to be associated with democratic transitions and consolidation. Pevehouse 

defines democratic density as the percentage of permanent members in the IO that 

are democracies.33 In narrowing my choice of IOs to potential AOs, I follow 

Pevehouse’s lead and consider the “authoritarian density” of various IOs or the 

percentage of democracies within a regional organization (with country political 

scores drawn from Polity IV database). Polity IV categorizes countries along a 21-

point scale, where -10 represents a hereditary monarchy and +10 represents a fully 

consolidated democracy. Autocracies range from between -10 and -6 on the Polity 

scale, while democracies range between +6 to +10. Polity IV codes those states that 

                                                           
32 I understand that this choice in particular may result in a somewhat incomplete 

portrait of the full range of AO functions; this potential problem will be addressed 
more fully in the conclusions.   

33 Pevehouse (2002, 2005) draws his coding from the Polity IV database; I follow his 
example to distinguish democratic IOs from authoritarian IOs.  
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fall between -5 and +5 as “anocracies”: “mixed, or incoherent authority regimes” 

(Polity, I.V., 2016). Regional organizations dominated by authoritarian states made 

the list of potential AOs, as did organizations populated by a mix of authoritarian 

states and anocratic states. Table 6 below lists the organizations that form the 

potential universe of AOs, along with their average polity scores from 2010.  

Table 2.5: Regional Organizations, Potential AOs 

Regional Organizations: Potential AOs Avg. Polity 
Score, 2010 

African Union (AU) 1.8 

Arab League -3.1 

Arab Maghreb Union (AMU) -3.4 

Arab Monetary Fund (AMF) -3.1 

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) 1.234 

Central African Economic and Monetary Community (CEMAC) -2.4 

Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) -2.4 

Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) -2.4 
 

Council of Arab Economic Unity (CAEU) -4.2 

Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) -3.5 

Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) -8.0 

Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD) -0.5 

Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC) -5.1 

Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC) -0.1 

                                                           
34 The Polity database does not report on the Sultanate of Brunei, which is ruled as a 
hereditary sultanate/monarchy. Given the form of government, ASEAN’s score 
should be lower than the stated average, but this average reflects the rankings listed 
in the database.  
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Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) -2.2 

Permanent Committee on Drought Control in the Sahel (CILSS) 2.7 

Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) -4.2 

 

Of these candidates, I chose three potential AOs for in-depth study: the 

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (in Southeast Asia), the Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization (in Central Asia), and the Gulf Cooperation Council (in the 

Arabian Gulf). Because random selection in small-n studies “can too easily fail to 

capture the full range of variation on the dependent variable” (Collier, Seawright, & 

Munck, 2010) these AOs have been selected with an eye to constructing a 

representative sample (King, Keohane, & Verba, 1994). First, these cases represent a 

variety of authoritarian regimes. ASEAN is composed of some non-democracies, 

some anocracies, and some transitioning democracies.35 The SCO is primarily 

comprised of electoral authoritarian states36, although there is some variation in 

                                                           
35 At the time of its founding, ASEAN’s member regimes were uniformly autocracies, 

most ruled by strongmen leaders (such as Lee Kwan Yew of Singapore and 
Suharto of Indonesia). Today, ASEAN includes single-party Communist states like 
Laos and until very recently Myanmar’s military junta, several states that vacillate 
between elected governments and periods of military rule (Thailand), and 
democracies at the early stages of consolidation (Indonesia) or potential 
breakdown (the Philippines). 

36 Most of these states have elections only as a formality, given that the same 
individual has served as president or prime minister since the fall of the USSR. As 
this dissertation was completed (Fall 2016), Uzbekistan entered a political crisis 
caused by the death of longtime strongman Islam Karimov; Uzbekistan’s politics 
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executive power and balancing powers such as parliament, the judiciary, and/or the 

media. The GCC is comprised primarily of hereditary monarchies, but some of these 

states are freer than others; in some GCC members, parliament holds considerable 

power in making laws, while in others, parliament exists as a “rubber stamp” branch 

of government while true power remains deeply consolidated in the monarchy. 

Second, these cases give this project geographical variation. Many of these 

organizations cluster in specific areas of the world (such as the Middle East). To 

compare several AOs from the same region would give us very little insight into the 

authoritarian resurgence, which is happening simultaneously in several areas of the 

world. Third, controlling for the presence of overlapping hegemons (hegemon states 

that are members of multiple AOs simultaneously) across these case studies help to 

reduce the likelihood of interdependence among the observations. For example, the 

Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) and the Collective Treaty Security 

Organization (CSTO) are both regional organizations with a high density of 

authoritarian states. But they share a powerful member, Russia, with the Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization (SCO); if the overlapping hegemon (in this case, Russia) is 

driving the support of authoritarian member regimes, then the organization itself 

may be epiphenomenal. Finally, each of these AOs was recently (within the past five 

to ten years) confronted with uprisings from below. These crises present a valuable 

                                                                                                                                                                             
have been so hollowed out by the centralization of power that there is virtually no 
guarantee that the next head of state will even be elected.  
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opportunity to assess how each AO operated in the face of crises, and which of the 

hypothesized functions were actually used to support a member regime under 

emergency conditions.  

The remainder of this dissertation presents each case study, beginning with 

ASEAN (the “first-born” of the selected AOs), and proceeding through the GCC and 

the SCO. Each chapter begins with background on the AO, along with an analysis of 

their legal basis and key documents. Each chapter presents evidence and analysis to 

map each AO according to the framework laid out above, and to assess how well or 

to what extent each AO performs each function. Each chapter also presents a 

moment of crisis for the AO, a “snapshot” that allows for an assessment of the AO in 

action as it deals with a crisis from below. The final chapter presents my conclusions 

and final analysis.  
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CHAPTER 3 

QUIET PROTECTION: THE ASSOCIATION OF 
SOUTHEAST ASIAN NATIONS 

 

The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) is the “first-born” of the 

organizations examined in this project. Since its founding in 1967, ASEAN has 

become a cornerstone of regional politics in Southeast Asia. ASEAN’s founding 

members were all ruled by strongmen building authoritarian political systems; in 

the 1990’s, ASEAN expanded by another five countries, all of them non-democracies. 

ASEAN creates virtue out of non-intervention and non-interference, remaining 

strategically apathetic about form of government and governance. It does not matter 

how an ASEAN member state government actually governs within its own territory; 

neither democracy nor good governance has ever been a requisite for ASEAN 

membership. ASEAN’s emphasis on consultation and consensus politics, and the 

resulting high organizational tolerance for fostering good working relationships 

among members, regardless of how those member regimes treat (or mistreat) their 

populace has become known as “the ASEAN Way” (Antolik, 1990; Haacke, 2003; 

Jetschke, 2011; Narine, 2002, 2008).  

This chapter demonstrates that ASEAN provides more than just a nearly 

unwavering commitment to nonintervention; as an AO, ASEAN acts as a shield for its 

member states. This chapter finds that ASEAN provides few repression functions: 

ASEAN has never had a security arm capable of military or police intervention in a 

member state, although meeting agendas speak to the member states’ struggles with 
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armed insurgencies and secessionist movements. ASEAN has set a framework of 

counter-terrorism laws that mesh with and support broad internal security powers. 

In contrast, ASEAN provides a range of co-option benefits, facilitating development 

plans and economic liberalization and deftly bringing portions of civil society under 

the ASEAN umbrella, limiting the power of civil society to act in opposition to 

governments. ASEAN also excels at speaking with one voice to the outside world: it 

has proven effective at bandwagoning support for its members both in media 

statements and at international bodies like the UN, and effectively covers 

authoritarian practices under the cloak of the ASEAN Way. ASEAN quietly 

legitimizes the actions of its members through a system of divergent norms and 

protects its member regimes from various forms of outside intervention.  

This remainder of this chapter examines ASEAN in greater depth. First, it 

looks at the history of ASEAN, and how the “ASEAN Way” has evolved over time. It 

then assesses ASEAN through the AO framework, comparing ASEAN’s actions and 

agendas to the possible range of repression, co-option, and legitimacy benefits that 

an AO could provide (see table). Finally, this chapter looks at ASEAN’s responses to 

two sets of crises, snapshots of ASEAN in action as an AO. In 2007 and 2008, 

ASEAN’s most unruly member, Myanmar, faced two crises in quick succession: a 

color revolution from below and a natural disaster where government 

mismanagement deeply compounded the crisis. In both instances, ASEAN supported 
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the regime in Myanmar, shielding the ruling junta from the harshest international 

criticism and supporting the junta as it continued to hold power.  

ASEAN Foundations and Evolving Legal Framework 

Foundations 
ASEAN was founded on 8 August 1967 by the Bangkok Declaration. Its 

founding members were all non-democracies: Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, 

Singapore, and Thailand. The threats and dilemmas that bound these five states and 

their leaders together included the need to establish state control over their 

respective territories in order to build modern states. Nearly all of the founding 

ASEAN members faced “indigenous insurgencies that potentially invited external 

intervention in the area” (Narine, 2002, p. 13). Taken together with the Cold War 

context, these leaders were very aware that domestic insurgencies and breakaway 

ethnic or religious groups could appeal to external sponsors, that the great powers 

could use regional unrest to intervene and strip governments of their sovereignty, 

and that insurgencies and governments could get tangled up in alliances that 

hindered the power of the state government. Thus, according to Donald Emmerson, 

ASEAN served three key functions during its early years: first, to reduce and manage 

intra-ASEAN tensions; second, to reduce the influence of actors external to the 

region; and finally (and a distant third), to promote the socio-economic 

development of its member states, in hopes of depriving Communist interlopers of 
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an audience (Emmerson, 2008).  This section traces ASEAN’s legal evolution from its 

pre-ASEAN roots in the 1955 Bandung Conference to its modern incarnation as a 

highly legalized structure around the unchanging ASEAN Way. This section also 

explains the set of norms known as the “ASEAN Way” since this approach to 

governance and politics is the very foundation for ASEAN’s existence and growth.   

The ASEAN Way: A Primer 
ASEAN has constructed a shared identity around the deeply rooted tenet of 

state sovereignty, each state absolutely preserving its right to behave as it chooses 

in its own territory. Perhaps it is better, as Narine (2008) notes, to view ASEAN as a 

“community based around the mutual benefits of shared rules, not a strong sense of 

collective identity” (p. 412). Narine goes on to assert that the primary driving factor 

in ASEAN’s historical development has been the “pursuit of politics that will 

strengthen the economic and political security of its member states” – but relative to 

whom (p. 413)?  

For most ASEAN scholars and observers (Antolik, 1990; Haacke, 2003; 

Jetschke, 2011; Narine, 2008), ASEAN states want to preserve their security relative 

to external actors, to prevent or minimize any outside interference. This premise, 

while correct, does not go far enough; ASEAN allows its member governments to 

strengthen the economic and security power of their regimes relative to their own 

citizens. One of the primary concerns for both the original group of ASEAN states 
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and the newer members was (and continues to be) establishing and maintaining a 

strong state, with full control over their territory and various domestic ethnic and 

religious groups. Many, if not all, of the ASEAN members have direct and long-term 

experience with insurgencies and civil war. In short, internal challengers are 

considered just as much of a threat to the ASEAN member regimes as external 

actors.  

On its face, ASEAN seems particularly committed to neutrality in 

international relations between the member states and between Southeast Asia and 

the broader world. But we have indications that ASEAN has a more sinister goal. 

According to Amitav Acharya (2009): 

[F]our key different expectations held by ASEAN decision-makers 
with reference to the principle of non-interference. In accordance 
with these [expectations of non-interference], decision-makers should 
be: 1.) refraining from criticizing the actions of a member government 
towards its own people, including violations of human rights, and 
from making the domestic political system of states and the political 
styles of governments “as is” for deciding their membership in ASEAN; 
2.) criticizing the actions of states which were deemed to have 
breached the non-interference principle; 3.) denying recognition, 
sanctuary, or other forms of support to any rebel group seeking to 
destabilize or overthrow the government of a neighboring state; 4.) 
providing political support and material assistance to member states in 
their campaign against subversive and destabilizing activities. (p. 58, 
emphasis mine) 
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This set of commonly held expectations opens the path for member regimes 

to seek regional support and legitimacy for any number of actions designed to retain 

their hold on domestic power and thwart challenges from below.  

Furthermore, Narine (2002, 2008), Haacke (2003), and Acharya (2004, 

2009) all argue that ASEAN has a platform to promote norms throughout the region 

and to a broader international audience. “One of ASEAN’s crucial functions is to 

promote its understanding of the norms and practices of international society to the 

rest of the world. ASEAN embodies principles and practices that its members 

strongly support…norms that reinforce the idea that states have the right to act as 

they see fit within their own borders” (Narine, 2002, p. 4). This ASEAN Way, 

distinctive to its members and region, is the normative foundation of an AO, an 

articulation of the idea that so-called “universal norms” do not hold universal sway. 

The following section links the global and domestic contexts of ASEAN’s 

foundational years to both the creation of ASEAN as an organization and to the 

ASEAN Way as a guiding norm. ASEAN has entrenched the ASEAN Way into both 

common practice and codified law, ensuring that even as ASEAN has grown to 

include new members and more tasks, the ASEAN Way and its emphasis on non-

intervention remains central to the organization and its mission. 

As a working policy, the ASEAN Way entails refraining from criticizing the 

actions of the governments of member states toward their own people (practicing 
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non-interference within ASEAN), while re-directing criticism toward those states or 

actors that are perceived to violate the non-intervention principle (preaching non-

interference beyond ASEAN). ASEAN members must also provide political and 

material support to member states in their actions against subversive activities, 

while denying recognition, sanctuary, and other forms of support to rebel, 

secessionist, or terrorist groups (Acharya, 2009). 

Early Roots and the Birth of the ASEAN Way 
In creating ASEAN, regional leaders were speaking to two distinct audiences. 

At the international level, the ASEAN states faced encroachment from the United 

States and the Soviet Union. The Cold War rivals were rapidly taking the Cold War to 

a global scale37; the ASEAN members had no intention of letting their states become 

fighting grounds for proxy wars. At the domestic level, most of the ASEAN states 

faced some variation on a common problem: insurgency demanding or advocating 

secession. Colonial rule in Southeast Asia had cobbled states out of highly disparate 

groups and nations. The leaders that inherited these states often found themselves 

negotiating among multiple peoples who all claimed the right to their slice of land. 

Narine calls these fault lines “the greatest threat to the national sovereignty of 

                                                           
37 The clearest (and for the ASEAN states, the most proximate) example was the 

Vietnamese civil war, which had “gone global” by 1967 when the Bangkok 
Declaration was signed. The fact that the United States and the Soviet Union and 
China had committed money, troops, and ideological support to the respective 
sides not only prolonged the war in Vietnam, but helped the war to spill over 
international borders, destabilizing the region. 
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[ASEAN] individual states, [because] these indigenous insurgents potentially invited 

external intervention in the region” (Narine, 2002, p. 12). Lee Kwan Yew, long-

serving president (and strongman) of Singapore, reflected that although ASEAN had 

an “unpromising start…we [the ASEAN founders] had a common enemy – the 

communist threat in guerilla insurgencies” (Yew, 2000, p. 337). 

ASEAN’s earliest roots grew out of the Bandung Conference (Bandung, 

Indonesia, 1955) and the Ten Principles that were first articulated in the attendant 

Bandung Final Communique.38 The Bandung Final Communique articulated a vision 

and agenda for greater equality between the developing world and the First 

World.39 The Bandung Principles pointedly include respect for sovereignty and 

territorial integrity, abstention from intervention or interference in the internal 

                                                           
38 The Bandung Conference was called and attended by Third World and developing 

states; the Bandung Principles were echoed in the founding documents of many 
regional organizations that were founded in those areas of the world, including the 
Organization for African Unity (OAU), the Organization of American States (OAS), 
and ASEAN.  

39 The Bandung Final Communique, which also called for a banking body to promote 
fair lending practices between wealthy and poor states, can also be read as a 
refutation of what would eventually form the Washington Consensus: the practice 
of tying development funds and loans to specific standards of governance and pro-
market reform. Other scholars have documented the use and abuse of Washington 
Consensus (Moyo, 2009; Stiglitz, 2002) and note that the Washington Consensus 
has had some extremely adverse effects on development in the Third World, in 
many cases trapping states in a cycle of debt.  
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affairs of another state, and respect for the fundamental human rights set forth in 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.40  

The Bangkok Declaration echoes the Bandung Principles, calling for states to 

address mutual interests and common problems while remaining committed to non-

interference (ASEAN, 1967). ASEAN’s (1967) preference for the regional over the 

global has reinforced the call for common action “in the spirit of equality and 

partnership” (p. Preamble, Item 2). The Bangkok Declaration condemns “external 

interference in any form or manifestation,” and declares that all foreign bases are 

“merely temporary, and remain only with the express concurrence of the countries 

concerned and are not intended to be used directly or indirectly to subvert the 

national independence” (ASEAN, 1976, p. Preamble, Item 5). The signatories pledge 

to use ASEAN as a platform to accelerate economic growth, social progress, and 

cultural development. The Bangkok Declaration also established the original basic 

structure of ASEAN (which was later re-ordered), and declared ASEAN open to all 

regional states that shared these goals (ASEAN, 1967).  

The Bangkok Declaration was a deliberately loose framework to encourage 

late rivals to enter into agreement via consensus and mutual consultation. In 

ASEAN’s early years, the ASEAN leaders did not deeply trust each other. The ASEAN 
                                                           
40 This stands in contrast to later trends within ASEAN, when the AO began to 

respond to external pressures by articulating relativist norms rooted in particular 
cultures. 
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states had been in direct, often armed, conflict with each other almost right up until 

the Bangkok Declaration was signed. Lee Kwan Yew, looking back on ASEAN’s 

founding, noted that the group’s “lofty aims” disguised considerable distrust. In 

truth, he wrote, “Indonesia wanted to reassure Malaysia and Singapore that, with 

the end of the Sukarno era, its intensions were peaceful…Thailand wanted to 

associate itself with non-communist neighbors…the Philippines wanted a forum to 

push its claim to North Borneo…[and] Singapore sought the understanding and 

support of its neighbors in enhancing stability and security in the region” (Yew, 

2000, p. 337). The primary effect of the ASEAN negotiations was to leave the newly 

formed organization as a broadly defined institution, highly dependent on elite-level 

consultation and consensus; this method of conducting politics became 

incorporated into the ASEAN Way.  

The result is an organization that generally41 eschews controversy or broad 

change for internal harmony between members and incremental change. The 

reliance on consultation and consensus has produced an organization where most of 

the work is done via face-to-face meetings among the heads of states or relevant 

ministers of government. What little space is occupied by civil society networks has 

                                                           
41 Though not always; see Lee Jones (2009, 2012) for an excellent body of work 

tracing the times when ASEAN was decidedly pro-interference – but only when 
supporting its member regimes (see the discussion of ASEAN bandwagoning in the 
UN to keep the issue of East Timor under Indonesian occupation off the agenda 
later in this chapter). 
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only been added recently (see discussion below) and is highly co-opted. 

Furthermore, the non-interference principle has meant “tolerance of authoritarian 

regimes and violation of human rights” even as democratization and greater human 

rights have become more prominent global norms (Singh, 2008).  

From Bangkok to Bali: ASEAN’s Roots, Growth, and Laws 
The most significant overall change to ASEAN’s formal structure, particularly 

since the 1980’s, has been the shift toward greater institutionalization and 

legalization. Geoffrey Cockerham’s (2010) analysis of ASEAN’s shifting legal 

framework parses the different types of legal frameworks that ASEAN has employed 

throughout its history, and argues that ASEAN has made a slow (and still 

incomplete) shift toward hard law. This path from ad-hoc organization toward 

legalization took several decades, but culminated in the adoption of the ASEAN 

Charter in 2008.  

Unlike many international organizations, ASEAN did not begin with a formal 

charter.42 Most of the ASEAN principles were constructed through consensus over 

time; procedures and processes were revised or altered on an ad-hoc basis for 

decades before they were actually codified in a single legal document. Other legal 

developments in ASEAN’s history began as non-binding declarations that were still 
                                                           
42 ASEAN’s Charter was written in 2007; it was fully ratified and entered into 

international law in 2008. While ASEAN’s Charter should not be taken as a 
starting point for understanding the organization, it represents a significant 
development in the organization, a high point of institutionalization. 
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regarded as default ASEAN policy.43 This section briefly re-caps key points in 

ASEAN’s legal development. 

In 1971, ASEAN issued the Zone of Peace, Freedom, and Neutrality 

Declaration (ZOPFAN). ZOPFAN was both a declaration of neutrality and a response 

to the ongoing Vietnam War and the pervasive feeling that East Asia and Southeast 

Asia were considered mere “playgrounds” for the great powers. ZOPFAN 

acknowledged regional ties and the history of regional cooperation before pointedly 

restating the UN’s language about respect for sovereignty and territorial integrity of 

all states (ASEAN, 1971). With ZOPFAN, the ASEAN member states expressed their 

commitment to “secure the recognition of, and respect for South East Asia” as a 

neutral zone “free from any form or manner of interference by outside Powers” and 

further legalized the non-interference principle (Ibid, p. Article 1). 

                                                           
43 Cockerham (2010) notes that ASEAN regularly uses several forms of agreements, 

and not all of these forms are legally binding. These forms of agreement include 
declarations (such as the Bangkok Declaration), Ministerial Statements (which are 
often issued after the annual ASEAN summits), principal agreements (which are 
variously referred to as agreements, treaties, arrangements, and protocols), 
supplementary protocols, and amending protocols. Only these last three forms of 
issuing legal statements are usually legally binding. The softer forms of law 
(declarations and ministerial statements) were most frequently used during 
ASEAN’s early years. Declarations (with the exception of the Bangkok Declaration, 
which created ASEAN) should be read as statements of shared norms, while 
ministerial statements are a way of making common understandings public; they 
imply a soft commitment to certain understandings but only rarely bind the 
member states to any hard or enforceable obligation.   
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In February 1976, ASEAN leaders signed the Treaty of Amity and 

Cooperation in Southeast Asia into international law. The Treaty of Amity and 

Cooperation (TAC) (ASEAN, 1976) marks the first time that ASEAN articulated a 

publicized and legalized set of rules and procedures, in addition to the now-familiar 

statement of the ASEAN Way as guiding regional norms. The TAC was ASEAN’s 

earliest step away from an almost purely ad-hoc organization toward a formalized 

structure.44 

The TAC’s goals include promoting regional peace and stability through 

abiding respect for justice and the rule of law, and enhancing regional resilience 

(familiar notes for ASEAN watchers). The TAC differs most notably from earlier 

ASEAN documents when it outlines a process for dispute settlement. The Preamble 

to the TAC established that the ASEAN members were “convinced that the 

settlement of differences or disputes…should be regulated by rational, effective, and 

sufficiently flexible procedures, avoiding negative attitudes which might endanger 

or hinder cooperation” (ASEAN, 1976, p. Preamble). The question of dispute 

settlement is clarified further in Chapter IV, which institutes a High Council 

expressly for dispute monitoring and dispute settlement. Comprised of one 

representative at the ministerial level from each of the contracting parties (ASEAN 

                                                           
44 This process culminated in the writing and ratification of ASEAN’s Charter in 

2008. 
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members), the High Council was granted the power to “constitute itself into a 

committee of mediation, inquiry, or conciliation, and could recommend appropriate 

measures to resolve the dispute before it (ASEAN, 1876, p. Chapter IV, Articles 1-3). 

However, member states were not in any way required to submit themselves to 

dispute settlement before the High Council. ASEAN states may refer themselves to 

the High Council’s processes, and may request that other states involved in the 

dispute at hand participate in the settlement process, but all parties to the dispute 

must formally agree to submit themselves to the High Council and accept its ruling. 

This self-referencing mechanism means that the ASEAN High Council remains 

largely toothless; even while creating a standing venue for dispute settlement, the 

ASEAN Way of non-interference reigns supreme. 

The TAC also marks the first time that ASEAN member states commit 

themselves on paper to maintaining regular contacts and consultations with one 

another (ASEAN, 1976),45 and is the first ASEAN legal document to contain an 

expansion clause, in preparation for new members. In 1987, eleven years after the 

TAC was signed by the founding member states of ASEAN, it was opened for 

accession by other states in the region. By 1999, ASEAN had grown to include 

                                                           
45 Prior to the TAC establishing a general rule about annual meetings, ASEAN’s 

leaders rarely met as a bloc (once in 1967, again in 1976 and 1977); most of the 
elite-level consultations were done on state visits and communicated around to 
counterparts afterward.  
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Brunei, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam, bringing ASEAN membership up to 

ten states.  

Completing the Process: New Membership and the ASEAN Charter 
ASEAN’s growth, from the original five members to the ten-member body we 

know today, prompted a final push to draft and ratify a full charter for the 

organization.46 In 2005, ASEAN issued the Kuala Lumpur Declaration, which 

affirmed the group’s commitment to writing and implementing an ASEAN Charter, 

to establish a legal personality and legal framework for the organization (ASEAN, 

2005). The Kuala Lumpur Declaration appointed the Eminent Persons Group (one 

from each of the ASEAN member states) to advise on the substance and structure of 

the new Charter. After two years of consultations and drafting, the ASEAN Charter 

was presented and opened for signatures at the annual ASEAN summit in 2007.47 By 

October 2008, the Charter had been signed and ratified by all ASEAN members. And 

yet the ASEAN Charter makes only modest progress on key issues, and in fact 

highlighted the divide between the more progressive members of ASEAN and the 

more conservative members. The original ASEAN members (see Table 3.1 below) 

are both more economically developed and at different stages in their political 

                                                           
46 Recall that ASEAN, in considerable contrast to other international organizations, 

operated without a charter since its founding in 1967.  
47 Note that the Charter had to be unanimously ratified in order to enter into effect. 
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development, with several of the original members (the Philippines, Thailand, and 

Indonesia in particular) shifting toward more democratic rule.48 

The creation of the ASEAN Charter was driven by the perceived need to both 

streamline ASEAN’s structure and policies (especially in light of ASEAN’s expansion 

to include the CLMV49 members) and to give ASEAN a more robust legal 

personality.50 At all stages of the Charter process, from the Kuala Lumpur 

Declaration to the statements issued as member states debated the merits of signing 

the Charter, officials (both ASEAN officials and member state spokespersons) 

emphasized that the new Charter would make ASEAN’s structures and processes 

more streamlined and responsive and help ASEAN realize its goals, particularly the 

continually stalled plans to build a single ASEAN market (Seah, 2009; Severino, 

2011).  

  

                                                           
48 In 2007-8, when the ASEAN Charter was under debate, this was even more true; 

as of this writing, Thailand is again ruled by the military (following a 2014 military 
coup) and the Philippines has elected Rodrigo Duterte to the presidency (2016) on 
an authoritarian political platform that urges extrajudicial killings. Indonesia is 
still consolidating toward full democracy.  

49 CLMV is the common acronym for the four most recent additions to ASEAN (in the 
order of their accession): Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Vietnam. 

50 A legal personality indicates that an international body is a valid subject of 
international law, can assume legal rights and obligations, and may conclude 
treaties and other legal obligations with other states or international actors (Seah, 
2009, pp. 201-203). 
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Table 3.1: ASEAN Members 
Full Member States Observer (Candidate) States 

Indonesia Papua New Guinea 
 

Malaysia  Timor-Leste 

Philippines  

Singapore  

Thailand  

Brunei (first expansion, 1984)  

Vietnam (second expansion, 1995)  

Laos (third expansion, 1997)  

Myanmar (third expansion, 1997)  

Cambodia (fourth expansion, 1999)  

 

The primary flaw in the ASEAN Charter stems from the tension inherent 

between maintaining the ASEAN Way, with its emphasis on non-intervention, with 

the desire to make ASEAN a more coherent organization with formal structures and 

processes. Even with the Charter, ASEAN’s ability to mitigate differences and 

disputes between its members “…depends entirely upon the extent that the member 

states are willing to cooperate at any particular moment” (Leviter, 2010, p. 171). As 

a result, ASEAN’s Charter codifies ongoing practice, but not much else. For example, 

ASEAN leaders (from ASEAN officials to the members of the Eminent Persons 

Group) wanted the new Charter to advance ASEAN’s goal of “becoming a single 

market and production base,”a plan that had been on ASEAN’s agenda since 1992 

(Severino, 2011, p. 7). But the only improvement written into the Charter mandates 
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that economic arrangements in ASEAN should now be governed by a rules-based 

regime. The Charter does not address the loose form of most ASEAN economic 

agreements (which often allow states to shirk their obligations) or the “ASEAN 

minus X” formula that allows member states to opt out of economic agreements 

made for the whole organization.51  

Likewise, the human rights component written into the ASEAN charter 

remains a victim of the ASEAN Way. The ASEAN Charter affirms the importance of 

human rights in the region and actually creates a human rights commission to rule 

on human rights abuses in the region (a significant departure from the ASEAN Way). 

Rodolfo Severino, former secretary-general for ASEAN, took pains to walk this 

difficult tightrope as he made diplomatic rounds to shore up support for the Charter, 

writing that “while the Charter does not provide for a regional court…it does 

enshrine [human rights] norms and embodies ASEAN’s commitment to them…[the 

                                                           
51 The “ASEAN minus X” formula refers to a growing trend for flexible participation 

in ASEAN that moves away from strict consensus (in which policies are debated 
and revised until there is full agreement among all ASEAN members). The ASEAN 
minus X formula allows decisions to be made without perfect consensus; policies 
are still debated with an effort toward consensus, but some member state(s) may 
raise their concerns and notify the other members that they will be “opting out” of 
the policy under consideration; this option is used most frequently to allow less-
developed ASEAN members the chance to commit in principle to economic 
policies while allowing them to lag the more developed members. In these cases, 
the “minus X” members are still committing to enacting policy at hand (such as 
lowering tariffs on some goods for fellow ASEAN members) by some future date, 
rather than on the same timetable as their counterparts (Caballero-Anthony, 2008, 
pp. 78-79; Chin, 2007; Soesastro, 1995). 
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Charter] gives governments and the people something to invoke in case of egregious 

violations of these norms” (Severino, 2011, p. 8). But ultimately, ASEAN’s Human 

Rights Commission is “a tongue without teeth.” It can acknowledge human rights 

abuses within the member states, but cannot do anything to punish offending states 

or curb their behavior. Leviter notes that this watered down attempt to incorporate 

human rights into the Charter represents deep divisions between states like 

Indonesia, Thailand, and the Philippines (that wanted a stronger mandate for 

ASEAN to protect human rights) and Singapore, Malaysia, and all of the CLMV 

members, that “…wanted to maintain greater control over dissident voices within 

their respective countries” (Asplund, 2014; Leviter, 2010, p. 194; Gerard, 2015). 

ASEAN Under the AO Framework 
 

Turning from the discussion about the ASEAN Way and ASEAN’s legal 

structure, how does ASEAN add to repression, co-optation, and legitimization? The 

next three sections examine whether and how ASEAN contributes to its members’ 

power to repress and co-opt their populations, and how ASEAN legitimizes 

authoritarian rule. The following sections move through each aspect of the AO 

framework respectively, assessing the evidence for ASEAN as an effective AO, 

beginning with ASEAN’s actions in the security sphere.  
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ASEAN Security: Retrenching Internal Security at the International Level 
This section reviews ASEAN’s contribution to state-led repression. Does 

ASEAN increase its members’ abilities to repress their population, and if so, how? In 

1994, ASEAN created a standing regional security body, the ASEAN Regional Forum 

(ARF), both to expand its footprint on regional security and to increase the number 

of actors involved in setting and enacting a security agenda for the region. But the 

ARF falls far short of an active military or rapid-reaction arm. ASEAN has also taken 

impressive steps to deepen legal convergence on internal state security, and to 

enshrine internal security laws into the ASEAN counterterrorism laws. This 

framework for intelligence sharing, hot pursuit, and/or cross-border renditions for 

enemies of the member regimes functions strategically allows room for the ASEAN 

regimes to repress their populations under harshly punitive internal security laws. 

Repress 
Formalized joint military commitment, pledging troops/police in cases of threat 
De-facto military cooperation (such as joint training exercises) 
Intelligence sharing 
Security-oriented legal framework, allowing pursuit and/or rendition across 
borders 

 

The ASEAN Regional Forum: Long on Talk 
The ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) grew out of a series of post-ministerial 

conferences held in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s. Several important changes in 

the regional security setting drove ASEAN ministers to first, address the changing 
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security environment, and second, reach beyond the ASEAN members when forming 

the ARF.  

As Alice Ba points out, the creation of the ARF was quite remarkable in and of 

itself, since ASEAN had a “historical aversion to discussing security” (Ba, 1997, p. 

643) that was informed by the long tradition of intraregional tensions between the 

ASEAN members. ASEAN states generally managed regional security by avoiding the 

subject, couching regional security in terms of “resilience” rather than outlining any 

concrete steps toward a formal security regime. This management technique 

worked well enough during the Cold War, while the United States remained the 

primary guarantor of external security for many states in the region. But the end of 

the Cold War introduced several changes, all with the potential to disrupt the 

traditional ASEAN approach to security. First, with the decline and demise of the 

Soviet Union, the United States sought to reduce its military presence in Southeast 

Asia. The United States did not fully withdraw from the region,52 but greatly reduced 

its military presence by closing and consolidating some military bases, and fully 

returning the administration of the Rukuyu Islands to Japan. Second, these changes 

raised concerns about a potential power vacuum in the region. Speculations arose as 

to whether Japan might pursue a more expansionist foreign policy (Ba, 1997); 

                                                           
52 Despite the partial rollback of American military presence, the United States still 

maintains bases in Indonesia, the Philippines, and Singapore (Chalk, 2013; Mauzy 
& Job, 2013). 
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greater worries arose among the ASEAN states that China would eventually 

maneuver itself to the status of regional hegemon (Ibid; Crone, 1993; Leifer, 1996). 

Finally, Ba points to perceived attempts by Western states to “colonize” Southeast 

Asian security talks as impetus for the ARF. In the early 1990s, Australia and Canada 

(and later the US) put forth whitepapers outlining plans for security dialogues in 

Southeast Asia. ASEAN leaders rejected these proposals, and responded by 

launching the ARF in 1994 with the intention of drawing a wider regional audience 

into a grouping dominated by the ASEAN states and an ASEAN-compatible agenda.  

Since its inaugural meeting, the ARF has placed border and territorial 

dispute, smuggling, piracy, pollution, and terrorism on its agenda over the years, but 

generally fails to produce concrete action (beyond workshops and the occasional 

confidence-building measure) on these items (Ba, 1997; Narine, 1997; Sheldon, 

1998). In short, the ASEAN Regional Forum exists to manage regional and 

transnational security problems, but remains more of a talk-shop than a muscular 

peacekeeping force or defense pact. Crucially for this investigation, the ARF has not 

established any kind of collective security clause or pact, and most ARF members 

balk at the idea of establishing a peacekeeping force for the region under ARF 

auspices. ARF members cannot call upon each other to preserve mutual security or 

to provide mutual defense (from outside aggression or from internal violence). As a 
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mechanism for supporting authoritarian regimes in the region, the ARF does not 

contribute to the ability of ASEAN member regimes’ repression toolkit.  

The Legal Approach: Legitimizing Internal Security 
By contrast to the ARF, ASEAN’s work to deepen international legitimacy for 

internal security measures has yielded better results. Domestic security in almost all 

of the ASEAN states is legalized in internal security acts, which usually lay out broad 

police powers and a variety of situations in which police may exercise these powers. 

Traditionally, ASEAN member regimes used expansive internal security acts both to 

hold their nascent states together against separatist and communist threats and to 

maintain their hold on power. Most of the ASEAN member states still maintain these 

internal security acts, though several of these states have at least revised their acts 

to curtail some police powers and to extend a thin layer of legal protection to 

citizens (Kurlantzick, 2014).  

In its earliest years, ASEAN simply never commented on member regimes’ 

internal security laws. However, since 2001 and the beginning of the Global War on 

Terror, ASEAN has enacted several laws aimed at pursuing terrorist suspects 

throughout the ASEAN political space (ASEAN, 2013). ASEANs terrorism laws 

remain both underspecified and strongly linked to the very internal security acts 

that are used to strategically police the public space in ASEAN member states.  
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Scholars generally concur (Beyer, 2010; Chow, 2005; Febrica, 2010; Haacke, 

2009a) that (particularly for an IO so deferential to the principle of non-intervention 

in the affairs of another state) ASEAN has taken a surprisingly active approach to 

counter-terrorism. But this exception to ASEAN’s normally hands-off security 

approach is quite rational if we examine ASEAN as an AO. Notwithstanding the 

genuine terrorism threats that confront Southeast Asia, ASEAN’s counterterrorism 

laws are strategically written to encompass the most expansive versions of its 

member states’ internal security acts. This link means that ASEAN states may arrest, 

detain, prosecute, or (in many cases) imprison individuals on thin or no evidence, 

and remain completely within the bounds of ASEAN’s legal framework, which legally 

sanctions those actions. Further, under the counterterrorism agenda, ASEAN has 

facilitated sharing both information and evidence across ASEAN borders. In political 

terms, ASEAN member states participate in the Convention on Counter Terrorism by 

“implementing counterterrorism legislation, surveillance policies, or legislation on 

the prevention and persecution of terrorist finances, and by policing terrorism” 

(Beyer, 2010, p. 115). However, ASEAN state regimes have also used these laws to 

target and prosecute both political rivals and secessionist groups who have not 

engaged in violence. By stepping back from well-defined and delineated approaches 

to terrorism, ASEAN codifies authoritarian repression under the rule of 

international law.  
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ASEAN has created two international legal agreements that retrench internal 

security laws in the name of counterterrorism. First, the Treaty on Mutual Legal 

Assistance in Criminal Matters (drafted in 2004 and signed in 2006), enables ASEAN 

member states’ law enforcement and judicial authorities to cooperate across 

borders as they investigate, arrest, and prosecute suspects. The MLA Treaty also 

makes legal provisions for the exchange of witnesses and evidence across borders 

(regardless of the differences in ASEAN members’ legal systems and judicial 

procedures) (ASEAN, 2006).  

Second, the ASEAN Convention on Counter-Terrorism (2007, abbreviated 

ACCT) lays out a framework for the ASEAN states to counter and prosecute acts of 

terrorism, share intelligence,53 and extradite suspects. The ACCT does specify that 

accused parties should be given legal representation and otherwise treated fairly, in 

accordance with United Nations standards on the rights of the accused. However, 

the MLA and the ACCT present significant loopholes that fail to curb the overly 

broad security powers held by ASEAN regimes.54   

                                                           
53 Intelligence refers to secret material collected by intelligence sources and/or law 

enforcement agents to provide background information and advance warning 
about people who are thought to be likely to commit acts of terrorism or other 
threats to national security. 

54 This is a contrast to the ways in which the Shanghai Cooperation Organization’s 
(SCO) legal framework deliberately expands the category of “terrorist” or 
“extremist”; ASEAN is deliberately vague in its legal language, while the SCO (as I 
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ASEAN’s legal approach to security deliberately allows significant leeway to 

the member regimes, which have incentives to strategically use the laws to preserve 

their power at home. In the first place, ASEAN’s counterterrorism documents 

decline to specifically define “terrorism” or “terrorist.” In the absence of a clear 

definition of “terrorism,” the work of establishing the characteristics of terrorism is 

left up to the member states and their security forces, meaning that domestic 

security forces can define “terrorist” as narrowly or broadly as they choose. 

Similarly, the ACCT requests that signatory parties do everything within their power 

to prevent terrorist attacks, pursue suspects, gather evidence against them, and 

share that information and evidence for the purpose of trial and mutual legal 

assistance. After that point, the ACCT allows a member state’s internal security laws 

to take precedent (under the rubric of national sovereignty).  

ASEAN members’ internal security acts vary in both scope and severity; some 

have been revised from earlier, harsher incarnations, while others remain virtually 

untouched since they were first created. Some ISAs (such as those in Myanmar, 

Malaysia, and Singapore) allow for preemptive arrest and detention for any activity 

or suspected activity acting against law and order - broad terms that include inciting 

disaffection with the government (Singapore Internal Security Act, 1960/2011) or 

against the king (Thailand Internal Security Act, 2008), whether in person, in 
                                                                                                                                                                             

will document later in this project) is deliberately expansive at the expense of civil 
and criminal rights.  
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writing, or in entertainment. Others (like Thailand’s Internal Security Act) have 

been amended to provide citizens with some recourse to legal representation and 

rights, but still allow citizens to be detained in their homes or in detention without a 

burden of evidence (Thailand Internal Security Act, 2008).  

Newer or revised ISAs are not necessarily more balanced or more likely to 

guarantee civil rights and liberties. Malaysia’s Security Offenses Act was revised and 

enacted as recently as 2012, and allows the preemptive detention of any person 

whom police or security forces suspect of involvement in security offenses for up to 

28 days without a warrant or judge’s order (Laws of Malaysia, 2012). While 

Malaysia’s Security Offenses Act states that no one should be arrested for their 

political activity, this stipulation only applies if someone is lodging a complaint at a 

federal office, or if they are acting through a registered political party; this 

protection does not necessarily apply to demonstrations or protests organized 

outside of political parties, or cover citizens if their political party fails to meet 

necessary conditions for registration (Laws of Malaysia, 2006).  

Even in Thailand, one of the more democratic members of ASEAN, the 

Internal Security Act (a revised and updated ISA was enacted in 2008), allows state 

security forces to take any actions deemed necessary to “prevent, suppress, 

discontinue, subdue and solve or mitigate the situations affecting the national 

security” (Thailand Internal Security Act, 2008) and permits bans on gathering in 
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public places, barring an individual from leaving his or her home, and banning an 

individual from using communication routes or vehicles. Mirroring other Internal 

Security Acts in neighboring states, the Thailand’s ISA extends to anything that 

might compromise “public order or national security…[or] the state of normalcy 

form any situation which is the result of an act of a person or group of persons 

exposing or likely to expose life and limb or property of the citizens or the State to 

injury” (Thailand Internal Security Act, 2008, p. Article 3). As recently as 2012, the 

Thai government enacted the ISA to preempt demonstrations led by the Pitak Siam 

group, who were protesting government corruption and nepotism (“Thai 

Government Invokes Internal Security Act Ahead of Protests,” 2012). 

In states with harsher internal security laws, regimes have directly used ISAs 

and other laws to hamstring or remove challengers from the political playing field. 

In Malaysia, former deputy prime minister Anwar Ibrahim was arrested and 

detained under the ISA while Mahathir’s government gathered evidence (much of it 

later exposed as false) to bring against him in court. Ibrahim was sentenced to six 

years in prison for corruption and a further nine years for sodomy (Amnesty 

International, 2003).55 The same ISA was used to detain members of the KeADILan 

(The Justice Party) in the early 2000’s. Since 2001 (and the 9/11 attacks that 

                                                           
55 While the conviction for sodomy was later overturned and Ibrahim’s sentence 

reduced accordingly, Ibrahim’s case illustrates the use of selective prosecutions 
under Malaysia’s ISA. 
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spurred the Global War on Terror), Malaysia’s government has “become 

increasingly willing to launch crackdowns against its opponents” under the name of 

fighting terrorism in the region (Humphreys, 2009, p. 118).   

Finally, ASEAN acts as a platform for its member states to force improved 

communication and information-sharing links. In 2002, ASEAN members Indonesia, 

the Philippines, and Malaysia signed the Agreement on Information Exchange and 

Establishment of Communication Procedures, which commits signatories to hare 

blacklists, airline passenger lists, and digitized fingerprint databases (ASEAN, 2002), 

to help enforce transnational movements. Thailand and Cambodia later acceded to 

this agreement. Like other ASEAN security agreements, the Agreement on 

Information Exchange rests on deliberately broad and vague categories of 

“terrorism” (which includes potential crimes against people as well as crimes 

against the state) and other crimes.  

To summarize ASEAN’s repression functions, ASEAN has not evolved into an 

active or robust international security community. The ASEAN Regional Forum has 

not mitigated tense situations in the region (such as tensions over the Spratly 

Islands or the South China Sea) and is not capable of assisting a regime to physically 

repress a population. Instead, ASEAN has legitimized its member states’ internal 

security laws, embedding space for internal security measures within the ASEAN 

Convention on Counterterrorism Treaty. Following the evidence that ASEAN’s major 
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contribution to members’ ability to repress really amount to a series of international 

legal agreements, clearly ASEAN’s greatest contribution to its members does not lie 

in the security realm. I now turn to examine ASEAN’s co-option and legitimization 

agendas. If ASEAN is not contributing very much to the power to repress, is it more 

successful as a tool of co-optation?  

Unhitching Democracy and Development: ASEAN and Co-optation 
 

This sections traces ASEAN’s co-optation functions in two directions: first, 

how has ASEAN supported development plans in the region? Second, how has 

ASEAN co-opted civil society in order to downplay the negative externalities of 

rapid market reform? This section traces ASEAN’s pivot from ISI/state-led economic 

model to the neoliberal market-oriented model that has risen up since the Asian 

Financial Crisis, and ASEAN’s subsequent growing role as a gatekeeper for civil 

society in the region. 
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Co-opt 

Increase Economic Output or 
Development 

Diminish Competition 

Development banks or development 
funds, created and managed by the AO 

Create new civil society groups (Siphon 
members from pre-existing civil society 
groups) 

 
Preferential trade agreements between 
AO members  

Incorporate pre-existing civil society 
groups (Gatekeeping power, ensuring 
admittance only to pro-government or 
politically neutral civil society groups) 

Development projects created or 
managed by the AO 

Sponsor soft power initiatives (i.e. 
education initiatives, public health 
programs) 

 

The politics of developmentalism in Southeast Asia reflect a pattern in which 

political and social problems are transformed into (or subsumed by) problems of 

production and output. Success in production, combined with a distribution of the 

benefits of growth, serves to mitigate (if not neutralize) class conflict and to 

consolidate a political consensus in favor of growth: the “politics of productivity.” In 

some contexts, the politics of productivity has been compatible with a democratic 

political system, but in Southeast Asia, it has provided the rationale for authoritarian 

political systems. The Southeast Asian developmental state’s survival is contingent 

on the creation of wealth, which performs two functions: it secures the unity of the 

political and economic elites that constitute the dominant coalition, and it ensures 
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the support of citizens whose participation in politics is restricted (Nesadurai, 2003; 

Robles, 2004). ASEAN has been an important supporting player in the economic 

development of the region. ASEAN’s pivot from a vehicle for protectionist import-

substitution projects to a force for greater market liberalization can only be 

understood through the AO framework. ASEAN’s economic goals are not to 

“liberalize” the regional economy in the traditional sense of freeing markets, capital, 

and labor. ASEAN’s co-optation functions help authoritarian regimes both maintain 

a certain level of economic output (which is necessary for them to remain in power), 

and to mitigate or minimize the discontent that results from the citizens that must 

cope with the structural changes in the economy.   

Economic Co-optation 
The shift to a more market-oriented economy creates new economic winners 

and losers – we can only understand this pivot from ASEAN supporting import 

substitution to promoting free market capitalism if we understand that ASEAN is 

there to ensure that the authoritarian states maintain a certain level of economic 

output which allows them to remain in power and mitigate these changes in society. 

At one point, ASEAN threw its weight into industrial projects based around import 

substitution; once it became clear that other avenues for economic growth might be 

better or more reliable, ASEAN (and ASEAN member states’) attitudes and strategies 

begin to shift toward market liberalization and pursuing FDI. In fact, Robiles asserts 
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that AFTA and the AEC (both liberal market initiatives) are in fact only 

continuations of previous industrial cooperation schemes (Robles, 2004).  

Sector by Sector: Coordinating Growth Across the ASEAN Region 
By its own admission, ASEAN’s earliest years were marked by little progress 

in terms of coordinating economic projects or economic growth (Poon-Kim, 1977), 

with ASEAN primarily focused on regional security. The 1976 Bali Summit Meeting 

marked the turning point when the ASEAN leaders not only understood that 

economic growth was the key to fending off the twin threats of Communism and 

insurgency, but that economic growth could be coordinated across the ASEAN space. 

Indeed, scholars and ASEAN watchers note that the Bali Summit and the agreement 

on ASEAN Industrial Projects could not have been accomplished without the 

changing geopolitical tides, which convinced ASEAN leaders to pull together for 

economic progress (Poon-Kim, 1977; Tan, 2000).  

In the ASEAN 5 states, industrialization took off in the 1960’s, and formed the 

backbone of economic development and rising standards of living in those 

countries. ASEAN member governments originally aimed to improve living 

standards via import substitution (IS), which depends on the domestic economy to 

produce goods for domestic consumers, replacing or greatly diminishing the need 

for imported goods. ASEAN began a program of Industrial Projects (AIPs) were 

intended to help the ASEAN states maintain import-substitution growth, to in fact 
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“implement import-substitution on a regional scale” in the face of declining 

industrial growth at the national level (Tan, 2000, p. 251). The AIP plan hoped to 

establish large-scale industrial projects, with the start-up costs to be split between 

the individual state government and the other ASEAN member governments (as an 

example, Singapore was expected to front 60% of the start-up costs for its ASEAN 

sanctioned diesel fuels engine factories, while the other ASEAN states would 

contribute the remaining 40% of costs) (UN Industrial Development Organization 

(UNIDO), 1986). A number of bids for large-scale projects were submitted, including 

bids for diesel engine plants, pulp and paper factories, and urea production plants 

(urea is an essential part of many commercial agricultural fertilizers). Priority was 

given to selecting projects that “…could utilize the raw materials of member 

countries, create employment, contribute to the growth of food production, and lead 

to increased foreign exchange earnings or savings” (UNIDO, 1986, p. 20) One AIP 

was assigned to each ASEAN member.56 While these five large projects were still in 

early implementation stages, ASEAN ministers also authorized the start of minor 

AIPs, mostly geared toward producing small machinery and machine tools (like 

tires, wire and copper tubing for television set production, and tin-plating 

equipment). 

                                                           
56 Urea production facilities in Indonesia and Malaysia (to produce commercial 

fertilizers needed to sustain the Green Revolution in those states), phosphate 
production in the Philippines, rock salt and soda ash production in Thailand, and a 
diesel engine factory in Singapore.  
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The ASEAN Industrial Projects (AIPs) were supposed to extend the period of 

IS growth in the ASEAN member states and give the members additional time to 

develop their export-oriented economic plans. Unfortunately, most of the AIPs were 

poorly planned and quickly abandoned. By 1983, only one AIP, a fertilizer plant in 

Indonesia, had been fully implemented (Suriyamongkol, 1988). The other projects 

were abandoned as leaders encountered problems like poor infrastructure (which 

inhibited delivery), price fluctuations for necessary and complementary 

commodities (especially the price hikes in oil and price drops in copper) and other 

issues in the production pipeline.  

ASEAN’s strategies for industrial complementation fared little better. 

ASEAN’s Industrial Complementation (AIC) schemes called for joint projects to be 

divided into smaller parts, each to be taken by one ASEAN state in a linked chain of 

development projects.57 AIC projects would receive a 50% tariff reduction in all the 

ASEAN member states, and be granted special protections from competition for 

three years (ASEAN, 1983). Although around thirty AIC plans were considered, only 

two were actually funded. Both plans centered around producing cars for regional 

consumers; both plans failed when the individual ASEAN states continued 

                                                           
57 The most notable example was the AIC aimed at producing automobiles for the 

domestic ASEAN markets: Thailand and the Philippines would produce the body 
panels, Indonesia the diesel engines, Malaysia the wheel spokes and body chains, 
and Singapore the joints (Reiger, 1991, pp. 41-43). 
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developing their own national car brands in violation of the spirit of the AIC project 

(UNIDO, 1986).  

Overall, the divergent interests of the ASEAN states continued to be major 

impediments to true intra-ASEAN economic cooperation (Kurus, 1993). By the end 

of the 1980’s analysts were calling for greater integration of ASEAN’s industrial 

policies and financial policies, warning that ASEAN could only boost development so 

far unless it developed mechanisms (English, 1988) to truly influence its members’ 

economic behavior (O’Brien & Muegge, 1987). ASEAN, as Chia points out, was “…too 

diverse, too concerned with economic sovereignty, and too small and economically 

unimportant to its members for effective economic integration” (Yue, 1998, p. 214). 

But given the difficulties of turning ASEAN into a formally integrated market, it 

made more sense for ASEAN countries to aim to create an outward-looking trade 

bloc that facilitates greater external trade beyond the specific ASEAN states. 

The ASEAN Free Trade Agreement (AFTA) was launched in January 1992, at 

the Fourth ASEAN Summit, in response to several changes in the global setting. First, 

since the Cold War had ended, the Communist threat that once acted as ASEAN’s 

“glue” was gone, and ASEAN needed new and greater common interests to remain 

intact: the economic pivot was meant to supplement ASEAN’s security role. Second, 

most of the protectionist ASEAN members (Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, and 

Thailand) were in the process of introducing export-oriented economic plans for the 
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new era and were already courting multinational corporations to set up facilities in 

their countries. Finally, the ASEAN states were becoming concerned about 

competition from the Single European Market and the North American Free Trade 

Agreement (NAFTA), as well as new low-cost production centers in Eastern Europe 

and China (Robles, 2004; Yue, 1998). ASEAN states hoped that “AFTA would enable 

resource pooling and market sharing which would improve the productive 

efficiency and competitiveness of every ASEAN economy…increasing ASEAN 

attractiveness as a production base and market for foreign investors and 

[improving] ASEAN bargaining leverage” (Yue, 1998, pp. 217-218).58 AFTA served 

as an early launching pad for the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), which 

formally launched in 2015. These two plans (AFTA and the AEC) together “are 

efforts of developmental states in Southeast Asia to create a distinct Southeast Asian 

economic region, conceptualized as a production base for the world market” 

(Robles, 2004, p. 82) a way to integrate Southeast Asia as a region with the global 

markets; launching AFTA and the AEC represent a significant pivot from ASEAN’s 

early industrial projects, which were based in import substitution and similar plans.  

AFTA called for eliminating tariffs and non-tariff barriers to intra-ASEAN 

trade by 2008. The long-term goal, of course, was to make the ASEAN region a more 

                                                           
58 Yue also notes that ASEAN members were actually quite skeptical about whether 

the WTO’s Uruguay Round of negotiations would fail; leaders hoped that AFTA 
would provide a fallback option if those talks stalled out or failed. 
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attractive area for investment and trade for countries beyond the region 

(Chapponniere & Lautier, 2016). Similarly, there was an expectation that ASEAN’s 

FTA would serve as a training ground for Southeast Asian firms, which would 

emerge better equipped to compete on the world stage after learning to compete in 

a regional market, and that a regional market would attract FDI by making ASEAN 

more attractive as a production base, with investing firms also able to sell in a 

growing regional market (Robles, 2004). Overall, the formation of AFTA had 

meaningful positive impacts on the trade flows among ASEAN members, without 

coming at the expense of trade with outsiders (Calvo-Pardo, Freund, & Ornelas, 

2009). AFTA has proved to be a “deep” free trade agreement59 due to its 

comprehensive nature60, the program’s ambition, and the fact that most ASEAN 

members have mostly stuck to the goal of reaching near-free intra-trade bloc (Calvo-

Pardo et al., 2009). AFTA has also succeeded in making ASEAN an attractive site for 

FDI: after falling behind China as an FDI site in the 1990’s, “…FDI flows toward 

ASEAN countries…increased in the 2000’s and caught up with Chinese FDI inflows 

in 2012” (Chaponniere & Lautier, 2016). 

                                                           
59 Calvo-Pardo, Freund, and Ornelas (2009) compare AFTA to Mercosur. 
60 Over 90% of product classifications were on the Inclusion list from the outset of 

the liberalization program. 
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 (Mis)Managing the Asian Financial Crisis 
The ASEAN states continued to show impressive economic growth into the 

1990’s. During this time, ASEAN’s major economic agenda was to facilitate regional 

economic projects, via lowered trade barriers, preferential economic agreements, 

and the projects discussed above. In other words, ASEAN was neither required nor 

prepared to remedy deep problems. In 1997, the Asian Financial Crisis began in 

Thailand, and spread through the region; its repercussions were felt in stock 

markets around the world. In Southeast Asia, the Financial Crisis deeply shook 

fundamental assumptions about the role of government in the economy, leading to 

profound political and social changes that ASEAN was simply not equipped to 

manage. ASEAN’s poor handling of its first true economic crisis called the very 

existence of the organization into question.  

The Financial Crisis began when currency traders attacked the Thai baht. The 

Thai economy was rapidly increasing its balance of trade deficits, and taking on an 

untenable amount foreign debt, 61 all while the baht was pegged to the American 

dollar. After almost a month of trying to preserve the value of the baht, the 

government announced that the baht would be de-pegged from the US dollar and 

allowed to float; the baht’s value fell by 17% almost immediately (Ahmad & Ghoshal, 

                                                           
61 During 1990-1995, Thai trade deficits fluctuated between 5% and 8% of total GDP. 

Thailand’s total external debt was $90.5 billion, approximately 48% of Thailand’s 
GDP. (Tan, 2000, pp. 210-11.)  
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1999; Narine, 2002; Tan, 2000)62 From Thailand, the financial crisis spread through 

the region, drawing in not only the other ASEAN countries, but Japan, South Korea, 

and China as well. As the value of the Thai baht declined, and then plummeted, 

Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Philippines had to step in to defend their own 

currencies. Investor panic and speculation spread throughout the ASEAN countries; 

all told, the nominal GDP of the ASEAN bloc fell by $9.2 billion in 1997, and by 

$218.2 billion in 1998 (Tan, 2000; Weisbrot, 2007). ASEAN also suffered a loss of 

FDI, “which fell sharply from $328 billion in 1997 to merely $13 billion in 1999” 

(Robles, 2004, p. 94).  The Asian Financial Crisis effectively ended the “Asian 

miracle” and throwing the fate of the ASEAN regimes into question for the first time 

in decades.  

In Thailand, Ground Zero for the currency crisis, Prime Minister Chaovalit 

Yongchaidudh was forced to resign. Thailand held democratic elections, electing the 

Democrat Party (in a seven-party coalition) to majority and Chuan Leekpai as prime 

minister; the Democrats held the government until 2001. The Asian Financial Crisis 

also prompted greater public approval for the new Thai constitution, which had 

been in various draft stages since 1996. The new People’s Constitution was enacted 

in October 1997 (Flatters, 2000; Tan, 2000).  
                                                           
62 Within one month, Thailand had to seek assistance from the International 

Monetary Fund. The resulting rescue package required Thailand to implement 
several reforms, including a sharp hike in interest rates, budget cuts, and forced 
closures for nearly 60 finance companies (Sachs & Woo, 2000). 
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In Malaysia, where the ringgit faced heavy speculation, Mathahir 

Mohammad’s government did its best to impose strict capital controls and quickly 

pegged the ringgit to the US dollar. Mathahir also increased public spending (in 

violation of IMF restrictions). These measures were successful in managing the 

Financial Crisis; Malaysia was one of the first ASEAN states to truly pull through the 

crisis. But even the diminished effects of the Financial Crisis sparked political 

changes. In September 1998, Mathahir dismissed his deputy prime minister, Anwar 

Ibrahim (seen as Mathahir’s likely successor in office), and quickly launched charges 

of corruption and indecent behavior against his former deputy.63  

The most dramatic change in domestic politics occurred in Indonesia, where 

the repercussions of the Asian Financial Crisis drove Suharto from power after just 

over 30 years in power. Suharto’s New Order was built upon “a prosperous 

economy amid a hierarchically ordered society and polity” (Liddle, 1996, p. 58), a 

promise that Suharto’s regime was able to deliver. Under Suharto’s rule, Indonesia 

became a poster country for impressive economic growth directed by an autocratic 

state. Under Suharto, scholars note, the Indonesian economy grew steadily for 

approximately 25 years, averaging 6% growth every year and swelling state coffers 

and the overall GNP. Liddle noted in 1996 that “in the eyes of many Indonesians, 

                                                           
63 Anwar Ibrahim was detained with little evidence under the Internal Security Act, 

and eventually found guilty of corruption and sodomy in a set of trials seen as 
politically motivated. 
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economic growth validated Suharto’s vision of a strong state that successfully 

pursues development while remaining paternalistic” (Liddle, 1996, p. 59). In short, 

life under Suharto was “…generally predictable, if repressive” (Kingsbury, 2005, p. 

67) and notoriously corrupt.64  

The Asian Financial Crisis proved to be the tipping point. On top of income 

inequality, and the rising public consciousness of just how wide the gap was 

between the elite and the average citizen (Ahmad & Ghoshal, 1999), Indonesia’s 

economy contracted 14% in 1998 alone. GDP per capita shrank from just over 

$1000 per capita in 1997 to $487 per capita in 1998, deeply eroding the legitimacy 

of Suharto and his regime.  Suharto had clearly learned his lesson from observing 

Marcos’ fall from power in 1986. Suharto resigned from office in May 1998, 

transferring power to a hand-picked successor, Vice-President B. J. Habibie 

(Kingsbury, 2005). This change of power started Indonesia’s slow change toward a 

more democratic polity. 

During the Asian Financial Crisis and the political fallout that it triggered, 

ASEAN was an impotent actor. ASEAN could not mitigate the spillover effects from 

the Financial Crisis: ASEAN could neither countermand IMF demands for greater 
                                                           
64 Kingsbury notes that although corruption was “endemic to Indonesia and could be 

found at every level of government service, it caused most public concern when 
manifested among the friends and family of President Suharto. However, until 
1998, these individuals appeared blind to the anger that their domination of the 
Indonesian economy provoked.” (Kingsbury, 2005, p. 15) 
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privatization, nor coordinate an alternate source of bailout funds. Narine notes that 

ASEAN’s impotence in the face of this crisis undermined ASEAN’s confidence from 

within, weakened ASEAN’s claim that it was a credible economic institution (Narine, 

2002, pp. 165-167) and prompted ASEAN’s renewed focus on building AFTA into 

the ASEAN Economic Community.   

The Market Shift: The ASEAN Economic Community 
The focus on building stronger market economies in the region65 helped the 

region recover from the Financial Crisis. By 2003, the ASEAN Secretariat reported 

that the average tariff of ASEAN countries was 2.39%, down from 12.76% in 1993, 

and that even with the fallout from the Asian Financial Crisis, FDI in the ASEAN 

region had improved, with 101 applications from foreign firms submitted to 

                                                           
65 The benefits of the liberal market turn in ASEAN have been complicated by 

ASEAN’s expansion to include Vietnam, Laos, Myanmar, and Cambodia in the late 
1990’s. On the one hand, these states are rich in natural resources and labor; 
furthermore, simply adding these members increases ASEAN’s market size and 
resources, giving ASEAN greater weight in global and regional economic for a and 
in negotiations. On the other hand, CLVM members continue to be measurably 
poorer than the original ASEAN 5. To begin with, all of the CLVM states came into 
ASEAN with mostly (if not entirely) centrally planned economies. Vietnam, Laos, 
and Cambodia had undertaken some market-oriented reforms in the 1980’s (Asian 
Development Bank Statistical Database Online, ; Pomfret, 2013), but they were 
still far less integrated into the global market than their ASEAN 5 counterparts, 
which had been gradually converting to market-based economies for decades (Tan 
2011:, 39-80). As a result, the CLVM economies still lag the rest of ASEAN. By 2010, 
the levels of imports and exports were much smaller for the CLVM states than in 
any of the ASEAN 5, with Vietnam as the only exception (Ibid). But membership in 
ASEAN has compelled outside states to treat Vietnam and Laos as though they 
were more economically developed than they actually are (Narine, 2002). 
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ASEAN’s Industrial Cooperation plan. Robles (2004) reports that surveys run by 

Japan’s External Trade Organization found that 98.5% of Japanese firms surveyed 

reported that they planned to increase their investments in the ASEAN trading area, 

indicating that these firms expected continued growth in that region. Obstacles to a 

fully integrated and effective AEC remain, but scholars point out that “the ASEAN 

Economic Community is not only a regional integration initiative but also a critical 

cog of a novel East Asian model of development and integration in which ASEAN has 

been playing a significant role” (Rodan, Hewison, & Robison, 2006, p. 47). 

Building on AFTA, the AEC aims to turn Southeast Asia into a single market 

and fully integrated production base for transnational capital, with a free flow of 

goods, services, investments, capital, and skilled labor. This plan was first laid out in 

ASEAN Vision 2020, and continuously confirmed since then (in the Declaration of 

ASEAN Concord, the Cebu Declaration, and of course the AEC Blueprint). Jones and 

other scholars note that if the AEC is successful, economists forecast GP increase of 

approximately 3% across the region (and up to double that number if the AEC is 

combined with extra-regional trade pacts) (Gomez, 2002; Jones, 2016; Rodan et al., 

2006).  

To track the various states’ progress, “scorecards” were created along a set of 

metrics and scores issued at regular intervals; ASEAN watchers predicted that the 

AEC would not be complete by the target date of 2015 (and indeed, the AEC 
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launched in December 2015 without being entirely “ready”). Non-tariff barriers still 

exist to a significant extent, trade and investment facilitation was limited, not a 

single regional infrastructure project was on track for timely completion, and the 

regional regulations were often either not entered into domestic law or not well 

enforced (Jones, 2016). Jones (2015) argues that the institutional outcomes are 

driven by socio-economic coalitions’ struggles for power and resources (Rodan et 

al., 2006)– in other words, ASEAN states are each trying to use ASEAN benefits to 

navigate and manage domestic forces that need to be compensated for their 

loyalty.66 The AEC proposes to “…rescale economic governance to the regional level, 

promoting domestic regulatory changes that would significantly redistribute power 

and resources; accordingly, they evoke struggles to promote and constrain their 

effects” (Jones, 2015, p. 4). The AEC’s agenda “…frequently collides with 

                                                           
66 In Southeast Asia, state-led development has generated a symbiotic relationship 

between political and business interests, affording the latter profound influence 
over public policy (Gomez, 2002; Jones, 2015; Rodan et al., 2006). In Indonesia, the 
Suharto regime protected ethnic Chinese business elites in exchange for political 
support. When Suharto fell from power in the wake of the Financial Crisis, the 
surviving oligarchs made common cause with provincial political and business 
elites, and reorganized to dominate Indonesia’s new, more democratic and 
decentralized political institutions through patron-client networks and money 
politics (Jones, 2015; Robison & Hadiz, 2005). Landed oligarchs have dominated 
politics in the Philippines since the days of the Marcos regime; when Marcos left 
power, crony politics remained and have infiltrated the country’s political 
institutions even under democratic rule (Hutchison, 2006). In the newer ASEAN 
members (which include Communist regimes), the “…ruling elites have emulated 
China…managing the pro-market structural changes in an authoritarian manner, 
privatizing state assets into the hands of interests within, or closely linked to, their 
party-states” (Gainsborough, 2010; Hughes, 2003; Jones, 2015).  
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protectionist impulses arising from alliances between political and business elites 

that undergird Southeast Asian political regimes, and the broader imperatives of 

avoiding socio-political unrest that could accompany the structural adjustments 

required by the AEC. [The result] in practice is the contingent outcome of struggles 

between these coalitions: a constrained, partial, and uneven liberalization” of state 

and regional economics (Jones, 2015, p. 4).  

Ultimately, initiatives like AFTA and the AEC are not simply rational 

responses to “globalization” or growing international competition. They are political 

projects, generated and promoted by specific social and political forces and contests 

by those threatened by the neoliberal restructuring and adjustment costs that they 

inevitably involve (Jayasuriya, 2003; Jones, 2015). The ASEAN economy is a 

“product” at the state level of a relationship “between economic and political power 

where political elites grant members of an economic elite monopoly concerns, 

mainly in domestic service industries that enable the latter to control vast amounts 

of wealth” (Studwell, 2010, p. xii). A small group of oligarchs form an economic 

aristocracy that works hand in glove with political elites – what Jayasuriya (2003) 

calls “nomenklatura capitalism” (p. 34; Jones, 2015, p. 22). The market reforms 

facilitated by ASEAN have grown the economies of the ASEAN states, and while 

ordinary citizens have seem some benefits, these changes have not broken the 

power of authoritarian governments or the oligarchs that form a base of support for 
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the regime. But these enormous changes still have the potential to disrupt old power 

structures within the ASEAN states, and can have a devastating effect on the 

environment and on vulnerable citizens.  

The impressive economic growth in the ASEAN states has “brought millions 

out of poverty and significantly boosted living standards…from 1991 to 2013, the 

ASEAN economy expanded on average by 5% annually, and nearly 63 million 

workers in the region lifted themselves out of extreme poverty” (Kim, Zhai, & 

Huynh, 2016, p. 175). ASEAN has been an important source of support (though not 

the key driver) for these reforms. Further ASEAN economic integration may spur 

further structural changes, the costs of which will fall particularly on workers who 

will be expected to cope with changes in both the nature and distribution of jobs in 

the region. Scholars link state resilience to the ability of the state to manage and 

maintain social cohesion among multiple groups and stakeholders in society.  

In the context of the ASEAN states, the need to maintain social cohesion 

remains part of regimes’ claim to legitimacy: the regime is the only actor that is 

capable of keeping society together and provided for. The economic growth in the 

ASEAN region has been beneficial in terms of providing regimes with rising 

standards of living (for ordinary citizens) and more resources to reward loyalist 

groups (such as political elites, sub-state regional leaders, and oligarchs) (Lautier, 

2015). But as Cripps and Khurasee point out, considerable disparities remain in the 
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ASEAN states, both between the ASEAN members themselves, and between sectors 

of society within each state.67  

Co-opt Civil Society 
 

Scholars note that the shift to a more people-centered ASEAN “…was not a 

stand-alone endeavor, but emerged alongside the market-building reform 

programme that ASEAN embarked on after the regional financial crisis” (Gerard, 

2015, p. 366)68. The intensified regional market integration program spurred the 

simultaneous creation of a “regional governance…organized around a regulatory 

framework where state actors collaborate through regional networks to harmonise 

domestic policies” (Ibid; Gerard, 2014). The rapid shift to market reforms in 

Southeast Asia (as well as the fallout from the Asian financial crisis) created new 

groups of dispossessed citizens and a host of negative spillover issues, such as 

environmental degradation, abuse of workers, and human trafficking. The problems 

of citizens living in ASEAN territories have the potential to raise pressures on the 

                                                           
67 Francis Cripps and Naret Khurasee (2016) note two particular disparities that 

they say ASEAN governments must address. First is the difference in income levels 
between agricultural workers and those employed in other sectors of the economy 
(which tend to be growing sectors with better wages and greater job security). 
Second, and related to the first problem, is the size of each ASEAN member’s 
budget for services and investments for the general populace, including 
healthcare, education, and infrastructure development and maintenance. 

68 See also Collins (2008) and Lopa (2012). 
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ASEAN regimes; regime survival in future years will be driven by how well regimes 

respond to these pressures from below. Civil society organizations in Southeast Asia 

now had two things in their favor: a wide-ranging agenda with the potential to build 

cross-national and cross-group ties, and the promise of an ASEAN that was newly 

committed to the peoples of Asia. For this project, it is a prime opportunity to assess 

if and how ASEAN co-opts civil society.  

Evidence demonstrates that ASEAN co-opts civil society very well, both by 

playing the role of gatekeeper over participation and by retaining strong control 

over the agenda items upon which CSOs are permitted to speak. In essence, ASEAN 

has opened its organization up to greater participation, but it both controls entry to 

the arena and prohibits competition over the agenda. This section tracks how 

ASEAN co-opts civil society by controlling civil society’s access to the organization 

and by strategically limiting the agenda items that civil society can “touch” or be 

actively involved with.  

Instead of truly becoming an ASEAN “of the peoples” as it claimed, ASEAN is 

filling the mission of an AO: to co-opt civil society such that it may have a seat in the 

room, but has no bargaining or political power vis-à-vis the authoritarian regimes 

civil society seeks to influence. Despite the occasional support form ASEAN’s more 

liberal members (specifically the Philippines, Thailand, and Indonesia), ASEAN’s 

participatory mechanisms are structured to include particular interests that are 
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amenable to ASEAN’s pro-market agenda and marginalize the CSOs that are viewed 

as “non-compatible” with strong, market-oriented state agendas. Kelly Gerard, in 

particular, demonstrates that ASEAN is seeking to bring in the CSOs that “have 

organized around issues arising from the rapid and predatory mode of capitalist 

development prevalent in the region, demonstrating that participatory policy-

making is not implicitly democratizing” (Gerard, 2015, p. 367). 

ASEAN’s new focus on civil society organizations responds to several 

intertwined trends. Popular activism at the domestic level has grown and evolved as 

a counter to the ASEAN states’ policies and “growth at all costs” agendas since the 

1990’s. But the emphasis on economic growth has created considerable negative 

externalities that governments often ignore (and occasionally profit from). 

Furthermore, many of these issues are transnational within Southeast Asia (such as 

the infamous “haze” that is the result of heavy pollution, or the trafficking of women 

and children and oppressed minority groups), and so these negative externalities 

have become “…fertile ground for CSOs to organize at the regional level” (Gerard, 

2015, p. 371) Finally, several of the largest ASEAN members, including Indonesia, 

the Philippines, and Thailand, have liberalized and democratized since the 1990’s, 

resulting in greater political space for CSOs to emerge and influence the political 

process. But the majority of ASEAN members remain decidedly authoritarian, and 

ASEAN works to mitigate and/or deflect CSO pressures away from those members. 
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ASEAN officials have found it a straightforward process to rhetorically embrace civil 

society consultations while constraining participation in practice” (Gerard, 2015, p. 

369).  

In the first part of the process, ASEAN acts as a gatekeeper for civil society 

organizations, controlling which are permitted to affiliate themselves with ASEAN, 

and which are permitted to attend the official summits and meetings. ASEAN’s 

approach to civil society is characterized by high barriers to entry, low benefits to 

association, and tight AO control over the range of available issues.  

Access: ASEAN as Gatekeeper 
ASEAN has had a system of affiliation since 1979; this system was further 

codified in 2012 as ASEAN was legalizing many of its long-standing practices. All 

CSOs which seek to be ASEAN affiliates must be non-profit organizations, committed 

to achieving the same aims as ASEAN, and must originate from an ASEAN member 

state. An application for affiliation extends to including registration and 

membership rolls for your CSO, as well as background information on all staffers (in 

addition to the more standard requirements like a copy of the CSOs constitution). 

Gerard’s interviews uncovered that there is an informal preference (though not 

strictly required) that any applicant CSOs conduct their activities across all the 

ASEAN members, and do not operate outside of Southeast Asia or have extensive 

links (funding or staff) with international organizations/non-profits, or non-ASEAN 
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governments (Gerard, 2015).69 Finally, all applications must receive the full 

approval of all of the ASEAN member states, as per ASEAN’s rule of consensus; even 

one member vetoing an application can bar a CSO from affiliation and access to 

ASEAN meetings.  

Even if civil society organizations do not seek formal affiliation with ASEAN, 

they still need to go through a similar application process to be admitted to ASEAN’s 

working forums or summit events. Gerard’s interviews with ASEAN officials shed 

light on the process by which CSOs are vetted to participate in ASEAN’s forums like 

the ASEAN People’s Assembly or the ASEAN Civil Society Conference. ASEAN 

officials noted in interviews that only CSOs that “…are deemed to have the same 

intentions as ASEAN [as an organization] can participate” (Gerard, 2014, p. 271)70 In 

practice, each ASEAN member compiles a list of CSOs that they would like to invite 

to participate; each list is then considered by the members of ASEAN’s Committee of 

Permanent Representatives and if any of the nominated CSOs are deemed 

contentious by a member state, they will be removed from the list of invited 

participants (Gerard, 2014, pp. 270-272). Since this practice means that each 

potential CSO participant needs explicit permission to attend from each of the 

ASEAN member states, these forums are actually quite exclusive (hardly an arena 

                                                           
69 Including interviews done by Gerard with an ASEAN Secretariat official and a 

Malaysian Foreign Affairs Ministry official in October 2011.  
70 Interviews conducted in 2011.  
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open to a multitude of voices) and skew conservative. Gerard notes this trend, 

pointing out that the ASEAN system is “biased toward CSOs with formalized and 

legalized systems of operation and groups that do not contest national policies and 

maintain the favor of their governments” (Gerard, 2014, p. 272). 

The few CSOs that make the cut must take additional steps to remain in the 

good graces of ASEAN and the member states, namely by limiting their agenda and 

message. CSOs that become ASEAN affiliates are subject to three-year reviews. In 

essence, as Gerard notes, while “affiliation may increase CSOs access to ASEAN 

officials […] this access continues only if CSOs do not challenge policy….to maintain 

their affiliation, CSOs must retain the favor of the Committee of Permanent 

Representatives, as part of the review process every three years” (Ibid). As for the 

CSOs that apply to attend the ASEAN forums and engage in the ASEAN-approved 

arenas, all CSOs must apply every year to attend the ASEAN forums, so if a member 

of ASEAN perceives a CSO as a problematic actor one year, their future applications 

can simply be rejected for future forums. A mere invitation to the ASEAN forums 

does not mean that other costs are insurmountable; participant CSOs are assessed 

registration fees and are responsible for the costs of travel and lodging in the 

summit host city, placing fairly sizeable barriers to participation even after the 

ASEAN forum is officially “open” to civil society (Gerard, 2015). 
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Finally, even CSOs that clear all of the aforementioned barriers must contend 

with potentially hostile host states. For example, when Cambodia held ASEAN 

chairmanship in 2012, the summit scheduled multiple events at the same time (the 

ASEAN People’s Forum was scheduled at the same time as the ASEAN Civil Society 

Conference, dividing participation), and ASEAN and states’ officials’ attendance at 

these events was declared optional. Furthermore, the summit venues threatened to 

deny CSOs access to the grounds and cut power to their reserved space if certain 

workshops were not cancelled, specifically the workshops on Myanmar’s human 

rights crisis, land evictions in the region, and minorities’ rights to land ownership – 

in other words, workshops that would have directly challenged the ASEAN states’ 

agendas and power relationships. As Gerard and Tupas both note, “it is difficult not 

to believe that the Cambodian government had a role in the hotel management’s 

particular objections” (Gerard, 2015, p. 420; Tupas, 2012). Finally, some CSOs, most 

notably the ASEAN Grassroots People’s Assembly, faced intimidation and poor 

treatment: their workshop venues cancelled reservations after visits from local 

authorities, hotel reservations “mysteriously disappeared” and other AGPA 

organizers were turned out of their guestrooms in the middle of the night (Lewis & 

Narim, 2012). 

This process to entering public political territory, with all of its artificial 

barriers and even potential dangers, extends to every sort of CSO that wants to 
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apply to work within the ASEAN system, from human rights (which will be 

discussed at greater length in the next section) to migration and migratory workers’ 

rights (Gerard, 2014, 2015) to the rise of seed and species monocultures in 

agriculture.  

Activity: ASEAN as Agenda Keeper 
ASEAN (2007) claims to be a people-centered organization; reality belies this 

claim. The barriers to CSO entry have been laid out above, but ASEAN’s methods for 

co-opting civil society do not end there. “ASEAN’s interactions with civil society 

organizations have been intentionally structured to prevent CSOs from contesting 

ASEAN policy, primarily through strict controls over who can participate and the 

forms of participation that are permitted” (Gerard, 2014, p. 266). 

ASEAN retains strict controls over the nature of CSO participation. Even if a 

CSO does clear the application process outlined above, the benefits of ASEAN 

affiliation are slim. ASEAN affiliation allows a CSO to use the ASEAN name, display 

its flag and emblem, reserve space in the ASEAN Secretariat facilities in Jakarta for 

CSO use, and play the ASEAN anthem. Affiliated CSOs are allowed to submit written 

statements (which include policy papers) to their nominated body; the ASEAN 

Secretariat will provide affiliated CSOs with relevant ASEAN literature very year. 

Finally, affiliated CSOs are permitted to apply through ASEAN for third party 

funding for programs, and to suggest programs for consideration to their sectoral 
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body, and may access relevant ASEAN documents for research – but none of these 

last rights are guaranteed. Similarly, receiving an invitation to participate in an 

ASEAN CSO forum only guarantees CSOs the right to submit written statements to 

the Committee of Permanent Representatives; all other forms of participation, from 

poster sessions to distributing pamphlets to hosting seminars to accessing ASEAN 

documents, must be requested in writing. Furthermore, Gerard notes little to no 

transparency in the process of applying for an event or the right to distribute 

literature at ASEAN forums; there is no way for a CSO to appeal a rejected activity 

application or to inquire as to why their application was turned down.  

Furthermore, ASEAN artificially limits physical spaces for CSO participation; 

access to space is determined by the issue under discussion, which inherently limits 

the range of political activities that CSOs can realistically undertake at an ASEAN 

forum. For example, issues that are deemed “less contentious” like children’s 

education or social welfare (which can be packaged as part of ASEAN’s agenda for 

“improving quality of life”) have been the subject of ASEAN forums; issues like 

human rights, the rights of ethnic or sexual minorities, or land ownership rights 

rarely make it to the agenda, and when they do, these issues are severely watered 

down or distorted.  

Finally, the lack of institutionalization of ASEAN-sanctioned forms of 

participation means that ASEAN officials retain the ability to marginalize or exclude 
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activities as they see fit, leaving CSOs with no path of recourse if their event or 

planned activities are denied.  In sum, ASEAN co-opts civil society in formal terms, 

while surrendering little or no meaningful government control over policy 

outcomes, consistent with the AO model.  

Framing and Reframing Legitimacy 
 

This section assesses ASEAN as a platform for legitimacy, for visible expressions 

of solidarity with its member states at both the international and domestic level, and 

for counter-democratic norms. ASEAN has become adept at presenting a united face 

to the international community, and has become the primary champion of 

sovereignty in Southeast Asia, even for states that are not members of ASEAN, and 

even in the face of grave human rights violations.  

The norm most clearly associated with ASEAN, of course, is the ASEAN Way – the 

emphasis on non-confrontation and non-intervention along with a preference for 

consultation and consensus among member states. The body of literature on ASEAN 

often frames the ASEAN Way as a “passive” norm, because it specifically prescribes 

non-action, or a lack of intervention or confrontation. However, some scholars 

remind us that the ASEAN Way has actually been quite active in shielding its 

members from outside scrutiny (Ferdinand, 2014; Jones, 2012; Narine, 2002), what 

Lee Jones terms a “technology of sovereignty” (Jones, 2012, pp. 15-17). 
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Furthermore, ASEAN has become a vehicle for deliberate and strategic norm 

divergence (Acharya, 2009; Chirico & LaRouche, 2013),71 constructing an alternate 

legal system that strategically reframes “human rights” toward output legitimacy 

and cultural appropriateness.  

Legitimize 

Reframe authoritarian practices as a norm of governance, equivalent to the 
democracy norm 

Distort authoritarian practices, either disguising them as “democratic” or framing 
them as “culturally or historically appropriate” 

Bandwagon support for members, either from the AO as a body and/or from 
individual members 

 

This section explores both of these trends. First, it examines ASEAN as a vehicle 

for solidarity, specifically at the United Nations, where ASEAN states have 

frequently bandwagoned to vote as a bloc in order to prevent, or at least minimize, 

outside intervention in what is perceived as “ASEAN territory.” This section 

proceeds to examine ASEAN as a vehicle for norm divergence, examining how 

ASEAN has diverted the international norms around democratic legitimacy to 

                                                           
71 Norm divergence, discussed in greater detail in the introductory chapter, occurs as 

norms diffuse across borders and cultures; I argue that ASEAN and the other AOs 
in this dissertation deliberately and strategically diverge from or adapt norms to 
bolster or legitimize authoritarian rule. 
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elevate a different understanding of human rights, based around cultural 

appropriateness and “good” citizenship.  

A United Face: ASEAN as a Voting Bloc at the United Nations 

Indonesia and East Timor 
ASEAN’s first testing ground acting as a solid and strategic voting bloc in the 

United Nations came in regards to member state Indonesia’s actions in East Timor. 

Indonesia invaded (or “appropriated”) East Timor in 1975; Indonesia spent almost 

25 years wielding a war to fully subjugate East Timor as a full part of Indonesia. 

From the original invasion until the 1999, when the UN sent a peacekeeping mission 

to East Timor, ASEAN held firm against censuring Indonesia in the General 

Assembly. In what became a recurring pattern for ASEAN (and for the other AOs 

examined in this project), the organization and its members valued national 

sovereignty and security over even the most fundamental human rights. 

East Timor (or Timor L’este) is a small state, occupying about half of the island of 

Timor and few nearby islands. It was occupied by Portugal until the 1970’s until 

1974. In 1975, the Timorese independence movement, Freitilin (Fronte 

Revolucionária de Timor-Leste Independente), declared East Timor to be an 

independent nation and state. Barely one week later (on 7 December 1975), 

Indonesia invaded East Timor, with troops parachuting in overnight. In the first two 

days of the invasion, about two thousand people died at the hands of Indonesian 

troops in Dili alone (Nevins, 2005; Robinson, 2010; Taylor, 1999). 
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From 1975 through 1977, Indonesian troops actually were disadvantaged 

relative to Fretilin (now the pro-independence militia) and the war proceeded at “a 

snail’s pace” (Nevins, 2005, p. 29). By 1977, the two sides were at a virtual military 

stalemate and international pressure was mounting on Indonesia from the United 

States and Western Europe. Suharto’s regime decided to wipe out resistance with an 

increasingly brutal military campaign that targeted not only militia members, but 

their families and civilians as well. In response, the militia members who managed 

to escape reorganized and occasionally struck Indonesian troops; Indonesian 

military used these attacks to continually justify extreme measures. During this 

time, approximately 200,000 Timorese were killed, either through the fighting or 

through famine – about one-third of the Timorese population (Pushkina & Maier, 

2012; Simpson, 2004). Throughout, Suharto and his New Order regime in Indonesia 

framed the East Timor independence movement as “internal subversion by a 

resurgent Communism or extremist religious movements, and the threat to national 

unity and stability posed by regional rebellions (like East Timor)” (Robinson, 2010, 

p. 43).  

ASEAN’s response to almost 25 years of violence and authoritarian crackdown in 

East Timor was to firmly close ranks behind Indonesia (Jones, 2012). From 1975 

onward, the ASEAN governments, and ASEAN as a whole, “had little to say about one 

of the most serious threats to regional security since ASEAN’s inception” (Dupont, 
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2000, p. 163). Dupont (2000) notes that the lack of public comment “reflects 

ASEAN’s traditional reluctance to interfere in the internal affairs of its member 

states… [until] the United Nations-sponsored ballot in 1999, ASEAN adhered to its 

long-standing position that East Timor was purely an Indonesian domestic matter” 

(Dunn, 1996, pp. 311-312). 

From 1975 until 1982, the UN General Assembly regularly raised a resolution to 

censure Indonesia for its violent occupation of East Timor (8 votes total); in each 

vote, the ASEAN states held the line to support Indonesia, voting as a solid “no” bloc. 

After 1982, East Timor as an issue vanished from the General Assembly agenda, 

leading Nevins (2005) to characterize East Timor as “Indonesia’s Forgotten War” – 

news reports in the Western media were almost non-existent, and even Amnesty 

International considered halting their East Timor coverage. ASEAN helped to push 

for political negotiations about East Timor to be sidelined. First, Malaysia and the 

Philippines testified at the UN Security Council in 1976 that East Timor’s 

decolonization process was being “scrupulously implemented,” covering for 

Indonesian atrocities. After the East Timor issue was removed from the UN Security 

Council’s agenda,72 ASEAN then lobbied for the issue to be moved to the 

                                                           
72 The UNSC did not accept Indonesia’s position that East Timor should be 

considered part of Indonesia as a matter of course, but declined to pursue the 
issue further, relegating the East Timor issue to the Decolonization Committee 
(Anwar, 1997; Simpson, 2005). 
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Decolonization Committee; there, ASEAN consistently argued that East Timor was a 

part of Indonesia and that to pursue the issue further violated Indonesia’s 

sovereignty (Anwar 1997; Jones, 2012). ASEAN further managed to relegate the East 

Timor issue to bilateral talks between Indonesia and Portugal (and outside of the 

UN entirely) (Jones, 2012). East Timor, as a political issue, was not taken up by the 

UN again until 1999. 

Kampuchea and the Vietnamese Invasion  
 ASEAN’s united approach to the problem of Kampuchea (which was renamed 

Cambodia in 1989 as part of the peace process) cemented ASEAN’s reputation as a 

regional player that was able and willing to play a role in regional politics (Jones, 

2009; Jones, 2012). ASEAN launched a coordinated effort, primarily through the UN 

General Assembly, to check Vietnam’s occupation, which was seen as an act of 

aggression, even imperialism (Jones, 2012). ASEAN’s argument was essentially that 

armed invasion violated national sovereignty, the sacrosanct norm, and that military 

intervention as a means of dispute settlement could not be sanctioned or ignored, 

even if that armed intervention ended a horrific regime.  

The Vietnamese invasion and occupation was deeply linked to both communist 

insurgency and the failed American War in Vietnam. In the early 1970’s the 

Cambodian military launched a successful coup against the royal family, deposing 

Prince Sihankouk and promising to contain insurgency movements. In the ensuing 

havoc, the Khmer Rouge (KR), an extremely violent Marxist group, seized power. 
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The KR established power, renamed the state Kampuchea, and launched a massive 

restructuring of the economy and society at large. The KR’s cultural revolution led to 

widespread purges and the infamous “killing fields” where at least 1 million 

Cambodians died horrific deaths. Vietnam invaded Kampuchea in December 1978, 

drove the Khmer Rouge from power, and installed the People’s Republic of 

Kampuchea headed mostly by former KR officials who had fled the purges. The KR 

continued to exist in exile, still claiming they were the legitimate rulers of 

Democratic Kampuchea.  

For ASEAN, the main objectives were to maintain support for the 

government of Democratic Kampuchea (at the time, still the Khmer Rouge) at the 

United Nations, to ensure that the Kampuchea issue would be resolved via a 

negotiated political settlement, and to help construct the “government in exile” of 

Kampuchea (Jones, 2012; Soon, 1982). Between 1979 and 1989, the UN General 

Assembly debated and passed 11 resolutions regarding the ongoing crisis in 

Cambodia. These resolutions generally called for Vietnam to withdraw their troops 

from Kampuchean territory and to restore and abide by the norms of sovereignty, 

and affirmed the sovereignty and self-determination of the Kampuchean people. In 

these resolutions, we should expect ASEAN members (at the time, the original 

ASEAN-5) to vote “yes” in favor of censuring Vietnam’s actions. The ASEAN states 
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did indeed vote for the censure, across the board in all 11 votes, never breaking 

ranks.  

Furthermore, ASEAN members actually helped to bring the KR into the 

coalition government-in-exile. Between 1979 and 1982, Thailand and then 

Singapore hosted a series of meetings between the ousted royal family, non-

communist guerilla groups, and the KR, to convince these highly disparate elites to 

build a coalition to campaign against Vietnam and the “puppet government” in 

Kampuchea (Jones, 2012, pp. 85-87; Simon, 1982). Throughout the peace process, 

ASEAN continued to insist that the Khmer Rouge be included as part of the coalition 

to determine the political settlement and the future of Kampuchea (Jeldres, 1993; 

Tan, 2011). To further legitimize Cambodia under the new regime, ASEAN began 

talks to bring Cambodia into the ASEAN fold in the 1990’s; Cambodia joined ASEAN 

in 1999. 

Myanmar 
Myanmar joined ASEAN in July 1997. Myanmar had been ruled by the 

military since 196273, when the military ousted an elected government that was 

                                                           
73 British colonial rule ended in Burma (as it was known) in 1948. The popular 

general Aung San had served as the leading figure for the united independence 
movement and had brokered a peace deal between rival ethnic groups before his 
assassination in 1947; the peace deal collapsed soon after his death. The popularly 
elected government and military vied for power from Independence until 1960, 
with a military “caretaker” government in place from 1958-1960. After two years 
of a popularly elected government, the military launched a coup, and held power 
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struggling to manage an economic crisis. The military junta, led by General Ne Win 

(in office from 1962 to 1988) oversaw a period of harsher laws and economic 

cronyism that impoverished the country. The junta’s rule became even stricter after 

student protests in 1988 were brutally suppressed; as a result of both the junta’s 

domestic policies and international reaction to the junta’s increasingly brutal rule, 

the re-named Myanmar existed as a “pariah state” for much of the 1990’s (Xu, 

2014).  

ASEAN observers and even some more liberal members of ASEAN (like 

Thailand), hoped that Myanmar would liberalize as ASEAN pursued a policy of 

“constructive engagement” (Kurlantzick, 2012; McCarthy, 2009). Instead, ASEAN 

membership protected the junta, paving the way for retrenchment. “As a full-fledged 

member of ASEAN, the junta now wraps itself in the cloak of non-interference. 

Furthermore, the Myanmar-generals have little political incentive to reform their 

autocratic behavior now that they have achieved their goal of membership in 

ASEAN…[finally], membership in ASEAN granted Myanmar access to regional 

markets that can sustain the regime’s interests” and weakened international 

attempts to apply meaningful economic pressure on the junta (Kuhonta, 2006, pp. 

348-350). Instead, Myanmar’s junta became more violent in the first few years 

immediately after gaining entry into ASEAN – “[M]embership in ASEAN has 
                                                                                                                                                                             

in Myanmar until a gradual political opening began in 2011 (Human Rights Watch, 
2014c; Topich & Leitich, 2013).  
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strengthened the military’s hold on power” (Kuhonta, 2006, p. 349). Human rights 

abuses increased, dialogue between the junta and the National League for 

Democracy (the main opposition party, led by Aung San Suu Kyi) completely broke 

down, and Suu Kyi herself was quickly the target of violence and extended house 

arrest. 

In the UN, Myanmar was the subject of twenty-four United Nations General 

Assembly votes between 1991 and 2014. All 24 votes dealt in some way with the 

human rights situation in Myanmar and/or called on the junta to respect 

participatory government: to restore democracy following the 1990 elections 

(United Nations General Assembly Resolution, 1992), lift bans on political parties or 

representatives (United Nations General Assembly Resolution, 2008), or to ensure a 

fully free, fair, and inclusive political process (United Nations General Assembly 

Resolution, 2011). In all of these votes, the ASEAN states either voted “no” or 

abstained from the voting process altogether, rejecting “harsh UN resolutions on the 

human rights situation…were opposed only because ‘progress’ was being made and 

condemnation might ‘hamper efforts towards national reconciliation’” (Jones, 2012, 

p. 199).  

Reincarnation? New Structures Around the Same ASEAN Way 
ASEAN’s emphasis on becoming selectively more “people-centric” was 

matched by a trend toward greater legalization within ASEAN, including the drafting 
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and ratification of ASEAN’s first Charter in 2008. In many ways, the ASEAN Charter 

either reaffirms ASEAN’s culture and the ASEAN Way. It emphasizes the familiar 

points about non-intervention, non-interference, respect for sovereignty, and the 

tradition of consultation and consensus-building (ASEAN, 2008a). Some scholars 

(Dosch, 2014; Koh, Manolo, & Woon, 2009) view these changes positively, 

predicting that these changes herald a more transparent and open ASEAN, where 

civil society is heard and ASEAN law can be used as a check on national laws. For 

example, the ASEAN Charter does affirm a belief in democratic government, and 

even includes a provision for a human rights body (ASEAN, 2008a). These inclusions 

raised expectations that ASEAN was evolving (albeit slowly) away from its “club of 

dictators” past (Robertson, 2012).  

Other scholars (Jones, 2008, 2012; Rüland 2014), including this author, 

remain deeply skeptical of the “human rights turn” in ASEAN, for several reasons. 

First, the ASEAN Charter explicitly affirms the ASEAN Way, which means the “new” 

ASEAN will still be governed by state elites, still dependent on the consultation and 

consensus that has permitted and reinforced authoritarianism in the past. Second, 

the new ASEAN Human Rights Commission is a toothless body (Robertson, 2012); 

states must refer themselves to the body, which has no power to impose 

punishment. Finally, while the ASEAN Charter contains new language affirming 

democracy and human rights, ASEAN as a body has corrupted and altered those 
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terms such that they do not hold the same meaning as they do in the West. ASEAN’s 

Charter and human rights language are only examples of ASEAN distorting the 

behavior of its members, presenting a democratic or people-centric face that belies 

practices on the ground. 

Human Rights Enshrined?  
In the spirit of remodeling ASEAN to be a “peoples’ organization,” ASEAN 

mandated the creation of a Human Rights Commission. The Commission was tasked 

with creating a human rights code for the region, as well as serving as an oversight 

body for any human rights violations that might take place in the region. However, 

ASEAN’s “human rights turn” is a fundamentally empty gesture. First, ASEAN allows 

even states with poor human rights records to have a voice in reframing the 

definition of human rights to something that does not require much work or 

vigilance on the part of the regime, and even frames the authoritarian regime as the 

defender of human rights (particularly as defenders of economic rights and social 

rights), undermining the credibility of civil society organizations and activists in the 

region. Second, ASEAN functions as a shield for authoritarian regimes. If ASEAN can 

plausibly claim that the AICHR is serving a human rights monitoring function in the 

region, it becomes harder to press for universal human rights and the role of 

watchdog groups in the region, but leaves the human rights in the hands of “…a 

thinly-veiled instrument to avoid international inquiries into human rights cases in 
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the region…[particularly] given the absence of punitive measures for non-

compliance” (Munro, 2011, p. 1185). 

On the one hand, ASEAN actually put resources and true negotiation into the 

creation of the AICHR – Munro and others report that “…no issue took up more of 

the [negotiators’] time, no issue was as controversial and which divided the ASEAN 

family so deeply as human rights” (Beng, 2008; Munro, 2011, p. 1189). After it was 

agreed that a human rights component would be added to the ASEAN Charter and 

that human rights would be further institutionalized in the AICHR, more 

negotiations ensued over the form and mandate of the AICHR. But the resulting 

AICHR is an effort to re-frame human rights within a very specific context in which 

human rights are not (and cannot become) a threat to the ASEAN regimes. 

When Asplund compared ASEAN’s human rights approach to that of the 

European Council on Human Rights, he found stark gaps between the rhetoric and 

actions of those two IOs, leading him to conclude that ASEAN’s approach to human 

rights is one of “promotion, but not protection” (Asplund, 2014). In the first place, 

the differences in regime design (the priority ASEAN gives to consensus) allowed 

the human rights agenda to be co-opted by ASEAN’s most authoritarian members.74 

                                                           
74 In the mid-2000’s, when the AICHR was being set up and implemented, Indonesia, 

the Philippines, and Thailand were all making domestic transitions to more 
democratic rule; these three states were sincerely interested in building an AICHR 
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These authoritarian members even held the talks leading to the creation of the 

AICHR hostage: “…in order for discussions to even commence regarding the 

inclusion of a provision for the creation of a human rights body, all members had to 

initially agree that any future body would not take on the role of a “finger pointing” 

body” (Asplund, 2014, p. 193). ASEAN members rejected a formal human rights 

court, opting instead for a commission made up of government-appointed members 

(so strike one against a meaningful reform). The AICHR’s Terms of Reference 

directly call it a “consultative body,” which suggests that it has no independent 

power,  

Further, ASEAN members selected vague language regarding the AICHR’s 

mandate, purpose, and guiding principles – meaning that the very idea of human 

rights can be watered down to whatever the representatives wish it to mean. On this 

similar note, the vagueness of the AICHR’s purpose has left its representatives 

bound to both “act impartially” and be held “…accountable to the appointing 

government”. The ASEAN Declaration on Human Rights75 has been called a 

“significantly flawed diamond” by ASEAN watchers (Robertson, 2012; SAPA TFAHR, 

2012) for its shortcomings as an effective human rights agenda. When the AICHR 

                                                                                                                                                                             
that could monitor state activity and punish states out of compliance, as evidenced 
by their implementations of human rights commissions at the domestic level. 

75 Note that the ASEAN Declaration on Human Rights is a declaration (which carries 
moral weight but is not legally binding) rather than a convention (which becomes 
legally binding once states ratify).  
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finally released the ASEAN Human Rights Declaration, civil society organizations 

and international media quickly seized on the questionable aspects of the document. 

Human Rights Watch pointed to the use of what Paula Gerber calls “weasel” words 

and phrases that can allow the ASEAN governments to escape their human rights 

obligations.  

Finally, Jürgen and Asplund (among others) agree that ASEAN promotes 

human rights in a relativist sense, through a lens that emphasizes “culturally 

appropriate” human rights (and not necessarily the political and civil rights that are 

generally understood to be a part of the universalist human rights discourse). The 

AICHR’s mandate includes tasks like “enhancing the public’s awareness of human 

rights through education, research, and dissemination of information,” putting an 

emphasis on “soft tasks”. Asplund’s interviews with ASEAN officials reflect this; his 

interview subjects noted that negotiations to launch the AICHR included the point 

that human rights would “be defined in an ASEAN context and that the body 

[AICHR] would be consultative, rather than a monitoring or enforcing mechanism” 

(Asplund, 2014, pp. 193-194). Because ASEAN operates by consensus, “the end 

result of the mandate came to mirror the authoritarian members’ sentiments…the 

mandate was watered down to such a degree that it would not come to pose any 

discomfort even for the worst violators of human rights in the region” (Asplund, 

2014, p. 194). Most notably, Gerber points to Principle 6 of ASEAN’s Human Rights 
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Declaration, which provides that the “enjoyment of human rights and fundamental 

freedoms must be balanced with the performance of corresponding duties as every 

person has responsibilities to all other individuals, the community and the society 

where one lives” (ASEAN, 2012, Principle 6; Gerber, 2012). This “link” that the 

ASEAN governments explicitly forge between human rights and “good citizenship” 

implies that everyone whose human rights are violated was somehow a “bad 

citizen” or guilty of some crime, the opposite the universalist approach to human 

rights (which presumes that all humans have just claim to basic human rights, 

regardless of their behavior). 

ASEAN (In)Action: Shielding Myanmar’s Junta 
 

The remainder of this chapter examines how ASEAN has supported and 

buttressed one of its most recalcitrant members: Myanmar, and the junta that has 

ruled Myanmar since the 1980’s. Specifically, this section examines two fairly recent 

events in Myanmar’s history: the 2007 Saffron Revolution, and the aftermath of 

Cyclone Nargis, which devastated Myanmar’s Irrawaddy delta in 2008. In both 

instances, ASEAN’s reliance on rhetorical support and quiet negotiating power 

helped to keep the junta in power despite massive abuses and failures.  
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The Saffron Revolution and Authoritarian Resilience 
In 2007, Myanmar witnessed one of the last of the color revolutions – the 

Saffron Revolution, named for the deep red robes worn by the Buddhist monks who 

were pivotal actors in the failed protests. The immediate cause of the protests was 

the junta’s sudden repeal of subsidies on fuel and basic commodities.  In some areas 

the increase in natural gas prices alone reached 500% (Topich & Leitich, 2013), 

placing basic necessities like food, heating and cooking fuel, and transportation 

costs well beyond the budget of the average Myanmar family (Kittisereechai, 2008). 

The government announced the end of subsidies, and resulting fuel price increase, 

on 15 August 2007.  

Four days later, on 19 August, a small protest, numbering only about 400 

people (in a city of just under 6 million people) took place in Rangoon (or Yangon), 

the former capital city. Despite the small gathering of protestors, this was the first 

recorded public protest in Myanmar since the bloody 1988 crackdown, highlighting 

just how dissatisfied the citizenry was with the ruling elite. The junta quickly shut 

down the Rangoon protests, but corresponding protests quickly sprang up in the 

countryside, where citizens and Buddhist monks staged protests and suffered low-

level reprisals from the police and military forces.  

The protests grew steadily for approximately one month. Buddhist monks 

forged common cause with street protestors, conferring a higher level of legitimacy 
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upon what the junta tried to dismiss as “destructionists…inciting disturbances” 

(Kittisereechai, 2008, p. 3). The movement was legitimized further, particularly to 

the international audience, when a rally marched up to the gate outside Aung San 

Suu Kyi’s home, where the leader of the National League for Democracy and Nobel 

Peace Prize winner had been under house arrest for years. Suu Kyi came to the gate 

and was permitted to make a sign of greeting to the protestors from behind the 

cordon of security forces armed for riot control. This was the first time Suu Kyi had 

been seen in public for four years; her greeting gave the protestors even more 

legitimacy, particularly to Western audiences (Kittisereechai, 2008; Topich & 

Leitich, 2013).  

25 September 2007 was the last day of peaceful protests in Myanmar. Before, 

police and military forces had cordoned off certain areas of major cities (like 

Rangoon), and had been seen videotaping and photographing the protests, but 

citizens reported very little police brutality. The protests swelled and gained 

intensity over that month, as the international press began to dub the uprising the 

“Saffron Revolution” in reference to the Buddhist monks’ deep red robes. On 24 

September, up to 100,000 protestors marched in Rangoon (Ghosh, 2007a); 25 cities 

across Myanmar sustained protests that day.  

The junta issued its first official statement to the people of Myanmar on 24 

September, condemning the protests as the acts of “internal and external 
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destructionists, who are jealous of national development and stability.” The 

government told the citizens to cease further participation in the protests, and to 

obey a hastily-set night-time curfew. The next day, 25 September 2007, state-

sponsored violence began. The crackdown was carried out by a full roster of state 

security organs. Citizens, journalists, and watchdog groups like Human Rights watch 

all provided evidence that the police (regular police forces and the Lon Htein Riot 

Police) the military, and the Swann Arr Shin, the “People’s Masters of Force” 

paramilitary forces (closely affiliated with the junta) were all deployed to quell the 

protests (Human Rights Watch, 2007).  

The crackdown started with a heavy deployment of both police and military 

forces. Direct police retaliation began with teargas being fired at protestors, 

escalated to truncheons and rubber bullets, until finally live ammunition was fired 

at the crowds. The junta also cut internet access for the entire country, in an effort 

to contain the unfolding situation and to deprive protestors of a highly effective 

method of organizing and re-grouping (Chowdury, 2008). The junta’s crackdown 

unfolded over four days, from 25 September to 29 September 2007. By 29 

September, the police, military, and the Swan Arr Shin paramilitary group had 

“inundated the streets of Rangoon, and responded immediately to any attempt to 

stage further protests” (Human Rights Watch, 2007, p. 79). Official reports listed 15 

people dead, but witnesses and unofficial reports indicate that the death toll might 
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be at least twice that, and even more people disappeared (International Crisis 

Group, 2008). Arrests and detentions continued into October (“Burmese Junta Said 

to Have Jailed 1000 Demonstrators,” 2007) but by 29 September, the junta had 

functionally restored law and order throughout the country and most importantly, 

in the key cities. Monks and citizens were arrested for weeks afterwards, often 

identified through the video footage or photographs that police forces had taken in 

the early weeks of the protests. 

The West responded almost immediately to the crackdown, particularly 

because the violence took place at the same time as the opening plenary sessions at 

the United Nations. The overwhelming majority of world powers unequivocally 

condemned the junta’s violence. Some (the UK) called for the United Nations 

Security Council to take action (Pisik, 2007), while others (the US, Canada, the EU as 

a bloc) (International Crisis Group, 2008) threatened further sanctions (Ghosh, 

2007a).  

ASEAN’s response to this uprising from below was mixed. On the one hand, 

in an unusual departure from the ASEAN way of non-confrontation, ASEAN issued a 

statement expressing “revulsion” over the violence and bloodshed in Myanmar 

(“ASEAN Foreign Ministers Demand Immediate Halt to Burma Violence,” 2007; Ping, 

2007), but only after the United Nations, the European Union, and other IOs had 

already given similar press releases of their own (Ghosh, 2007a; McCarthy, 2009). 
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Later ASEAN statements reaffirmed the ASEAN way of non-interference in a 

member state’s internal affairs (Tsuruhara, 2007). Individual ASEAN members 

mirrored this ambivalence. The original ASEAN-5 all issued calls for restraint and a 

quick end to the violence. But these statements usually included language pushing 

back against economic sanctions or direct intervention. Singapore’s Foreign 

Ministry “hoped the ongoing protests [would] be resolved in a peaceful manner” – 

citing the protests as the primary disruption in Myanmar, not the reactionary 

violence (Ghosh, 2007b). Malaysian Foreign Minister Syed Hamid Albar stated that 

“Malaysia does not believe in imposing economic sanctions against Myanmar, as this 

will not affect the targeted group but will usually hurt ordinary citizens more.” He 

also noted that Myanmar need not follow the Western model of democracy (Heong, 

2007) but called for tangible results “soon” while noting that the situation was 

Myanmar’s internal affair.  

Furthermore, ASEAN did not go beyond a generic rebuke; ASEAN never 

imposed sanctions, demanded a fine, or even discussed suspending Myanmar (Hong, 

2007) even at the suggestion of the UN Special Envoy to Myanmar. On Keng Yong, 

the former secretary–general of ASEAN, explained that Burma was part of the 

“ASEAN family” (Rekhi, 2007) and would be dealt with through the organization and 

that ASEAN knew the best way to deal with this problematic situation (“ASEAN 

Refuses to Suspend Myanmar,” 2007), with ASEAN members calling the military 

“the only institution capable of governing the country” (Huei, 2007). Individual 
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ASEAN members continued to operate businesses in Myanmar (Lopez, 2007), and 

intra-ASEAN investment, particularly in Myanmar’s gas and oil reserves continued 

unchecked.  

Cyclone Nargis and Authoritarian Failure 
Less than one year after the Saffron Revolution failed, the junta faced another 

challenge: the destruction resulting when Cyclone Nargis made landfall in the 

Irrawaddy delta region of Myanmar. Cyclone Nargis struck the eastern coastal 

regions of Myanmar in early May 2008. The cyclone was hardly the result of 

terrorist attack or civil war or ethnic strife. International relief groups, individual 

people, and foreign governments quickly raised millions of dollars in aid for the 

cyclone victims and were ready to ship money, food, clean water, and medical 

supplies into Myanmar. Yet the Myanmar junta responded incredibly poorly to this 

emergency; ASEAN doubled down on its support for the junta.  

Cyclone Nargis, which news reports called the “most powerful cyclone to 

strike Myanmar within living memory,” swept through lower Myanmar on 2-3 May 

2008 (Selth, 2008, p. 386). The cyclone, with winds exceeding 190 kilometers per 

hour, also produced a 3.5 meter tidal wave that drowned out entire towns and 

villages, as well as the fields of crops surrounding them. According to the UN Food 

and Agriculture Organization, 65% of Myanmar’s rice, 50% of its poultry, and 40% 

of its pig production came from the five regions of Myanmar worst hit by the storm, 

meaning that food shortages were guaranteed. In the immediate aftermath of the 
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cyclone, about 138,000 people were either dead or reported missing; a further 1.5 

million people were displaced (although some estimates placed the number of 

displaced closer to 1.8 million or higher) (Haacke, 2009b).  

The military junta responded poorly to the state of emergency. As Selth 

points out, the high command of the junta, known as the Tatmadaw, truly “was the 

only organization in Myanmar with the command structure, internal 

communications, manpower, resources, and expertise to respond quickly to such a 

catastrophic event” (Selth, 2008, p. 387). Yet the regime did not send out emergency 

troops to aid the suffering regions, and the machine of the state did not begin 

sending relief to the devastated areas until several days had passed (Selth, 2008). 

Despite this pathetic response, Senior General Than Shwe stated that “the situation 

was returning to normal” on 7 May 2008, a mere four days after Nargis made 

landfall, and when the situation was far from “normal” (Selth, 2008, p. 388). Aid 

workers who were finally admitted to Myanmar, over three full weeks after the 

cyclone made landfall, reported that bodies were still left unburied, and that refugee 

camps were severely undersupplied for the population they were housing (Oxford 

Burma Alliance, 2010). 

Compounding the damage, the junta refused to allow foreign aid into 

Myanmar. Within a week of the cyclone, approximately $30 million (by that point) 

had been raised by international relief agencies, private citizen donations, and 

emergency aid donated by governments (BBC news, 2008). For several days, the 
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regime flatly refused to accept any foreign aid in any form. On 6 May, the regime 

accepted foreign assistance, but only on the condition that the regime could control 

all aid inflows and then have sole power to distribute that aid.  

The situation deteriorated to the point that French Foreign Minister Bernard 

Kouchner suggested that the UN Security Council invoke R2P (the Responsibility to 

Protect doctrine) to deliver aid without the consent of Myanmar’s regime. R2P, 

which was developed in response to the 1994 genocide in Rwanda, asserts that if a 

state is not performing certain duties to its people or is not guaranteeing certain 

safeties, the international community may forcibly intervene. In essence, R2P places 

limits on state sovereignty (Bellamy & Beeson, 2010; Evans, 2008).  

Following this suggestion, ASEAN went on public record defending 

Myanmar’s military rulers, claiming that the junta had “tried its level best to meet 

the demands” of the victims (ASEAN Emergency Rapid Assistance Team, 2008). 

ASEAN member governments, individually, stressed that Myanmar should not be 

coerced or strong-armed into accepting humanitarian aid; they also “rejected the 

possibility of forcibly delivering supplies without the junta’s consent” (Bellamy & 

Beeson, 2010, p. 272). In the UN Security Council, Indonesia and Vietnam (fellow 

ASEAN members) defended the junta from international pressure and argued that 

R2P had no place when dealing with natural disasters, but was only developed as a 

response to man-made disasters such as ethnic war (Barber, 2009; Bellamy & 

Beeson, 2010). Rather than allow an opening for the international community to 
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invoke R2P to deliver aid to Myanmar, ASEAN set up an Emergency Rapid 

Assessment Team (ERAT), which then empowered the ASEAN Humanitarian Task 

Force (AHTF) (ASEAN, 2008b). ASEAN then served as a go-between for the junta 

and the international community, negotiating with donor states to ensure that all 

aid would flow through ASEAN to the junta, and would not carry any demands or 

contingency clauses (ASEAN Emergency Rapid Assistance Team, 2008).  

Even scholars who tend to take the positive view of ASEAN’s engagement 

with Myanmar admit that “ASEAN has missed various opportunities to put pressure 

on Burma…and has instead supported the Burmese junta and defended the regime 

against Western criticism” (Dosch, 2008, p. 540). Ultimately, the junta survived 

Western sanctions because of “the great assistance from its generous neighbors like 

China, India, and ASEAN” (Kittisereechai, 2008, p. 2). 

These examples from ASEAN’s recent history highlights two trends in how 

the AO responds to crises within its member states. ASEAN’s track record of 

defending its members from lateral pressures and pressures from above is 

impressive: ASEAN (as a singular AO and as a bloc of individual states) has 

consistently spoken out in defense of its members in the United Nations General 

Assembly, the United Nations Security Council, and the international press.  

Conclusions 
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In summary, ASEAN qualifies as an AO, albeit one that does a far better job of 

supplying legitimacy to its members than expanding their capacity to repress or co-

opt. ASEAN provides only a thin security community (and then only through the 

multilateral ARF), which remains far more focused on building interstate confidence 

than training troops for domestic repression. ASEAN has no military agreements or 

even de-facto military arrangements. Evidence of intelligence sharing is fairly thin, 

although as we have seen ASEAN has drafted a few international legal frameworks 

that camouflage harsh internal security laws as part of the international struggle 

against terrorism.  

In terms of improving the ability of its states to co-opt their population, ASEAN 

has a mixed record. While ASEAN claims to be a major economic player, I have 

demonstrated that ASEAN is more accurately described as a facilitating force for the 

member states to deepen economic liberalization. That is, ASEAN has not been able 

to either create the full ASEAN Economic Community that it desires or even to truly 

overcome the deep economic and development differences between the old ASEAN 

members and the new ASEAN states. ASEAN has done a far better job of co-opting 

and mimicking various aspects of civil society into the ASEAN structure, particularly 

since the ASEAN Charter has heralded a more “people focused” ASEAN. In reality, 

ASEAN now helps to preemptively address issues (like worker’s rights or 

environmental problems) that might have served as the focus for civil society 
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groups to challenge their governments, and further acts as a gatekeeper for civil 

society to be a part of regional politics, diminishing the chances that a serious threat 

to ASEAN member regimes will come from civil society. 
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Table 3.2: ASEAN Under the AO Framework 
ASEAN 

Material Ideational 

Repress Co-opt Legitimize 

 Economic 

Output 

Civil Society  

Joint military 
commitment 

Development 
Bank or Fund 

Build Civil 
Society Groups  

Reframe authoritarian 
governance as a global 
norm 

De-facto 
military 
cooperation 

Development 
Projects 

Incorporate 
Civil Society 
Groups 
(gatekeeping) 

Distort authoritarian 
practices, presented 
either as democratic or 
as culturally/historically 
appropriate 

Intelligence 
sharing 

Preferential 
Trade 
Agreements 

Soft Power or 
Quality of Life 
Projects 

Bandwagon support 
from AO (as a body) and 
other members 
(individually) 

Legal 
framework, 
security 
oriented 

   

 

ASEAN also holds strong track record when it comes to reframing and 

diverting the discussion of norms and appropriateness. By reframing rights and 

participation as relative norms, and by quietly and consistently defending those 
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positions to various international audiences (such as the United Nations, the United 

States, and the European Union), ASEAN pushes back against the broad 

understanding of universal rights.  

In conclusion, ASEAN should be understood as a “soft” AO that helps its 

members show a more respectable face to the world and minimize democratizing 

challenges from both outside actors and civil society. Other AOs, that formed later in 

time, have capitalized on the trends pioneered by ASEAN.  The next chapters will 

examine the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and the Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization (SCO) in turn, documenting how these AOs originated, evolved, and 

continue to act in different regions and under different political conditions. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CLUB OF KINGS: THE GULF COOPERATION COUNCIL 

 
The Gulf Cooperation Council’s (GCC) role in the Arabian Gulf has 

transformed from a shell organization in the 1980’s to a highly active organization 

dedicated to preserving stability and status-quo politics in the Gulf region. The GCC 

was originally created in 1981 both as a response to regional security concerns76 

and as the tentative foundation for a common market among the six member 

states.77 The six GCC states all share a common mode of non-democratic 

government, and as a result, a common problem endemic to authoritarian regimes: 

the potential threats of popular uprisings from below in favor of more democratic, 

representative government.   

When examined via the AO framework, the GCC emerges as a strong 

backstop for the autocratic regimes in the Gulf region, drawing on internal security 

threats and common ground in trade and finance to support and prolong the 

authoritarian regimes of its member states. From its early years through the recent 

Arab Spring, the GCC provided buffers between the Gulf regimes and the citizens in 

the streets. This chapter proceeds in several parts. First, it briefly examines the 

founding and the structure of the GCC, tracing how the GCC has evolved as an 

                                                           
76 Regional and international security concerns included the Iranian Revolution, the 

Iran-Iraq War and (to a lesser extent) the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan (Koch, 
2010) 

77 The GCC founders looked to the European Common Market as an aspirational goal 
(Fasano & Iqbal, 2003).  
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organization with a loose security network and a vague mission to the organization 

it is today. Second, this chapter describes the ways in which the GCC contributes to 

the repression, co-optation, and legitimization of its member states. On the 

repression side, the GCC maintains a collective security and intelligence gathering 

apparatus, and supports expansionary transnational security laws. The GCC also 

serves as an important economic forum for its member states, facilitating economic 

co-optation via loans and targeted development plans among the members. This 

chapter also demonstrates the ways in which the GCC’s legal and normative 

frameworks thinly legitimize highly restrictive monarchies that limit plurality and 

political participation within the GCC member states. Finally, this chapter closely 

examine the GCC’s role in suppressing the Arab Spring, the strongest challenge to 

autocratic rule that the Gulf has witnessed in years, adding to the understanding the 

Gulf Cooperation Council as an increasingly active AO.   

History and Structure of the Gulf Cooperation Council 
The Gulf Cooperation Council was launched on May 25, 1981.78 From the 

beginning, the overarching goal of the GCC was maintaining economic and security 

                                                           
78 The joint decision to form an “exploratory committee” for building the GCC was 

actually taken in January 1981, on the sidelines of the annual Summit Conference 
of the Organization of Islamic Conference (OIC), an intergovernmental 
organization that promotes solidarity and cooperation among Muslim states, and 
advances Muslim values and goals around the world (Qureshi, 1982, pp. 84-85; 
Rizvi, 1982, p. 32). 
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stability in the Gulf. 79 Most scholars point to several proximate events that drove 

the creation of the GCC; these events were also the reasons that the GCC had to 

quickly sideline the original goals of greater economic integration in favor of 

regional security goals.  

First, in late 1979, the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan, beginning a nine-year 

attempt to occupy that country. The increased tensions between the Soviet Union 

and the United States drove the Gulf monarchies to suspect that the Gulf could 

become an “arena for struggle” between the two superpowers, due to Western 

reliance on Middle Eastern oil. The Gulf monarchies responded to these Cold War 

events by forming a neutral “third force” (Gause, 2010, pp. 2-8) of sorts (Anthony, 

1975).80 Second and closer to home, the Sunni Muslim GCC royal families were 

reacting to the 1979 Iranian Revolution, which ousted Reza Shah Pahlavi and 

established a religious Shi’a republic in Iran (Axworthy, 2013). Under Ayatollah 

Khomeini, the new Iranian government quickly revived claims of territorial 

sovereignty over Bahrain (Mojtahed-Zadeh, 2013).81 Bahrain’s population was (and 

                                                           
79 Ideas for a formal regional bloc had been suggested among the Gulf monarchies 

before, as far back as the 1960’s, when the British Empire was finally retreating 
from its colonies in the Middle East (Gause, 2010).  

80 Creating a bloc of Arab states that specifically referenced neutrality was aimed at 
reassuring both the Soviet Union and the United States that the Arab states 
wanted no parts of the broader Cold War. 

81 Bahrain had been a British protectorate until 1971; while Britain was planning to 
relinquish claims and protections throughout the Middle East, Iran put forth a 
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remains to this day) overwhelmingly Shi’a, despite the Sunni royal family; Bahrain’s 

al-Khalifa regime feared that the Shi’a revolution that had toppled the Pahlavi 

dynasty would quickly spring up in Bahrain. The other Sunni-ruled Gulf states were 

understandably suspicious that Iran would try to assert dominance in the region by 

exporting Shi’a revolutionary politics as a model for regime change (Qureshi, 

1982).82 Third, the Iran-Iraq War broke out in September 1980. The Iran-Iraq War, 

driven by both a fear of Shi’a revolution and competition between Iran and Iraq to 

become a regional hegemon (Qureshi, 1982; Segal, 1988), resulted in an eight year 

war of attrition. The Gulf Arab states viewed Iran’s early successes as a warning that 

Iran could wage conventional war as well as supporting Shi’a dissidents in other 

states, spreading instability through the Gulf region (Qureshi, 1982). 

                                                                                                                                                                             
claim on Bahrain, even setting two parliamentary seats aside for the “fourteenth 
province.” 

82 GCC regimes’ suspicions of the Iranian regime remain to this day; GCC 
governments routinely accuse Iran of sponsoring agents to try to destabilize the 
GCC states from within. 
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Table 4.1: Gulf Cooperation Council Members 
Full Member States Candidate States  

Bahrain Jordan (application accepted 
2011) 

Kuwait Morocco (invited 2011) 

Oman  

Qatar  

Saudi Arabia  

United Arab Emirates 
(UAE) 

 

 

Despite the emphasis on real and perceived international threats, the GCC was 

also founded with domestic political goals in mind. Gause argues that the GCC 

alliance decisions “are best explained by leaders’ concerns about their own hold on 

power domestically…they [the Gulf rulers] view threats primarily through the lens 

of regime security rather than the more conventional balance of power 

considerations” (Qureshi, 1982, p. 1). Scholars like Gause focus heavily on 

transnational ethnic identities and Muslim sectarianism, particularly following the 

1979 Iranian Revolution. This lens of internal and external regime security must be 

logically extended to the more recent movements demanding more representative, 

if not fully democratic, governance.  

The GCC Charter, Structure, and Mission 
The GCC Charter sets out the fundamental goals and structures of the GCC, as 

well as the framework for future interactions between the member states of the 
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Council. The Preamble lays out three points that form the Council’s mission. First, 

the GCC asserts that the member states want to “reinforce their common links 

[through] coordination, cooperation, and integration” (Gulf Cooperation Council 

Charter, 1981, pp. Preamble and Article Two). Second, the Charter links this 

cooperation to the long-standing framework and mission of pan-Arabism and the 

interests of Islam.83 Finally, the Preamble calls for cooperation “in all fields,” leaving 

the door open for the GCC states to expand the mission and works of the 

organization beyond the original issue areas84 that are mentioned specifically in the 

Charter.  

The GCC is a strikingly heirarchical organization.  While the subordinate bodies 

like the departments and directorates have some discretion over their issue area, all 

substantive decisions are taken at the very top of the organization (Peterson, 1988). 

The highest body in the GCC is the Supreme Council, comprised of the GCC heads of 

state, which determines “higher policy” for the organization, the bases for dealing 

with other states and international organizations, and must ratify any policies 

suggested by lower bodies within the GCC (Gulf Cooperation Council Charter, 1981). 

The Supreme Council is required to meet for one general session annually, though it 

                                                           
83 The same mission of pan-Arabism forms the core of the Arab League (Gulf 

Cooperation Council Charter, 1981). 
84 The GCC Charter (1981) mentions several key issue areas, including financial and 

economic affairs, commerce and customs, education and technological 
advancement.  
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occasionally meets more often than that; special sessions may also be called by the 

member states, as was the case during the Arab spring crisis in Bahrain in 2011.  

Beneath the Supreme Council is the Ministerial Council, which is comprised of 

minister-level representatives of the GCC member states (usually the foreign 

ministers). The Ministerial Council forms the basis for the GCC to act as a forum and 

place for discussion and mechanics of planning for the member states and the GCC 

at large. Finally, the Secretariat assumes responsibility for the day to day 

management of the GCC (Bahraini News Agency, 2011).85 The Secretary-General 

serves as the official representative of the GCC; he also has responsibility for 

overseeing that the Supreme Council’s decisions are implemented and conducts 

studies on GCC activities. The Secretariat is divided into six directorates (overseeing 

areas such as political affairs, economic affairs, legal affairs, environment and 

human resources, etc.), each of which has a number of departments within it.  

The overall structure of the GCC is actually rather basic, almost “boiler-plate.” 

Nothing about the structure or the overtly stated mission of the GCC fundamentally 

indicates that the GCC is different from the average regional IO. It is only when we 

examine the principles and actions of the GCC that it emerges as an AO. 

                                                           
85 The Secretary-General of the GCC is elected to serve for three-year terms by the 

Supreme Council. The current Secretary-General is a Bahraini citizen, the 
Honorable Abdul Latif bin Rashid al-Zayani; he took up his post on 31 March 2011. 
The GCC Secretariat is based in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.  
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Principles: Stability Through Monarchy 

Politically, the Gulf Cooperation Council states all exhibit deep similarities in 

their regime type. All are monarchies; Saudi Arabia, Oman, and Qatar are ruled by 

absolute monarchies, while the ruling families of Kuwait, Bahrain, and the United 

Arab Emirates have accepted at least nominal constitutional limits. As John Christie 

(1987) notes, “with only minor parochial differences, the systems and forms of the 

governments of the GCC member states are consistently alike in style, principle, and 

circumstance...matching government rule is the cement that binds them together” 

(p. 11) This “matching government rule” also means that all of the GCC member 

regimes stand to lose power (if not their lifestyles and even their lives) if their 

subjects should succeed in overthrowing the reigning families in favor of more 

democratic government. Scholars like Emile Nakhleh note that for the GCC states, 

“political stability has become synonymous with continued family rule…any 

demands to alter the situation, no matter how genuine and indigenous, are frowned 

upon, and at worst, treated as anti-state” (Nakhleh, 1986, p. 19).  

Furthermore, scholars note that membership in the Gulf Cooperation Council is 

tightly limited to certain types of states, namely “tribal, family-ruled, Sunni-ruled 

and oil-producing states” (Ibid).  Since the Gulf Cooperation Council was formed in 

1981, its membership has never expanded. This de facto ban on new members may 

be changing, but not to include the other Gulf states. In 2011, the Gulf Cooperation 
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Council began considering a “two-tier membership system” that would 

accommodate Jordan and Morocco as the newest members of the GCC (Alsharif, 

2011).  This decision was widely interpreted by analysts as an attempt to promote 

monarchical solidarity in the region following unrest and pressures for regime 

reform (such as the Arab Spring), especially in light of the fact that neither Jordan 

nor Morocco actually borders the Persian Gulf. David Roberts, an American analyst 

interviewed for the article, categorized the GCC as a “club of kings” (Ibid) trying to 

shore up monarchy in the region. The remainder of this chapter explores the 

mechanisms and functions by which the GCC buttresses monarchies in the Gulf 

region. 

The Gulf Cooperation Council and Regional Repression: External or 
Internal Threats? 

 

The GCC Charter does not specify a security role for the GCC. Nor does the 

Charter establish a regional security force or a regional security agenda (Gulf 

Cooperation Council Charter, 1981). But the regional security problems that 

dominated Gulf politics at the GCC’s founding dominated the GCC’s early agenda 

(Legrenzi, 2011a); since then, the GCC has converted its external security functions 

toward internal repression. This section will analyze the GCC as a regional security 

actor according to the AO framework: how does the GCC contribute to members’ 

power to repress their populations? Does the GCC provide for a collective security 
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response or rapid reaction troops in times of crisis? Does the GCC add to its 

members’ security intelligence? Does the GCC offer any legal cover to its members 

when they try to contain revolutionary or seditious acts within their borders, allow 

for hot pursuit or cross-border extradition, or otherwise expand regimes’ legal 

authority to repress citizens of the Gulf?  

Repress 

Formalized joint military commitment, pledging troops/police in cases of 
threat 
De-facto military cooperation (such as joint training exercises) 
Intelligence sharing 
Security-oriented legal framework, allowing pursuit and/or rendition across 
borders 

 

The Accidental Security Organization: The GCC and Peninsula Shield 
The security side of the GCC received the most attention from both scholars 

and policy-makers in the early years of the organization, in no small part because of 

ongoing regional tensions (especially the Iran-Iraq War between 1980 and 1988, 

and the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in 1990) (Heard-Bey, 2006). In the early years, GCC 

security was both reactive (rather than part of a coordinated and proactive plan) 

and externally-focused. After the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait and the subsequent 

Operation Desert Storm, the external security side of the GCC went almost dormant 

(Ibid). Peninsula Shield Force continued to exist and occasional exercises were held 
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(Legrenzi, 2011a), but the GCC and Peninsula Shield by extension, were 

fundamentally reoriented toward internal security.   

In 1979, two years before the GCC was founded, the White Revolution in Iran 

overthrew the long-reigning Pahlavi dynasty and founded a theocracy rooted in 

Shi’a Islam and the charismatic leadership of Ayatollah Khomeini (Caryl, 2013). The 

threat of exported Shi’a revolution made Gulf leaders uneasy; a Shi’a-led attempted 

coup in Bahrain in 1981 seemed to confirm all the Gulf monarchs’ worst suspicions 

(Al-Hadi Khalaf, 1987; Legrenzi, 2011a). This, combined with the ongoing Iran-Iraq 

War that was destabilizing the Gulf region, prompted the GCC defense ministers to 

hold their first multilateral meeting in January 1982. This meeting created a military 

committee within the GCC Secretariat and set an agenda for creating a joint strike 

force (the precursor to Peninsula Shield) (Mainuddin, Aicher, & Elliot, 1996; Saidy, 

2014) and coordinating defense technology procurements, with the intention of 

modernizing each member’s national defense in order to reduce dependence on 

foreign forces (Guzansky, 2014). On 7 February 1982, the GCC Ministerial Council 

issued a First Extraordinary Meeting Statement, clearly expressing that one of the 

fundamental principles of the GCC was that the organization would “view any 

aggression against any GCC member as a aggression against all GCC members, 
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and…that the region’s security and stability is a collective responsibility that falls on 

all GCC countries” (Cooper, 2003, p. 311, emphasis mine).86  

Peninsula Shield Force (PSF) was formally created in 1982; it held its first 

joint military exercises in the UAE in 1983, a small joint exercise with only about 

5,000 troops combined (Ramazani, 1988)  from the six GCC states (Guzansky, 2014). 

A second, larger round of joint military exercises was held in Saudi Arabia in 1984, 

hosting between 8,000 and 9,000 soldiers from each of the member states, with a 

clear focus on rapid-reaction scenarios (evidenced by the joint air strike simulations 

and parachute landings), and held near the Saudi border with Iraq and Kuwait (Al-

Hadi Khalaf, 1987; Guzansky, 2014; Mainuddin, et al., 1996; Peterson, 1988). 

Ambitious regional security plans for Peninsula Shield were submitted to the GCC 

annual summits: plans called for making the PSF the cornerstone of a collective 

defense pact, and the GCC announced that the Peninsula Shield Force “would be able 

to provide a solution anywhere on [GCC] territory in case of attack by an enemy” 

(Guzansky, 2014, p. 643; Legum & Shaked, 1985, p. 453) 

But in its first tests, the Peninsula Shield Force failed to prevent Iraq from 

invading Kuwait in 1990. This failure was only compounded when (within days of 

Iraq’s invasion) the GCC states had to ask the Western powers, most notably the 

                                                           
86 GCC Ministerial Council, 1982, “First Extraordinary Meeting Statement” 

(Ramazani, 1988, p. 45).  
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United States to intervene militarily, while Peninsula Shield (and the greater GCC) 

was relegated to a supporting role (Heard-Bey, 2006). Peninsula Shield was 

considered an unsuccessful overreach, “more of a symbolic testament to collective 

security than a strong military force” (Saidy, 2014, p. 5)87 Kechichian notes that 

“[the GCC] certainly held together, but just was not strong enough to deter Iraq, or 

repulse Baghdad without massive Western aid” (Kechichian, 1994, p. 14).  

Peninsula Shield’s inability to field a credible deterrent force to aid one of its 

own member states (Gause, 2010) became a source of deep embarrassment to its 

members.  Nevertheless, Peninsula Shield was not abandoned entirely. Since the 

early 1990’s, Peninsula Shield Force has made concerted efforts to improve as a 

fighting force.88 Peninsula Shield itself has grown to include more troops. In 2014, 

PSF was comprised of around 10,000 regular troops, the majority from Saudi Arabia 

(Guzansky, 2014; Saidy, 2014).89 Joint maneuvers are held (the UAE, Oman, Kuwait, 

and Saudi Arabia have all hosted) every few years (Guzansky, 2014), and have 

                                                           
87 Barnett refers to the early GCC security agenda as a battle of “symbols and 

shadows” (Barnett, 1998, p. 182).  
88 For example, the GCC issued an “autopsy” of Peninsula Shield’s performance 

during the invasion of Kuwait; the Doha Declaration, issued in 1990, recognized 
that Peninsula Shield had been an ineffective force and tasked the GCC with 
establishing new or improved security and defense arrangements (Gulf 
Cooperation Council, 1990).  

89 In 1999, the breakdown of troop contributions to PSF stood at: 2 brigades from 
Saudi Arabia, 1 brigade from the UAE, 2 battalions from Kuwait, and 1 battalion 
each from Bahrain, Oman, and Qatar (Guzansky, 2014, p. 645, Table 2). 
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extended to include naval and air forces in addition to ground troops. The GCC also 

tinkered with various plans for either “rebooting” Peninsula Shield or adding 

branches to the original Peninsula Shield.90 But the Gulf Cooperation Council has not 

managed to develop a single coordinated security policy for the member states 

(Mainuddin et al., 1996). Instead, the GCC states continue to rely on bilateral91 and 

multilateral security treaties (particularly treaties with the United States) to 

guarantee for their defense.  

But for the GCC states, external security and internal security are tightly 

linked and deeply conflated. While Peninsula Shield went into a period of near-

dormancy, the GCC did take on some security-oriented tasks within the region, 

nearly all of them aimed at improving and coordinating internal security.  

                                                           
90 In 2006, Saudi Arabia circulated a plan at the GCC Summit meeting in Riyadh that 

proposed disbanding Peninsula Shield and replacing it with “centralized command 
with decentralized forces” (Koch, 2010, p. 28). Under this plan, each GCC state 
would designate certain military units to be stationed in their home state’s 
territory, but subject to a central GCC command (Koch, 2010). Saudi Arabia’s plan 
was tabled for future discussion; the plan seems to have died in committee, and 
has not been implemented. Instead, an agreement emerged from the 2009 GCC 
Summit to re-work significant portions of Peninsula Shield into rapid-reaction 
forces, designed for quick intervention (Partrick, 2011).  

91 To an extent, the GCC has also been a platform for bilateral security treaties 
between the GCC members. Saudi Arabia initiated and led the charge for more 
formal security arrangements following the attempted 1981 coup in Bahrain 
(Akbar Kundi, 1989; Laiq, 1986; McNauger, 1988). Within a few years, Saudi 
Arabia had signed bilateral security accords with each GCC member except for 
Kuwait. Furthermore, the GCC states continue to rely heavily on external military 
agreements with the United States to further guarantee their security.  
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Re-Focus: The GCC Turns Toward Internal Repression 
Since the 1990’s the GCC has built a promising record on supporting internal 

repression. Indeed, scholars note that the GCC member states have expanded their 

definition of security to include both sub-regional and international components, in 

contrast to the early focus on regional inter-state issues (Ghaffar, 2005). For the 

GCC, security is no longer limited to checking external threats. Rather, the idea of 

“security” has been redefined and expanded to cover “a complex matrix of domestic, 

regional, and international factors” that are perceived as threats to the GCC states 

(Kechichian, 1994, p. 14). Gause notes that for the GCC states, “regimes have 

opposed and balanced against what they perceive to be the most serious threat to 

their domestic political stability, even if that meant aligning with another state 

whose military power could post a future threat” (Gause, 1992, p. 26). Over the 

years, the GCC members used the organization to build greater ties to improve 

security in two key areas: information sharing and the pursuit and extradition of 

criminal and terrorist suspects within the GCC space (Legrenzi, 2011b). 

The GCC is highly effective as a provider of repression functions, reinforcing the 

notion that “the key to understanding the GCC is that the greatest threat to member 

states was…the spread of domestic unrest” (Cooper, 2003, p. 310). The GCC 

performs nearly all of the repression functions specified under the AO framework, 

aiding its members by sharing intelligence and information on known or suspected 

terrorists and restive elements, and creating an alternate international legal regime 
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to allow the pursuit and arrest of suspects, at the expense of speech and association 

rights.  

Intelligence Sharing 
Most of the GCC’s security documents, from the draft of the GCC Internal Security 

Act (which was never fully implemented) to the most recent Joint Security 

Agreement, make formal provisions for intelligence sharing across GCC member 

states (Alhaiyaf, 2014; Gulf Cooperation Council, 2004; Legrenzi, 2011a). 

Information sharing between the GCC states has been credited with foiling 

attempted coups, such as the 1981 attempted coup in Bahrain (Legrenzi, 2011b),92 

and terrorist attacks alike. These formal agreements often also make provisions 

about sharing best practice among interior ministers. Legrezni notes that “frequent 

meetings [of interior ministers and their staff] and mid-level coordination have 

[made important progress] in tackling collectively internal security challenges” 

(Legrenzi, 2011b, p. 83) In this sense, the GCC acts as a forum and regular meeting 

place for security officials, from Ministers of Defense to police and intelligence 

officials. GCC scholars note that the frequent meetings of ministers of the interior 

and defense, as well as lower-level security officials, have been organized under the 

auspices of the GCC, and that these meetings have clearly yielded results (Legrenzi, 

                                                           
92 The author notes that in the 1981 Bahrain coup attempt, Dubai authorities 

provided crucial intelligence to their Bahraini counterparts, highlighting the 
usefulness of formal and open lines of communication between security officials. 
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2011b).93 The GCC member states have developed a strong history of cooperating to 

limit internal dissent, especially in regards to sharing information and intelligence. 

Authors note that information about the high number of expatriate workers in the 

GCC states is housed and shared via a Saudi data bank (Ibid), although considerable 

intelligence sharing has focused on “subversive domestic groups and individuals” 

(Cooper, 2003, p. 320; Peterson, 1988, pp. 202-209).   

Security Laws and Legal Framework 
 The GCC has also created an alternative security-oriented legal framework, 

which rests primarily upon two laws: the Convention on Combatting Terrorism 

(2004) and the GCC Joint Security Agreement (2012).94 Both treaties focus on 

                                                           
93 Legrenzi also notes that until recently, officials and rulers from the GCC states 

specifically did not wish to publicize this successful component of GCC 
cooperation. He writes that the internal security organs and external defense 
organs are intertwined (for the average citizen) with both the ruling regime and 
with each other, and generally do not have a benign public image (Legrenzi, 
2011a, 2011b). As a result, the GCC states have only recently started to mention 
this aspect of GCC cooperation publicly.  

94 Observers in the GCC states also noted the timing of the pact, which had first been 
proposed in 1982 and again (with revisions) in 1994, and was only signed in 2012, 
after the Arab Spring brought uprisings to states like Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, and 
Oman, that had not witnessed serious and widespread challenges to the ruling 
status quo for decades. In 2012, four of the six GCC states signed the legally 
binding GCC Joint Security Agreement: Saudi Arabia, Oman, Bahrain, and the UAE. 
Qatar and Kuwait declined to sign the GCC Security Agreement for several more 
years. The Joint Security Agreement went into force in 2013; Qatar signed onto the 
Agreement barely one month later. Kuwait’s interior minister signed the GCC Joint 
Security Pact in 2012, but the Joint Security Pact has faced an uphill battle in 
Kuwait’s parliament; when the Kuwaiti Parliament final ratified the Joint Security 
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preserving internal security (the GCC states pointedly view terrorism as a crime that 

“threatens the stability of states”), employ expansionist definitions of “terrorism”, 

and lack specific human rights protections that might hinder the pursuit of “stability 

and peace” (Gulf Cooperation Council, 2004, p. Preamble).  

 The Convention on Combatting Terrorism commits the GCC states to giving 

material support to each other in the pursuit of terrorist suspects (Gulf Cooperation 

Council, 2004) and exchanging intelligence (particularly via a shared database) 

(Ibid). Special measures should be taken to monitor and shut down terrorists’ 

financial activities (Ibid). Finally, the GCC states are bound to cooperate and provide 

mutual legal assistance to each other in prosecuting suspects, from extraditing 

suspects to assisting in investigations and processing chain of evidence requests 

(Ibid). The GCC’s Convention on Combatting Terrorism uses deliberately 

expansionist definitions of terrorism, allowing the GCC security organs to cast the 

widest net possible for suspects (Amnesty International, 2009). For example, a 

terrorist act is defined as “any act of violence or threat thereof, notwithstanding its 

motives or intentions, perpetrated to carry out…a plan with the aim of terrorizing or 

harming people or imperiling their lives, freedom, or security…” (Gulf Cooperation 

Council, 2004, p. Chapter 1, Article 2). This definition might not seem out of the 

ordinary, but the next article goes on to expand “terrorist offence” to be any offence, 
                                                                                                                                                                             

Pact, three political activists were arrested within the month under GCC laws (Al-
Rasheed, 2015; BBC Monitoring, 2012; Human Rights Watch, 2014a). 
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attempted offence, or “the promotion or defense of such acts, or the promotion, 

printing, publication of any documents or recordings…intended for 

distribution…with a view to promoting or defending such offences” (Ibid, p. Chapter 

1, Article 3). Finally, the Convention on Combatting Terrorism notes that “for the 

purposes of this Convention, the following offences shall not be considered political 

offenses even when politically motivated” and goes on to list aggression against the 

kings and heads of state, crown princes, ministers, and heads of government, and 

government ambassadors and diplomats as part and parcel of “terrorist offences” 

(Ibid, p. Chapter 1, Article 2, emphasis mine). For example, under this rubric, 

founding or hosting a group that advocates for the replacement of the Saudi 

monarchy with a constitutional monarchy and parliament, can be considered a 

terrorist offence; tweeting support for that political group’s agenda from another 

GCC state can also be considered a terrorist offence under the GCC’s legal 

framework.  

The Joint Security Agreement hinges on the deep links between two levels of 

security: first, the internal security of each GCC member, which builds to preserve 

the regional security of the GCC states as a “neighborhood” of like-minded states. 

The first chapter of the GCC Joint Security Agreement lays out the general shared 

views and agenda on maintaining and maximizing internal security: signatory states 

agree to both actively combating any attempts to destabilize GCC security and deny 
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refuge to criminals and/or opponents of the GCC regimes. The first three articles 

cast a broad net over potential sources of disruption. Articles 4 through 7 of the GCC 

Internal Security Agreement also guarantee a regular exchange of information and 

training/best practice materials to be shared and distributed among the Interior 

Ministries of the GCC countries, and sets a formal standard for the Interior 

Ministries to keep each other informed of any and all conferences, training sessions, 

and seminars that directly deal with the mission of interior ministries (Alhaiyaf, 

2014). The GCC Joint Security Agreement tasks signatories with combatting 

infiltration (illegally entering a country) and smuggling; most of the second chapter 

of the Joint Security Agreement is taken up with establishing the rights and limits of 

hot pursuit across GCC borders (Alhaiyaf, 2014). The next two chapters deal with 

crime prevention and extradition practices, respectively.95  

The Joint Security Agreement conflates criminals and opponents of the 

regime, and criminalizes the circulation and distribution of any materials deemed to 

“[antagonize] Islam, harm morality, or those directed against the ruling regimes of 

the GCC member countries” (Alhaiyaf, 2014, p. 274-5) Furthermore, the Agreement 

does not define any parameters for these crimes, meaning that “antagonizing Islam” 

or “harming morality” or “speaking against the ruling regimes” is left subject to 

                                                           
95 Note that Chapter Four, which outlines extradition practices, also spends several 

articles on “housekeeping” issues such as timelines for ratification and entry into 
practiced law.  
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expansive and selective interpretation. The GCC Joint Security Agreement 

establishes a system of legal logrolling, where member states can place suspects on 

a list of “criminals and suspects” with the expectation that other GCC states will 

consider them a threat. As part of their legal obligations, GCC members are expected 

to regularly exchange the names of these criminals and suspects96, to keep them 

under observation whenever possible, and to take legal action against citizens or 

residents who interfere in the domestic affairs of another [GCC] member (Toumi, 

2012b). Furthermore, Chapter 3 requires that the GCC members tightly “preserve 

the secrecy of this information.”97 The last chapter of the GCC Joint Security 

Agreement lays out extradition practices. 98 Chapter 4 also outlines the 

circumstances under which extradition may be denied. For example, Article 24 

states that extradition may be denied if the accused is a member of the diplomatic 

corps or otherwise enjoys diplomatic immunity, or if s/he stands accused of a 

political crime. However, Article 24 should not be interpreted as a measure to 

                                                           
96 As above, note that criminals (those with criminal records) and suspects (who 

may not have criminal records) fall into the same category; this conflation allows 
GCC police organs to treat  both groups with the same tactics, particularly as the 
Joint Security Agreement has no provisions for the rights of the accused.  

97 Sharing this information about suspects to bodies outside of the GCC is strictly 
prohibited unless the original country explicitly grants permission to share 
information outside of the GCC (Alhaiyaf, 2014). 

98 Some of this chapter is dedicated to the minor details of extradition (for example, 
extradition is mandatory if the punishment associated with some crimes is under 
6 months in prison; extradition applications must contain certain information and 
be submitted within 30 of the state being informed that a wanted criminal/suspect 
is in custody (Alhaiyaf, 2014).  
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protect the rights of the accused; it goes on to state the various crimes that do not 

qualify as political crimes, and for which a suspect may still be extradited and 

prosecuted: sabotage, murder, arson, theft, terrorism, and other acts of force, 

military crimes, or any measure of assault against the ruling families, members of 

the ruling families, or ministers of the ruling regimes of the GCC countries (Alhaiyaf, 

2014). In other words, any sort of act against the GCC regimes is exempted from 

being classified as a political crime, and a suspect cannot claim any measure of legal 

protection or the right to non-refoulement under the GCC Joint Security Agreement.  

Effects of the GCC’s Legal Security Framework: Ever More Internal Foes  
The GCC bills both the Convention on Combatting Terrorism and the Joint 

Security Agreement as treaties that promotes collective security by combatting 

trans-national and organized crime, and “allow[s] the GCC as a whole to deal more 

effectively with any negative consequences of events in the region on national 

security.” Gazi al-Omar, assistant undersecretary in the Interior Ministry of Kuwait, 

characterized the Joint Security Agreement as a series of “…new coordination 

measures and tools for follow-up and prompt reactions in dealing with emergency 

security developments…unifying policies…exchange of information and data and 

bringing viewpoints closer on the impact of these events of the national security of 

the member states” (Toumi, 2012a). Bahrain’s interior minister (Shaikh Rashid bin 

Abdullah al-Khalifa) called the GCC Security Pact a key component of Gulf security, 

noting that the features of the pact “have empowered [the Gulf states] to resist 
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dangers threatening them or threating their vital interests and social networks” 

(Toumi, 2013). In reality, these laws “[have]…turned into creating cross-border 

controls, evacuating the Arab Gulf of dissent and eliminating save havens for 

dissidents” in the region (Al-Rasheed, 2015). Even when the GCC first announced 

that all six GCC Interior Ministers had signed the Joint Security Agreement, GCC 

Secretary-General Abdul Latif al-Zayani stated to the gathered press that “the 

security pact will empower each GCC country to take legal action…against citizens 

or residents or organized groups that are linked to crime, terrorism, or dissension” 

(BBC Monitoring, 2012, emphasis mine). 

The GCC monarchies are already using the Joint Security Pact to stifle dissent 

within their kingdoms, particularly by using these laws to arrest and prosecute 

citizens for criticizing the Gulf’s ruling families. Human Rights Watch, along with 

various regional activists and observers, called attention to the fact that the 

definition of “crime” is deliberately left extremely vague, and noting that since 

each of the GCC countries has prosecuted individuals for speaking against their 

rulers (as well as for “unlawful” association, two “crimes” that are generally 

considered fundamental building blocks of democratization) the GCC Joint 

Security Agreement extends the reach of domestic security organs throughout the 
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GCC territory (Human Rights Watch, 2014a). Since January 2015, at least three 

activists have been detained in Kuwait alone.99  

Similar scenarios have already taken place under the GCC’s Convention on 

Combatting Terrorism. In Saudi Arabia, the kingdom’s terrorism court convicted 

seven government critics for inciting protests and harming the public order; four of 

the seven were further charged with “supporting…the revolutionaries of Bahrain” 

and calling for solidarity with the protestors in Bahrain who were protesting the 

GCC Peninsula Shield forces stationed in the country (Human Rights Watch, 2013b, 

2014a). Facebook posts were presented as evidence of the accused individuals’ 

dissension (Human Rights Watch, 2013b). NGOs like Amnesty International also 

report incidences of renditions within the GCC territory, with individuals being 

arrested and renditioned to Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, and the UAE; when statements 

were given on their arrests at all, these individuals were accused of suspect activity, 

supporting terrorism, or being linked to groups that “…threatened regional peace 

                                                           
99 One Kuwaiti opposition activist, Hakim al-Mutairi, founded the Umma Party (a 

transnational group which advocates for elections) in 2008; when fellow activists 
in Saudi Arabia formed a Saudi-based branch of Umma Party, the Saudi authorities 
launched legal proceedings against al-Mutairi, for which he was arrested in Kuwait 
in 2015. Another activist, Tariq al-Mutari, who has recently organized 
demonstrations and Twitter hashtags to free several imprisoned opposition 
figures, was detained in March 2015 at the request of Saudi authorities and under 
the GCC Joint Security Act. A third activist, Mohammed al-Ajmi, better known 
under his Twitter persona of Abu Asm, was detained because he tweeted a 
reaction to the January 2015 death of Saudi King Abdullah bin Abdul-Aziz. This 
tweet, in which al-Ajmi said that he could not mourn the Gulf leader, was deemed 
to defame and disrespect the character of the late monarch (Al-Rasheed, 2015). 
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and stability” (UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, 2007, pp. Paragraphs 8-

10). 

Finally, the GCC’s laws form a security-based legal regime that facilitates and 

covers for police action against dissidents and implements legal obligations to share 

intelligence between the GCC states. Because the GCC Joint Security Pact expressly 

discourages making intelligence public, police and security organs can now claim 

that arrests are made in light of shared GCC intelligence, skirting or bypassing 

burdens of proof. In an interview with the London-based news source Al Sharq al 

Awsat, Tariq al-Hassan, the Bahraini chief of police, said that the GCC Security Pact 

and other plans to strengthen police in the Gulf “…will help to strengthen security, 

create an atmosphere of cooperation, and provide legal cover for the security services 

among all of the Gulf states” (Toumi, 2014). 

Since its founding and unsuccessful debut as a regional security force 

(Legrenzi, 2011a; Ramazani, 1988; Tow, 1990), the GCC has successfully 

recalibrated itself to provide almost the entire range of repression functions 

hypothesized by the AO framework. Intra-GCC intelligence exchanges on political 

dissidents and known terrorists and terrorist groups help domestic security organs 

pursue suspects across the GCC space, while the GCC legal framework provides legal 

and political cover to pursue an ever-expanding list of “enemies” of the GCC regimes. 

Finally, the GCC played a significant repression role in the Arab Spring in 2011. The 
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GCC used Peninsula Shield to send approximately 1500 troops into Bahrain during 

the revolution in March, 2011 to help quell the violent protests. Peninsula Shield 

forces remained in Bahrain even after the state of emergency was lifted in the 

summer of 2011, and while some troops were sent home, a portion of the GCC 

security force remained in Bahrain as recently as 2014, as a safeguard against future 

uprisings.  

The GCC as an Instrument of Co-optation 
 

Authoritarian regimes that wish to remain in power must also co-opt various 

sources of unrest or competition. This section examines the GCC’s role in furthering 

co-option in the Gulf region. Co-option generally falls along two lines: economic co-

option (the strategic redistribution of resources, goods, and services) and 

institutional co-option (mimicking or capturing aspects of civil society, to press 

potential sources of opposition into the state apparatus). The first part of this 

section investigates the GCC’s record on economic co-optation, including the use of 

the GCC’s Gulf Investment Corporation, as well as the use of the GCC as a vehicle for 

patronage during the Arab Spring. The second part assesses the GCC’s use in co-

opting and weakening civil society within the Gulf territory.  
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Co-opt 

Increase Economic Output or 
Development 

Diminish Political Competition 

Development banks or development funds, 
created and managed by the AO 

Create new civil society groups (Siphon 
members from pre-existing civil society 
groups) 

Development projects created or managed 
by the AO 

Incorporate pre-existing civil society groups 
(Gatekeeping power, ensuring admittance 
only to pro-government or politically neutral 
civil society groups) 

Preferential trade agreements between AO 
members 

Sponsor soft power initiatives (i.e. education 
initiatives, public health programs) 

 

Economic Development 
 

Like other non-democratic states, the GCC member regimes rely heavily on 

output legitimacy, including providing both jobs and a certain standard of living to 

their populations. The GCC is specifically charged to implement a free trade area 

with no barriers on regional products and common tariffs on foreign imports, the 

establishment of a common market (with none of the democratic or good 

governance requirements that are pre-conditions for say, the European Common 

Market), and to promote joint development projects to benefit the citizens of the 

Gulf (Looney, 2003). This mandate maps almost directly onto the AO framework; 

given this agenda, and the enormous hydrocarbon wealth of the Gulf region, I expect 

the GCC to be a high performer in terms of economic co-option.  
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Does the GCC perform its economic co-optation functions? If so, how well 

does it deliver the economic goods its member states need? This section proceeds in 

several parts. First, it reviews the somewhat unique “golden bargain”, the social 

contract that governs state-society relations in the Gulf.100 Second, it explores the 

GCC’s economic performance over time, examining if and how the GCC has 

developed preferential trade agreements, development projects, and other forms of 

economic benefits for the region.  

The Golden Bargain and the Politics of the Gulf Social Contract 
The idea of output legitimacy in the Gulf context strongly correlates with 

rentier state theory (Forstenlechner & Rutledge, 2010; Gray, 2011; Peterson, 2012; 

Ross, 2012). Rentier state theory seeks to explain political stability and change in 

states that derive the majority of their wealth from external sources (rents), rather 

than from internal sources like taxation. Political theorists (most notably Michael I. 

Ross) use rentier theory to explain the democratic deficit in states that generate 

their wealth from rents; according to this model, regimes can act relatively 

autonomously from society, as long as they allocate a certain portion of rents to the 

population, via a combination of jobs and subsidies (Gray, 2011; Ross, 2012).101 On 

                                                           
100 Because the Gulf States are funded by hydrocarbon (oil and gas) wealth, they have 

developed a particular social contract that deserves further explanation. 
101 Note that while rents refer to any externally derived income, the most common 

example of rentier economies are oil (and/or natural gas) producing states. Other 
rentier economies have been and are based on wealth derived from gold, 
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the other side of the equation, the average citizen pays little to no taxes, enjoys a 

certain standard of living that is subsidized by rent wealth, and likely holds a job 

that is funded by external rents; the “…citizen accepts the authority of the state, as 

well as the denial of their political participation, because the state provides security 

– both internal and external – and a comprehensive redistribution of the rent (oil 

income)” (Peterson, 2012, p. 3) 

This form of social contract exists in all of the GCC states. More importantly, 

Gulf citizens have come to rely upon and expect this generous social package. 

Forstenlechner and Rutledge write that these social welfare packages are some of 

the most generous in the world, such that the full extent of the benefits are “…often 

not fully appreciated by outsiders…certain to include free education, health care and 

housing assistance, and either free or heavily discounted utilities and gasoline” 

(Forstenlechner & Rutledge, 2010, p. 41). Obviously, this golden bargain works best 

when oil prices are high, and is subject to the same boom and bust cycle that plagues 

the oil industry. A distorted labor market102, chronic unemployment among Gulf 

                                                                                                                                                                             
diamonds, or other valuable minerals, while some rentier economies base their 
wealth in literal rents: American rents on the Karshi-Kanabad (K2) military base 
in Uzbekistan formed a substantial portion of Uzbekistan’s GDP from 2001 to 2005 
when the US was evicted from the base.   

102 The expectation of good, salaried public sector jobs has proven to be a particular 
issue for the Gulf states. Because public sector jobs are well-paid (and in some 
cases, practically sinecures), most Gulf citizens do not apply for private sector jobs. 
Additionally, labor laws in the GCC region make it very easy for private firms to 
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youth, lower oil prices and (in some cases) dwindling oil resources have combined 

to severely undermine the social contract in the GCC states. The rentier economies 

in the Gulf region have made the GCC states (and ruling regimes) very wealthy, but 

“…even as rents have made states wealthier, they have not made them more 

internally secure, nor made regions with multiple rentiers such as the Gulf more 

secure” (Gray, 2011, p. 13). Gulf rulers are well aware of their need to create jobs 

and provide an acceptable standard of living for their citizens. In addition, most Gulf 

rulers have even offered “…at least a rhetoric that acknowledges the need for 

reform” which will of course remain closely tied to and monitored by the regime 

(Peterson, 2012, p. 4). 

Riches in the Desert: The GCC in Regional Economic Development 
While the GCC was formed in a climate of intense regional security concerns, 

the GCC founders clearly envisioned a primarily economic role for the new 

organization. The GCC Charter actually does not mention a security role for the 

organization, but tasks the GCC with effecting coordination and integration in 

various fields, including economic and financial affairs, commerce, customs, and 

communications, and education and culture (Gulf Cooperation Council Charter, 

1981). The GCC’s economic agenda was further expanded and specified in the 

                                                                                                                                                                             
hire expatriate labor at lower wages than GCC citizens. This dynamic has created a 
badly distorted labor market, kept afloat by state oil and gas revenues, that is in 
danger of collapsing. 
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Unified Economic Agreement (UEA) in November 1981, only six months after the 

GCC was founded. The GCC founders clearly hoped that “through greater economic 

integration…that a large “local” market could be created, economic diversification 

[away from an overreliance on hydrocarbon wealth] promoted, and greater 

competitive and economic efficiency encouraged” (Sager, 1997, p. 241-2). This 

agenda has been marked by highly uneven progress, characterized by fits and starts 

and long periods of inaction. 

The UEA tasked the GCC with creating a free trade area in the Gulf for all 

agricultural products, animals, industrial products, and natural resources that 

originated within the member states, the introduction of a common external tariff 

and trade policy, and the coordination of economic development within the GCC 

(Gulf Cooperation Council Unified Economic Agreement, 1981; Hertog, 2007; 

Looney, 2003). The GCC made a strong start by establishing the Free Trade Area in 

1983.103 Progress stalled on many of these goals, although the relevant ministers 

continued to meet several times a year. After “years and years of hollow timetables” 

(Harders & Legrenzi, 2008, p. 8), at the 2001 GCC Summit, the GCC heads of state 

decided to revitalize the economic agenda, setting target years for establishing a 

                                                           
103 The GCC also established a few subsidiary bodies to implement and monitor these 

goals, such as the Gulf Standards Organization and the Gulf Investment 
Corporation (discussed in greater detail below), as well as a patents office 
(Looney, 2003). 
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Gulf Customs Union (2003), a monetary union (2005), and the launch of a single 

Gulf-wide currency (2010). The Customs Union was established on time in 2003104, 

but frequent requests for exceptions, as well as bilateral agreements with the United 

States, undermine a single coherent tariff regime (Hertog, 2007). In a similar vein, 

progress toward a Gulf monetary union has been well planned but only partially 

implemented. The monetary union was to be rolled out in three phases: pegging all 

national currencies to the American dollar, then drawing up a legislative framework 

for the monetary union by 2005, and launching the joint currency in 2010 (Looney, 

2003). But this plan has been jeopardized by Oman’s decision to opt out of the 

monetary union, and Kuwait’s decision to peg its currency to a basket of foreign 

currencies rather than only the US dollar (Hertog, 2007).105  

But while the GCC falls short of its own economic goals (full integration into a 

regional economy), the GCC has made other significant economic contributions to 

the member regimes. Beyond the establishment of a free trade area in the Gulf, the 

GCC “…developed similar structures, path dependencies, and spill-over effects 

among the relatively open economies” (Harders & Legrenzi, 2008, p. 51). The GCC 

                                                           
104 The formula for determining tariffs was disputed several times and the Customs 

Union remains only partially implemented as of 2015.  
105 Scholars also note that the GCC members (even excepting Kuwait) have all pegged 

the value of their currencies to the US dollar since the 1970’s, such that the GCC 
“as practically lived with a common currency over the past several decades” 
(Takagi, 2012, p. 14) without having to make the sorts of national sovereignty 
tradeoffs associated with a true monetary union. 
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has had two other, interrelated effects on the economies of the Gulf. First, the GCC 

has very successfully used its Gulf Investment Corporation to help its members 

launch development projects which diversify the GCC economies away from 

hydrocarbon wealth. Second, the GCC has helped its member states control the 

move toward more liberalized (as opposed to wholly statist) economies, such that 

new entrepreneurs and the growing private sector are more closely bound to the 

state and pose little threat to the ruling elites.  

Gulf Investment Corporation 
The Gulf Investment Corporation (GIC) was officially established in 1982 

with an initial capitalization commitment of US $2.8 billion; in the first year, the 

paid-up capital investment totaled $480 million. The GIC was properly launched in 

1985, with increased paid-up capital ($540 million) to distribute among regional 

development projects (Gulf Investment Corporation Our History Timeline, 2012). 

GIC shares are owned in equal proportion by the GCC states, and the organization 

aims to undertake loans for industrial, agricultural, and fishery activities in the GCC 

to establish long-term comparative advantage, to invest in both new and existing 

projects that require investment for either start-up or expansion/recalibration, and 

to provide technical and economic feasibility studies for the GCC secretariat and the 

GCC member states (Koppers, 1995).  

The GIC acquired and recapitalized the Gulf Investment Bank from the 

Kingdom of Bahrain in 1991; while the bank remained headquartered in Bahrain, it 
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was administered solely by the GIC for GIC projects until it was merged with the 

Saudi International Bank, with the GIC retaining 72.5% ownership over the Gulf 

Investment Bank. In April, 2001, that ownership stake was sold directly to the six 

GCC governments.106 In 2012, the GCC members’ deposits totaled just over $1 

billion, or 17% of overall GIC funding (Gulf Investment Corporation Annual Report, 

2012).107 The GIC’s total assets posted steady growth for years, with just under $6.3 

billion in assets reported for 2012 (Ibid).108 As a point of comparison, in 2013, the 

combined GDP of the six GCC states was estimated around $1.56 trillion, with 

around 50% of that wealth deriving from oil rents (“Nominal GDP in GCC Put at 

$1.56 Trillion”, 2013)109; in the same year, the GIC’s assets totaled $5.7 billion (Gulf 

Cooperation Council, 2013). While the GIC’s total contribution to the region’s GDP is 

small, the GIC has significantly diversified its sources of investment away from the 

hydrocarbon sector (Gulf Investment Corporation Annual Report, 2012).110  

                                                           
106 The GIC was granted investment grade by Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s in 

1997, and launched several hedge funds (most notably the Alternative Strategies 
Fund) in the Gulf region (Gulf Investment Corporation Our History Timeline, 2012; 
Legrezni, 2007).   

107 Other sources of funding include international deposits and shareholder funds. 
108 2014 saw a slight dip in assets, down to $5.2 billion (Gulf Investment 

Corporation Annual Report, 2014.) 
 
110 As outlined above, the GCC states remain dangerously dependent on oil wealth, 

but the oil slumps of the 1980’s and the early 2000’s have convinced many of the 
ruling elites that diversification of wealth must be a priority going forward.   
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GIC projects are surprisingly diverse, though the GIC tends to invest most 

heavily in infrastructure and industrial projects. The GIC invests in power cable and 

telecommunication projects in all of the GCC states, and sponsors large scale water 

and/or electrical power companies in Saudi Arabia (Shuqaiq Water and Electric), 

Bahrain (Al Dur Power and Water Co.), Qatar (Ras Laffan Power Co Ltd.), the UAE 

(Gulf Jyoti International), and Oman (United Power Co., which became the first 

private sector power project in Oman) (Gulf Investment Corporation Principal 

Investing Areas, 2012). The GCI also invests in poultry and grocery companies, 

logistics and transport, textiles, piping and paneling, and a sub-sea cable system. 

Many of the GIC projects have been opened to public-private partnerships, with the 

GIC commonly retaining between 20% and 25% ownership in these projects (which 

are termed associated companies); other companies, in which the GIC retains a 

smaller investment share are termed “participations” (Legrenzi, 2008, p. 10) 

The GIC has proven to be one of the most efficient investment organizations 

in the Gulf (Legrenzi, 2008). Overall, scholars report that the GIC has chosen 

projects well, and has resisted political pressure to fund “pet projects” in favor of 

more rigorous industrial plans. For example, of the 199 projects that the GIC 

reviewed between 1982 and 1992, around 50% were rejected before they reached 

the feasibility study phase; only around 10% were fully accepted for funding. 

Further, the GIC projects have performed well: several have been converted into 

public-private partnerships and shares released on the market for private 
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investment. In essence, the GIC is a vehicle for the GCC states to invest in each 

other’s diversification and development projects.  

This point reflects the GCC states’ pressing need to move away from the 

traditional statist economic model of decades past. It has become clear that the 

statist economic model that sustained the GCC states through the oil booms and the 

modernization of their economies is not as well suited to the contemporary realities 

of limited oil and gas reserves and highly globalized economies.111  

Scholars have been quick to point out that structural economic 

diversification, in the GCC context, refers to both a diversification of wealth sources 

and a diversification of stakeholders (Hertog, 2007; Hivdt, 2013). Hivdt’s (2013) 

excellent review of the development plans of each of the GCC states shows a strong 

                                                           
111 In recent years, three key options have emerged, and the GCC states are pursuing 

them all simultaneously. The first, the rise of state-owned enterprises (Hertog, 
2010), operates almost entirely at the state level, and rest on a variety of state 
capitalism in which “…oil and gas companies and assets are state-owned, but, 
because they are run for the purposes of regime maintenance, ae operated 
professionally and efficiently” (Gray, 2011, p. 32) as opposed to the notoriously 
inefficient and corrupt state-owned oil and gas companies in the past. Instead, 
state-owned enterprises are geared toward the efficient management of prized 
strategic assets; innovative business practices are encouraged and rewarded. The 
second option relies on the strategic use of sovereign wealth funds (SWFs), state-
held investment portfolios, which are funded by foreign exchange assets and seek 
to earn high returns on riskier investments. Regimes see these sovereign wealth 
funds as the bases for long-term sources of wealth, especially for when 
hydrocarbon reserves (and the distributive power) of the regimes begins to 
decline (Gray, 2011; Hivdt, 2013; Young, 2015). The third option centers on a 
tightly controlled process of economic liberalization and diversification 
development. 
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vein of consensus across all of the plans: that the GCC regimes have acknowledged 

that the future depletion of hydrocarbon reserves, the fluctuating prices of oil, and 

the allocation (distributive) state model cannot be sustained through the long term. 

By the same token, the GCC regimes know that opening the economic structure of 

their societies paves the way for changes that undermine the regimes’ output 

legitimacy.112 Thus, the GCC members’ development plans envision market 

economies characterized by state-led development with both an expanded role for 

the private sector and a continuation of some favoritism and protectionism for some 

industries (Hivdt, 2013; Shochat, 2008).  

The Gulf regimes hope that these development plans will allow the regimes 

to control the direction and pace of any changes. Controlled privatization binds the 

growing group of business elites to the regime, effectively neutralizing them as a 

potential challenger to the status quo.113 While the GCC regimes increasingly rely on 

the private sector for diversification, job creation, and building a less oil-dependent 

                                                           
112 The need to re-think and restructure the “golden bargain” requires regimes to 

admit that it is not working and cannot be sustained, that the regime cannot 
provide for its people as it has claimed for decades (Legrenzi, 2011a). 

113 One strand of democratization theory centers on the growth of the middle class as 
a precursor to democratic transition; as a middle class emerges and grows in 
monetary strength, it begins to demand a political voice and uses its resources to 
pressure the ruling class to cede political power. While scholars have debated 
about whether this sort of democratization process is more or less preferable to a 
transition born out of full revolution, the point for this dissertation is that a middle 
class (business owners, yeomen/merchant class, etc.) has considerable potential 
to challenge the status quo and the regime itself.  
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knowledge economy, the regimes are also very aware of the need to turn business 

elites into regime allies, junior partners to the regime (Hertog, 2014). To this end, 

the GCC regimes make sure formally include business leaders in economic policy 

discussion via Shura councils and reserved positions on the boards of various state-

owned enterprises, and make capital, energy, and infrastructure available at little to 

no cost (Ibid); these measures co-opt the business elites by granting them protective 

measures and by keeping them “…structurally isolated from the citizens, relying 

instead on either direct or indirect recycling of state rents” (Ibid, p. 186). As a result, 

the relationship between the business-owning class and the working class in the 

GCC states is often marked by antagonism, with the business elites clearly in the 

pro-regime camp. For example, during the Pearl Roundabout uprising in Bahrain in 

2011, the merchant elites were on public record supporting the al-Khalifa regime 

(Al-Hasan, 2012; Rafique, 2011). 

Rainy Days: Arab Spring Payouts 
Finally, the GCC played an absolutely vital economic role in the Arab Spring 

in 2011: the role of emergency funder. Scholars agree that the Arab Spring, in many 

ways, was a flashpoint response to the “fraying of the social contract”114 described 

                                                           
114 That social contract requires citizens to accept the authority of the regime and to 

surrender most (if not all) of their formal political participation, while requiring 
the ruling regime to both provide security and to redistribute the wealth of the 
state to the population in the form of jobs, goods, and services free of charge 
(Colombo 2012; Gause, 2010; Peterson, 2012; Teitelbaum, 2011). 
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above. This social contract has led to increased expectations on the part of the Gulf 

citizens: that good paying jobs in the public sector should be available (since private 

sector jobs are both low-salaried or low wage work and largely occupied by foreign 

laborers), that standards of living should continue to rise – that the Gulf regimes are 

not capable of fulfilling indefinitely. Chronic unemployment, the most visible 

evidence of this “fraying”, is rampant in the GCC states (Peterson, 2012; Tagaki, 

2012), especially among the educated youth. This sector of society led the charge 

during the Arab Spring. The GCC regimes responded in time-honored fashion: by 

throwing money at the problem. All of the GCC states experienced some sort of 

protest during the Arab Spring.115 All of the GCC regimes announced relief packages, 

in the form of subsidies on basic food and fuel, simple payouts, and hiring plans to 

create jobs in the public sector.116 

The GCC made an enormous monetary commitment to Bahrain and Oman, 

where sustained public protests and revolts reached crisis levels. In an emergency 

funding measure that was compared to the Marshall Plan (Helfont & Helfont, 2012), 

the GCC pledged a $20 billion aid package to Bahrain and Oman, to be shared 

equally and to paid out over ten years ($1 billion per year to both Bahrain and 

                                                           
115 Note that most of the protests were short-lived sit-ins, marches, or “days of rage” 

rather than the full-blown revolution that took hold in Bahrain. 
116 Favored sectors include the state bureaucracies and large-scale infrastructure 

projects (Gause, 2010; Hertog, 2010)  
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Oman). $1 billion per year represents about 3.25% of Bahrain’s GDP (2011 GDP), 

which makes the comparison to the Marshall Plan117 a particularly apt one.118 One 

billion dollars per year totals 3.6% of Bahrain’s yearly GDP, and 1.3% of Oman’s 

yearly GDP (based on 2012 reports from the IMF) (International Monetary Fund, 

2012). Furthermore, $1 billion per year, regardless of a state’s total GDP, can furnish 

a high number of welfare payments, or can subsidize a major public works project 

and effectively finance hundreds, if not thousands, of jobs. For a state like Bahrain, 

which reported 16.5% unemployment in 2010 (International Crisis Group, 2011), 

this financial windfall was a true lifeline for the embattled regime. 

To summarize, the GCC is a high functioning AO in terms of its contributions 

to economic co-option. While the GCC has not created the fully integrated regional 

economy and common currency that formed a part of the GCC agenda, it has still 

created an economic agenda that has greatly benefited its members and continues 

to insulate them from economic pressures from below. The GCC has created and 

                                                           
117 The Marshall Plan was an American aid plan intended to rebuild war-torn Europe 

following World War II; it lasted from 1948 to 1951, and at its height, accounted 
for around 5% of total Western European GDP for the time it was in effect. 
Implementing the Marshall Plan was considered a key component of ensuring that 
Western Europe would not fall into economic depression, which had contributed 
to the rise of extreme nationalism, fascism, and (in Russia and Eastern Europe) 
communism.   

118 In 1950, Marshall Plan funding accounted for approximately 3% of the United 
Kingdom’s GDP, approximately 3.4% of Greece’s GDP, and around 1.5% of West 
Germany and Turkey’s individual GDP. 
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sustained a remarkably efficient Gulf Investment Corporation that supports a 

variety of development projects and companies in the Gulf, and in the Arab Spring, 

came to the aid of its embattled members with considerable financial support with 

no strings attached. The GCC has proven itself a “…potential anchor of stability in the 

Arab world: relatively weak in military terms, but with a vested interest in political 

calm, as it can then play out its economic value” (Hertog, 2007, p. 67). 

Diminish Competition 
 

The following section examines the GCC’s minor role in co-opting civil society 

within the Gulf region. Civil society, or the perceived lack of civil society as “pivotal 

force” (Yom, 2005, p. 14) in building a more democratic state, has also been 

identified as a contributing factor to the “Middle East exceptionalism” (Bellin, 2004) 

that attempts to explain how and why authoritarian rule has been so resilient in the 

region. Middle East scholars have noted that first, civil society in the Gulf region 

certainly does exist, and second, harnessing civil society has been a key point in plan 

for regime survival. However, evidence indicates that this process is taking place 

almost entirely at the domestic level, with surprisingly little need for assistance 

from the GCC. There are, however, a small handful of key issue areas in which the 

GCC plays a role in pre-empting civil society. This section will briefly summarize the 

co-opting of civil society in the Gulf and the GCC’s role as a supporting actor in the 

battle to control civil society. 
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The Gulf monarchies have already proven themselves to be adept at co-opting 

civil society at the root. The GCC states excel at weeding out any civil society 

organization that is perceived to have a radical or pro-regime change agenda; the 

ones that are left are “permit[ted] to bloom, because [the state] can manage the 

resulting opposition through a battery of legal and coercive controls” (Yom, 2005, p. 

25). Civil society organizations must register with government ministries (usually 

either the Ministry of Social Affairs or the Ministry of the Interior). These ministries 

serve as both robust gatekeepers and ubiquitous monitors. Ministries retain the 

power to audit an organization’s books, ban financial contributions from certain 

donors, fine the organizations for infractions, cancel board meetings and/or 

elections for groups like unions, and even dissolve groups that are found to violate 

association laws (Wiktorowicz, 2000; Yom, 2005). Even if a civil society 

organization manages to meet these requirements (and a considerable number do), 

they must often rely on continued state or regime patronage to operate (Henderson, 

2003). Many civil groups and volunteer organizations find that the best way to 

function in such a landscape is to join an “umbrella” group. These umbrella groups 

connect civil society organizations to financial resources and some protection from 

security organs, but are sponsored by the ruling families of the Gulf. For example, 

one of the most prolific umbrella charities in Saudi Arabia is the Al-Birr Charitable 

Society, which sponsors projects of all stripes (health, education, disability 

provision); like all “…big charities [including al-Birr] have become instruments of 
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local government…they could not function without Al Sa’ud patronage” (Montagu, 

2010, p. 74). This is true for the vast majority of civil society groups in the GCC 

territory, such that civil society organizations have become co-opted into the 

apparatus of the state. 119 Even volunteer societies must often pursue or find a royal 

sponsor and then strategically tone down their activities and message to retain that 

sponsor, which leaves “little formal room for the voluntary sector’s [political] 

engagement or disagreement” (Montagu, 2010, p. 74).120 In short, there is little need 

for the GCC to pay a role in co-opting civil society within the GCC space.  

There are a few key issue areas in which the GCC members found themselves 

suffering “crises of legitimacy” (Haimerl, 2013, p. 18) and open to challenges: 

population pressure and high unemployment among the youth population, and 

environmental concerns in a region with dwindling (and increasingly stressed) 

necessary resources like water and adequate food supply. Since the 1990’s, after 

economic troubles resulted in forcing states to cut back on social services, the GCC 

                                                           
119 Since the 1990’s the GCC states have seen a period of liberalization, including the 

introduction of constitutions in Qatar (2003) and Oman (The Basic Law in 1996, 
which has since been expanded), consultative councils (Shura council members 
are generally appointed, but the ruling families make an effort to include diverse 
portions of society, including merchants and businessmen, tribal leaders, and 
religious.) in Oman, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE, and the expansion of suffrage in 
Kuwait, Qatar, and Oman (Crystal, 2001; Ehteshami & Wright, 2007). But in every 
case, this liberalization has been tightly controlled by the individual regimes; the 
GCC states have expanded representation but not contestation (Crystal, 2001). 

120 See also Yom (2005) and Crystal (2001).  
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states began to strategically transfer some aspects of governance to the GCC as an 

organization.121 Haimerl argues that the GCC members have only engaged in 

strategic governance transfer via the GCC because these are areas in which the GCC 

members have seen “a lack of effectiveness and capability of the [existing] political 

and economic system has become most apparent” in recent years (Haimerl, 2013, p. 

27). 

Nevertheless, the GCC states view governance transfer as a “survival 

strategy…[with] less substantial meaning to these reforms and more superficial 

manipulation of democratic symbols meant to appease domestic demand…” even as 

the choice to delegate oversight to an international actor appears responsible from 

the outside (Mitchell, 2010, p. 277). The GCC claims to task its members to follow 

certain standards for efficiency, effectiveness, transparency, and accountability 

(Haimerl, 2013), but GCC documents do not specify or establish any metrics or 

protocols for these goals. Rather, the GCC member states are allowed to set their 

own policies on the basis of these standards. Furthermore, the GCC Secretariat is 

charged with monitoring the implementation of these standards, but has no power 

to enforce compliance or punish non-compliance (Gulf Cooperation Council, 

                                                           
121 Explored at length in Pevehouse (2005). 
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1997).122 This strategic transfer of oversight to an AO allows the GCC states to point 

to “external” obligations while retaining high (if imperfect) control over if and how 

any reforms are implemented. Delegating some issues to an AO allows the GCC 

states to preempt issues that are likely to become flashpoints for political activism 

and give the strategic (though false) impression that the GCC member regimes are 

sensitive to the needs of vulnerable populations (the youth, migrant workers) and 

attuned to pressing issues (environmental degradation, food and water security).  

The GCC’s oversight on environmental concerns serves as a good example of 

hollow delegation to a “neutral” regional organization. The GCC adopted the General 

Regulations of Environment in the GCC States in 1997, which aims to make 

environmental planning an integral part of comprehensive development 

planning.123 The GCC further adopted the Green Gulf Initiative (GGI) in 2007, but 

thus far the Green Gulf Initiative has only resulted in a few minor programs aimed at 

increasing awareness like an annual “Environment Week” which is held every 

                                                           
122 Like ASEAN’s choice to establish a toothless human rights body, the GCC has 

delegated responsibility for monitoring to an organization body with no power to 
punish violators or even independently monitor progress. 

123 It tasks the GCC’s Environmental Committee with creating environmental 
standards in the region, monitoring the application of environmental regulations, 
and state compliance with these standards (Gulf Cooperation Council, 1997). The 
GCC’s General Regulations of Environment also charge the member states and the 
GCC as a whole with making concerted efforts to develop and share the best 
technologies and practices to control pollution and prevent environmental 
degradation (Gulf Cooperation Council, 1997). 
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February and grants awards for research aimed at improving environmental 

conditions (Reiche, 2010, p. 2400). While the GGI is tasked with drafting sustainable 

development plans for all of the GCC states (Kannan, 2012), none of these plans 

have been implemented or even made public on the GCC website or as a result of the 

GCC summits. As recently as 2013, the GCC Yearbook noted that the GCC’s 

Secretariat and the GCC member states were still developing plans for the GGI to 

implement (in other words, environmental projects were still in planning and 

development phases) (Gulf Cooperation Council, 2014). Again, evidence points to 

the GCC taking just enough initiative to allow the GCC member regimes to claim that 

they are making progress on an important issue.   

The Gulf regimes have also turned to the GCC for assistance in managing public 

perceptions around population and employment. The Gulf monarchies have a 

chronic problem with a growing youth population and few employment 

opportunities for them (Forstenlechner & Rutledge, 2010), alongside a high number 

of expatriates providing cheap labor (Baldwin-Edwards, 2011; Kapiszewski, 2006a; 

Winckler, 2010). While this has been a growing problem for decades, the GCC was 

only tasked with addressing this problem in the late 1990’s.124 In 1998, the GCC 

established the General Framework of the Population Strategy for the GCC Member 

                                                           
124 Winckler shows that expatriate labor forces comprised approximately 50% of the 

GCC’s labor forces as far back as 1975, and the ratio of expatriate labor to national 
labor has only grown since then.  
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States, which simultaneously tries to address both the issues of foreign workers in 

the Gulf states, and the “optimum utilization of the Gulf workforce” (Gulf 

Cooperation Council, 1998, p. C:6).125  

The General Framework of the Population Strategy for the GCC Member States 

aims to both encourage greater employment among Gulf nationals and to more 

effectively manage the recruitment of foreign labor, and to ensure that standards 

are met in hiring foreign workers (such as age and legal status requirements) (Gulf 

Cooperation Council, 1998).126 But like the GCC’s work on the environment, the GCC 

General Framework on the Population is hollow: the GCC cannot actually implement 

or monitor labor practices in the Gulf. In the end, the GCC General Framework on 

Population provides a forum for transparency and dialogue exchange and for 

coordination among the GCC states, but each state is fully permitted to choose from 
                                                           
125 The numbers of expatriate workers in the GCC labor force have traditionally been 

governed by a complex regime that includes a sponsorship system known as 
kafala (Murray, 2013), quotas for employing national workers, and limitations on 
the numbers of expatriate workers who could attain citizenship (encouraging 
them to move back to their country of origin) (Kapiszewski, 2006a). Nevertheless, 
these checks and policies have not effectively lowered the number of expatriate 
workers, nor drastically increased the number of employed nationals in the GCC 
states, and has resulted in long-standing tensions between expatriates and 
nationals (particularly when the expatriate/national divide also happens to fall 
along sectarian divides, as in Bahrain where a majority of expatriates are Shi’a 
Muslims) (Kapiszewski, 2006a). 

126 Note that the GCC’s Population Strategy also provides for preserving the 
“homogeneity of the Gulf society and reinforces its Islamic and Arab identity…[to 
foster] cohesiveness.” (Gulf Cooperation Council  Population Strategy. 
http://www.lawschool.cornell.edu/womenandjustice/upload/GCC-General-Framework-of-the-
Population-Strategy-for-the-GCC-Member-States.pdf 

http://www.lawschool.cornell.edu/womenandjustice/upload/GCC-General-Framework-of-the-Population-Strategy-for-the-GCC-Member-States.pdf
http://www.lawschool.cornell.edu/womenandjustice/upload/GCC-General-Framework-of-the-Population-Strategy-for-the-GCC-Member-States.pdf
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a “menu” of options for managing their employment and labor vis-a-vis expatriate 

workers, and the Secretariat has no power to penalize GCC members who do not 

follow the General Framework’s guidelines.  

Finally, the issue of expatriate workers rights is also fraught with a history of 

exploitation and abuse127; workers’ rights and protections is a civil society issue 

waiting to happen in the Gulf. The United Nations and the International Labor 

Organization have frequently raised issues of labor rights for expatriate workers, 

the GCC’s Permanent Population Committees (PPCs) which oversee the coordination 

and implementation of the General Framework on Population, have stopped at 

annual meetings, talk-shops in which representatives discuss the laws and measures 

implemented at the domestic state level.  

Legitimizing Kings: Building Legitimacy for the Arab Monarchs? 
 

The GCC region remains one of the “last bastions” of authoritarian rule (Bellin, 

2004)128, and while the GCC states continue monarchical rule, with executive power 

heavily concentrated in the hands of the ruling families, these states have also 

                                                           
127 Particularly among workers on oil rigs and oil sites and domestic laborers 

(Murray, 2013).  
128 The GCC member states are routinely characterized as “not free” by Freedom 

House, the National Endowment for Democracy, and other watchdog 
organizations. 
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experienced a slight liberalization since the 1990s. What legitimization functions 

does the GCC give to support its member regimes as they try to control political 

liberalization from the top down? This section examines if and how the GCC 

legitimizes its members via some combination of the following: bandwagoning 

rhetorical support in times of crisis, distorting authoritarian practices as either 

necessary or culturally appropriate, and/or challenging democracy as a global norm.   
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Legitimize 

Reframe authoritarian practices as a norm of governance, equivalent to the democracy norm 

Distort authoritarian practices, either disguising them as “democratic” or framing them as 
“culturally or historically appropriate” 

Bandwagon rhetorical support for members, either from the AO as a body and/or from 
individual members 

 

Bandwagoning 
In terms of general bandwagoning, the GCC leaders devote some time and 

space during Council Summit Meetings to congratulate each other on time on the 

throne, particularly for significant anniversaries of reigns, but these statements are 

routine and undoubtedly do very little to reinforce the legitimacy of any particular 

monarch.  

The GCC usually takes specific rhetorical bandwagoning measures129 as a 

reactive response to crises in the member states. One notable example of 

bandwagoning from the GCC’s early years stands out: the 1981 coup attempt in 

Bahrain. In 1981, the Islamic Front for the Liberation of Bahrain (IFLB) launched a 

coup against the al-Khalifa regime. The plot was discovered and 52 individuals (both 

                                                           
129 In terms of general bandwagoning, the GCC leaders devote some time and space 

during Council Summit Meetings to congratulate each other on time on the throne, 
particularly for significant anniversaries of reigns, but these statements are 
routine and undoubtedly do very little to reinforce the legitimacy of any particular 
monarch.  
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from Bahrain itself and from the wider Gulf area) were arrested; another 13 were 

later arrested in Saudi Arabia (Kechichian, 1989; Mabon, 2012).130 In the following 

year, the GCC Ministerial Council held its first extraordinary session and issued its 

earliest articulation of a collective security agenda for the GCC in response to the 

Bahraini plot (Ramazani, 1988).131 The GCC Secretary-General, Abdullah Y. Bishara, 

then “…singled out Iran’s quest for supremacy in gulf security affairs as the main 

source of threat to the stability of the GCC states” (Kechichian, 1989, p. 146). In the 

following years, Kuwait experienced several terrorist attacks: truck bombs were 

detonated at the American Raytheon, an airport control tower, a petrochemical 

plant, and the Ministry of Electricity and Water in 1983, a Kuwaiti Airline plane was 

hijacked in late 1984, a direct assassination attempt was made on Kuwaiti emir 

Sheikh Jabir al-Ahmad in 1985, and two bombs were detonated in a crowded 

shopping area in 1985, where a senior official for the Ministry of the Interior was 

killed (Ramazani, 1988). In all of these cases, Kuwaiti officials and their 

                                                           
130 The trial did not receive much press in the West, but was significant in Gulf 

politics because of evidence that Iran had provided support and backing for the 
IFLB. Recall from the historical context presented earlier in this chapter that the 
Iranian Revolution took place in 1979, and that the perceived threat of exported 
Shi’a revolution was one of the factors that drove the creation of the GCC. For this 
particular example, GCC rulers no doubt perceived that their gravest suspicions 
about Iran were indeed true (Ramazani, 1988).   

131 As I detail in the ‘Repression’ section of this dissertation, the GCC never fully 
adopted a collective security mandate for the organization; talk of a collective 
security mandate for the Peninsula Shield was fairly quickly replaced by a series of 
bilateral security agreements.  
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counterparts in the Gulf states pointed the finger at Iran; in all of these cases, the 

GCC Secretariat reinforced this message,132 but always after the fact. 

 A slightly different pattern emerged during the Arab Spring; in this case, the 

GCC as a whole moved to rhetorically support Bahrain much earlier than the 

Western media reported. Low-level protests and unrest began in Bahrain in late 

2010, although the protests did not turn violent until February 2011. At some point 

during the annual GCC Summit Meeting133, Bahrain must have raised the issue of the 

Bahraini protestors in connection with the broader Arab Spring that wss unfolding 

in the region, because the GCC Summit closing remarks “…reiterated the member 

states' solidarity with and stand by Bahrain, as well as their absolute support, on the 

principles of collective security and unity of destiny…” (Emirates 24/7, 2010). The 

GCC’s support continued as the protests grew into a far more unified and urgent 

movement. Just after Bahraini forces first cleared the protestors out of Pearl 

Roundabout134 regional press in Kuwait reported that “as for the foreign ministers 

of the GCC member states, they instantly headed to Manama to corroborate their 

solidarity with [Bahrain], express their concerns over its [Bahrain’s] security and 

stability and convey the willingness to defend it [Bahrain] (Semaan, 2011). GCC 

                                                           
132 GCC Secretarial Statements on the Explosions in Kuwait (Ramazani, 1988, p. D21), 

the Attack on Sheikh Jabir al-Ahmad (Ramazani, 1988, p. D27), Kuwaiti Explosions 
(Ramazani, 1988, p. D34).  

133 2010’s GCC Summit was held in Abu Dhabi.  
134 February 2011, in the first truly violent episode of the Bahraini Uprising. 
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Secretary-General Abdulrahman bin Hamad al-Atiya praised the “the GCC states’ 

honorable stances in support for the kingdom of Bahrain’s security and stability” 

and urged all parties in Bahrain to take part in the national dialogue initiatives that 

were organized and sponsored by the al-Khalifa regime, directly supporting the 

ongoing efforts to co-opt the uprising into a regime-sanctioned dialogue process 

(Bahrain News Agency, 2011). 

Distort: The GCC and the Strategic Appearance of Political Reform 
Scholars of Gulf politics have tracked a softening of authoritarianism in the Gulf 

since the 1990s. The GCC states remain firm monarchies; the ruling families are not 

making plans to turn their countries over to popular rule anytime soon (Freedom 

House, 2013a, 2014, 2015; Arab Human Development Report, 2004). However, 

various measures have been implemented to expand political participation and to 

allow citizens more voice in politics at the local level (Bellin, 2004; Crystal, 2001; 

Ehteshami, 2003; Ehteshami & Wright, 2007; Kapiszewski, 2006b; Yom, 2005). This 

political opening process and development of a nascent electoral process would be 

an ideal opportunity for the GCC to engage in distorting behavior, by either directly 

approving elections or praising the outcomes of referenda, or by framing the slow 

and tightly controlled liberalization process as “culturally appropriate” to the 

region’s history and traditions.  
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While the Gulf monarchies lag most of the world on indicators of democracy, 

Kapiszewski (2006b) notes that there has been a slow-moving transition from “less 

transparent and accountable governments to more transparent and accountable 

ones; from less competitive (or non-existent) elections to freer, fairer, and more 

competitive ones,” as well as moves toward freer media and more developed civil 

society organizations (pp. 88-89). Liberal changes to the political institutions in the 

Persian Gulf in recent years are important, and not purely ornamental. Nevertheless, 

these institutional changes overwhelmingly serve to cement monarchical rule in the 

Gulf, not challenge it. Several scholars have measured and assessed the liberalizing 

changes in the Gulf states, and point to several general trends: the introduction or 

formalization of basic laws (that are intended to stand in for a constitution), the 

introduction and/or expansion of shura councils as a more open and transparent 

arena for political input, and the expansion of the franchise.  

The more liberal GCC states include Kuwait, Bahrain, and Qatar. These states had 

constitutional traditions that predated independence from colonial rule. Kuwait’s 

constitution set the ruling al-Sabah family as the keepers of executive authority, but 

carved out a political space for a partially elected parliament.135 Kuwait also 

                                                           
135 Kuwait’s parliament was not fully empowered to pass legislation, but its 

contentious political debates and the perception that parliament was too critical of 
the monarchy led in several instances of the emir to dissolve parliament in 1976 
and again in 1986 (Kapiszewski, 2006b; Kechichian, 2004). Parliament was 
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extended the franchise to the sons of naturalized citizens in the 1990’s and full 

political rights to women in 2005. Kuwaiti civil society is generally more robust and 

developed than in the other GCC states, and the media enjoys relative freedom 

(Kapiszewski, 2006b). Similarly, the relationship between Bahrain’s ruling al-

Khalifa family and the National Assembly has been a contentious one (Kapiszewski, 

2006).136 When Sheikh Hamad bin Isa al-Khalifa came to the throne in 1998, he 

began a top-down agenda of reform and limited liberalization.137 As of 2002, 

Bahraini citizens have universal suffrage (Ehteshami & Wright, 2007). Nevertheless, 

tensions continued between the ruling family and parliament, and between the 

royal family and the opposition, and between the regime and the Shi’ite majority; 

Bahrain entered a full-scale political crisis in the Arab Spring in 2011. Qatar 

established its constitution at the time of independence (1971), but the constitution 

remained temporary until 2003, when a permanent constitution was 

                                                                                                                                                                             
restored after liberation from Iraq in 1991, and continued its tradition of 
occasionally clashing with the monarchy. Parliament was restored after liberation 
from Iraq in 1991, and continued its tradition of occasionally clashing with the 
monarchy. 

136 In fact, the emir dissolved the National Assembly in 1975 for being 
“obstructionist.” 

137 The reforms included the proposal of a National Charter that would make Bahrain 
a constitutional monarchy with separation of powers, a two-house parliament, an 
independent court, and an audit bureau. The National Charter was submitted to 
public referendum in 2001; it was approved by a high majority of Bahrainis 
(including the Shi’ite opposition) in a referendum where a “carnival atmosphere” 

reigned, indicating both approval for the Charter and optimism about Bahrain’s 
political future (Kapiszewski, 2006b; Ehteshami, 2003). 
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overwhelmingly approved via popular referendum.138 Nevertheless, Qatar remains 

a largely absolute monarchy, ruled by Sheikh Tamim Al-Thani. The emir appoints 

most of the government and controls the government’s agenda.139 Thirty members 

of the 45 member Shura Council are elected, along with members of the Central 

Municipal Council, but political parties are still illegal in Qatar.  

Oman, the United Arab Emirates, and Saudi Arabia remain more conservative 

than their GCC fellows, but even these states have made tentative moves toward 

greater liberalization since the 1990s. Oman has been ruled by Sultan Qaboos since 

he took power via a coup against his father in 1970; while Qaboos remains an 

absolute monarch, he began to make some changes to the political landscape in the 

1990’s. Oman’s Basic Law was introduced in 1996.140 The Basic Law not only 

codifies state-civil relations in Oman, it guarantees a degree of press freedom and 

appointed an independent judiciary for the purpose of interpreting the Basic Law. 

The Basic Law also committed Qaboos to strengthening the consultative system 

                                                           
138 The constitution of Qatar established a 45-member Shura Council; 30 of the 

members are popularly elected, while the other 15 members are appointed by the 
Emir. The constitution also grants universal political rights to all Qataris at the age 
of majority (18 years old), and provides for freedom of association and expression, 
as well as for an independent judiciary. 

139 Legislation only becomes law with a two-thirds majority of parliament and the 
emir’s endorsement, and the emir retains the right to block legislation, dissolve 
parliament at will, and pass legislation by royal decree. 

140 Notably, The Basic law was introduced after a coup attempt in 1994. 
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(Kechichian, 2004).141 Over the years, the National Shura Council has expanded 

from 59 members (one for each province of Oman) to the present 84, and positions 

are now elected rather than appointed by the sultan (Rabi, 2002).142 While Oman 

extended universal suffrage to all citizens over 21 in 2003, political parties remain 

illegal.143  

Like Qatar, the United Arab Emirates (UAE) established its constitution in 1971 

at the time of independence, but the UAE’s constitution remained temporary until 

1997, when it was finally ratified into permanent law (Kapiszewski, 2006b). The 

ratification raised political tensions in the UAE, as it was passed into law in the 

original form, without any amendments to update its laws. The UAE is also notable 

among the GCC states for its federal structure; because the UAE is indeed a group of 

seven emirates, much of its governance takes place at the emirate level.144 The 

Federal National Council serves only as an advisory group: it cannot introduce bills 

                                                           
141 Oman’s National Shura Council was established in 1991; as result of the Basic 

Law, Qaboos also introduced an upper house of parliament, the Council of State of 
Oman. The Shura Council is now entirely elected, while the Council of State 
members are appointed by the sultan. 

142 Oman introduced elections in 2000. 
143 Despite the limited political reforms in the country, Sultan Qaboos enjoys 

widespread popularity and respect. Oman saw uprisings related to the Arab 
Spring, even the protestors expressed faith in Sultan Qaboos, and the uprisings 
never approached a full-blown political crisis like Bahrain. (Worrall, 2012.) 

144 Each emirate is ruled by an absolute monarch; together, the seven emirs sit on the 
Federal Supreme Council, which elects a state president, who in turn appoints the 
prime minister. Despite the job title of “president”, the presidency has been held 
by the al-Nahyan family since independence. 
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or legislation, though it reviews proposed laws and may question government 

ministers.145 Nine local municipal councils were established in 2005, but like the 

Federal National Council, these are largely advisory boards with little independent 

power. Political parties remain illegal, and the government strictly limits civil 

society and associational life.  

Saudi Arabia remains the most conservative member of the GCC. Frequently 

characterized as one of the most repressive regimes in the world, even Saudi Arabia 

has incrementally introduced very limited reforms. In 1992, the late King Fahd 

established the Basic Law by royal decree, which acts as a constitution-like 

document and provides for a Shura Council and a system of regional governments 

for Saudi Arabia’s fourteen provinces. The Shura (or Consultative) Council first met 

in 2000.146  Saudi Arabia has also opened limited political space for more 

participation, beginning with several National Dialogues, which were held in the late 

                                                           
145 The Federal National Council has only been opened to elections since 2006, when 

the president declared that half of the forty seats would be elected positions 
(Kapiszewski, 2006b). 

146 It began as a body of 60 individuals, drawn from various constituent groups 
(such as the clergy, the bureaucracy, the business elites, and retired senior 
officers). The Shura Council became a fixture in Saudi political life, and has been 
expanded several times: currently, 150 members serve on the Shura Council, 
though all of them serve by royal appointment. Furthermore, the Shura Council is 
only empowered to debate and review proposed laws or to submit drafted laws or 
amendments to the king. The Shura Council has no authority to pass legislation or 
amendments on its own (Kapiszewski, 2006b).  
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1990’s and early 2000’s.147 However, “…impact of the said sessions should not be 

overestimated. They were government sponsored and controlled events, and 

recommendations adopted by participants are unlikely to be implemented soon, if at 

all” (Kapiszewski, 2006b, p. 467). Proof of this analysis can be seen in the slow pace 

of reforms. In 2003-4, Saudi Arabia held its first rounds of municipal elections. 

These elections were staggered across several months in order “to allow the 

authorities to evaluate the impact of each election before proceeding to the next 

one” (Kapiszewski, 2006b, p. 469). Political parties and unions remain illegal in the 

Kingdom, and civil society has expanded in recent years by is highly co-opted by 

security and intelligence forces.148  

In essence, these political changes are top-down efforts to introduce controlled 

liberalization into the GCC states. Most scholars, including this author, agree that the 

GCC states are not going to become liberal states anytime in the near future. Rather, 

Gulf elites “[became] fully aware that the (slow) opening of the political system 

could not only extend the rulers’ legitimacy but also reinforce the ruling families’ 

leading positions with society” (Ehteshami, 2003, p. 61). Driven in part by more 

                                                           
147 Problems and issues debated at these dialogues included political issues, 

problems with the education system, the political rights and role of women, and 
the possibility of elections. 

148 Overall, non-governmental political activity remains highly regulated and 
circumscribed in the Kingdom, an in fact most political activity takes place in or 
via religious gatherings rather than in the public sphere. (Crystal, 2001; 
Kapiszewski, 2006b; Yom, 2005).   
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vocal opposition forces (Ehteshami & Wright, 2007), in part by the oil slump of the 

1990’s (which limited the social services that each GCC state could provide and 

undermined the “golden bargain” model discussed above), “…the primary impetus 

for liberalization in the Gulf…[came] from within the Gulf states and not from 

outside”149 pressures. As Ehteshami and Wright note, the ruling Gulf elites have 

chosen to selectively liberalize rather than to implement substantive reforms that 

might grow beyond their control. To this end, Gulf elites remain particularly careful 

to conduct reforms of the existing institutions, rather than build new political 

institutions. Ehteshami characterizes this as a privileging of the “…traditional 

(authentic) modes of participation [over]…the new (so-called ‘alien’) representative 

structures” (Ehteshami, 2003, p. 61). GCC rulers “…do not think they need the 

support of their people to govern; their positions being legitimized by tradition...” 

(Kapiszewski, 2006b, p. 474) as well as US security commitments, despite 

occasional rhetoric criticizing the nature of the regimes, particularly since the US 

has not withdrawn support from any of the regimes. In this context, Kapiszewski 

(2006b) writes that monarchs (particularly in Saudi Arabia and Bahrain) often feel 

that political participation is a “gracious gift that they may offer their subjects, 

                                                           
149 In the rare cases where Gulf regimes have introduced new institutions, these 

institutions remain deeply rooted in Islamic tradition, and remain limited in their 
political power. None of these reforms extend to significantly limiting or electing 
(and certainly never replacing) the executive; all of the GCC states are poised to 
remain monarchies for the foreseeable future (Crystal, 2001).  
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rather than an action required to satisfy the vital needs of their population” (p. 474). 

Rather, liberalizing political institutions and expanding participation is a pathway to 

“[increase] legitimacy…as a means to stifle opposition and cement the staying power 

of the regime…” (Ehteshami & Wright, 2007, p. 915). 150 

What does the GCC add to this tentative liberalization process? Very little – while 

the GCC routinely offers its praise, congratulations, and well-wishes to the kings and 

emirs, particularly on the occasion of anniversaries in power or the deaths of 

previous rulers, the GCC has not commented on the state of elections or institutional 

changes within its member states. GCC leaders regularly congratulate each other on 

anniversaries of ruling and express solidarity with each other against threats to 

regional and member state stability (particularly war, terrorism, and states like Iran 

and Iraq which they view as destabilizing) (Holthaus, 2010). But the political doings 

(everything from political reforms to elections to cabinet reshuffles to dissolutions 

of parliaments) of the GCC member states appear to be off-limits.151  

                                                           
150 In other GCC member states like Kuwait and even Oman, elections seem to be 

somewhat geared toward introducing and “testing” reforms. But even after the 
Arab Spring, elections in the Gulf only highlighted the “…meagre powers attributed 
to elected institutions, the limitation posed by independent candidates, and the 
failure to empower women politically” (Zaccera, 2013, p. 81). 

151 For example, in 2005 when King Fahd of Saudi Arabia died and his successor 
Crown Prince Abdullah took the throne, the Gulf Cooperation Council expressed its 
sorrow at his death and praised his accomplishments in cultivating the GCC and 
other Islamic causes, and offered prayers for the late king. But the GCC never 
mentioned the fact that King Fahd had passed the Basic Law that remains the 
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Monarchy or Bust? Reframing through the GCC 
The GCC has been called a “…guardian of the traditional forces in the region” as it 

accepts and normalizes paternalistic monarchy as an acceptable form of governance 

(Haimerl, 2013, p. 2). All of the GCC member states are monarchies whose ruling 

families claim some tribal right to rule their countries. The GCC accepts the voting 

structures of its member states, even though some states outlaw opposition political 

parties, and others deny women the franchise. Furthermore, the GCC is expressly 

built around monarchical solidarity. Not a single member of the organization has a 

democratic government structure; at best, the Gulf monarchies have accepted 

nominal constitutional limitations. In the most recent discussions about expanding 

the membership of the GCC only two states made the short-list as possible 

candidates to join the GCC: Jordan and Morocco. Despite the fact that neither of 

these states actually borders the Persian Gulf, and Morocco is not even adjacent to 

the other GCC states, they are good candidates for the GCC in other respects, 

                                                                                                                                                                             
closest document Saudi Arabia has to a constitution (Gulf Cooperation Council, 
2005: Closing Statement of the Twenty-Sixth Session). Similarly, in 2006 the GCC 
mourned the death of Kuwaiti Emir Sheikh Jaber al-Ahmad al-Jabar al-Sabah, who 
had ruled Kuwait for twenty-nine years and helped to found the GCC. At the same 
meeting the GCC welcomed his successor, Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah, “…who personifies the uninterrupted reign of Kuwait’s course of 
development, contributions, and glory for the people of Kuwait.” (Gulf Cooperation 
Council, 2006). The GCC refrained from commenting that Sheikh Jabar al-Sabah 
had used martial law to solidify his position after the Iran-Iraq War and the Iraqi 
invasion of Kuwait in 1991; the GCC also failed to mention that Sheikh Jabar al-
Sabah opened his regime to include an elected parliament and pushed to extend 
full political rights to women in the year before he died. 
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primarily in their form of government. Both Morocco and Jordan are Sunni-based 

monarchies, with deep commitments to sustaining the royal families as the primary 

power-holders in those states.  

 Nevertheless, the GCC does not re-frame norms in any way that directly 

challenges the democratic norm. In this respect, the GCC is closer to ASEAN than to 

the SCO: they prefer a quiet approach to differing norms of governance, and that 

difference is rarely allowed to disrupt diplomatic relations for long. The potential to 

use the GCC as a legitimizing force has grown more important as a result of the Arab 

Spring and the general unrest across the region. Kamrava notes that the ruling 

regimes of the Middle East are under enormous stress, “some [Tunisia and Egypt] 

already broke under the pressure, others are teetering on the edge [post-Qaddafi 

Libya and Yemen), and still others are just barely hanging on through barbaric 

crackdown (Bahrain and Syria)” (Kamrava, 2012a, p. 100). In essence, the Gulf 

regimes suffer from “political fragility” (Ramazani, 1988, p. 42). Under these 

circumstances, Kamrava argues “the only ‘system’ that remains and that has 

emerged as the transnational unifying force of the GCC, is the monarchical system” 

(Ramazani, 1988, p. 42).  
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The Arab Spring and the GCC-Led Counterrevolution 
 

The Arab Spring began in the winter of 2010 when a street vendor named 

Mohamed Bouazizi committed suicide by self-immolation (Talhami, 2012). This act 

sparked the wider protests in Tunisia and across the Middle East and North Africa. 

In Tunisia, Yemen, and Egypt, monarchs left power or were forced out by the 

protesting citizens. Other regimes remained in power either by making concessions 

to the protestors or cracking down with brute force.152 In early 2011, the Arab 

Spring rolled through the GCC territory; while all of the GCC members witnessed 

some form of protests related to the Arab Spring, most of these were marches, 

petitions, and on occasion, “days of rage” where citizens gathered to shout down 

corruption and unemployment (Gause, 2010). But two of the GCC members 

witnessed sustained protests and violence: Oman and Bahrain. This section will 

summarize both the Arab Spring revolts in those states, and the GCC’s 

counterrevolutionary response.  

                                                           
152 The Arab Spring did “not constitute a single phenomenon or a disparate series of 

unrelated events…[but] rather the simultaneous unfolding of three grand, historic 
political processes: democratization, authoritarian adaptation, and state failure” 
(Magen, 2012, p. 1). While the Arab Spring was obviously a rare chance to watch 
regime change in action in a region perceived as the “last bastion of authoritarian 
stability” (Bellin, 2004; Kurlantzick, 2013), not all of the regimes that were 
threatened by the Arab Spring actually fell from power. In fact, only two regimes 
were actively overthrown by the Arab Spring demonstrators, while two others 
acquiesced to fundamental government changes that might result in 
democratization over time. Other regimes relied on repression and payouts to 
remain in power, without conceding meaningful changes to the regime structure 
or relationship to its citizenry (Yom & Gause, 2012).  
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The Arab Spring marks a significant test for the Gulf Cooperation Council as 

an AO. The Gulf monarchies saw the Arab Spring and the possibility of overthrow as 

very real and fundamentally dangerous threats to regional stability and domestic 

peace. For the GCC more broadly, the organization’s overarching goal has clearly 

been to contain and (whenever possible) push back the Arab Spring within its own 

states. As Kamrava succinctly puts it, “[the GCC] response has been two-fold: 

addressing the crisis internally, through a combination of heightened repression 

and additional economic incentives, and regionally, shoring up alliances and 

bolstering otherwise failing states” (Kamrava, 2012a, p. 97). For this project, the 

Arab Spring protests in Oman and Bahrain offer a naturally occurring comparison: 

how does an AO respond to one crisis, unfolding in two member states to very 

different effect? 

Globe: Oman, 2011 
The “Omani Spring” began quietly, with a protest in January 2011 that 

gathered around 200 people to protest corruption and the rising price of basic 

goods outside the Ministry of Housing in Muscat. Small-scale protests continued into 

February. The protests escalated dramatically in mid-February, spurred by the 

February Movement in neighboring Bahrain and Egyptian president Hosni 

Mubarak’s resignation. These protests spread outside the capital to other major 

cities (from the capital city Muscat to Dhofar in the south and the northern port city 

Sohar, among others) (Worrall, 2012). The agenda for reforms expanded as well 
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(Valeri, 2009), to include demands for jobs, expanded education opportunities, the 

sacking of various ministers, and expansion of power for the elected Majlis body 

that councils the sultan (Bakri, 2011).  

The regime, led by Sultan Qaboos,153 made several concessions to the 

protestors. In particular, Qaboos decreed that all job-seekers would be entitled to 

around $390 per month in unemployment benefits, and mandated the creation of 

50,000 jobs (Al-Shaibany, 2011). Qaboos also made changes to his cabinet, but 

introduced only one new minister while the others were merely reshuffled between 

ministries. These concessions failed to quell the protests entirely. Protests 

continued, occasionally turning violent; protestors in Sohar took a cue from Tahrir 

Square (Egypt) and Pearl Roundabout (Bahrain) and camped out in Globe 

Roundabout (which they dubbed “Reform Roundabout”). These protests were met 

with water cannons, tear gas, and rubber bullets (Adnkronos International, 2011); 

approximately six people were killed, while dozens were arrested. The regime made 

further cabinet adjustments, and agreed to grant the Majlis al-Shura Consultative 

Council (which is popularly elected) additional powers (Al-Hashmi, 2011).  

The Omani Spring differed from the Bahraini Uprising in both the scale of the 

protests and the level of violence. First, while the protests in Oman spread to 

                                                           
153 Qaboos enjoys considerable popularity among his citizens, and is widely 

perceived as a generally benevolent and reform-minded ruler (Valeri, 2009).   
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various cities, the protests themselves drew smaller crowds than the Bahraini 

protests (Omani Population Census, 2010).154 Second, the protests in Oman did not 

fall along sectarian fault lines, while Bahrain’s protests pitted the Shi’ite majority 

against the Sunni al-Khalifa regime. Third, the Omani protests largely lost steam on 

their own. By the end of March (after about ten weeks total of protests, and after 

about six weeks of escalating protests), the protests had plateaued. Finally and most 

importantly, there was “almost complete absence of demands for the abdication of 

Sultan Qaboos” (Worrall, 2012, p. 108), in stark contrast to the situation in Bahrain. 

Indeed, after one protest turned violent and led to the destruction of a Lulu 

hypermarket and attacks on government buildings in Sohar, protestors issued a 

public apology for the violence and sabotage to both Sultan Qaboos and to Sohar at 

large. The apology even stated that the protestors had confidence that sultan 

Qaboos would respond to their demands (Worrall, 2012), demonstrating trust in a 

certain level of government responsiveness.  

In the short term, the Qaboos regime responded effectively to the protestors 

with a mix of repression and concessions; Qaboos remained in power and continues 

to rule Oman today. In the long term however, Qaboos’ regime does not have the 

                                                           
154 For example, the largest protest in Salalah was estimated to have drawn 10,000 

protestors in a city of just over 172,500 people. 
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resource security that Saudi Arabia does,155 and consequently lacks the resources 

for large-scale economic co-optation in the form of social welfare packages. The GCC 

authorized a $10 billion aid package for Oman, earmarked for job creation and 

infrastructure and housing projects.  

Pearl: Bahrain, 2011 
The Arab Spring reached Bahrain in February 2011. What began as another 

“day of rage” spiraled into sit-ins and protests at Pearl Roundabout in Manama’s 

downtown financial district (Faramarzi, 2011). King Hamad of Bahrain tolerated the 

protests for barely two weeks before cracking down brutally; on February 17, 

clashes between police and protestors left 7 demonstrators dead. The protests 

subsided and Crown Prince Sheikh Salman bin Hamad al-Khalifa called for a 

dialogue between the regime and the opposition “to meet the demands that can be 

achieved and ensure further freedom, social justice, and equality.” On February 19, 

troops were recalled from Pearl Roundabout; protestors took over the square. The 

GCC rushed to legitimize the al-Khalifa family. The foreign ministers of GCC member 

states “instantly headed to Manama to corroborate their solidarity with [Bahrain], 

express their concerns over its security and stability and convey their willingness to 

defend it.” As co-option efforts failed, Bahraini police forces struggled to control the 

crowd. Even while the crown prince assured the opposition that the “national 

                                                           
155 Oman is one of the poorest of the GCC states, with far fewer hydrocarbon 

resources available to support the populations (Benfield, 2011; Townsend, 2011). 
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dialogue will meet all their demands,” violence escalated, with police using tear gas 

and water hoses to disperse protestors (Khalifa & Murphy, 2011).  

As the crown prince tried to manage the protests, the GCC Foreign Ministers 

met to review the situation decided to send Peninsula Shield forces to supplement 

the Bahraini security forces (Elkins & Muscara, 2011). On 14 March, the GCC called 

an emergency meeting to discuss the demonstrations in Bahrain, which were 

beyond the control of the Bahraini police and military forces. The GCC authorized 

the deployment of 1500 GCC Peninsula Shield troops to Bahrain; the first troops 

entered Bahrain that day. The majority of the troops were Saudi, but the UAE 

contributed 500 police and Kuwait also contributed troops to the operation.156 The 

next day, King Hamad declared a three month state of emergency in Bahrain, 

instituting martial law. Once the GCC troops arrived in Bahrain, the government 

began another coordinated push against the protestors gathered in Pearl 

Roundabout and the capital city. This crackdown, which began on 16 March and 

                                                           
156 News outlets reported that Peninsula Shield troops had been put on standby 

several weeks prior to entering the country, “ready to intervene in the Bahraini 
events…when the higher command [King Hamad al-Khalifa of Bahrain] asked for 
their intervention within the framework of security cooperation” between the GCC 
states.  Troops arrived with some 150 armored troop carriers, approximately 50 
ambulances, water tankers, and jeeps. In response, protestors begin to block the 
roads into Manama and flooded into Pearl Roundabout. On March 15, more troops 
(though no more vehicles or equipment) came over the border. Three days later 
(March 18) the last group of Peninsula Shield troops, mostly from the UAE, arrived 
in Bahrain. 
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lasted about 36 hours, was considerably more violent than previous clashes: 

security forces used helicopters and armored cars to fire tear gas, rubber bullets and 

Molotov cocktails at the protestors (Al-Jazeera, 2011a). Security forces cleared Pear 

Roundabout, using tear gas and helicopters to intimidate the crowd, and setting fire 

to their tents and possessions. Sources also report that troops blocked off the main 

roads out of the square, effectively cutting the protestors off from any access to 

medical care (Al-Jazeera, 2011b). On 18 March, Pearl Roundabout, the site and 

symbol of the resistance, was bulldozed and the statue at the center of the circle was 

razed (Reuters, 2011b).  

King Hamad lifted martial law and ended the state of emergency in June 

2011, calling for meaningful national dialogue with the opposition and peace in the 

streets. When the state of emergency was lifted, GCC troops begin to leave the 

country (Murphy, 2011; Reuters, 2011c), but as of February 2013, the two-year 

anniversary of the original “Day of Rage” in Bahrain, several news sources reported 

that an indeterminate number of GCC troops remain in Bahrain (Shehabi, 2013), and 

commemorative demonstrations in Bahrain listed the “foreign occupation” as a 

major complaint against the government, chanting for GCC troops to “get out” 

(Rutply TV, 2013). As of January 2014, the Bahraini Minister of State for Defense 

Affairs confirmed that Peninsula Shield forces were still present in Bahrain, though 

diminished to about 10% of the original force deployed in 2011. 
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The overall death toll from Bahrain’s failed revolution is estimated at 87 

people, including 13 children (Bahrain Center for Human Rights, 2013). While most 

of the dead were killed by teargas, gunfire, or were run down by security forces, an 

unknown number of Bahraini citizens died as a result of torture, administered by 

security forces while prisoners were in police or military custody (Ibid). News 

sources in Bahrain reported that seven political opposition figures were arrested 

and charged with plotting to overthrow the regime and other crimes. Hundreds of 

citizens were arrested in the following security sweeps; thousands of citizens lost 

their jobs in retaliation for taking part in the protests or being affiliated with 

demonstrators. Human Rights Watch reported that 430 individuals had been 

arrested by the middle of April; opposition sources said closer to 700 citizens were 

arrested, with around 200 missing. All sources concurred that some of the arrested 

were dying in custody (Human Rights Watch, 2011).  

The GCC clearly acted as a key reactionary body in the Arab Spring, 

distributing both troops and monetary funds to shaky regimes, boosting 

authoritarian regimes’ ability to weather the storm. The GCC made a robust addition 

to Bahrain’s ability to repress the protests: a Peninsula Shield force approximately 

2000-strong was “on loan” to the Bahraini monarchy under the auspices of the GCC 

(Reuters, 2011a), marking the first time ever that Peninsula Shield was used against 

domestic citizens to mitigate an internal security problem. The GCC further 

delivered economic co-optation to the member states in peril. Notably, Bahrain and 
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Oman do not have the hydrocarbon reserves that their fellow GCC members 

command. After the protests in Bahrain and Oman peaked, the GCC pledged a $20 

billion aid package to be paid out over ten years: $1 billion per year to both Bahrain 

and Oman. This $1 billion per year totals 3.6% of Bahrain’s yearly GDP, and 1.3% of 

Oman’s yearly GDP (World Bank Country Reports for Bahrain and Oman, 2011). $1 

billion per year can furnish a high number of welfare payments, or can subsidize a 

major public works project and effectively finance hundreds (if not thousands) of 

jobs. Particularly for Bahrain, which reported 16.5% unemployment in 2010 

(International Crisis Group, 2011), this is financial support was a lifeline for the 

embattled regime. By loaning a fighting force and providing monetary payouts at a 

critical moments in the uprisings, the GCC “[led] the counter-revolution” ensuring 

the survival of its member regimes (Kamrava, 2012a).   

Conclusions 
 

The GCC is the “hardest” AO studied in this dissertation, particularly due to 

its highly effective repression functions. The Peninsula Shield Force has proven its 

worth as a tool to help suppress domestic uprisings, the GCC’s regular meetings for 

ministers of defense and the interior create a forum for internal security organs to 

exchange information, intelligence, and best practices for checking sources of 

dissent, and the GCC’s legal security-oriented legal framework grants the GCC 
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regimes expansionary powers and political cover to pursue any number of ill-

defined “crimes” against the regime. The GCC also performs well as a source of 

economic co-optation, as a source of both alternative development funds (the Gulf 

Investment Corporation) and “rainy-day” funds that were issued to help quell the 

Arab Spring protests.  

By contrast, the GCC performs only a few functions to help co-opt civil 

society, primarily by taking on some key issues, such as expatriate labor concerns or 

environmental issues, which civil society organizations might plausibly use to 

criticize their regimes. Similarly, the GCC provides few to none of the legitimization 

functions hypothesized by the AO framework, beyond bandwagoning support in 

crisis from fellow GCC states. 
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Table 4.2: The GCC Under the AO Framework 

Material Tools Ideational Tools 

Repression Co-optation Legitimation 

 Economic Output Civil Society  

Joint military 
commitment 

Development Bank 
or Fund 

Build Civil Society 
Groups (replace) 

Reframe authoritarian 
governance as a global 
norm 

De-facto military 
cooperation 

Development 
Projects 

Incorporate Civil 
Society Groups 
(gatekeeping) 

Distort authoritarian 
practices, presented 
either as democratic or 
as culturally/historically 
appropriate 

Legal framework, 
security oriented  

Preferential Trade 
Agreements 

Soft Power or 
Quality of Life 
Projects 

Bandwagon support from 
AO (as a body) and other 
members (individually) 

Intelligence sharing    
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMONING THE SHANGHAI SPIRIT:  
THE SHANGHAI COOPERATION ORGANIZATION IN 

CENTRAL ASIA 

The Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) is the “youngest” of the 

authoritarian organizations examined in this dissertation. In some ways, the SCO is 

the best known of the AOs studied here: in the West, the SCO frequently makes 

headlines due to its Peace Missions and strident rhetoric against the “Western 

agenda.”157 This chapter finds evidence that the SCO is a strong performer on 

repression, performing most (though not all) of the hypothesized repression 

functions of an AO. In contrast, most of the SCO’s economic initiatives are actually 

the result of bilateral investment and trade with China. The SCO territory holds 

considerable natural resources and market potential, but what development has 

taken place is not the result of truly multilateral investment or development. The 

SCO also performs little to no civil society co-optation. Finally, the SCO stands out as 
                                                           
157 Literature on the SCO generally falls into two camps. In the first camp are those 

who assess the SCO as a counterweight to NATO, an organization dedicated to 
regional security and to driving Western (particularly American) influence out of 
Central Asia and to preserving the “near abroad” for Russian and Chinese 
influence (Ambrosio, 2008, 2010; Blank, 2007; Germanovich, 2008). The other 
camp tends to assert that the SCO does not threaten Western interests in Central 
Asia, and indeed quotes statements from SCO member states and the SCO itself 
when they point out that the SCO does not aim to be a military bloc against any 
one state. Members of this camp point out that Russia and China are both 
competitors for relative power within the Central Asia region. They also correctly 
note that the Central Asian states are hardly passive players in the region; all of 
the Central Asian members of the SCO are very adept at taking advantage of the 
rivalry between Russia, China, and the United States in order to gain access to 
resources or preferential treatment (whether in security arrangements or trade 
agreements) (Boland, 2011; Brill Olcott 2006; Cooley, 2012; Lo, 2009).  
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a legitimizing force in the region, using various mechanisms to simultaneously 

legitimize the ruling elites and regimes of its member states and delegitimize both 

“subversive” domestic groups and the “invasive” international trends that aim to 

further democratization. This legitimizing force, what Thomas Ambrosio calls the 

“Shanghai Spirit,” not only props up repressive regimes at home, but extends their 

reach outward across the SCO political territory, and has begun to reframe the 

global debate around the legitimacy of democracy as a system of government.  

This chapter proceeds in several parts. First, this chapter summarizes the 

early years of the SCO, and clarify the “Shanghai Spirit” and the “three evils” 

principles that underlie the organization. It then examines the SCO’s range of AO 

functions, from repression through legitimization. Finally, it explores the case of the 

2005 Tulip Revolution in Kyrgyzstan, and its 2010 successor revolt, to gauge how 

the SCO performs as an AO in the face of an uprising from below.158 Ultimately, this 

                                                           
158 This within-case pair of revolts presents an ideal opportunity to measure the SCO 
against its own agenda at two different points in time. This is important for two key 
reasons. First, the idea of authoritarian learning is crucial to the spread of 
democratization and the backlash against it. Even as pro-democracy activists 
become better at building transnational or within-state networks and mounting 
attacks against autocrats, autocrats become nimbler and more adept at avoiding or 
co-opting regime change. A successful AO should learn as well. The SCO should 
respond more quickly to the 2010 Kyrgyz revolt, or deliver aid or troops more 
effectively. Second, the SCO is (on paper) a “perfect” AO. With its annual joint 
military exercises, mission of rooting out anything that even hints at secessionism or 
revolt, and robust legitimizing agenda, the SCO should be a gleaming prototype of an 
AO. If the prototype fails at its own mission, and how it fails or succeeds, can tell us a 
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chapter demonstrates that despite its considerable repressive functions, the SCO is 

only marginally effective in the moment of crisis; despite years of preparing a 

multilateral response for a revolt from below in the SCO territory, the SCO stopped 

at rhetoric during the 2010 Kyrgyz crisis. The SCO’s best claim as an AO is as force 

for preventative repression and greater legitimization, both in the region and on the 

international stage. 

Building the Perfect Beast? The Foundations and Expansion of the SCO 
 

This section briefly reviews the early years of the SCO and the evolution and 

expansion of the SCO’s founding norms and mission. Originally created as a 

temporary working group to resolve border disputes, the SCO has effectively re-

tooled itself (Jupille & Snidal, 2005) to become a vehicle for authoritarian 

retrenchment within the region.  

Foundations: The Origins of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization 
The Shanghai Cooperation Organization grew out of bilateral negotiations 

between China and Russia. When the Soviet Union collapsed in the early 1990’s, vast 

areas of East and Central Asia were left with uncertain borders and little security. In 

1996, Russia and China launched the Shanghai Forum for resolving lingering border 

disputes in the region and for coordinating how best to demilitarize their common 

                                                                                                                                                                             
great deal about whether an AO can serve as a viable actor in the narrative of 
democratization and counter-democratization. 
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border. That forum grew into the Shanghai Five, expanding its membership to 

include Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan and continuing to resolve border, 

immigration, and basic security disputes among the member states.  

In 2001, the organization admitted its sixth member, Uzbekistan, adopted a 

founding charter, and renamed itself the Shanghai Cooperation Organization.159 In 

fifteen years, the Shanghai Cooperation Organization has gone from a loose regional 

organization that almost no one had heard of, to a powerful presence in Central Asia. 

Sean Roberts, Central Asian Affairs Fellow at the Georgetown Center for Eurasian, 

Russian and East European Studies, testified to the Helsinki Commission Hearing in 

2006, that “in essence, the SCO has positioned itself as the protector of the 

sovereignties of the Central Asian states from foreign interference in internal 

affairs…creating various regional support systems that can assist…development 

without the commitments to democratic reform that being a member of the OSCE 

entails” (Roberts, 2006, p. 11).  

  

                                                           
159 The member heads of state signed the Charter of the Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization in 2002, legally establishing the organization and outlining its 
structure. 
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Table 5.1: The Shanghai Cooperation Organization Members 
Full Member 
States 

Observer 
States 

Dialogue 
Partners 

Guest Attendees Acceding 
States (June 
2016) 

Russia Mongolia 
 

Belarus ASEAN (Association 
of Southeast Asian 
Nations) 

India 

China Pakistan Turkey CIS (Commonwealth 
of Independent 
States) 

Pakistan 

Kazakhstan Iran Sri Lanka Turkmenistan  

Kyrgyzstan India    

Tajikistan Afghanistan    

Uzbekistan 
(2001) 

    

 

The Shanghai Spirit 
A key component of the SCO’s “re-tooling” process was the need to launch a 

broader agenda beyond merely settling shared borders and agreeing on 

immigration quotas. Because the SCO was re-dedicated as a security-focused 

regional organization, the group’s agenda revolved around identifying and fighting 

what were branded the “three evils.” The “three evils” for the SCO are terrorism, 

secessionism, and extremism, clearly reflecting the non-traditional security threats 

that each of the member states were confronting on the domestic level. Over time, 

the SCO’s normative focus has expanded beyond the “three evils” to encompass 

what Ambrosio terms the “Shanghai Spirit.” The “Shanghai Spirit” goes beyond 
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simply addressing new security threats: it is a worldview that is “…inherently 

conservative and designed to preserve the autocratic regimes in the 

region…[challenging] the ideas of universal democracy…and establishing…a 

counterweight to external democratic norms” (Ambrosio, 2008, p. 1322). This 

section analyzes the founding and normative documents of the Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization, beginning with its founding charter and documenting the 

evolution and growth of the “Shanghai Spirit” as a set of guiding principles.  

The Charter states that the SCO was established in order to “build a 

democratic, just, and rational international political and economic new order” and to 

maintain “global strategic balance and stability” (Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization Charter, 2001, p. Article 1). In this context, “democratic” does not refer 

to building democratic forms of government at the domestic level. Instead, it refers 

to a world order that is more inclusive of states like China, Russia, and the Central 

Asian Republics, states that do not conform to the hegemonic norms around 

democratic governance via elections, legal protections, and a certain standard of 

human rights. The Charter also affirms a commitment to building multi-polarity, 

doubling-down on its claim that the democratic norm promoted by the United States 

and the West imposes an unfair model of governance that is at odds with the values 

of other states. 
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The SCO Charter does not outline exactly what is meant by “terrorism, 

extremism, and separatism.” The Statement on Combating Terrorism, Separatism 

and Extremism, published in 2001 alongside the SCO Charter160, defines each of 

these evils in turn. Terrorism is defined as “any act intended to cause death or 

serious bodily injury to a civilian or any other person not taking an active part in the 

hostilities” of an armed conflict, as well as any act to organize, plan, aid and abet 

such an act (Shanghai Convention on Combating Terrorism, Separatism, and 

Extremism, 2001). Terrorism, as defined by the SCO, extends to any act designed to 

intimidate a population, violate public security, or to compel the authorities (state 

or international) to do or refrain from doing some act (Ibid). Separatism is defined 

as “any act intended to violate territorial integrity of a State including by annexation 

of any part of its territory or to disintegrate a State, committed in a violent manner, 

as well as planning and preparing, and abetting such a violent act” (Ibid, p. Article 

1.2). Finally, extremism is defined as “an act aimed at seizing or keeping power 

through the use of violence or changing violently the constitutional regime of a 

State, as well as a violent encroachment upon public security” as well as organizing 

and/or participating in illegal armed formations which aim to violently change the 

regime of a state (Ibid, p. Article 1.3).  

                                                           
160 These definitions were further referenced in the Concept of Cooperation 

Statement (2005), the Shanghai Convention (2001), and the Treaty of Good 
Neighborliness (2007).  
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The focus on the “three evils” reflects a range of domestic security concerns 

that the member states all brought to the negotiating table in the early years of the 

Shanghai Cooperation Organization.161 But while the “three evils” were, at least in 

part, real threats faced by the SCO’s founding states, the criteria defining these 

crimes are worded so as to allow almost any organized action against a government, 

even political rallies or protests, to be characterized as extreme or terrorist in 

nature. This deliberate vagueness has become the legal basis for expansionary 

powers at the domestic level. For example, Russian, Chinese and Uzbek officials have 

repeatedly characterized ethnic minorities (such as the Uyghur ethnic minority in 

the case of China) (BBC Worldwide, 2012; Chung, 2002), anti-government 

protestors and pro-democracy forces (in the cases of Uzbekistan and Russia) 

(“Border Situation Between Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan Returns to Normal,” 2005) as 

“terrorists” bent on destroying the reigning political order, while remaining within 

the bounds of the criteria listed by the SCO.  

Over time, the fundamental perception that Western democracy promotion is 

only a mask for imperialism, and the SCO rhetoric that reflects those feelings, has 

                                                           
161 In 1996, when the Shanghai Five first formed, Russia was fighting an expensive 

and faltering war in the Chechnya region against separatist militias. By 2001, the 
Chinese were growing more concerned with the Uighur Muslim minority group in 
Xinjiang, who were agitating for secession from China, Russia was two years into 
the second Chechen war, and the Central Asian states were troubled by “restive” 
Islamic communities in the provinces (Carroll, 2011; Pannier, 2006).  
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hardened into a set of guiding principles for the SCO and its members. The SCO 

consistently argues for a “separate but equal” approach to governance and 

development, that a deeply problematic model of democracy based on stability and 

economic security rather than political and civil rights (on output, rather than input) 

is an equal and valid alternative to Western norms of democracy. Ambrosio (2010) 

rightly notes that this agenda strategically “overlooks the fact that…the 

authoritarian tendencies of each SCO member has either stayed the same or 

intensified: they are not democratic [states] and…have adopted policies to entrench 

themselves in power” (p. 384).  

The Shanghai Spirit draws upon norms of sovereignty and non-interference to 

promote a form of autocracy known as “managed democracy” across the region. 

This concept of “managed democracy” or “sovereign democracy” was emerging 

within states like Russia in the early 2000’s, but the success of the color revolutions 

crystallized the perceived need for managed democracy as a coherent approach to 

governing. In short, “managed democracy” refers to subsuming or coopting all (or as 

many as possible) of the pluralist parties associated with Western democracy162 

into the regime. Under a “managed democracy” pluralism is incorporated into a 

vertical power structure, where it cannot check the regime. The SCO, in protecting 

                                                           
162 Pluralism in Western democracy refers to multiple centers of power in society 

(like political parties, business interests, civil society groups, etc.), which all enter 
the messy arena of politics to influence policy (Dahl, 1973; Lipset, 1959).  
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its members through rhetoric, diplomacy, election monitoring, and security 

coordination, plays a vital role in shoring up autocracy, under the guise of “managed 

democracy,” across the SCO region.   

The next sections detail the SCO‘s performance across all three functions of an 

AO: repression, co-optation, and legitimacy. While the SCO is a young organization, it 

has already made particular contributions to repression and legitimization in the 

region, and has become an effective regional force for sustaining authoritarian rule 

in its member states and reframing the normative debate to promote the values of 

stability and security over democracy.  

Fighting the Three Evils: The SCO as a Security Actor in Central Asia 
 

The SCO is routinely characterized as a regional security organization by 

both scholars and the media (Baizakova, 2013; Germanovich, 2008; Jackson, 2010; 

Lanteigne, 2006). In some ways, the SCO builds on the examples set by ASEAN, such 

as the emphasis on informality and consensus-building among members, and the 

deliberate decision to avoid a system where either Russia or China is “forced” to 

agree to a detailed common security position (Lanteigne, 2006, p. 610).163 But the 

                                                           
163 While China and Russia have some common security positions (such as their 

approaches to secessionist movements within their territories) neither appears 
interested in forging a more detailed security policy for Central Asia; furthermore, 
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SCO has gone much farther than ASEAN in terms of building a regional approach to 

security, incorporating the regular military exercise and a common intelligence base 

that ASEAN lacks. In essence, the SCO’s repression functions “contribute to 

supporting repressive regimes at the expense of…human rights” and extend state 

powers vis-à-vis the population (Human Rights in China, 2011, p. 122). This section 

examines the SCO’s security apparatus in depth, focusing on three key aspects of the 

SCO’s security work: the annual Peace Missions, the Regional Counter-Terrorism 

Structure, and the SCO’s legal framework surrounding regional security. It finds 

strong evidence to support the argument that the “real work” of the SCO is in the 

framing of new security threats, which opens the door for the SCO to reinforce 

authoritarian political norms.  

 
Repress 

Formalized joint military commitment, pledging troops/police in cases of 
threat 
De-facto military cooperation (such as joint training exercises) 
Intelligence sharing 
Security-oriented legal framework, allowing pursuit and/or rendition across 
borders 

 
 

The SCO held semi-regular military and police training exercises between 

2002 and 2006, in keeping with its stated goals of regional cooperation and security. 
                                                                                                                                                                             

the Central Asian Republics guard their own territories and sovereignty zealously, 
especially as they are “caught” between two regional powers (Cooley, 2012). 
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Since 2005, the SCO has focused considerable resources on its annual Peace 

Missions, joint military and police training exercises. Driven by fears and realities of 

a Color Revolution within the SCO states, every Peace Mission since 2007 has 

modeled a clash between a state and a non-state actor, and the “prospect of military 

assistance to prop up an authoritarian regime” (Germanovich, 2008, p. 35). Even as 

individual SCO members (particularly Russia) had played a counter-diffusion role in 

the other color revolutions (particularly Ukraine’s 2004 Orange Revolution and 

Georgia’s 2003 Rose Revolution) (Ambrosio, 2009; Bunce & Wolchik, 2001; 

Vanderhill, 2013; Wilson, 2006), they acted in concert to shore up their own 

vulnerability to movements from below. 

The Tulip Revolution in Kyrgyzstan exposed just how vulnerable the Central 

Asian states were to popular color revolution uprisings, and just how ill-equipped 

these states were to counter other popular movements in their own territories. 

Since the Tulip Revolution and the Andijan uprising in Uzbekistan, the SCO has been 

supporting its members’ authoritarian rule by engaging in high-level regional 

security cooperation. Since 2007, the SCO Peace Missions have been increasingly 

focused on practicing maneuvers like hostage situations and urban warfare. The 

SCO also increased funding and manpower for the RCTS, and ramped up its 

blacklisting practices. Finally, since 2005, the SCO has created a greater body of 
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international law and agreements that focuses almost exclusively on counter-

terrorism. 

Performing Security: The Peace Missions 
In recent years, the SCO’s annual Peace Missions have garnered regular 

attention from pundits and commentators who label SCO as the “anti-NATO,”164 a 

vehicle for Russia and China to reassert their power over their “near abroad” 

regions. This assessment misses the mark; the SCO is less a vehicle for challenging 

NATO than a megaphone, amplifying an authoritarian message to various groups 

within the SCO states that the state is the ultimate arbiter of security and that the 

state has the capacity to crush rebellions. The SCO’s annual Peace Missions are key 

to this demonstration of state power. This section reviews the SCO’s Peace Missions 

from 2005 to 2014, situating the Peace Missions within the context of regional 

events and tracing evidence of authoritarian learning over the years. In particular, 

the Color Revolutions in the mid-2000’s marked a key turning point in the 

development and goals of the SCO’s Peace Missions.  

The earliest versions of the Peace Missions might be more accurately termed 

“war games,” since they originated as bilateral exercises involving China and Russia, 

and then grew as other SCO states were invited to participate (Chung, 2004, p. 989; 

Lanteigne, 2006, p. 611). The first operation to bear the name “Peace Mission” took 
                                                           
164 The SCO is often characterized in popular press as an activist security 

organization that seeks to balance Western power (Follath, 2010).  
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place in 2005165, with simulated amphibious landings and long-range bomber flights 

(Boland, 2011), indicating more “traditional” exercises aimed at a state (rather than 

non-state actors), even though the exercises were later described as anti-terrorist 

maneuvers (Andrew, 2005; Germanovich, 2008). The other SCO members, as well as 

representatives from Iran, Pakistan, and India were present as observers 

(Lanteigne, 2006). Despite the claim that Peace Mission 2005 was a counter-

terrorism exercise, observers hypothesized that it was actually a dry run for an 

amphibious invasion of Taiwan (“China and Russia Conduct Peace Mission,” 2005; 

Germanovich, 2008) – a hypothetical invasion of another state, hardly a likely 

scenario for countering a terrorist attack. 2005 marked the last year that the Peace 

Missions modeled a conflict between states.  

By 2007, the tone of the Peace Missions had clearly changed in direct 

response to the two recent popular uprisings in SCO member states; the new 

objective was to protect the state or regime from a non-state threat. 166 Peace 

Mission practice drills regularly include scenarios such as urban warfare, hostage 

rescue, night operations, amphibious landings, and separatist alliances with 

                                                           
165 Peace Mission 2005 was three days of war games between China and Russia, 

simulating war actions against a state adversary (Shanghai Cooperation 
Organization, 20052005b).  

166The number of troops sent for active drills from each SCO member fluctuates, with 
Russia and China always contributing the highest numbers of troops (Hansen, 
2008).  
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international terrorist groups. While the Peace Missions are inevitably termed 

“counter-terrorism practice drills” in SCO press releases, in reality, they reflect 

several plausible scenarios. First (and most likely given the history of the color 

revolutions and the Arab Spring), they could model a color revolution type of event, 

where a popular movement from below threatens an SCO member regime (such as 

the 2005 Tulip Revolution in member state Kyrgyzstan). Second, and rather less 

likely, the Peace Missions could model a situation in which an insurgent or 

secessionist group occupies territory and/or holds hostages.  

Specifically modeled on the 2005 uprising in Andijan (which was quashed by 

the Uzbek government167), the 2007 Peace Mission drew 4000 troops from all six 

SCO states, marking the first time that all SCO members participated in the Peace 

Mission. While Peace Mission 2007 was billed by the SCO, and by Russian and 

Chinese press, as targeted toward dealing with terrorist threats, Roger McDermott 

of the Jamestown Foundation argued that the Peace Mission 2007 agenda modeled 

battle scenarios on a clash between a government and its citizens, “[which] suggests 

that future SCO operations may in fact be used for quashing rebellion, or dealing 

with political instability” (McDermott, 2007, p. 3). Russian Defense Minister Sergei 

Ivanov denied that SCO exercises were preparing to defend member states from 

                                                           
167 See the more detailed discussion of the Andijan Uprising below (Human Rights 

Watch, 2007).  
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foreign armies, claiming that the SCO training was to protect the member states 

from “large armed gangs” (Lantratov, Orozaliev, Zygar, & Safronov, 2006) 

presumably referring to terrorists or rioters. Other Peace Missions have included 

drills on hostage rescue situations (Peace Mission 2010 and 2013), fighting in 

mountainous terrain (Peace Mission 2012) (Sodiqov, 2012) and foiling a separatist 

plot (Peace Mission 2014) (Zybker-Platner & Monaghan, 2014). The 2014 Peace 

Mission drew the highest levels of troops at an SCO Peace Mission in several years, 

and included the first time that the SCO used unmanned aerial vehicles (drones, 

though the precise model was not identified in news sources) in its Peace Mission 

drills (“China’s Drone Blasts Off,” 2015). SCO watchers speculated that China’s drone 

practices were intended as a signal to the Uighur population (a minority ethnic 

group with an active independence movement) and the East Turkestan 

movement168 that the regime is willing to use advanced military technology to exert 

control over its hinterlands.  

The Standing Structure: Regional Counter-Terrorism Structure (RCTS) 
In addition to the semi-annual Peace Missions, the SCO created a permanent 

Regional Counter-Terrorism Structure (RCTS), headquartered in Uzbekistan, in 

                                                           
168 The Uighurs are an ethnic minority population, heavily concentrated in the 

Xinjiang province of China; there is currently a very active independence 
movement, which China argues falls under the “evil of separatism”; China has 
further accused various Uighur political groups of terrorism.  
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2004.169 RCTS works to reduce and oppose not only terrorism, but also drug 

smuggling and cyber-warfare. Limited information suggests that the RCTS budget is 

around $2 million yearly (Bailes, Dunay, Guang, & Troitsky, 2007; Chung, 2006; 

Wallace, 2014) with China and Russia each contributing around 24% of the budget 

(Human Rights in China, 2011; Wallace, 2014). The RCTS is tasked with an 

impressive list of goals and objectives, namely coordinating the counterterrorism 

efforts of all the SCO member states. In reality the RCTS is often a shell. Officially, the 

RCTS mitigates working relationships between the domestic police and security 

bodies of the SCO member states. To date, the SCO claims that the RCTS “foiled over 

500 terrorist plots and saved thousands of lives” and has assembled and a working 

database of terrorist groups and suspect individuals (Yushan, Wei, Zhang, Zhao, & 

Dong, 2011).  

But the RCTS has surprisingly little independent power. The RCTS is 

responsible for “coordination…and providing information and analytical support for 

the competent agencies”170 in the SCO member states (ministries of internal 

security, special forces, and police forces), but has no security team of its own 

(Human Rights in China, 2011). The RCTS Council is comprised of high-ranking 

                                                           
169 The SCO variously uses Regional Anti-Terrorism Structure (RATS) and Regional 

Counter-Terrorism Structure (RCTS); these bodies are the same. Throughout this 
project, I will use the term RCTS.  

170 RCTS, 2004. RCTS Agreement, supra n. 35, Art. 11.  
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officials from the members’ national security ministries, and RCTS regular staffers 

usually work “most closely with a single national security agency from each member 

government…typically the Ministry of Interior in any given state” (Human Rights in 

China, 2011, 12; Weitz, 2012) In essence, the independent power of the RCTS is 

highly limited and strongly bounded by state sovereignty (Zybker-Platner & 

Monaghan, 2014).  

Blacklists, Renditions, Censorship: Expanding the Legal Regime 
But the RCTS serves a very important purpose for the SCO members, in that it 

facilitates the use of “counter-terrorism” measures to further domestic stability at 

the expense of human rights or due process. One of the RCTS’s major 

accomplishments has been the creation and maintenance of a regional blacklist, a 

working database listing terrorist groups and individuals suspected of terrorist 

activities and ties. In 2006, this list consisted of 15 organizations and around 400 

individuals. By 2010, the list had grown to include 42 organizations and 1100 

individuals sought in connection with terrorist or extremist acts (Cooley, 2012; 

Human Rights in China, 2011), leading UN Special Rapporteur Martin Scheinin to 

question the SCO’s blacklist and the fact that there were no human rights 

qualifications attached to the data (UN Human Rights Council, 2009). In one of the 

rare interviews with RCTS staffers, two staff members reported that the database is 

a growing work in progress, that it is more focused on organizations than 

individuals, and that “each government defines terrorism somewhat differently” 
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(Weitz, 2012). This lack of consensus (or even debate) does not appear to hinder 

placing a group or person on the RCTS blacklist.  

Building on this practice of blacklisting, the SCO members also use the 

organization as a platform for what Cooley terms “logrolling” of transnational 

threats. The SCO states accept each other’s blacklisting of organizations and/or 

individuals in exchange for a reciprocal act of recognition. For example, Russia may 

not consider the East Turkestan (Uighur) Movement as a terrorist or extremist 

threat in relation to Russia’s national security, but will accept China’s classification 

and assist in arresting and/or deporting Uighurs on the SCO blacklist. In return, 

China, Uzbekistan, and the other SCO members accepts Russia’s classification of 

Chechen groups as terrorist and extremist; any Chechen fighters or civil society 

organization members are subject to rendition to Russia under SCO obligations and 

the principle of mutual recognition (Cooley, 2012; Human Rights in China, 2011).  

The interrelated practices of blacklisting groups and individuals and 

logrolling mutual recognition has facilitated a drastic expansion of state power 

across the SCO territory (outward), and within the SCO states (downward). First, 

under the SCO conventions on counter-terrorism and practices of mutual 

recognition, SCO members essentially deny asylum to people fleeing another SCO 

state: individuals may be pursued or targeted across the SCO territory. This practice 

might not be terribly problematic, if everyone fleeing an SCO state was indeed a 
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terrorist, or a mobster, or a drug dealer.171 But in practice, this is simply not the 

case.  

China and Uzbekistan, in particular, have benefitted from this mechanism. 

China has relied on the RCTS mutual recognition mechanism to have large numbers 

of Uighurs repatriated from fellow SCO members; estimates indicate that several 

hundreds of Uighurs have met this fate (Amnesty International, 2007; Borogan, 

2008; Wallace, 2014; Zybker-Platner & Monaghan, 2014). When Uzbekistan’s 

security forces violently suppressed the Andijan Uprising in 2005, Uzbekistan’s 

security forces chased down suspects who had fled into neighboring Kyrgyzstan. 

While Kyrgyzstan initially accepted Uzbek citizens fleeing the violence of the 

Andijan crackdown (even allowing some refugees to emigrate from Kyrgyzstan to 

Romania and the UK (Human Rights Watch, 2005), the Kyrgyz government caved 

under unified pressure from the SCO as a whole and from the individual 

members.172 Kyrgyzstan closed its border with Uzbekistan following the SCO 

meeting (Noubel, 2005), effectively denying refugees entrance to the country. By 

September of 2006, reports surfaced that Kyrgyzstan had quietly remanded at least 

five refugees to Uzbekistan under suspicion of terrorist activity (Human Rights 

Watch, 2005; Noubel, 2005). The SCO’s legal conventions on countering terrorism 

                                                           
171 The SCO has also committed itself to aiding the fight against transnational crime, 

organized crime, and the drug trade.  
172 Particularly Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan (Noubel, 2005). 
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not only allowed “…extradition to their country of origin without consideration of 

the likelihood of torture or unjust imprisonment,” it provided a sheen of legitimacy 

to their pursuit and remand (Prantl, 2013, pp. 174-176). 

Second, the SCO’s practices of blacklisting and mutual recognition have 

fundamentally expanded the definition of crime within the SCO states. While neither 

the RCTS nor even the SCO proper deploys any Special Forces, both the SCO and its 

subsidiary body have drafted a considerable body of legal documents that center on 

combating the “three evils” and forms a coordinated response system to “emerging 

global challenges and threats,” including terrorism, drug trafficking, and organized 

crime; this international legal regime is then reflected down to the domestic level.  

While the SCO Convention broadly defines each of these three evils, the SCO 

members also reserve the right to define the three evils as “any act recognized as an 

offence in one of the treaties listed in the annex to this Convention” so that any act 

or crime that is specified at a later date will be automatically covered under the 

Shanghai Convention (Shanghai Cooperation Organization Charter, 2001, p. Article 

1-1). As the watchdog NGO Human Rights in China points out, the SCO deliberately 

conflates the intent (violent means to some political end, which definition is in 

keeping with other international laws regarding terrorism) with the outcome 

(disrupting public security). While disrupting public security might, under some set 

of circumstances, be criminal behavior, it might also be a genuine part of a political 
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process (holding protests or political rallies or parades might indeed disrupt public 

security to some extent) (Human Rights in China, 2011). But under the SCO legal 

regime, which has been ratified into law by the member states, they are all part and 

parcel.  

By focusing on vaguely defined ideology rather than empirically observable 

acts, the RCTS defines the three evils “so broadly that they are whatever national 

governments say they are” (Wallace, 2014, p. 204). Furthermore, by explicitly 

linking extremism and separatism to terrorism, SCO member states have 

international cover to expand their domestic criminal codes to encompass 

extremism and separatism. For example, Russia’s criminal code did not recognize 

“separatism” as a criminal activity until after the Russian Duma had ratified the 

Convention on Counter-Terrorism of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization 

(Borogan, 2008; Cooley, 2012; Wallace, 2014). 

Finally, over the last several years, particularly in the aftermath of the Arab 

Spring, the SCO and RCTS have expanded the definition of terrorism to include 

cyber-terrorism (Weitz, 2012), defined as any dissemination of information that 

could be considered “harmful to the spiritual, moral or cultural spheres” of the 

member states (Boland, 2011, p. 13). This is particularly important because many of 

the SCO states already have laws in place that restrict or limit the right of assembly, 

particularly political meetings. While many of the SCO states restricted or monitored 
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opposition political groups even in the 1990’s and early 2000’s, it is highly 

significant that all the SCO members have passed additional legislation limiting both 

the right to free assembly (including internet use) and laws governing civil society 

organizations since 2005, when the Tulip Revolution in Kyrgyzstan pushed Akayev 

out of power (Cooley, 2012; OSCE/ODIHR, 2004, 2005a, 2007a, 2007c, 2007d, 

2008). In response to these restrictions on the freedom of physical assembly, civil 

society workers and politically active citizens (especially the youth) have taken to 

the internet to forge links, post news and meeting times, and to share and expand on 

ideas (Dobson, 2012). By infiltrating the internet, the SCO and its individual states 

work in tandem to police one of the most likely arenas for grassroots political 

change. The SCO provides both legal justification and political cover for the member 

states to crack down on freedom of information, including internet censorship, 

media censorship, and state ownership of key media outlets.  

The SCO is clearly performs most (though not quite all) of an AO’s repression 

functions: regular joint military exercises aimed at “subversive” domestic groups, a 

dedicated organ for intelligence sharing, and a robust legal framework that 

accommodates blacklists and renditions across the SCO space and the infiltration of 

cyberspace. But SCO is mostly preventative – how well does the SCO work in the 

moment, when a member state faces threats from below? This question is explored 

further in this chapter, which examines closely how the SCO performed during the 
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Tulip Revolutions in Kyrgyzstan in 2005 and 2010. The next sections look at the 

SCO’s other functions as an AO; how well does the SCO co-opt the populations of its 

member states, and how well does it legitimize authoritarian practice on the 

ground? 

“Not the Final Fruits”: The SCO’s Limited Economic Platform 
 

The SCO remains most closely linked with security in Central Asia. 

Nevertheless, the SCO does at least attempt to carve out some space as a regional 

economic platform, particularly since the mid-2000’s when Uzbekistan and 

Kyrgyzstan had close encounters with color revolutions. In response, the SCO has 

tried (with only minimal success) to establish economic cooperation as the “second 

pillar” of the organization.  

In the early years of the SCO, economic development took a decided backseat 

to combating threatening non-state actors in the Central Asian region. In states 

where legitimacy to rule is based, at least in part, on the ability to promise economic 

growth (CIA World Factbook, 2012a, 2012d) through state-heavy management, the 

ability to begin and direct state-led projects can mean the difference between 

cooptation and revolt. In short, the SCO could (and should) be an engine for greater 

economic integration and development in a region that sorely needs development. 

But the SCO falls far short of these goals; Central Asia remains the least economically 
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integrated region of the world and living standards remain low. This section will 

explore the SCO’s attempts at fostering economic growth in the region, and 

document how the SCO’s economic side masks deepening bilateral ties between 

China and the other SCO members.   

China was the SCO member most interested in developing an economic 

aspect within the organization. In 2003, Chinese prime minister Wen Jaibao set an 

agenda for developing a free trade zone within the SCO space (Chung, 2002; 

Fenwick, 2014). These plans were at least partially derailed by the color revolutions 

and the subsequent focus on security in the SCO political space. Since the mid-

2000’s, the SCO has given considerably more attention to security initiatives 

(discussed in greater detail above) and increasing the legitimacy of its members 

(discussed below). Nevertheless, the SCO at least pays lip service to the idea of 

having an economic focus. But no analysis of the SCO is complete without assessing 

its limited economic role in the region.  

The SCO member states are generally each other’s most reliable trading 

partners. China and Russia command high GDPs, and have enjoyed steady economic 

growth over the last decade (China is a major exporter of myriad goods, Russia is 

buoyed, at least until recent years, by high oil and natural gas prices). The Central 

Asian states struggle economically, with most of them placing firmly into the middle 

tier of comparative state economies (CIA World Factbook, 2012b, 2012f), and 
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Tajikistan (CIA World Factbook, 2012e) and Kyrgyzstan (CIA World Factbook, 

2012c) truly struggling with low development and widespread poverty. Moreover, 

the economic progress made by the Central Asian states rests on the spike in natural 

gas and metals prices (Dowling & Wignaraja, 2006; Organization for Security and 

Cooperation in Europe, 2010),  and rents from the United States for the use of 

military bases (Beehner, 2005).  

Co-opt 

Economic Output or Development Diminish Political Competition 

Development banks or development 
funds, created and managed by the AO 

Create new civil society groups  
(Siphon members from pre-existing civil 
society groups) 

Development projects created or 
managed by the AO 

Incorporate pre-existing civil society 
groups (Gatekeeping power, ensuring 
admittance only to pro-government or 
politically neutral civil society groups) 

 

Preferential trade agreements between 
AO members 

Sponsor soft power initiatives (i.e. 
education initiatives, public health 
programs) 

 
 

In short, it is both within the SCO’s mission and would be deeply beneficial to 

the member regimes if the SCO were to grow into a meaningful platform for 

economic cooperation and development. But the economic story of the SCO is one of 

high potential and low to middling payoffs. While the SCO claims several attempts to 

further economic growth, most of these efforts either exist almost entirely on paper, 
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or are the result of bilateral agreements (and most of these are between China and 

the Central Asian Republics). This section investigates the following “initiatives” for 

which the SCO claims credit: an “energy club” linking energy producers with 

customer states, the SCO’s Business Council and Inter-Banking Association, and the 

SCO as an “investment arena.” In all of these areas, the SCO often “wastes its 

potential” with far more meetings and communiques than actual cooperation among 

the member states (Matusov, 2007, p. 87). The most successful areas of economic 

development actually stem from bilateral investment between China and fellow SCO 

members.  

The SCO Energy Club  
Deepening “cooperation in developing energy” formed part of the SCO’s 

founding agenda in 2001, but the SCO made no demonstrable progress on this goal 

for 5 years (Shanghai Cooperation Organization Charter, 2001, p. Article 1). The idea 

for an “energy club” under SCO auspices emerged as a topic at the 2006 SCO Summit 

in Beijing, when Russian president Vladimir Putin advocated that the SCO form an 

“energy club” of producers and buyers. Speaking at the SCO annual summit in 

Beijing, Putin announced his support for constructing a 2,770 km. gas line from Iran 

to India (Iran, Pakistan, and India were attending their first SCO meeting as 

Observer States) (Glazov & Ritchie, 2006), before making the suggestion that the 
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SCO form an energy club to serve as the basis for an Asian energy strategy.173 This 

“energy club” or (more appropriately) energy strategy had the potential for 

significant geopolitical payoffs for the SCO states.  

Despite these excellent reasons for developing a meaningful energy club 

within the SCO, extraordinarily little progress has been made in this sphere 

(Contessi, 2011; Matusov, 2007). The prime ministers of the SCO states quickly 

                                                           
173 For Russia, bringing China in as a source of foreign investment for Central Asian 

oil and gas fields could have relieved Russia of some of its investment 
commitments. Since the fall of the Soviet Union, Russia has kept close ties with the 
Central Asian states, often providing needed investment in oil-field technology and 
equipment in exchange for status as a priority trade partner for gas and oil 
(Roberts, 2003; Yun & Park, 2012). In 2005, the   Baku-Ceyhan-Tbilisi pipeline, 
owned jointly by American and British oil companies, began piping oil from the 
Central Asian region to Europe, bypassing Russian territory (and depriving Russia 
of rents). As a result, Russia began to look eastward for resource market 
expansion. An energy club comprising the SCO states would help link Russian oil 
and gas exports to the Chinese market. China’s need for energy resources (oil and 
gas, as well as coal, hydro-power, and electricity) is well-documented. In 2012, the 
International Energy Agency estimated that China’s demand for oil had reached 
around 9.98 million barrels per day (4.8 million barrels per day of crude oil) 
(International Energy Agency, 2012); Chinese demand for natural gas is also rising 
(Cooley, 2012). The IEA further notes that China is predominately an importer of 
energy resources, and is highly dependent on oil from the Gulf states, which has to 
be shipped via the Suez Canal and other waterways that make China’s energy 
supply vulnerable (International Energy Agency, 2012; Marketos, 2009) Pipelines 
that direct Central Asian and Russian gas and oil to China via a land-route could 
decrease China’s reliance on Gulf oil. Finally, several of the Central Asian states 
rely heavily on oil and natural gas as their primary exports of value (Wang & Yu, 
2014). Kazakhstan is the region’s largest producer of oil, coal, and uranium; 
Uzbekistan is one of the region’s primary gas producers. Tajikistan and 
Kyrgyzstan, with few natural resources to develop, import most of their energy 
from neighbors (Pirani, 2011), and could clearly benefit from any regional energy 
plan that granted some preferential trading terms on energy. 
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approved the idea of an energy club; in 2007, Kazakhstan presented a plan for an 

Asian energy strategy that proposed coordinating energy policy among the SCO 

states (“Kazakhstan Pushes for Asian Energy Club,” 2007). But since then, the 

energy club has remained in the working-group stage despite calls from analysts 

within the SCO states. Since 2006, the most successful energy projects in the SCO 

region have actually been the result of direct (and sometimes controversial) Chinese 

investment.174 

                                                           
174 One of the earliest projects that did not reach its potential was the Atasu-

Alashankou oil pipeline (otherwise known as the Kazakhstan-China pipeline), 
which runs from Kazakhstan to China and was completed in 2005. The Atasu-
Alashankou pipeline was expected to transport around 10 million tons of oil per 
year to China, but in the first year of full operations only transported a little over 4 
million tons of oil. The pipeline only reached its ten million ton/year design 
capacity for the first time in 2011 (Hoslag, 2010; Hydrocarbons Technology, 
2011). Furthermore, this pipeline was the result of a bilateral deal between China 
and Kazakhstan, and was not a result of negotiations within the SCO (Cooley, 
2012; Matusov, 2007). Later projects in the region were accomplished more 
efficiently. The Central Asia-China gas pipeline, for example, stretches from 
Turkmenistan to China via Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan (Note that this pipeline 
avoids Russian territory and the Russian state-owned Gazprom/Transneft 
companies altogether, cutting out the region’s most prominent natural gas 
producer). Both Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan add gas to the pipeline as it crosses 
through their territory. Not only was this project completed on time (in three 
years), but the pipeline’s capacity was revised upward several times, from 30 
billion cubic meters (bcm) per year in the original 2006 agreement to 65 bcm by 
the end of 2011 (Cooley, 2012; Kolb, 2012; Petersen, 2010).  
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In sum, while the SCO energy club has been stalled in working groups and 

rhetoric, China has moved into Central Asia to secure energy supplies. But this move 

to develop energy in the region has not been the result of the SCO; given China’s 

need for resources, this expansion into Central Asia would have occurred even 

without the SCO.  

Business, Banking, and Investments: Lopsided Economic Expansion 
Aside from the SCO’s lackluster progress on its energy club, the SCO also 

claims credit for economic development more generally in the SCO’s political space. 

The SCO makes the general claim that the organization has fostered an “investment 

arena” in the region; the SCO also boasts an Interbank Association (IBA) and a 

Business Council to coordinate regional banking and investments. But upon closer 

examination, these projects are only putting a multilateral face on increased Chinese 

economic expansion – the “New Silk Road” is paved with Chinese funds. 

The SCO claims credit for fostering an investment arena in the region, but in 

fact most of these investments are based in bilateral trade agreements with China. 

In an interesting, if frequently confusing turn, China regularly refers to its bilateral 

investments in Central Asia as SCO projects (Cooley, 2012), even as China remains 

the primary investor and certainly the primary beneficiary from increased trade 

with the Central Asia Republics. Even so, China has had to recalibrate and scale 

down its ambitions in the region. In earlier years, China expressed the ambition to 
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use the SCO to launch a free trade zone in the SCO region by 2015 (and later 2020) 

(Fenwick, 2014). In this respect, Julie Boland’s assessment that the SCO is more of 

an “umbrella” for bilateral investment remains true (Boland, 2011, p. 15). 

China’s regional trade with the Central Asian Republics rose steadily over the 

last ten years, from an estimated $14 billion in 2002 to $129 billion in 2013 (Tang, 

2014); in 2008 (during the global financial crisis), China surpassed Russia as the 

primary trading partner for the Central Asian Republics (Cooley, 2012).175 But as 

several scholars, Boland (2011), Cooley (2012), and Halper (2010), have 

documented, the increased bilateral trade in the SCO region should not really be 

classified as an exchange between equals. Around 85% of Central Asian imports 

from China are mostly manufactured and consumer goods; around 85% of Central 

Asia’s exports are commodities and energy resources (Peyrouse, 2009). China has 

pressed its advantage in Central Asia, working with the Central Asian Republics both 

individually and on the sidelines of the SCO to sign a series of energy and 

infrastructure deals under multiple Chinese leaders (from Jiabao to Jintao to current 

president Xi Jinping). In the run-up to the 2013 SCO Summit alone, President Xi 

signed deals for a $5 billion stake in Kazakhstan’s Kashagan oil project in the 

Caspian Sea (“China to Acquire Share in Kashagan Project,” 2013), $15 billion worth 

of deals to develop Uzbekistan’s various energy sectors (both gas and oil) (Moshrab, 
                                                           
175 During the same time, China became the leading foreign investor in Kyrgyzstan 

and Tajikistan (Cooley, 2012; Hoslag, 2010).  
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2013), and a fourth line (to run through Tajikistan) for the China-Central Asia oil 

pipeline (“China, Tajikistan Pitch for Closer Energy Co-op,” 2013), in addition to 

loans and infrastructure credits ($3 billion to Kyrgyzstan alone) (Moshrab, 2013). 

The SCO has also tried (or at least claimed) to establish an alternative to the 

Western-oriented world banking system. To this end, the SCO established an 

Interbank Association (IBA)176 in 2005, to strengthen cooperation between the 

major banks and the banking industries of the SCO members. The IBA has also been 

acting as the focus for a massive infrastructure project: a road construction project 

that will connect Volgograd (Russia), Astrakhan (Russia), Atyrau (Kazakhstan), and 

Kungrad (Uzbekistan).  But the IBA’s projects (around 130 in 2007-8) (“Joint 

Communique of the Meeting of the Council of Heads of Government of SCO Member 

States,” 2007) are almost exclusively either bilateral or multilateral projects funded 

with Chinese loans or financing (Ashurmatov, 2007; Boland, 2011; Cooley, 2012). 

The SCO established its Business Council in 2005, and was hosting regular 

meetings of business leaders in 2006. The Business Council focuses on joint projects 

                                                           
176 Members of the SCO’s Banking Association include the JSC Development Bank of 

Kazakhstan, the State Bank Development of China, State Corporation Development 
Bank and Foreign Trade Affairs in Russia (the Vnesh-Econom Bank), Settlement 
and Savings Company in Kyrgyzstan, the Tajikistan National Savings Bank 
(Amonatbank), and the Uzbekistan National Bank for Foreign Affairs. The IBA 
especially aims at financing bilateral or multilateral investment projects; their 
website claims that the IBA has committed around $742 million to fund join 
investment projects between the SCO member states in 2009. 
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“aimed at providing help to the population” (Shanghai Cooperation Organization, 

2011c) and claims credit for SCO health initiatives (the most famous of which is the 

SCO health train, linking medical workers with rural populations) and regional 

communications projects. By 2009, the Business Council had proposed around 100 

projects, but struggled to find reliable sources of funding for any of them (BBC 

Monitoring, 2009). In response, China proposed the creation of an SCO Development 

Bank in 2010 (Gabuyev, 2015). This idea gained some traction at the time in light of 

the 2008 Financial Crisis, which left many infrastructure projects short of cash.177 

But since then, the idea of an SCO Development Bank (like the SCO Energy Club) has 

languished in talking phases.178  

In short, the SCO’s Interbank Association and Business Council initiatives 

sound very productive, regularly claiming new investments and projects. In reality, 

both projects are “feeders” for Chinese investment projects in Central Asia, from 

                                                           
177 At the same time, China was assuring fellow SCO members $10 billion in 

preferential loans. 
178 Russia was adamant that China should not be the primary lender, as this would 

undermine Russia’s position in the region, or use reserve funds for investment 
projects at a time when oil prices were falling. But as a result of the 2008 financial 
crisis, all of the Central Asia SCO members sought one-on-one loans with China, 
most likely getting less favorable terms on bilateral loans then they could have via 
a multilateral development bank. Russia’s concerns are valid: Gabuyev (2015) 
notes that only Kazakhstan makes its national debt to foreign states public. In 
2011, the head of Kazakhstan’s National Bank noted that Kazakh debt to China had 
reached around $13 billion; the National Bank of Kazakhstan’s 2014 report 
recorded Kazakhstan’s foreign debt to China was $15.7 billion (iEconomics, 2014). 
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large-scale projects like the New Silk Road, and the Central Asia Highway to the 

“Health Train” (de Haas, 2007) project that runs through rural areas in Central Asia 

(Boland, 2011; de Haas, 2007). The SCO could be a very fruitful arena for launching 

economic development through the region, but rivalry between China and Russia 

precludes the SCO from becoming that meaningful platform for economic co-

optation.  

Co-opting Civil Society? 
 

Civil society in the SCO territory runs a gamut from weak and persecuted to 

vibrant and diverse. But the SCO itself plays almost no role in co-opting civil society. 

In those states where a more diverse and engaged civil society are permitted, there 

is no real call for the SCO to co-opt these groups and agendas; in states like Russia 

and Uzbekistan where civil society is starved and stunted, the authoritarian regime 

needs no assistance.  

Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Kazakhstan all allow civil society to operate 

openly in “rugged terrain”; these states permit civil society organizations to exist 

and operate even as they occasionally impose burdensome laws, such that civil 

society is stable and diverse, but does not flourish (Giffen, Earle & Buxton, 2005, pp. 
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13-14). In these states, civil society operates outside of the governmental sphere.179 

Kyrgyzstan has the freest arena for civil society among the SCO states, with 

permissive laws and low barriers to entry. CSO representatives are engaged with 

government at both the national and local levels via the consultative councils at 

state ministries. As of 2016, the Kyrygz ministries report that over 14,000 CSOs 

exist, although only around 4700 are operational, working in a wide range of issue-

areas.180 Reliable funding remains the primary concern for most Kyrgyz civil society 

organizations; the majority of CSOs are almost entirely dependent on foreign 

funding, and in recent years, there has been pressure to restrict foreign assistance. 

In addition, there have been a few legal attempts to restrict CSOs ability to operate 

in public space.181 Despite these attempts to hinder civil society, a Law on Public 

Councils was passed and signed in May 2014 that “guarantees the establishment of 

citizen advisory bodies in all government agencies and…improves the mechanisms 

                                                           
179 This definition of civil society, in which associational and public life “fills the gaps” 

between the government and the populace, is the definition which we tend to use 
in Western states.  

180 CSO agendas in Kyrgyzstan include human rights and support for vulnerable 
groups, public health, education, culture and arts, and environmental concerns. 

181 These laws include the 2013 Law on Money Laundering (new financial reporting 
requirements), the 2013 Law on Unregistered CSOs (which enforces registration 
laws), and the 2013 Law on Treason (which would label any person working with 
a foreigner as a traitor and liable to criminal prosecution). These three laws were 
rejected in response to lobbying by CSOs. In 2014, some members of parliament 
introduced a draft Law on Foreign Agents (similar to legislation passed in Russia), 
but this proposed law was defeated in Parliament in May 2016.  
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for their operation and member selection” (International Center for Not-for-Profit-

Law, 2016b). 

The political space for civil society is also surprisingly open in both 

Kazakhstan and Tajikistan, though both regimes have started to place stronger 

restrictions on civil society gatherings and fundraising. Tajikistan currently has 

approximately 3000 CSOs in operation182; CSO missions include charitable and 

humanitarian work, groups working to protect the rights of minorities and 

marginalized groups, human rights, etc. Until recently, Tajikistan hosted a 

surprisingly vibrant associational life, but in the last few years, political space for 

CSOs has narrowed. In 2014, the Tajik parliament amended several laws, increasing 

fees incurred on CSOs (“Grants NGOs in Tajikistan are Under Government Control,” 

2015)183, restricting participation by foreign citizens, and requiring additional 

information to be submitted by CSOs that receive any foreign funding or assistance 

(“Tajikistan Will Take Control of All NGOs,” 2016).184 

                                                           
182 CSOs in Tajikistan are governed by two bodies: public associations (including 

political parties) by the Ministry of Justice, and other bodies (including charitable 
foundations) with the local tax authorities. 

183 2014 Law on State Fees, “Grants NGOs in Tajikistan are Under Government Control. 2015, June 10: 
http://asiaplus.tj/ru/news/granty-npo-tadzhikistana-budut-pod-kontrolem-vlastei Accessed: 
September 3 2016.  

184 2016. “Tajikistan Will Take Control of All NGOs.” https://news.tajinfo.org/?p=1631 Accessed: 
September 3, 2016.  

http://asiaplus.tj/ru/news/granty-npo-tadzhikistana-budut-pod-kontrolem-vlastei
https://news.tajinfo.org/?p=1631
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Kazakhstan too has a diverse range of CSO groups; as of 2013, over 38,000 

independent CSOs were registered in Kazakhstan, representing interests from 

homeowners associations to groups that provide social services to advocacy groups. 

Since 2006, Kazakhstan has also been developing comprehensive framework 

legislation (International Center for Not-for-Profit Law, 2016a) to oversee CSO-

Government cooperation; as a result, various government agencies and local 

government boards have become more open to dialogue and partnership with CSOs. 

But like other Central Asian Republics, Kazakhstan has taken a recent turn toward 

limiting civil society, primarily through new amendments to existing laws that 

impose funding limitations and require additional and burdensome information 

rules (Government of Kazakhstan, 2015) for CSOs.  

China has taken a path which Jessica Teets (2013) calls “consultative 

authoritarianism,” in which the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) directly and 

strategically works with some civil society groups, instituting a system of strict 

association and rewards vs. non-association and marginalization. This policy, known 

as “social management innovation” has led to local governments lowering barriers 

for CSOs to register and recruit members, contracting with CSOs to provide social 

services, and even creating new programs that deliberately bring CSOs into 

partnership with the local CCP officials and structures. When CSOs enter into these 

partnerships, they are rewarded with financial and social support. Outside of these 
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relationships with the CCP, civil society organizations remain very vulnerable, with 

restrictions on membership, speech and assembly, and foreign funding. 

In stark contrast, Uzbekistan and Russia are some of the most inhospitable 

states in the world for civil society organizations. Uzbekistan has a very small civil 

society; re-registration laws passed in 2005 drove many CSOs (particularly 

international CSOs) to closure, and CSOs are often the target of both police and tax 

inspections and police surveillance. CSOs in Uzbekistan must report all activities and 

receive approval before accepting foreign funding, or face closure (USAID, 2012).185 

Russia’s crackdown on civil society began in Putin’s second term in office186 (from 

2004-2008) with a series of laws to increase information demands on CSOs. Since 

Putin returned to the presidency in 2012, the environment for CSOs has worsened: 

in 2012, a new law required a long list of CSOs to re-register as “foreign agents” 

because they had accepted funds from overseas (Lanskoy, 2012). In 2015, the Duma 

passed a law that can dissolve any CSO found to be linked to “foreign agents” or 

                                                           
185 The CSO Sustainability Index notes that fines in Uzbekistan for CSO workers who 

fail to comply with registration or information demands run between $4,000 and 
$26,000, up to 6000 times the average monthly minimum wage.  

186 Putin’s second term in the Kremlin lasted from 2004 to 2008; prior to 2004 and 
especially during the Yeltsin years, civil society was treated with benign neglect in 
Russia (Evans, Henry, & Sundstrom, 2006.) 
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engaged in activities that “undermine state security” (Human Rights Watch, 2015) 

giving the Russian government enormous powers to starve CSOs out of existence.187  

The Emerging Alternative: How the SCO Legitimizes Authoritarian Rule 
 

Despite the SCO’s weaknesses in realm of co-optation, it excels at promoting 

the legitimacy of its members within the region, to the extent that scholars have 

noted that “ultimately, the primary purpose of the SCO normative framework 

appears to be to protect regimes from threats to their power, rather than individuals 

from threats to their safety” (Human Rights in China, 2011, p. 42). The SCO pursues 

legitimacy through three key pathways: by bandwagoning rhetorical support for its 

members, by distorting authoritarian practices so that they are presented as 

democratic, and by reframing authoritarian norms as equivalent to democratic 

norms.  

 
Legitimize 

Reframe authoritarian practices as a norm of governance, equivalent to the 
democracy norm 

Distort authoritarian practices, either disguising them as “democratic” or framing 
them as “culturally or historically appropriate” 

                                                           
187 In addition to all of these restrictions in Uzbekistan and Russia, genuine CSOs also 

face competition from imposter CSOs, known as government-organized non-
governmental organizations (GONGOs). GONGOs exist to clutter the landscape and 
draw participants, funding, and agendas away from genuine CSOs.  
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Bandwagon support for members, either from the AO as a body and/or from 
individual members 

 
 
Taken together, these behaviors diminish opportunities for contestation within the 

SCO’s member states by de-legitimizing opposition forces and sanctioning 

authoritarian practices, and undercut democratic norms at the international level. 

This section recounts how the SCO performs all of these legitimizing practices 

within the SCO territory.  

Circle the Wagons: Supporting Members 
The SCO provides two basic types of bandwagoning for its members: 

targeted support and general support. Targeted support only follows specific events 

in the SCO member states: crackdowns, the ratification of laws restricting political 

participation, or when an SCO member is publicly “named and shamed” by a 

Western state or a Western organization.  

The reaction of both the collective SCO and its individual members to the 

2005 Andijan massacre remains one of the best examples of the SCO bandwagoning 

targeted support for a member. In June 2004, 23 Uzbek businessmen were arrested 

and accused of “religious extremism,” membership in an illegal religious 

organization, intent to distribute seditious literature, and attempting to overthrow 

the constitutional order (Human Rights Watch, 2005a, pp. 6-7). The trial became a 
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flashpoint; Uzbek citizens throughout Andijan and the surrounding region saw the 

trial as politically motivated, one more example of corruption and nepotism.  

Around midnight on May 12-13 2005, friends and colleagues of the 23 

defendants staged a prison break. The group began to march on Bobur Square and 

the regional government building located there, telephoning friends and neighbors 

to join the protest. Various individuals spoke to the crowd188; all of the speakers 

expressed deep discontent with Uzbekistan’s government, referencing the ongoing 

economic downturn and corruption in the bureaucracy and government. 

Throughout the day, more protestors and passersby continued to fill Bobur Square, 

responding to the speeches and to the rumor that President Karimov himself would 

visit the square to hear the people’s grievances.189 Just after 5 pm, state security 

forces began to fire live bullets directly into the crowd while a military helicopter 

hovered. Witnesses and journalists in the square all confirmed that the attack began 

without any warnings (Brill Olcott, 2006). One street leading out of the main square, 

Cholpon Prospect, had been designated as a “snipers alley;” most of the casualties 

were killed as they tried to flee Cholpon Prospect and its side-streets (Human Rights 

                                                           
188 Including some of the defendants, the group who led the prison break, and even 

low-level government officials and functionaries.  
189 Throughout the day, security forces drove by Bobur Square, and were seen on 

the surrounding rooftops. Shots were exchanged periodically between 
government soldiers and the few protestors who were armed, resulting in several 
deaths among the crowd (Human Rights Watch, 2005b). 
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Watch, 2005a). Many protestors fled on foot, out of Andijan and into neighboring 

Kyrgyzstan (Amanov, 2006). For those unlucky enough to be wounded and unable 

to flee, no ambulances were allowed through to deliver emergency care.190  

In a press conference on May 14, President Karimov gave the death toll as 

nine dead and 34 wounded. Karimov stated that the incident was led by “fanatic and 

extremist groups,” specifically blaming Hizb ut-Tahrir (Party of Liberation), who 

promised ordinary people money if they took to the streets. Karimov suggested that 

the extremists “wanted to repeat the Kyrgyz [Tulip Revolution] scenario in 

Uzbekistan” and that the Andijan incident was organized from the outside, drawing 

a direct link to the recent color revolutions. While SCO member Kyrgyzstan had 

accepted Uzbek citizens fleeing the violence of the Andijan crackdown, the Kyrgyz 

government caved under unified pressure from the SCO as a whole191 and from the 

individual members (including Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan) (Noubel, 2005). 

                                                           
190 Some witnesses testified that security forces began to execute the wounded in the 

early morning hours of May 14th (Human Rights Watch, 20052005a, 2005b).  
191 Barely six weeks later, at the SCO Annual Summit in Astana, Kazakhstan, the SCO 

drafted and signed a statement on the SCO’s (2005a) Concept of Cooperation 
between Member States of the SCO Regarding Terrorism, Extremism, and 
Separatism. In this statement, the SCO condemns “the impermissibility of applying 
double standards in international efforts to combat” [the three evils] (p. Article 2, 
Section 3.4). Furthermore, the Concept of Cooperation mandates “non-provision of 
support to any groups or individuals associated with terrorism, extremism, and 
separatism…[and] non-provision of asylum to individuals associated with [the 
three evils]” (Shanghai Cooperation Organization, 2005a, p. Article 2, Section 3, 9-
10.  
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Kyrgyzstan closed the Uzbek border following the SCO meeting (Ibid), effectively 

denying refugees entrance to the country. By September of 2006, reports surfaced 

that Kyrgyzstan had quietly remanded at least five refugees to Uzbekistan under 

suspicion of terrorist activity (Ibid). Other SCO members closed ranks with Karimov. 

During a state visit in April, 2006, Kazakh President Nursultan Nazarbaev offered 

Karimov support on the way he handled the Andijan crisis, stating that “I know that 

in Andijan you were defending the peace for the 26 million people in Uzbekistan - 

and not only them but those in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan,” confirming 

mutual worries about the possible spread of “color revolutions” (Dosybiev, 2006). 

By contrast, general support from the SCO rarely mentions any particular 

state by name. Instead, general support statements speak in broad terms about 

events that affect or threaten the SCO region or defend the rights of each state to 

“choose its own destiny” (i.e. to pursue authoritarian rule rather than more 

democratic governance). The SCO has shifted its general bandwagoning support 

strategies over the past few years. In the early years of the SCO, the organization’s 

general statements defended the rights of its members to choose their own path to 

development and warned that the Washington Consensus version of democracy 

might not be best for all states. After the color revolutions, and particularly after the 
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2008 global financial crisis, the SCO has shifted to an offensive strategy.192 Its 

general statements have been more likely to cast direct blame on the West for 

throwing other states into poverty and economic hardship. 

Through the Looking Glass: Distorting Electoral Results  
Beyond the SCO’s work at bandwagoning support for regimes as they deal 

with crises, the SCO has devoted a remarkable amount of resources to building a 

system of alternate election monitors. Since 2005, election monitoring has been a 

vital component of the SCO’s toolkit. This section compares the SCO’s election 

monitoring functions in Russia and the Central Asian Republics193 with those of the 

Western monitoring bodies it mimics. Evidence demonstrates that in contrast to 

Western monitoring bodies, which have documented the region’s slide into (mostly) 

                                                           
192 In October of 2008, the SCO members met in Kazakhstan to provide a 

counterpoint to the ongoing global financial crisis that originated in the US 
mortgage crisis. At the meeting, Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin 
characterized the West (and particularly the United States) as greedy and 
destructive; he further predicted that the international structure was undergoing 
a fundamental change, which “consists in the creation of a multipolar financial and 
economic system, and…strengthening…a multipolar architecture of international 
relations as a whole” (BBC, 2008). At the same meeting, Chinese Prime Minister 
Wen Jiabao called on advanced states to shoulder their due responsibility to 
stabilize financial markets, and for the international monetary system to rapidly 
transition to multiple currencies (Anderlini, 2009) rather than an over-reliance on 
the US dollar. Putin famously referred to the Western economies as “parasites on 
the global economy,” (Tsvetkova, 2011) while Kazakhstan President Nursultan 
Nazerbayev linked the lingering effects of the Financial Crisis to greedy Western 
values (Kazinform, 2012). 

193 The SCO does not monitor elections in China, which has been ruled by the Chinese 
Communist Party since the 1950’s.  
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stable authoritarian rule, the SCO has sanctioned every single election it has 

monitored.  

The SCO has monitored elections since 2005. Since the most successful color 

revolutions (the 2003 Rose Revolution in Georgia and the 2004 Orange Revolution 

in Ukraine) were sparked by the public reaction to fraudulent elections (Blank, 

2007; Bunce & Wolchik, 2011), the SCO has deliberately made election monitoring 

and reporting a priority. Like Western election monitors, the SCO’s alternative 

monitors visit member states during national elections and issue their report 

quickly after the election. There, the similarities end. While Western monitors, like 

Freedom House and the OSCE’s Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights 

(ODIHR)194 have documented recurrent and deepening problems with the elections 

in Russia and the Central Asian states, the SCO’s monitors195 legitimize its member 

                                                           
194 The ODIHR has been the primary election monitoring organization in the post-

Communist space since the 1990’s (Cooley, 2012). Full election missions (as 
opposed to the “Limited Missions” that the ODIHR occasionally sends) generally 
take about six weeks. Monitors arrive in the country several weeks before election 
day to observe the campaigns and election day preparation throughout the 
country, and leave around ten days to two weeks after the election to observe and 
recounts and post-election behavior by the winner and the defeated challengers. 
Preliminary reports are released within days of the actual election, but the full 
official ODIHR report takes several weeks to compile, write, and fact-check; full 
reports also generally contain a list of positive and negative developments and 
suggestions for improving the electoral process and/or make voting more 
accessible to more citizens. 

195 This is not to say that the SCO equips or trains its election monitors on par with 
other election monitoring bodies. SCO missions generally take about one week to 
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regimes while countering the Western narratives about SCO members “hijacking” or 

“damaging” democracy.  

Not all of the SCO states are equally repressive. However, they tread in 

similar pathways, particularly in the post-Soviet states: a strong presidency, often 

occupied by the same person since Communism fell, with an electoral arena 

severely skewed toward the incumbent and the media heavily concentrated in the 

hands of the regime or people very close to it. Some states have kept competition 

out via intimidation and arrest; others had preferred more legalistic approaches, 

setting high thresholds to be placed on the ballot or strengthening laws that make 

questioning (or “slandering”) the president or his policies crimes, punished with 

prison time. Similarly, some election days bring outright fraud (ballot box stuffing, 

vote tampering) while others just tilt the playing field so far that they are not 

actually challenged. Nevertheless, the SCO awards every election that it monitors in 

                                                                                                                                                                             
ten days (from arrival to departure and reporting results). SCO missions are small 
(usually between 6 and 12 observers) and overwhelmingly remain in urban 
centers, without venturing into rural areas or even minor cities. The SCO tends to 
post election reports to its website for a few days, and then often removes them or 
moves the report to another area of the site. Nevertheless, the key point is that the 
SCO finds every election it monitors to be free and fair, in the face of impressive 
evidence to the contrary. At most, SCO election reports will note “technical 
problems” with the election, without clarifying exactly what those problems are; 
these notes are always accompanied with a caveat that the technical problems did 
not alter (and could not have altered) the outcome of the vote.  
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the region the descriptor “free and fair,” distorting the underlying assumptions of 

democratic rule.  

Russia  

Vladimir Putin came to the Russian presidency196 in 2000, and has remained 

in the top echelon of power since then, steadily concentrating power into his own 

personal rule. Following his 2004 re-election197, Putin’s administration took a 

decidedly authoritarian turn, muzzling the Russian media (Baker & Glasser, 2004), 

mandating that regional governors would serve by presidential appointment rather 

than election (Ibid), and (sometimes violently) marginalizing civil society groups 

(Nichol, 2008).  

After two terms in the presidency, Putin was constitutionally banned from a 

third term; Putin’s hand-picked deputy Dimitri Medvedev served as president from 

2008-2012 while Putin served as prime minister. Claiming that the Russian 

government was deliberately obstructing the OSCE’s mission198, the OSCE refused to 

                                                           
196 Boris Yeltsin resigned his office on New Year’s Day 2000, leaving Putin, his vice-

president, to occupy the highest office until snap elections were held in March 
(OSCE, 2000).  

197 Putin ran for re-election to the presidency in 2004, winning 71% of the general 
vote. The OSCE labeled these elections valid, but flawed due to deep flaws in the 
electoral system (OSCE/ODIHR, 2004a). 

198 The Russian government refused to issue permits to a full OSCE observer mission 
(after inviting them into the country); ultimately, only 70 permits were issued for 
the OSCE, which reduced the mission by nearly two-thirds compared to previous 
years. 
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monitor the election (OSCE/ODIHR, 2008). Luc van de Brande, the head of the OSCE 

parliamentary assembly, stated that “if Russia is a managed democracy, than this 

[the 2008 election] was a managed election” (Nowak, 2008). The Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization election mission199, reported that they “[had] not noted 

any complexities, the atmosphere is calm and benevolent, and district and precinct 

election commissions are well prepared for” the election, and labeled the 2008 

Russian presidential election free and fair (Shanghai Cooperation Organization, 

2008). 

Putin returned to the presidency in 2012, elected to a six-year term in 

office.200 The final OSCE report for the 2012 election characterized the election as 

not free and fair, citing unacceptably high barriers to entering the race, highly 

skewed media bias toward Mr. Putin, and poor vote counting and tabulation in 

almost one-third of stations observed (OSCE/ODIHR, 2012b). The SCO Observation 

Mission, after five days of general observation and visits to 51 polling stations in the 

Moscow area, called the Russian election free and fair and in compliance with 

domestic and international law, specifically labeling the results democratic and 

legitimate (Shanghai Cooperation Organization, 2012). 
                                                           
199 The SCO’s Election Observation Mission sent 15 team members to Moscow and 

the surrounding suburbs, where they visited a few dozen polling centers 
(Shanghai Cooperation Organization, 2008).  

200 In 2008, during Medvedev’s presidency, the Russian Constitution was amended 
to extend the president’s term in office to 6 years (rather than 4), beginning with 
the next presidential election (Black, 2014). 
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Kazakhstan 

Political power in Kazakhstan remains intensely concentrated in the 

executive branch: the president appoints and may dismiss the prime minister, 

appoints one-third of the Senate, and may dissolve Parliament at any time; he also 

appoints regional governors and Supreme Court judges (Bhana, 2013). Kazakhstan 

has held four presidential elections since gaining independence from the Soviet 

Union201 and President Nursultan Nazarbaev has won all four elections. None of the 

three presidential elections monitored by the OSCE have qualified as free and fair. 

Nazarbaev’s regime has closed the political arena to viable challengers. In the 

first place, Kazakhstan’s constitution has been amended to allow the president to 

call early presidential elections (OSCE/ODIHR, 2011a); furthermore, while future 

presidents are limited to two presidential terms, Nazarbaev alone (as the 

incumbent) is exempted from this limit (Bhana, 2013). Some opposition groups 

have been so limited in their ability to actively campaign202 that they boycotted the 

2011 presidential campaign. This boycott, coupled with the fact that the four 

“challengers” to Nazarbaev all ran on platforms which praised and promised to 
                                                           
201 The OSCE has noted several improvements in elections since 1999: the 

nomination process is more inclusive and allows for voter write-ins, incidences of 
proxy voting have declined, and the campaigns are covered by media and debates 
are both held and televised (OSCE/ODIHR: Republic of Kazakhstan, Presidential 
Election. 1999, 2004, 2011a.) 

202 Opposition group workers reported being denied opportunities to hold rallies 
and meetings (OSCE/ODIHR Report 1999, 20042004b) being tailed, detained, or 
even assaulted by state security officials (OSCE/ODIHR Report, 20042004b) 
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continue Nazarbaev’s platform, left the overall campaign “without meaningful 

choice…and an absence of critical electoral debate” (OSCE/ODIHR, 2011a, pp. 11-

13). The media in Kazakhstan is heavily concentrated in the hands of business elites 

close to the regime. By 2010, most media outlets reported a strong culture of self-

censorship. Criticizing the president (or “infringing on the honor and dignity of the 

president” has been criminalized (Human Rights Watch, 2013a, pp. No. 370 and 

372), as has using the media to “incite social discord” or spread “extremist content” 

(Freedom House, 2013c, pp. No. 173 and 180). Since 2005, the OSCE has found 

evidence of voter intimidation, with voters reporting both social pressure at work or 

school to vote for the president and/or his party, and the unauthorized presence of 

police or local authorities a polling stations. The OSCE has consistently found 

evidence of ballot box stuffing in all national elections since 1999 (OSCE/ODIHR, 

2004b, 2011a). While the SCO has only monitored elections in Kazakhstan since 

2005, it has sanctioned each as “free and fair” and conforming to international 

obligations (Shanghai Cooperation Organization, 2005, 2011).  

Kazakhstan’s 1999 Parliamentary elections203 were labeled as “a tentative 

step toward democracy” with improvements noted in the electoral framework, 

pluralism, and general transparency (OSCE/ODIHR, 2000b, pp. 1-2). But the OSCE 

                                                           
203 The last parliamentary elections to be held as scheduled, rather than delayed or 

the result of snap elections. 
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Mission noted several drawbacks that undermined the progress at every stage of the 

election, including the registration procedure (Ibid), the campaign environment 

(Ibid), and Election Day itself (Ibid). This summary set the tone for the next four 

parliamentary elections: patches of improvement covering the overall decline in 

contestation. By the 2004 parliamentary elections, transparency204, pluralism205, 

and voter and poll worker behavior206 in the polling stations had all improved, but 

lack of transparency during counting and tabulation, excessive legal discretion given 

to local authorities and election officials (OSCE/ODIHR, 2004b) and most 

importantly, a “lack of political will necessary” to implement changes to electoral 

laws as endemic problems (Ibid, pp. 20-21).  The 2007 Parliamentary elections 

resulted from the early dissolution of parliament, following the adoption of 

amendments to the Constitution207 and to election law. This left several parties 

                                                           
204 The Kazakh Election Commission arranged for seven televised debates, though 

the media gave the most coverage to Nur Otan, the president’s party 
(OSCE/ODIHR, 2004b, p. 13). 

205 Twelve political parties mounted campaigns, though several opposition groups 
reported that their workers had been detained, ads had been pulled from 
television, and rally applications had been blocked. 

206 For example, OSCE workers noted that poll workers intervened more frequently 
to explain the new e-ballot system and to stop proxy voting (OSCE/ODIHR, 2004b, 
pp. 20-21.) 

207 The constitutional amendments made changes to the executive branch (reducing 
the length of a term from seven years to five, but allowing Nazarbayev to avoid the 
two term limit) and to the legislative branch (by altering the party list system, 
establishing a 10 year residency clause, etc., and by reserving nine seats in the 
lower house of parliament for national minorities to be filled by presidential 
appointment) (OSCE/ODIHR, 20072007c).  
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scrambling to organize campaigns on short notice (OSCE/ODIHR, 2007); other 

barriers to a plural race included limits on speech (Ibid) and assembly, and frequent 

de-registration of opposition party candidates (Ibid). The OSCE’s final report stated 

that the 2007 early parliamentary elections did not meet international standards for 

democratic elections (Ibid). The SCO also observed Kazakhstan’s 2007 

parliamentary elections.208 The Mission reported no voting or counting violations, 

and while SCO observers noted “technical deficiencies exposed during the polls” the 

SCO report stated that these problems “could not have had a significant effect on the 

overall results,” giving the 2007 parliamentary elections the label “legitimate, free 

and open” (OSCE/ODIHR, 2007c, pp. 1-2).209  

Continuing a trend, the 2012 parliamentary elections were called early.210 

The OSCE report found this election to be less competitive, less pluralistic,211 and 

less transparent than previous elections. The regime tilted the political playing field 

before the election via constitutional mandate and during the election by selectively 

de-registering candidates (OSCE/ODIHR, 2012a) and via highly biased media 

                                                           
208 SCO monitors visited 14 polling stations, all in the city of Almaty (Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization, 2007).  

209 Ibid.  
210 Members of Parliament cited the need for the government to devote more 

attention to the ongoing economic downturn than to a full round of campaigning 
(OSCE/ODIHR, 2012a). 

211 Thanks to a new constitutional mandate that prohibited both independent 
candidacies and building cross-party coalitions into electoral blocs (OSCE/ODIHR, 
2012a).  
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coverage (Ibid).212 The OSCE Mission found that the overall election did not meet 

the fundamental principles of democratic elections (EuroNews, 2012; Ibid), 

reflecting both poor practice in counting (Ibid) and outright fraud (Ibid). The SCO 

report stated no complaints or poor reports from the SCO Mission observers 

(Konyrova, 2012) and concluded that “the election…was legitimate, free and open 

and generally met the requirements of the national law and accepted international 

commitments” (Embassy of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 2012). 

Uzbekistan 

The OSCE reports from Uzbekistan for the past fifteen years document the 

consolidation of an electoral authoritarian regime. The political environment in 

Uzbekistan has become so stunted over the years that even opposition groups are 

no longer entering the political arena, effectively censoring themselves and 

abandoning the pretense that political change is possible through official channels. 

Uzbekistan has remained an autocratic state, ruled by President Islam Karimov 

since independence in 1991.  

                                                           
212 Notably, the 2012 campaign coincided the worst days of the Zhanaozen mining 

strike, with clashes between law enforcement and striking workers resulting in at 
least 14 miners’ deaths. Zhanaozen (an oil mining town in the Mangistau Province) 
was held in a state of emergency until just before Election Day; the OSCE monitors 
reported that after the election, several journalists and opposition candidates 
were arrested and charged with inciting social discord. (Banyan Asia, 2012.) 
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2007 marked the first presidential election213 that was observed and 

assessed by the OSCE, which chose to send a Limited Election Observation Mission 

(LEOM) in 2007, as preliminary reviews and visits to the country indicated the 

“limited nature of the electoral competition” (OSCE/ODIHR, 2007d, p. 3). The 

election took place in a strictly controlled political environment, with no actual 

competition, and indeed, very little difference between the candidates (Ibid). 

Beyond the barriers to entering the race, the OSCE condemned the state of the 

Uzbek media, which they characterized as lacking any real pluralism (Ibid). Election 

Day brought reports of proxy voting and police presence at every voting station 

visited; President Karimov was reelected to a third term with 88% of the vote (Ibid). 

SCO observers found the 2007 election to be “legitimate, free and transparent, and 

fully conformed to the Constitution of Uzbekistan and international electoral 

standards” (Shanghai Cooperation Organization, 2007). SCO Secretary-General 

Nurgaliev issued a statement of his own in tandem with the Election Observation 

Report, praising Uzbekistan for “…going firmly down the road towards building a 

democratic state with the rule of law and a strong civil society” (Ibid).  

In the most recent presidential election, held on 29 March 2015, the OSCE 

observation team found again that Karimov “dominated the political 

                                                           
213 The OSCE did not send observation missions to the 1991 or 2000 presidential 

elections.  
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landscape…[with] a rigidly restrained media” , where the policies of the incumbent 

were not even questioned by any of the challengers (OSCE/ODIHR, 2015b, pp. 1-2). 

Despite the fact that the Constitution prohibits three consecutive terms, Karimov 

ran as the incumbent without any legal challenge to his campaign (OSCE/ODIHR, 

2015b). The OSCE’s Limited Mission noted proxy voting and multiple ballots being 

distributed on Election Day, as well as counting and tabulation problems (Ibid). 

While the OSCE called the 2015 presidential election unfree and unfair, particularly 

in its flouting of Uzbekistan’s own Constitution (Ibid); the SCO called the election 

“transparent and democratic and in compliance with national legislation and 

international standards” (Shanghai Cooperation Organization, 2015). 

The same problems that plague presidential politics in Uzbekistan spill over 

into parliamentary elections. As early as 1999, the OSCE raised concerns that the 

legal and electoral framework in Uzbekistan could not permit a pluralist and 

competitive election.214 In 2004 the OSCE found that Uzbekistan still fell far short of 

the standards for democratic elections, and noted the prevailing trends of “unequal 

conditions for the nomination of candidates…the authorities did not register a single 

political party…or candidate which had indicated some critical attitude towards the 

                                                           
214 Specifically, the mission reported that there were no significant differences 

between parties, an absence of a diverse or independent media, and an 
overbearing executive office (OSCE/ODIHR, 2000c). Final Report: Parliamentary 
Elections, Uzbekistan. 19 December 1999. 1-5. 
http://www.osce.org/odihr/elections/uzbekistan/14770 

http://www.osce.org/odihr/elections/uzbekistan/14770
http://www.osce.org/odihr/elections/uzbekistan/14770
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Uzbek authorities” (OSCE/ODIHR, 2000c, p. 2). Continued media consolidation 

ensured unequal coverage of candidates, and the campaign overall was termed 

“low-key” to the point that it “negated the essence of an election campaign period” 

(OSCE/ODIHR, 2000c, p. 8). In an atmosphere where voters appeared “alienated 

from the election process” (Ibid, p. 9) Election Day was marked by proxy voting, bulk 

signatures on the voter lists, (Ibid) and reports that opposition activists were 

increasingly accused of “extremism and subversion” (Ibid, p. 4).  

By 2009, the OSCE noted that political movements determined to be critical 

of the state had been denied access to politics so often that they abandoned 

attempts to field candidates (Ibid), and that political parties “constituted only the 

appearance of political variety” (OSCE/ODIHR, 2009, p. 5) without an independent 

media (Ibid). Even despite the lack of competition, the OSCE noted evidence of proxy 

voting and ballot box stuffing at almost all of the voting stations visited by OSCE 

monitors (Ibid). The SCO’s Election Observer Mission to the 2009 parliamentary 

elections reported that the results were free and transparent, with no violations to 

the electoral process (Kazinform, 2009). A representative of the SCO, Tatyana 

Sinitsyna, stated that “[Uzbekistan] has carefully and responsibly prepared for the 

elections this year, improving the mechanism of all election procedures, liberalizing 

the process,” and called the 2009 elections “an important step in deepening the 

reforms on democratic renewal” (Uzbekistan Today, 2009). The 2014 parliamentary 
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elections were found unfree by the OSCE, which noted that the four parties that did 

field candidates were “complementary [to the government’s policies and programs] 

rather than competitive” (OSCE/ODIHR, 2014, p. 10); the SCO called these elections 

“[within] the generally recognized rules of democratic elections…transparent and 

democratic” (“SCO, CIS Observers Say Uzbekistan Parliamentary Elections 

Democratic,” 2014). 

Kyrgyzstan 

Kyrgyzstan remains one of the most free states among the SCO members; it 

was the site of the 2005 Tulip Revolution (which was sparked by evidence of 

electoral fraud) and another political revolt in 2010.215 As a result, Krygyzstan can 

be considered “ground zero” for the battle between democratic norms and the 

“distorted democracy” that the SCO defends.  

The OSCE Election Observation Mission found that Kyrgyzstan’s 2011 

presidential election216 was conducted in a peaceful manner and the political 

climate had improved217 since the last election, but chronic shortcomings 

                                                           
215 These cases will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter; for this 

section, I will only focus on Kyrgyzstan’s electoral ratings.  
216 The presidential election was called early, as the former president was driven 

from office and the presidency was filled by a pro-temp president following the 
2010 Revolt. 

217 The OSCE noted that the media climate had become freer, with more information 
available to voters and an emphasis on “straight coverage” rather than punditry, 
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“underscored that the integrity of the electoral process should be improved to 

consolidate democratic practice.” The election was labeled partly free, but 

overshadowed by significant problems on Election Day, especially during the 

counting and tabulation of the votes.218 The SCO also send an observer mission to 

the 2011 presidential election. The SCO states that the election was “passed off in a 

democratic environment which enabled the citizens of the Kyrgyz Republic to 

express their political preferences in an unimpeded manner” (Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization, 2011a). 

Tajikistan 

Emomali Rakhmon has held the presidency of Tajikistan since 1992.219 

Freedom House and OSCE reports confirm that Tajikistan has not held a free and 

fair election since independence, although there were at least nominal attempts at 

political pluralism (BBC, 1999a, 1999b) until the mid-2000’s (Freedom House, 

2003). Since 2005, Rakhmon and his regime have steadily consolidated power over 

the media, the judiciary, parliament (Freedom House, 2012), and the electoral arena 

(OSCE/ODIHR, 2007b).  Amendments to the constitution, along with the domination 
                                                                                                                                                                             

despite the fact that most Kyrgyz media remains at least partly state-owned 
(OSCE/ODIHR, 2011b). 

218 While voting was positively assessed in over 90% of stations, counting and 
tabulation was positively ranked in only around 70% of stations (OSCE/ODIHR, 
2011b).  

219 Former Communist leader Rakhmon Nabiyev was elected as the first post-
Communism president of Tajikistan, but was ousted from office in 1992 as the 
country fell into civil war. 
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of the electoral landscape, virtually guarantee that Rakhmon will remain the 

president of Tajikistan until 2020 (or even beyond). 220 

Emomali Rakhmon was first elected to the position in 1994, in an election 

that was termed un-free after most opposition candidates either boycotted the 

election or were prevented from competing (Freedom House, 2003). In 1999, 

Rakhmon was reelected with 97.6% of the vote.221 The OSCE boycotted the 1999 

Presidential election (BBC 1999b), stating that “Tajikistan must improve the process 

in order to meet the minimum democratic standards for equal, fair, free, secret, 

transparent, and accountable elections.”222 By the 2003 presidential election, 

Tajikistan’s Freedom House rating had improved due to “a gradual strengthening of 

rule of law and reemergence of civic life” after the civil war died down. The OSCE’s 

election observation mission223 determined that the election did not qualify as free 

and fair, due to “marked absence of competition…[resulting in] a choice that was 

                                                           
220 Under the 1999 Amendments, presidential cycles were lengthened to 7 years in 

office (increased from the previous 5 year terms), though the president was still 
limited to two consecutive terms in office. This last provision was changed in 
2003, after 93% of the Tajik electorate approved a referendum to remove Article 
65, allowing the president to run for two consecutive 7 year terms (Constitution of 
Tajikistan,  1994; IRIN, 2003).  

221 Most international observers, as well as the Tajik opposition, disputed the results 
of the election, specifically citing flawed candidate registration procedures and 
lack of media access for opposition candidates. 

222 Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe: Office for Democratic 
Institutions and Human Rights (OSCE/ODIHR, 2007b).  

223 From October 9 to November 17, with 12 experts and 13 long-term country 
observers. 
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only nominal” and an atmosphere of self-censorship in the media.224 Aside from lack 

of political competition and meaningful pluralism, the OSCE found irregularities 

with drawing up voter lists, “inexplicable difference between officially announced 

figures and figures obtained at [the District Election Commission] levels” 

(OSCE/ODIHR, 2007b, pp. 2 and 19-20) implying inflation of vote tabulations after 

voting. On Election Day, the OSCE found widespread proxy and family voting, and 

reported unauthorized persons, usually local authorities or police, directing work in 

polling stations.225 The SCO’s Mission to oversee the 2007 presidential elections 

praised the results as legitimate, in keeping with Tajikistan’s domestic law and 

international commitments (Alexander, 2006; Weitz, 2007).  

Tajikistan’s parliament, the bicameral Majilisi Oli, remains highly 

subordinate to the president (OSCE/ODIHR, 2000a), with the People’s Democratic 

Party (chaired by President Rakhmon) routinely the strong majority in the Majilisi 

Oli (Ibid). This was not always the case. The 2000 Parliamentary elections marked 

the first multi-party election in Tajikistan’s history: several political parties 

represented the opposing sides in the recent civil wars and the OSCE noted the high 

                                                           
224 Media scrutiny was also at a low point due to several opposition news outlets 

being shuttered in 2004. Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe: 
Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (OSCE/ODIHR, 2007b).  

225 In other cases, Election Commission poll workers were sidelined entirely, 
replaced by “groups of unidentified ‘volunteers’…supported by so-called 
‘agitators’” who checked voter lists for the names of those who had not yet cast 
votes “to remind them of their duty as citizens to vote” (Ibid, pp. 17-18).  
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level of pluralism and competition in the 2000 election. However, the election fell 

short of democratic commitments, particularly in the areas of transparency, 

accountability, fairness (Ibid), and secrecy at the ballot box (Ibid). The 2005 

parliamentary elections were held under the newly amended electoral law, which 

led the OSCE observers to note several improvements,226 but other factors, 

including persecution of opposition leaders (OSCE/ODIHR, 2005b) and lack of 

meaningful debate among those permitted to run for office (Ibid), and severe 

problems with the vote count227 rendered the 2005 parliamentary elections un-free 

and unfair by OSCE standards. 

The 2010 parliamentary election, like its predecessors, did not meet the 

OSCE requirements for a free and fair democratic election. The OSCE noted 

mounting signs that opposition parties and candidates were slowly, and often 

quietly, being pushed out of the political arena (OSCE/ODIHR, 2010).  The media 

environment, particularly the television stations (the primary source of news for 

most Tajik citizens), continued to be highly constrained by executive and 

government authority (Ibid). In similar fashion, the OSCE observers noted that 

                                                           
226 These improvements included new levels of transparency, such as domestic 

observers being permitted in polling stations and public admission to Electoral 
Commission meetings, etc.  

227 The vote count was poorly rated at over 50% of stations visited, with observers 
citing ballots being mishandled, votes being cast in pencil (not pen/ink); likewise, 
tabulation observers reported so many protocol violations that they “[doubted] 
the integrity of the tabulation process as a whole” (OSCE/ODIHR, 2005b, p. 20).  
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polling procedures had deteriorated from previous elections along multiple 

measures.228 The SCO, when it monitored the 2010 parliamentary elections, 

expressed their satisfaction. Mikhail Konarovsky, the head of the SCO Mission, stated 

that the election had been democratic, free, and transparent (Ozkan, 2010).229  

In analyzing the political development in the SCO territory over the past ten 

years, variations on authoritarian retrenchment stand out. Russia has fallen back 

into patterns of personalist rule even as Putin has gone far beyond the presidential 

powers granted by the Russian constitution. Kazakhstan’s national elections remain 

fairly transparent, though only competitive “around the edges” of parliament. By 

contrast, Tajikistan has undergone authoritarian consolidation since the mid-2000’s, 

while Uzbekistan has remained firmly autocratic since independence. Kyrgyzstan, 

while ranked partly-free by Freedom House, has actually had more experience with 

violent breaks in government than peaceful transitions of power. OSCE reports 

                                                           
228 Voters were allowed to vote without any sort of identification in over one-third of 

stations, identical signatures on voter lists were observed in over half of the 
stations, and outright attempts to sway or buy votes were noted in approximately 
6% of stations. Counting and tabulation were similarly poorly handled. Counting 
was rated negatively in over 50% of stations; observers indicated in the final 
report that poor counting procedures seemed to be the result of both poorly 
trained polling station workers and concerted attempts to make the results more 
opaque (OSCE/ODIHR, 2010).   

229 The SCO Mission noted a single instance, in which observers noted “two voters 
entered polling booth simultaneously, which is in contrary with the parliamentary 
election code.” 
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capture these developments; the SCO whitewashes all political progressions and 

regressions into the bland package “free and legitimate.” 

Shifting the Frame: Promoting Norm Equivalency 
The SCO’s reframing functions begin with the SCO Charter and other founding 

documents. Unlike the charters of the United Nations, the Organization of American 

States and the African Union, the SCO Charter pointedly does not affirm democratic 

values. Furthermore, the SCO specifically denies the notion of Western-style 

democracy as a universal political norm. Instead, it affirms its commitments to 

security, development, and stability while respecting each state’s individual culture. 

This relativist norm explicitly condemns the idea that democratic and 

representative government should be universally promoted (Ambrosio, 2010). In 

subsequent statements issued by the Secretary-General of the SCO and the Councils 

of the Heads of State, the SCO has been noticeably louder in affirming the rights of 

states to “find their own path to development” and to govern their territory without 

interference (Shanghai Cooperation Organization, 2005a). The SCO’s founding 

documents, agenda, and actions encapsulate the way that the SCO members use 

coded meaning to speak against Western liberal values by equating “democracy” 

and “justice” with illegitimate violations of state sovereignty and attempts to 

undermine state power. The SCO sets an agenda for states that legitimize rule from 

outputs – that is, from “economic growth, stability, and appeals to nationalism” 
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rather than input legitimacy such as majority rule and minority protections (Zurn & 

Stephen, 2010, p. 96).  

The SCO consistently argues for a “separate but equal” approach to governance 

and development, that a deeply problematic model of democracy based on stability 

and economic security rather than political and civil rights (on output, rather than 

input) is an equal and valid alternative to Western norms of democracy. Thomas 

Ambrosio (2010) rightly notes that this agenda strategically “overlooks the fact 

that…the authoritarian tendencies of each SCO member has either stayed the same 

or intensified: they are not democratic [states] and…have adopted policies to 

entrench themselves in power” (p. 376-7).   

Since 2005, the SCO has grown bolder in its rhetoric, often condemning the 

West (especially the United States and the European Union) for holding double 

standards for democratic practice. In June 2005, the Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization (2005a) issued a statement on the “Concept of Cooperation Between 

SCO Member States in Combating Terrorism, Separatism, and Extremism,” which 

affirmed a commitment to human rights, but specifically and “resolutely rejected the 

dual standards (Ibid, Article 2.3)” imposed by the European Union and its member 

states, and declared that states should not be bound to adopt or develop uniform 

approaches in struggling against terrorism, separatism, and extremism. One month 

after the “Concept of Cooperation” statement was issued, the RCTS issued its own 
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statement, asserting that international criticism gave de facto support to 

“…insurgents attempt[ing] to destabilize situations, to case a threat to peaceful 

citizens in the leading countries of the world, in regions with a normal and 

systematic life” (RATS-SCO, 2005).  

Tulips: The SCO and Color Revolution in Kyrgyzstan 
 

Beginning in the mid-2000’s, the color revolutions came to Kyrgyzstan. The 

“color revolutions” were the informal names given to a series of uprisings from 

below that originated in Eastern Europe (with the 2003 Rose Revolution in Georgia 

and the 2004 Orange Revolution in Ukraine)230, as each revolution adopted a color 

or flower as its symbol. The color revolutions spread eastward to Southeast Asia 

(most notably with the Saffron Revolution described in the previous chapter) and 

southward to Iran, where protestors took to the streets to challenge the 2009 

election in the Green Revolution (Bunce & Wolchik, 2011).231 By 2005, when the 

Tulip Revolution drove Kyrgyz autocrat Askar Akayev from power, both Moscow 

                                                           
230 The color revolutions actually began in 1998 in Slovakia when Mikulas Dzurinda 

managed to form a government from the democratic opposition, but the practice 
of “adopting” a color or flower (and thus the name “color revolution”) came later, 
with the Rose Revolution.  

231 The color revolutions, in many ways, also informed the subsequent Arab Spring 
uprisings, which began in late 2010. Nevertheless, the Arab Spring should be 
studied as its own phenomenon, as the political circumstances and outcomes were 
usually wholly different.  
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and Beijing were clearly rattled and viewed the color revolutions with deep 

apprehension (Kurlantzick, 2013). 

Of all the SCO member states, Kyrgyzstan has been the most likely to “turn 

democratic”; it is the only SCO member to earn a “Partly Free” ranking by Freedom 

House, and was considered an “island of democracy” (Anderson, 1999; McFaul, 

2005) in the midst of Central Asia through the 1990s and into the 2000’s. When the 

Tulip Revolution bloomed in Kyrgyzstan, Western observers and pro-democracy 

activists hoped more color revolutions would sweep through Central Asia. For the 

SCO, a color revolution in its own political space was a threat that could not be 

tolerated.  

In one sense, the Tulip Revolution was successful. It drove Akayev from 

political office, and swept Kurmanbek Bakiyev into office on a platform of 

eradicating corruption. But the Tulip Revolution was an example of what James 

Franklin terms a “stolen revolution”: Bakiyev did not deliver on his early promises 

and in fact began to consolidate political power within two years of taking office. 

The continued corruption and clan politics sparked another uprising from below in 

2010, and Bakiyev was himself driven from office. For the purposes of this 

dissertation, Krygyzstan’s uprisings from below (two in five years) provide the ideal 

chance to observe the limits of the SCO’s rhetoric and action, drawing a clear line 

between what the SCO claims to do in the region and how the AO actually 
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contributes to repression, co-optation, and legitimization in crisis. Given the SCO’s 

rhetoric about the importance of stability and its practice of holding regular Peace 

Missions, one might expect the SCO to field a Peace Mission (or a smaller-scale 

mission) involving troops or police to Kyrgyzstan, or to pool monetary resources to 

“bail out”232 the Kyrgyz government. At the very minimum, one would expect the 

SCO to deploy strong rhetorical support for the Kyrgyz government and to 

delegitimize the protestors. Furthermore, the time lapse between the Tulip 

Revolution in 2005 and the uprising in 2010 sets up the chance to observe and 

gauge AO learning in action. Given that the 2010 uprising quickly turned into a 

bloody conflict along ethnic lines, one would also expect to see the SCO to take a 

stronger or more effective response to the 2010 revolution (possibly making funds 

more easily available, or mustering Peace Mission forces more quickly). 

Tulip Revolution, 2005 
The Tulip Revolution in Kyrgyzstan followed quickly on the heels of the Orange 

Revolution in Ukraine (Winter 2004-5); like the Orange Revolution, it resulted was 

the response to an unsatisfactory election and resulted in the chief executive being 

ousted from government.233 While the formal opposition groups and political elites 

                                                           
232 Monetary resources could then be used to either subsidize necessities for the 

general population, like food or fuel, or to increase police staff to quell the crowds.  
233 The Tulip Revolution does not actually fit the narrative of the color revolutions, 

which were the result of protests about rigged voting. By contrast, the Tulip 
Revolution actually protests began among local leaders in southern Kyrgyzstan 
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remained deeply divided, the rhetoric of protesting corruption gained traction with 

most of the average citizens. Furthermore, the Tulip Revolution drew strength from 

protestors in the urban areas of Bishkek, Osh, and Batken (Brill Olcott, 2005); 

protestors gained control over Osh and Jalalabad by early March (Bunce & Wolchik, 

2011). The protests began on March 13, 2005, in anticipation of the election result 

announcements. Early protests escalated; on March 18, demonstrators took control 

of the governor’s office in Jalalabad and another government building in Osh. For 

several days, police and protestors clashed as some government buildings were re-

taken by police forces and others fell to protesting crowds.234  

By March 21, the Akayev government was forced to address the issue with 

concessions: first an investigation into the election results, then a cabinet re-shuffle 

(Nichol, 2010). Neither measure placated the protestors. Demonstrations spread to 

                                                                                                                                                                             
who had assumed their reelection and were enraged at being thrown out of office. 
As Bunce and Wolchick persuasively argue, the Tulip Revolution was driven by 
elites “protesting too much competition [at the polls], not too little” (Bunce & 
Wolchik, 2011, p. 168).  

234 Average-sized protests drew 3,000 protestors, and the largest protest drew 
50,000 protestors in Jalal-Abad. Although the opposition was never a unified force 
in the Tulip Revolution, and “the protagonists had not previously organized as a 
party, advocated no ideology did not initially intend to overthrow Akayev,” (Global 
Non-Violent Action Database, 2011) the general message of ending corruption 
proved popular enough to sustain the movement. The protests gained momentum 
over four weeks (from February 27 to 24 March, when Akayev fled the country), 
and at its height, the opposition claimed control over approximately 60% of 
Kyrgyzstan (and thus the 30% of the Kyrgyz population who lived in those areas). 
(Radnitz, 2010) 
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Bishkek; violence ensued, but the protestors were able to overrun and occupy the 

main government buildings. By March 24, government buildings had fallen to the 

crowds. Akayev fled with his family to Kazakhstan and then to Moscow, Russia. 

Akayev initially refused to resign, finally caving to pressure and reality on April 3, 

2005. The Supreme Court determined that the election results had been invalid. The 

newly elected parliament named Kurmanbek Bakiyev to serve as both acting Prime 

Minister and President. Bakiyev officially took the office of President on July 10, 

2005, after winning 89% of the vote in a snap presidential election.  

In this critical moment, the SCO fell well short of its own self-proclaimed 

mission. The SCO did not deliver any repression or co-optation resources to the 

embattled Kyrgyz government.  Admittedly, the SCO did not have standing rapid 

reaction forces, but at the time of the Tulip Revolution, the SCO had held at least two 

Peace Missions (in 2002 and 2003), giving the SCO the practical ability to marshal 

some kind of joint police or military response to the Tulip Revolution. Likewise, the 

SCO did not marshal any sort of fund transfer to Kyrgyzstan. The political changes, 

driven by demonstrations from below, went on unchecked.  

Revolution Re-Boot? Kyrgyzstan, 2010 
The 2010 Revolution in Kyrgyzstan began in early April, when a protest in the 

capital city Bishkek turned violent. The president at the time, Kurmanbek Bakiyev, 

had come to power in 2005 on the tide of the Tulip Revolution (Levy, 2010). While 
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Bakiyev was elected democratically, he began consolidating power in 2007-8, 

cracking down on independent media and engaging in corruption and nepotism 

(Nichol, 2010; Stein, 2010). These practices contributed to unrest in Kyrgyzstan, but 

the immediate cause of the protests in April was the steeply rising costs of utilities 

(a 20% increase in a state with an average salary of only $135 per month) (Halpin, 

2010). Bakiyev’s government declared a state of emergency on April 7th, but the 

protests continued, spreading beyond the capital and gaining momentum in Bishkek 

(Levy 2010). The protests turned violent, with police using rubber bullets, tear gas, 

and stun grenades against the crowd (“Kyrgz Gov’t Toppled Over Prices of Utilities,” 

2010). When these measures failed to disperse protestors, police opened fire with 

live bullets (Nichol, 2010). Official reports set the death toll after 2 days of protests 

at 17 (“Kyrgzy Gov’t Toppled Over Prices of Utilities,” 2010); the opposition claimed 

that the death toll might be as high as 100 (Levy, 2010). 

On April 8, after two days of protests, President Bakiyev left the capital (Nichol, 

2010). Opposition leaders claimed victory and former foreign minister Rosa 

Otunbayeva came to power as interim leader of Kyrgyzstan (Chaikovskaya & 

Topolyanskaya, 2010). Bakiyev continued to assert that he was still president of 

Kyrgyzstan, promising that “there will be blood” (Schwirtz, 2010a,) if the opposition 

tried to arrest him. At this point, only a few days into the revolts, both Russia and 

Tajikistan issued statements calling the incident an “internal affair” (Gibson, 2010). 
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Over the next six weeks, the situation deteriorated quickly. While Bakiyev fled to 

south Kyrgyzstan, and eventually to Belarus via Kazakhstan (Schwirtz, 2010a), his 

supporters seized control of three southern provincial governments. Ethnic violence 

escalated in Osh and Jalalabad, leaving around 470 people dead, many others 

missing, thousands injured, and 40,000 (many ethnic Uzbeks) displaced and their 

homes destroyed (Collins 2011; Podolskaya & Murphy, 2010; Schwirtz, 2010b). 

The 2010 crisis in Kyrgyzstan satisfied all of the dire prophecies that the SCO 

itself had claimed would accompany a color revolution: sustained protests gaining 

popular support and spreading across the country, turning increasingly violent, and 

falling dangerously along ethnic lines. By this time, the SCO had had five years to 

examine color revolutions and the conditions under which they either succeeded or 

failed; the SCO had used those five intervening years to explicitly link regime change 

via color revolutions with extremism, and had invested time and resources into 

preparing to meet color revolutions head-on. Furthermore, in this case Kyrgyzstan’s 

interim president actually requested external assistance from regional allies, 

declaring that “the situation in the Osh region has spun out of control…We need 

outside forces to quell confrontation” (Harding, 2010). Despite all of these 

conditions, the SCO declined to play a military, falling back on a “legitimacy strategy” 

rather than providing much-needed repression or co-optation resources to a 

member state in acute crisis.  
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The SCO began to employ stabilizing rhetoric early in the crisis. Just after the 

protests broke out in Kyrgyzstan, SCO Secretary General Muratbek Imanliyev 

released a statement expressing the SCO’s grave concern over the events, 

condolences to the families who had suffered from violence, and noted that “peace, 

security and political stability in the Kyrgyz Republic…a member state of the SCO…is 

of overriding importance for the whole region” (Weitz, 2010, p. 2). On April 19th, 

Imanliyev visited Kyrgyzstan to meet with the newly formed interim government, in 

an effort to legitimize the change of power. But between Imanliyev’s mid-April visit 

to Kyrgyzstan and the June SCO Summit, the situation in Kyrgyzstan became far 

more violent. Furthermore, it was clear that the Kyrgyz government struggled to 

control violence even in the capital region, even more in the southern regions where 

violence was most acute (Collins, 2011). 

In June 2010, after almost three months of bloodshed in Krygyzstan, the SCO 

held its annual summit in Tashkent. As the summit was taking place, 23 people died 

and nearly another 200 were injured in a single day of riots in Osh, Kyrgyzstan. 

Before the summit, observers labeled the ongoing crisis in Kyrgyzstan as “one of the 

most acute in the history of the SCO” (Weitz, 2010). Moscow’s Levada Center 

explicitly labeled the unrest in Kyrgyzstan as “a palpable example of extremism 

which is considered to be one of the ‘three evil forces’” (“SCO Tashkent Summit 

Reiterates Adherence to Regional Stability,” 2010).  Just after the protests broke out 
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in Kyrgyzstan, SCO Secretary General Imanliyev released a statement expressing the 

SCO’s grave concern over the events, condolences to the families who had suffered 

from violence, and noted that “peace, security and political stability in the Kyrgyz 

Republic…a member state of the SCO…is of overriding importance for the whole 

region” (Weitz, 2010, p. 2). At the time, it was thought that these statements were 

preludes to a robust and active response from the organization.  

But during the summit itself, the notion of assembling a Peace Mission to 

Kyrgyzstan was summarily dismissed. All references to the crisis in Kyrgyzstan 

were framed in the context of concern and humanitarian aid, but the SCO refused to 

consider a Peace Mission or troop deployment to Kyrgyzstan. The SCO collective 

leadership agreed to more quickly legitimize the interim government in Bishkek 

before the June referendum (“SCO Tashkent Summit Reiterates Adherence to 

Regional Stability,” 2010) and expressed “serious concern” (“Shanghai Body Calls 

for End to Kyrgyz Unrest,” 2010) over the violence, but the SCO stopped at calling 

for “restoring stability…through dialogue” (“SCO Opens Ups New Avenues,” 2010) 

rather than taking any concrete steps to end the bloodshed or grant the Kyrgyz 

government material support (“Kyrgyz Violence May Flare Again,” 2010). 

These statements demonstrate that the SCO at least give lip service to regional 

stability. Later statements about Kyrgyzstan’s ethnic violence (and other color 

revolutions) blame extremists and agitators for disturbing the regional peace. But 
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despite the SCO’s ability to field a police or peacekeeping force into the situation, the 

ongoing rhetorical commitment to fighting the evil of extremism, and a direct 

request from the interim president of Kyrgyzstan, the SCO failed at its stated 

mission, and did not take any direct action to stem the crisis in a member state.  

Conclusions 
 

To summarize, the SCO occupies a sort of middle ground between ASEAN and 

the GCC. Certainly the SCO’s mission is both broader and more pointed than ASEANs 

– the SCO makes an effort at a security community and indeed does make some 

concrete progress toward a security function with its Peace Missions. The SCO 

undoubtedly remains valuable as a forum to train troops and demonstrate (or 

perform) state power; in this sense, the SCO sends a stronger security signal than 

ASEAN. The SCO has also successfully created an intelliegence sharing project via 

the RCTS and supports a strong and expansionary system of international laws, 

blacklists, and renditions. But in stark contrast to the GCC’s direct interventions in 

Bahrain and Yemen, evidence shows that the SCO’s repression functions have fallen 

drastically short in moments of crises, indicating that the SCO stops short of peak 

repression functions.  

In a similar vein, while the SCO appears on paper to be a vital economic hub in 

the region, evidence demonstrates that the SCO is neither the source of development 
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funds nor the hub for multilateral or bilateral trade agreements that it appears. 

While the SCO certainly had the potential to become the foundation for regional 

economic development, tensions between members prevented the organization 

from laying that foundation. As a result China has increasingly filled the role of 

regional lender (although China often announces trade deals, etc. as though they 

were built under the SCO auspices). The SCO is highly effective as a legitimacy-

oriented AO, actively challenging democracy as a global norm and directly 

promoting “managed democracy” as the equivalent to Western democracy. Further, 

the SCO actively distorts blatantly authoritarian politics, stretching the meaning of 

democracy to the breaking point.  
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Table 5.2: The SCO Under the AO Framework 

Material Tools Ideational Tools 

Repression Co-optation Legitimation 

 Economic 

Output 

Civil Society  

Joint military 
commitment 

Development 
Bank or Fund 

Build Civil Society 
Groups (replace) 

Reframe authoritarian 
governance as a global 
norm 

De-facto military 
cooperation 

Development 
Projects 

Incorporate Civil 
Society Groups 
(gatekeeping) 

Distort authoritarian 
practices, presented 
either as democratic or 
as culturally/historically 
appropriate 

Legal framework, 
security oriented  

Preferential 
Trade 
Agreements 

Soft Power or 
Quality of Life 
Projects 

Bandwagon support 
from AO (as a body) and 
other members 
(individually) 

Intelligence sharing    
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CHAPTER 6: LOOKING BACK ON A DIVERGENT PATH 

Informed by the literatures on international organizations, democratization, 

and the second image reversed, as well as the growing scholarly debate on how 

autocracies survive and dig in against the current, this dissertation inverted the 

presumed relationship between international organizations and democratization, 

asking a fairly simple question: are IOs normatively neutral actors? More 

specifically, if IOs can reinforce the process of democratization, could IOs also 

reinforce the retrenchment of autocracy? If IOs could contribute to authoritarian 

resilience, how so? Do IOs simply providing a common set of public goods to 

member states, which then use those goods as they will? Or should we think about 

distinct species of IOs, performing functions deliberately geared toward supporting 

authoritarian rule? To answer these questions, I conceptualized an authoritarian 

organization (AO) as a distinct species of international organization. I developed 

and tested a framework that examined whether and how AOs could add to 

repression, co-optation, and legitimization at the domestic level. I found that AOs 

not only exist, but have the potential to contribute to each of these functions, albeit 

in different combinations across different AOs.  

AOs represent authoritarian regimes’ efforts to both create international 

support structures for their chosen mode of governance and to re-make the rules 

and conversations around “appropriate government.” In addition to contributing to 

repression and co-optation, AOs help tilt the field away from the emphasis on 
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democracy (more accurately, Western-style democracy) that has dominated 

international rhetoric since the end of the Cold War. This project is only a revisionist 

one insofar as the notion of an IO that provides functions to bolster autocracy at the 

domestic and international levels cuts against the narrative of democratizing IOs 

that currently dominates the field. In every other way, this dissertation works at 

well-established intersections of the institutionalist and constructivist literatures in 

International Relations, and speaks to work currently being done in the comparative 

politics field that examines the authoritarian backlash against the third and fourth 

waves of democracy.  

This project is firmly rooted in the institutionalism literature, as it looks at 

the ways in which international organizations serve their member states and at the 

strategic interactions between domestic actors (particularly authoritarian regimes) 

and international forces (Goldstein, 2001; Keohane, 1984; Milner, 1997). 

Institutionalist scholars have examined and parsed these interactions since 

Keohane’s seminal work After Hegemony established a rationalist agenda for 

international institutions. In some ways, this project reaches back to Keohane’s 

functionalist argument: that states form international institutions to anticipate 

certain needs or to mitigate uncertainties. Since then, scholars have documented 

how and when institutions (including international organizations and international 
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law) modify, influence, and constrain state behavior. Institutionalists argue that 

states use international institutions to signal their preferences and likely behavior.  

Constructivists have demonstrated that norms, particularly those embedded 

in international regimes, can bind or constrain the behavior of states at both the 

international and domestic levels. This project speaks to the limits of the 

“democracy norm” to bind or reconstitute state interests. This project shares the 

constructivist assumption that states (or more accurately regimes) conceive of 

themselves and their role in a social context, and that regimes are indeed concerned 

with values or norms as well as material interests. But we should think beyond 

states or domestic regimes simply resisting or eliding international norms and begin 

to think about how states actively push back against a dominant norm. This 

dissertation also speaks to the role of norms and common understandings, 

particularly in how domestic regimes use international institutions and regimes to 

signal aspects of their identity; joining an AO sends a very specific signal to other 

states about the nature and values of a regime. 

Certainly we can conceive of international institutions both as structures that 

reduce uncertainty and transaction costs and/or provide material benefits and as 

vehicles for promoting certain norms. NATO is a both a military alliance and a 

security-oriented international organization that also promotes certain norms of 
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professionalism and transparency in the security realm. The World Trade 

Organization (WTO) both works to reduce transaction costs for states by regulating 

international trade and also promotes liberal free-market economics as a norm. The 

Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) aims to help states 

negotiate conflicts without resort to war or violence, and also promotes democracy 

as a norm of governance. In essence, states “…seek intellectual or normative 

alliances as well as military ones. As a way to gain domestic legitimacy, to pressure 

another country to change, or to gain respect and power internationally, 

governments propose and IGOs adopt resolutions and conventions in which are 

proclaimed standards for state and individual behavior” (Shanks, Jacobson, & 

Kaplan, 1996, p. 622).  

 
The common understanding of international institutions as representing 

“good” norms that has become something of a blind spot: both states and 

international institutions might promote “good” norms, but only states promote 

“bad” norms. Democratic states can, and do, create IOs that embody and even 

enforce democratic norms on their member states.  By the same token, we should 

expect that authoritarian regimes will create authoritarian organizations that 

similarly embody and enforce authoritarian norms.  The phenomenon of AOs 

documented here is the very logical response of authoritarian states to the “growing 
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polarization between powerful states – dominated by the wealthy, literate, and 

democratic – that establish and control [most] IGOs and countries whose 

populations and government are badly off and increasingly disengaged from 

international organizations” (Shanks, Jacobson, & Kaplan, 1996, p. 594). From the 

perspective of autocratic states like Russia, China, and Saudi Arabia, many of the 

most prestigious IOs have been captured by Western states, which insist on 

imposing hypocritical demands for greater democratization on other states, 

violating the principle of sovereignty that undergirds the international system. For 

these regimes, the “global democracy norm” is not global at all – it is a contested 

norm that has been unfairly institutionalized.  

When Drezner (2009) explored the concept of regime complexity and 

hypothesized greater forum shopping among states that can afford to seek out 

favorable arenas for support, they posited that forum shopping would lead to the 

creation of “counter-regime norms” that amounted to parallel “tracks” within the 

international system. AOs are one way in which autocratic states build alternate 

focal points to the Western/democratic “consensus,” taking the idea of forum 

shopping to the next logical step. If, as Drezner (2009) writes, “some international 

organizations are the creatures of powerful governments [and] others are a haven 

for particular interests, be they material or ideational,” AOs are the culmination of 
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authoritarian states seeking legitimation from their fellow authoritarians, and 

creating alternative spaces within what they perceive to be an international system 

that is increasingly stacked against them (p. 68). In addition, AOs are evidence of a 

growing trend of increasing authoritarian linkages, in which fellow authoritarian 

states are linked by economic ties, migrant flows, and international institutions 

(Levitsky & Way, 2010; Tansey, Koehler, & Schmotz, 2016). Recent studies have 

found that “…close autocratic linkages can enable fear of [democratic] contagion to 

spread…and facilitate processes of learning and emulation associated with 

diffusion” (Tansey, et al., 2016, p. 7). Taken together with Finnemore and Sikkink’s 

work on the “norm life cycle” (Finnemore and Sikkink, 1998, p. 895-902), this trend 

of more and stronger authoritarian linkages is deeply problematic for scholars of 

democratization and the authoritarian backlash, and deeply troublesome for pro-

democracy activists. AOs are evidence that this resurgent authoritarian norm has 

already reached the second stage of Finnemore and Sikkink’s norm life cycle, in 

which norms that are embedded in institutions (like international organizations) 

and practiced by states build to a norm cascade (Finnemore and Sikkink, 1998, p. 

895-902), where states adopt and adapt to the new norms “even without domestic 

pressures for such change” (p. 901). 
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These trends (of which AOs are only a single part) also point to a fracturing 

of the international system away from vaguely unified rules of the game to multiple 

competing arenas with multiple sets of rules and norms. The weight of the 

democracy norm pressured many autocrats to pay lip service to more open 

governance and the rights of individuals as responsible members of an international 

system. If the weight of that norm is countered or even lifted, then we could have a 

far more fractured international system, a parallel system in which individuals and 

vulnerable groups fall through the cracks even more than they do now. 

Authoritarian linkages, including the rise and development of AOs, are building this 

parallel system into something stronger than just a group of “pariahs”; these 

linkages make it harder for democracy activists to do their work and harder for 

outside actors to break the growing wall of authoritarian solidarity.  

Summary of Findings: What We Know Now 
 

To recall, at the outset of this dissertation, I hypothesized that AOs might 

help retrench authoritarianism along three axes: repression, co-option, and 

legitimization. The AO framework laid out in Chapter 1 further specifies the range of 

actions that an AO might take under each of these three key variables. I found that 

each of the three AOs studied in this dissertation perform most of the hypothesized 
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functions for their member states, albeit in different combinations. Repression was 

both rare and highly concentrated in the GCC; the SCO adds middling repression 

functions to its members, and ASEAN adds hardly any repression functions at all. 

AOs vary in the degree to which they add to co-optation efforts: while many AOs 

have limited success with increasing greater or freer trade between members, some 

have measurable success with creating development funds. One of the AOs studied 

in this project (ASEAN) has had success in mimicking or incorporating civil society 

under the AO umbrella; all of the AOs studied here sponsored at least some soft 

power initiatives. Legitimization was by far the most widespread function, with all 

of the AOs studied here performing at least some legitimization, and the SCO in 

particular at very high levels.  

From the evidence gathered and presented here, I argue that AOs should be 

considered supporting actors in the fog of revolution235 – they are not single-

handedly responsible for the authoritarian backlash against the Third and Fourth 

Waves, but AOs lay important groundwork for their member regimes. The greater 

value of AOs lies in their ability to support the repression and co-optation that 

already takes place at the domestic level, and to generate and expand legitimacy in 

various forms for their member regimes. AOs are key players in shoring up 
                                                           
235 The GCC really is an anomaly in this sense.  
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legitimacy and co-opting potential rivals from the civil society sphere, and to a 

lesser extent, providing a legal regime that allows for very expansive power to track, 

pursue, arrest, and extradite suspects within that AOs political territory. 

ASEAN’s emphasis on civil society co-optation and legitimization over 

repression cements its position as the “soft AO” out of my three case studies. While 

ASEAN does maintain the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) as a security arm, that 

emanation organization does not keep any active troops or police forces, and has no 

power to commandeer troops or play a robust role in security problems in the 

region. The ARF sets a security agenda that is based upon strict sovereignty 

(preempting R2P in Southeast and East Asia), but remains, as Jones and Smith state, 

more about “process than progress” (Jones & Smith, 2007) in the security realm. 

ASEAN has a deeply rooted agenda for economic development in Southeast Asia, but 

the organization’s early plans for a regional development plan largely failed. ASEAN 

maintains a successful free trade zone among the members, but the move to a true 

common market (the ASEAN Economic Community or AEC) has continuously 

stalled.236 ASEAN performs strongly as a vehicle for co-opting civil society, with a 

                                                           
236 ASEAN announced 31 December 2015 as the launch date for its ASEAN Economic 

Community. As of this final writing (January 2016), the AEC remains only partially 
implemented.  
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middling performance in providing legitimacy for its member regimes, preferring a 

quieter approach to legitimization. 

In sharp contrast237, the GCC performed the most repression functions and 

the most economic co-optation functions, with very thin civil society co-optation 

and legitimization functions; the GCC is by far the “hardest” AO studied here. I have 

already documented the GCC’s robust response to the Arab Spring in earlier 

chapters, most notably the added Peninsula Shield force in Bahrain and the 

subsequent funding plan to both Bahrain and Oman. The GCC is the only AO in this 

project to mount a rapid-reaction force to aid in repression; it also maintains an 

expansive repression-oriented legal regime and promotes intelligence sharing 

within the GCC territory. The GCC is also unique in its recent efforts to push beyond 

the designated GCC territory. As of this writing, the GCC has taken an increasingly 

active role in the neighboring (but not member) state of Yemen. In 2011, the GCC 

positioned itself as a mediator between various warring factions in the Yemeni civil 

war, The GCC negotiated a deal in which then-president Ali Abdullah Saleh stepped 

down from power in favor of his vice-president, Adrabbuah Mansour Hadi, and a 

                                                           
237 Almost an inversion of ASEAN’s AO functions (low repression, low economic co-

optation, high civil society co-optation, and middling legitimization), the GCC 
ranked high on repression, high on economic co-optation, low civil society co-
optation, and low legitimization. 
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new constitution drafted. Negotiations collapsed amid violence, and Houthi rebel 

forces, which took a shaky grip on power in February 2015 and forced Yemeni 

President Hadi to flee the country. In March 2015, the GCC launched airstrikes 

against the Houthi strongholds in the northern and western areas of Yemen. As of 

January 2016, Yemen is effectively split in two, with the east under the shaky rule of 

the Hadi government and supported by the GCC, and the west ruled by the Houthi 

militias; 2,500 civilians are reported dead, with approximately 2.5 million displaced 

(Gardner, 2015). This example of an AO extending its power and agenda out beyond 

its own member states to enforce stability (a questionable claim, considering the 

damage that the GCC’s airstrikes have wrought) is completely new territory and 

should be explored in future work.  

Finally, the SCO proved to be a mid-ranger performer on repression, a very 

low performer on co-optation, but by far the most active performer in terms of 

legitimization, placing it somewhere below the GCC as I conceptualize a spectrum of 

AOs from hard to soft. The SCO’s annual Peace Missions did not form the basis for a 

meaningful rapid reaction force in the face of a violent clash in one of the SCO states, 

although the SCO’s Regional Counter-Terrorism Structure does function as a 

regional legal system that allows for expansionist legal measures against any and all 

domestic actors that the regime deems harmful to society. In addition, while the SCO 
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certainly has the potential to be a force for economic development in the region, 

most trade and development agreements are bilateral agreements between China 

and the Central Asian republics; while these agreements are often negotiated 

and/or signed on the sidelines of the SCO meetings, the SCO does not function as a 

hub for regional development. The SCO’s major value to its members lies in its 

ability and willingness to legitimize its authoritarian members, and to challenge the 

democracy norm at the international level.   

Agenda for Future Research: Variations and Evolution in the Species 
 

Like most dissertations, this project has raised as many questions as it has 

answered.  I have demonstrated that a species of authoritarian organizations exists, 

and that – at least in the three cases studied here – these AOs bolster authoritarian 

rule through a mix of three distinct functions.  This finding, in turn, opens up two 

additional questions, namely (1.) how to explain variation in AO functions, and (2.) 

how to account for changes in the nature and function of AOs over time. This final 

section of the dissertation therefore briefly lays out the two parts to my continuing 

research agenda.  
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All Unhappy Families: Hypothesizing Variation in AO Functions 
In the process of researching and analyzing AOs, I found considerable 

evidence of variation among AOs. Like democratizing IOs, not all AOs are created 

equal, and not all AOs serve the same functions all the time. Rather than portraying 

AOs as unvarying, “cookie cutter” actors, I argue that we should conceptualize AOs 

as existing along a spectrum from “soft” AOs to “hard” AOs.  

Abbott and Snidal (2000) set up a typology in order to distinguish between 

hard international law and soft international law. Hard law, they posit, is 

characterized by precision, by a high level of legal obligation, and delegation of 

authority from the state to some other entity. Hard law restricts state behavior and 

even state sovereignty. Abbott and Snidal conceive of soft law as a much broader 

grouping: any law that is weakened along any or all of these three metrics can be 

called “soft” law. The authors also take care to point out that the difference between 

these categories is not a binary choice, but that laws are characterized by gradations 

between hard and soft laws (and that a single law can become harder or softer over 

time, as state negotiate and re-negotiate the terms of the law. 
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Table 6.1 AO Hard AOs and Soft AOs 
 Material Tools Ideational Tools 

 Repression Economic  
Co-optation 

Civil Society  
Co-optation 

Legitimization 

ASEAN + ++ +++ + 

GCC +++ +++ + + 

SCO ++ + + +++ 

 

+++ = high function 
++ = middling function 
+ = low function 
 

Here, the dividing line between hard AOs and soft AOs is determined by 

which functions an AO performs; performance is a secondary concern. A hard AO is 

characterized by high performance in material resources (repression and economic 

co-optation), and a soft AO characterized by high performance in ideational 

resources (civil society co-optation and legitimization). At the domestic level, “hard 

AOs” tend reinforce and/or amplify what authoritarian regimes are already doing. 

“Soft AOs” tend to supplement, or “fill the gaps” where authoritarian regimes are 

weak or falling short.  
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A “hard AO” like the SCO and especially the GCC, engages in legitimization 

and co-optation, but goes further by adding more and greater repression functions 

to the equation. A “hard” AO helps to reinforce the harsh face of the regime and 

amplifies the coercive apparatus that the regime already maintains. This sort of AO 

aims to remind citizens that the regime can strip them of their rights, livelihoods, 

and lives if citizens protest too loudly or step too far out of line (the AO will help the 

regime expand jurisdiction over citizens, help the regime engage in renditions if 

citizens try to flee, stage demonstrations of military might that could be brought 

against citizens). By contrast, a “soft AO” (like ASEAN) provides legitimization, and a 

range of co-optation functions that primarily focus on co-opting civil society and 

occasionally sponsoring soft power projects within the AOs territory. A “soft AO” 

helps to reinforce the “kinder, gentler” face of an authoritarian regime: the side of 

the regime that acts as a stern but ultimately paternal figure that provides for the 

citizens. This sort of AO aims to reinforce the idea that democratic government (or 

another ruling party in competitive authoritarian regimes) is unnecessary, because 

the regime is already legitimate and is already addressing the diverse needs of the 

citizens (for example, the regime is already attuned to the need to address women’s 

issues or pay greater attention to human rights). A “soft” AO may engage in some 

repression, but it will most likely limit these activities to the margins (such as by 

engaging in ad-hoc intelligence sharing).  
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Now that we have the shape and scope of AO functions, a new puzzle 

emerges: what factors might drive these variations in AO functions? Under what 

circumstances might authoritarian regimes build hard AOs vs. soft AOs? Why do 

some AOs actively intervene to bolster member regimes under attack by uprising 

citizens, while others refrain from active intervention and stop at rhetorical support 

for the member regime? Why do some AOs focus on broad economic co-optation 

while others excel at co-opting civil society?  The next project in this research 

agenda should answer this question in full. For the moment, I hypothesize that two 

different independent variables, domestic regime type and the distribution of power 

within the AO, might explain these variations. 

Regime Type 

One plausible explanation for variation in AO functions may be related to the 

types of regimes that comprise the different AOs selected for study. Clearly 

variation exists among different sorts of non-democracies; absolute monarchies 

utilize different tools in the dictator’s toolkit than military juntas, which use 

different tools than competitive authoritarian regimes. Likewise, I expect that fully 

authoritarian regimes may demand different functions from their AOs than 

competitive authoritarian regimes.  
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If an AO is composed of mostly fully authoritarian members, I would expect it 

to act as a “hard” AO, concentrating most of its efforts on adding to repression and 

economic co-optation. A fully authoritarian regime does not allow political 

contestation, so the regime has less need of the legitimacy associated with an AOs 

bandwagoning or distortion functions. Fully authoritarian regimes need repression 

because they need to quell dissent. But repression is not the only tool available to 

authoritarian regimes; they will also want to purchase quiescence through the use 

of economic patronage. Autocrats who do not share power have fewer opportunities 

to make challengers a part of the overarching authoritarian system; instead, they 

have a greater need to buy off challengers and the citizens who might listen to them. 

Under these circumstances, AO support for development projects can be translated 

into employment and wages. Fully authoritarian regimes also need to provide for 

their populations, in the “golden bargain” where citizens forfeit political voice in 

exchange for high levels of state-provided welfare: subsidized or free food and fuel, 

schooling, housing, jobs, etc.  

By contrast, if an AO is composed of mostly competitive authoritarian 

members, I would expect it to act as a “soft” AO, concentrating most of its efforts on 

co-opting civil society and legitimization functions. This is driven by the underlying 

dynamics of the domestic political sphere. By definition, a competitive authoritarian 
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regime allows some genuine competition in the domestic political arena. While the 

playing field remains significantly tilted in favor of the incumbent regime, the 

regime has still opened itself up to challenges to its legitimacy, both ongoing 

challenges by civil society groups and more acute and direct challenges during 

elections. Whereas under full authoritarianism, regimes do not really need the 

approval of their populations, elections change that calculus, such that now the 

regime needs to cultivate at least some legitimacy with domestic voters. 

Furthermore, by opening itself up to elections, competitive authoritarian regimes 

also open themselves to external scrutiny from election monitors and/or the press, 

further raising the costs of allowing competition for office. If a competitive 

authoritarian regime utilizes dishonest practices at the polls (as many do), they are 

more likely to be found out by observers and to subsequently lose some legitimacy 

(certainly in international eyes and probably to a lesser extent among the domestic 

population).  

Furthermore, regime change as an independent variable might allow us to 

predict and capture change in AOs functions over time. Central to the hybrid regime 

debate is the fact that so many regimes have changed from fully authoritarian to 

competitive authoritarian over time; likewise, some regimes have moved from 

competitive authoritarian to fully democratic regimes over time. If a majority of an 
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AO’s members transition from fully authoritarian to competitive authoritarian, then 

I would expect to see the AO as a whole begin performing more legitimization and 

civil society co-optation functions. Alternatively, we could hypothesize variation 

within an AO: we might expect fully authoritarian members of an AO to draw more 

upon the AOs repressive functions, while competitive authoritarian members draw 

more upon the co-optation and/or legitimization functions.  

Relative Distribution of Power within the AO 

Another plausible alternative explanation for the variations in AO functions 

may lie in the distribution of power among the AO members. The distribution of 

power within an AO matters for the same reasons that power distribution in any IO 

matters: a leader or hegemon state operating within an organization can and may 

absorb a larger share of the overall costs of enacting the organization’s collective 

agenda. In an IO with a relatively equal power distribution, members must (or are 

expected to) buy into and support the organization’s agenda equally, sharing a more 

equally distributed portion of the costs; in IOs characterized by relatively equal 

power distribution (and relatively equal cost-sharing expectation), by contrast, 

states may have greater incentives to shirk their costs. By contrast, a leader or 

hegemon state within an IO might shoulder a greater share of the costs of action, 

making for a more active or robust organization. If this is true, I expect to find that 
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AOs with a single very powerful member may be more active or robust than an AO 

populated by states which are relatively equal in power. A series of cross-case 

comparisons, particularly if it is possible to compare AOs from the same region (to 

control for other factors) should test these hypotheses.  

I posit that AOs might find themselves in one of three scenarios: relatively 

equal power distribution (with no hegemon within the AO), a single hegemon within 

the AO, and two or more hegemons within the AO.   

First, an AO might be characterized by a relatively even distribution of 

power among the members: an AO of equals, with no regional powers or hegemons. 

Under these circumstances, I hypothesize that each of these relatively equal powers 

could fall into the Prisoner’s Dilemma, seeking to maximize benefit and minimize 

costs. Under these circumstances, each AO member state would seek to guard its 

power and position in the organization and to avoid becoming the victim of shirking 

by fellow members, contributing only as much as its fellows and minimizing its own 

cost burdens.  This behavior should result in two things: a limited AO agenda and 

limited AO action. An AO with multiple members with roughly equal power will 

most likely see a “lowest common denominator” agenda, in the absence of close 

agreement between members as to the content of the AOs agenda or a singularly 

powerful state to set a more forceful agenda. Following this weaker agenda, I expect 
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that this sort of AO will opt to act as a “soft AO”, focusing on the lower-cost and 

weaker AO functions like civil society co-optation and legitimization, as opposed to 

AO functions that incur greater transactions costs. For example, an AO with 

relatively equal power distributions might be adept at deploying legitimization, 

might co-opt civil society by gatekeeping (but not be able to coordinate the creation 

of “new” civil society groups), would probably opt for preferential trade agreements 

between members (but not be able to maintain a development fund), and might 

coordinate a security oriented legal regime (but not have the power or willingness 

among members to create a security arm or even military exercises).  

A second plausible scenario is an AO characterized by one regional power 

or hegemon: one member that commands more power than most of the other AO 

members, and which both sets a more robust agenda and shoulders more of the cost 

of that agenda than the other members. Here, the power dynamic within the AO 

most resembles Lake’s (1996) sphere of influence, in which the dominant states 

constrains (but does not coerce) the more subordinate states’ authority. In an AO 

dominated by a single power, I expect the AO to engage more robustly in all of the 

AO functions, with the strongest member both setting a strong agenda and 

shouldering a disproportionate share of the costs. For example, the AO might 

perform more outright repression functions (creating a security arm or 
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demonstrating a de-facto ability to engage in armed intervention in the AO 

territory), since the hegemon state will presumably contribute more of its 

military/police power to the AOs cause. The AO may create a standing intelligence 

unit, rather than engaging in merely ad-hoc intelligence sharing. In the realm of 

economic co-optation, a more hierarchical AO would probably more away from 

preferential trade agreements to create (or attempt to create) a more permanent 

economic zone or common market, driven by the economic strength of its most 

powerful member and pegged to dominant state’s currency.  In the realm of civil 

society co-optation, the AO may actually mimic civil society, creating its own 

pseudo-civil society organizations or forming a large “umbrella” group to pull in 

(and subsequently de-fang) as many civil society organizations and actors as 

possible. In the realm of legitimization, I expect an AO with one hegemon to perform 

the full range of legitimization functions.  

Finally, a third plausible scenario hypothesizes an AO with two or more 

hegemons or regional powers, along with some number of more subordinate states. 

In this scenario, I hypothesize two plausible outcomes: first, an AO with two or more 

hegemons might perform more AO functions, for the simple reason that these states 

could pool their resources to set and enact a more robust, far-reaching agenda of 

authoritarian support. Logically, two or more hegemons are more able than a single 
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hegemon to take on the costs of a viable security arm, a standing intelligence unit, a 

development fund that ties local businesses and industries to their authoritarian 

regimes, and dedicated “election monitors” to legitimize even blatantly unfree and 

unfair elections.   

Alternatively, I hypothesize that the presence of multiple hegemons might 

result in an AO that performs fewer of the AO functions than we might expect, due to 

competition over the bulk of the power and influence within the AO. In this scenario, 

I hypothesize that two or more hegemons will view their influence within the AO, 

and over the subordinate states, as a zero-sum game, turning the AO into an arena 

for competition between regional powers as well as a vehicle for bulwarking 

authoritarianism. Competition between two regional hegemons has the potential to 

interfere with the AO’s ability to operate smoothly and provide the full range of AO 

functions. Under these circumstances, I hypothesize that an AO dominated by two or 

more hegemons will perform some repression functions (such as building an 

international legal framework, intelligence sharing, possibly even sporadic military 

exercises) but fall short of a security arm capable of intervention. Similarly, I expect 

that this sort of AO will perform low-cost economic and civil society co-optation 

(such as serving as a hub for serial bilateral trade agreements or funding soft power 

initiatives), but that larger scale projects that require true cooperation will fall by 
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the wayside to rivalry between the hegemons. On the other hand, this sort of AO will 

probably still perform most if not all legitimization functions, which tend to be low-

cost and a matter of “speaking with one voice.”  

Once an AO, Always an AO? Hypothesizing Changes Over Time 

My early research on this project also uncovered a short list of past IOs that 

met my criteria for AOs. While I set this list of potential AOs aside to focus on 

contemporary (“live”) AOs, I strongly feel that this line of inquiry deserves further 

attention. A small but rich universe of historical cases is ripe for study under the AO 

framework. Some IOs of years and decades past, like the Concert of Europe (1815-

1914, though the Concert began to unravel in the 1850’s), and the Warsaw Pact 

(1949-1989) served as focal points for keeping dictatorships in power, with varying 

degrees of success. Another handful of regional organizations have democratized 

considerably in recent years, but in earlier times propped up their share of dictators 

(the Organization of American States stands out in this respect, but other potential 

candidates include the Organization of African Unity, which transitioned into the 

African Union). What happened to these AOs that no longer exist? Did they simply 

wither and die off (like the Warsaw Pact), or did they cease to be AOs, making a 

transition into Pevehouse-style democracy-promoting organizations? 
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Early evidence suggests some of both. A few proto-AOs, like the Concert of 

Europe that haphazardly coordinated a harsh reactionary crackdown on the 

European “Springtime of the Peoples” in 1848 and the Warsaw Pact that helped to 

sustain the Soviet Union, did indeed expire. Other AOs took a more difficult path: 

they actually “changed their stripes” away from authoritarian retrenchment.  

Re-Tooling: The Organization of American States 

 The Organization of American States (OAS) has radically altered its agenda 

in the Americas. Today, the OAS boasts a robust mission of promoting democratic 

governance in the region, but this mission is a significant departure from the 

organization’s mission in its earlier years. The OAS was created in 1948, and 

originally comprised all of the continental states in the Americas (with the exception 

of Canada).238 From 1948 through the early 1950’s the OAS’s primary mission was 

to promote security and cooperation in the region and to mediate disputes between 

the member states,239 as well as to promote economic development in the region. 

This spirit of regional cooperation fell apart as the Cold War developed and spread; 

                                                           
238 Later expansions of the OAS expanded the organization to include the Caribbean 

states and Canada; the OAS now has 35 members and all states in the Western 
Hemisphere. 

239 OAS Charter, Article 2. Scholars note that the OAS Charter’s emphasis on non-
intervention and respect for sovereignty was aimed at the United States, which 
had long regarded Latin America as its “backyard” and fair territory for promoting 
American interests (Horwitz, 2010; Therien, Fortmann, & Gosselin, 1996). 
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after the Cold War, the OAS was transformed into a regional organization with a 

strong mission and mandate to promote and safeguard democratization in Latin 

America. 

In this spirit of fighting communism at any cost (even when the evidence of a 

communist threat was questionable), and with the support of the OAS, several 

military coups ensued in the region: in Argentina and Peru in 1962, in Guatemala, 

the Dominican Republic Honduras and Ecuador in 1963, and again in the Dominican 

Republic in 1965 (Drier, 1963; Ferguson, 1972; Horwitz, 2010; Nye, 1971). Through 

the 1960’s 1970’s and 1980’s, the original OAS mission of integration and 

meaningful economic development was “swept under the rug as a result of US 

pressure and Latin-American acquiesce toward dictatorial governments” (Horwitz, 

2010, p. 25)240 The end of the Cold War marked a critical juncture in the life of the 

OAS. It was only when the specter of communism was gone that the OAS moved 

from being a vehicle for American hegemony in Latin America to a more multilateral 

framework for true regional governance, adopting both a new and updated security 

                                                           
240 This is not to say that Latin American states simply allowed the United States to 

impose a superpower’s agenda entirely without dissension (Shaw, 2003), but the 
OAS clearly reflected a balance of power that overwhelmingly favored the United 
States; the resulting clash of viewpoints “…led to dissension and…weakness in the 
OAS because members no longer viewed it as an optimal forum for addressing 
security concerns” (Shaw, 2003, p. 70). 
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mission (focusing on the threats of drug trafficking and environmental degradation) 

and a new normative mission (protecting and promoting democratic norms of 

governance in the region).  

The OAS’s new focus on democratic consolidation is particularly impressive 

given the OAS’s earlier history of “neither prevent[ing] the rise of military 

dictatorships nor [contributing] to their demise,” when the OAS and the United 

States turned a calculated blind eye to domestic bloodshed in favor of promoting 

regional stability (Cameron, 2003, p. 1). The new, retooled OAS has intervened 

several times in member states where democracy is disrupted. The most notable 

examples include the OAS’s actions against the military coup in Haiti in 1991, and 

the actions taken to box Peruvian strongman Alberto Fujimori into a negotiated 

settlement in 1992. In Haiti in 1991, elected president Jean Baptiste Aristide was 

overthrown by the Haitian military, led by General Raoul Cedras; within days of the 

coup, the OAS foreign ministers had met and issued a statement recognizing Aristide 

as the only legitimate leader of Haiti, and recommending that Haiti be diplomatically 

and economically isolated until Aristide was returned to power. While the situation 

dragged on for several years, the OAS escalated tactics and referred the case to the 
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UN Security Council.241 Aristide was formally (and peacefully) returned to power in 

October 1994 and served out his full term as president.  

Similarly, when Alberto Fujimori nullified Congress, displaced the 

independent judiciary, and suspended civil liberties in Peru in 1992, the OAS met 

within days to actively intervene in Fujimori’s attempted auto-golpe.242 Within a 

month of suspending government institutions in Peru, Fujimori actually went to an 

OAS meeting in person to suggest a compromise path (regular elections in 

November of that year, instead of the plebiscite he originally intended). The OAS 

eventually accepted this compromise and monitored the Peruvian elections held 

that fall. The OAS acted in similar ways in Guatemala in 1993 and Paraguay in 1996, 

cementing its role as a guardian of democratic governance in the Western 

hemisphere.  

Rebirth: The Organization of African Unity Becomes the African Union 

The Organization of African Unity was founded in 1963 at the Addis Ababa 

Conference. Its foundation was partially the result of the shift toward decolonization 

                                                           
241 The UN Security Council passed SC Resolution 841 in June 1993, declaring Haiti a 

threat to international peace and imposed a global oil and arms embargo on the 
state. 

242 The OAS took a formal measure against Fujimori and sent a special mission to 
mediate between Fujimori and the opposition; this was coupled with various 
states cutting aid to Peru and the US suspending Peru’s loans. 
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in Africa, which many African leaders derided as far too slow and exploitative. The 

OAU also owed its creation to the pan-African movement that was sweeping the 

continent (hand-in-hand with the resistance to colonial rule). One of the OAU’s key 

founders, Ghanaian President Kwame Nkrumah, was a leader in the Pan-African 

movement, and sincerely hoped that the OAU would become the vehicle for African 

political integration and true political and economic freedom from Africa’s colonial 

past. In one sense, the OAU’s strong language on the sovereignty and non-

intervention norms were speaking to the former colonial powers and the European 

powers that were still clinging to their colonies (France, Portugal) and white power 

structures (apartheid rule in South Africa and Rhodesia).243  

In practice, however, the OAU’s privileging of non-interference and respect 

for state sovereignty came to mean that “changes in leadership – even if by coup 

d’état or other unconstitutional means – remained purely internal matters” and the 

Secretariat of the OAU was kept powerless relative to the heads of member states 

                                                           
243 The founders of the OAU were also inspired by the Badung Conference, the same 

meeting of leaders from less developed states that inspired the creation and 
principles of ASEAN. This legacy was reflected in both organizations’ reliance on 
the principles of sovereignty and non-intervention, as well as the rhetoric of 
“African solutions for African problems” or “Asian solutions for Asian problems” – 
a sort of collective skepticism of outsiders (particularly former colonizers) 
identifying problems and proposing solutions. 
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(Welch, 1992, p. 54). The emphasis on non-intervention remained in place despite 

the evidence of the abuses that some African leaders were inflicting on their people. 

Scholars note that the guilty African leaders were quick to re-frame human rights in 

Africa in the language of self-determination away from colonial rule, rather than in 

terms of political and civil rights protecting citizens from government abuse 

(Meredith, 2006; Welch, 1992).  Against this background, dictators like Idi Amin 

(Uganda), Joseph Mobutu Sese Seko (Democratic Republic of the Congo/Zaire), Jean-

Bedel Bokassa (Central African Republic) and Macias Nguema (Equatorial Guinea) 

remained in power for years. Idi Amin was even elected Chairman of the OAU 

despite his political history. The OAU continued to accept all African heads of state 

(regardless of how they governed their country) and turned a blind eye to even 

gross human rights violations until the late 1970’s and even beyond (Chabal & 

Daloz, 1999; Meredith, 2006). 

In the early 1980’s, political changes began to sweep through Africa; several 

dictators were overthrown, a new generation came of age with new political 

demands, and international audiences began to pay attention to human rights as a 

policy issue. These changes slowly crept through the OAU as well, most notably in 

the creation of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (1986) and a 

Commission tasked with monitoring responsibilities. Work on the African Charter 
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on Human and Peoples’ Rights began in 1979244, and marked the beginning of 

normative changes in the OAU. The African Commission on Human and Peoples’ 

Rights was limited in its powers: it could only gather information, report that 

information and its recommendations to the heads of state and OAU general 

assembly, and attempt to suggest amicable solutions (Welch, 1992). But articulating 

these principles and empowering a standing organ of the OAU to pursue these goals 

was a fundamental shift in the OAU’s normative system. 

Several factors fed into this shift. In the first place, the Cold War ended, and 

the international community moved toward a greater emphasis on good 

governance, and tied those norms to the disbursement of financial aid. Second, and 

more importantly in the context of the OAU (and the creation of the AU), “a new 

generation of African politicians and intellectuals has emerged and hey demand 

fundamental changes in African politics…it is not a coincidence that [AU 

Commission Chairman Alpha Konare and South African presidents Nelson Mandela 

and Thabo Mbeki]…fought personally against oppressive regimes in their own 

countries” and came to office with the backing of very politically active 

constituencies (Nagengast, 2003, pp. 8-9). These changes granted the OAU the 

                                                           
244 The year in which Idi Amin, Bokassa, and Nguema were all thrown out of office.  
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political space to make more changes away from the “see no evil” approach of its 

earlier years.245  

The African Union was launched in 2001, in a move to deliberately replace 

the OAU, which observers and politicians at the time noted “…did not involve the 

people on the ground. It [OAU] was top heavy” (BBC, 2002). At the time, even the 

OAU’s Secretary –General, Amara Essy “was scathing about the old grouping [the 

OAU], stating that ‘the OAU is the most difficult organization I have ever seen’” (BBC, 

2002). The African Union was intended to be more “people oriented” and is legally 

empowered to promote and protect democratic government in Africa. The African 

Union has not been quite able to follow in the footsteps of the OAS, which has 

intervened in several cases of democratic violations in Latin America. However, the 

                                                           
245 For example, in 2000, the OAU Assembly institutionalized a policy rejecting 

unconstitutional changes of government (specifically coups d’etats, but also 
hijacked elections or “informally” passing the executive office to one’s children) in 
Africa (Williams, 2007).  In the same year, the OAU sanctioned the indictment of 
Hissene Habre, the former president of Chad, for atrocities; the indictment was 
brought by Senegal, the first time that an African state had successfully indicted an 
African former head of state. Habre’s lengthy case was eventually handed over to 
the African Union, which announced that Habre would be tried by special 
commission “on behalf of Africa” in 2006. In May 2016, Habre was found guilty by 
the conviction of a Special Tribunal in Senegal, of crimes against humanity 
(specifically, rape, sexual slavery, and ordered killings of approximately 40,000 
people during his tenure as head of state) and sentenced to life in prison (BBC, 
2016.)This action would have been unthinkable in the OAU even a few years 
earlier. 
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AU is definitively not the same old wine in new wineskins. In the first place, the 

African Union’s founding documents removed the statement on non-intervention 

that made so many abuses under the OAU possible. Nagengast notes that while the 

OAU Charter held the principle of non-intervention sacrosanct, “in the African Union 

configuration, that clause is no longer there. The commitment to democracy 

presupposes that countries in the region are now empowered to directly intervene” 

(Nagengast, 2006, p. 4) in cases of human rights abuses, coups, or other violations of 

good governance (Williams, 2007). Nagengast (2006) also points out that the AU is 

actually the first international organization that formally enshrines R2P, the right to 

intervene (and override the rule of sovereignty) for humanitarian purposes into law 

(Baimu & Sturman, 2003). 

 Future research should delve more fully into process tracing when and how 

these AOs became something less than authoritarian, and if they have become full 

democracy-supporting IOs or have settled for a more haphazard agenda. This line of 

inquiry is not only fundamentally more hopeful, it could be vitally important for the 

people living in these areas. Granted, the members of the GCC and the SCO do not 

look to become more democratic anytime soon; most of the GCC governments are 

clinging to a highly concentrated form of monarchical rule, and most of the SCO 

regimes have in fact regressed to more authoritarian forms of government. But it is 
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entirely possible that ASEAN could follow in the path of the OAS. ASEAN is a mixed 

group of authoritarian states, competitive authoritarian states, and newly 

democratizing states. In some ways, this mix of members and ASEAN’s consensus-

driven structure may keep ASEAN in limbo, with more democratic states like 

Indonesia and Thailand grudgingly forced to provide political cover for their less 

savory counterparts. But if enough ASEAN members begin to democratize and lock 

in those political changes, ASEAN as an organization may transition as well. 

Altogether, ASEAN’s territory includes approximately 625 million people whose 

lives might be improved if their governments became more responsive and 

democratic; we can envision a world in which ASEAN is a supporting character to a 

regional democratic transition. 

Contributions to Scholarship and Practice 
 

 Beyond the AOs explored in depth in this dissertation, this project speaks to 

several ongoing conversations in political science. First, this project takes Jon C. 

Pevehouse’s (2005) excellent work on the role of IOs in the democratization process 

and turns this idea on its head. Pevehouse’s quantitative work demonstrates that IO 

membership (particularly for regional IOs) is positively correlated with an increase 

in democratization. But his qualitative work on this same subject does not make a 
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key distinction between IOs: Pevehouse explores two IOs that explicitly set 

democratization conditions as an integral part of full membership.246 This project 

presents ample evidence to argue that we should be sorting IOs further by mission 

in order to more accurately predict whether they will retrench democracy or 

autocracy.   

Second, the evidence presented here definitively demonstrates that IR 

scholars who study authoritarian retrenchment are remiss in overlooking 

international organizations as players in the process of shoring up authoritarianism 

and turning back the tides of democratization. AOs provide both tangible and 

intangible benefits to dictators, most importantly the conferring of international 

legitimacy in an age of greater demands for more democratic rule. The excellent 

work done by IR and comparative scholars who work at the intersection of 

democratization and the authoritarian backlash has been a major source of 

inspiration (and occasional frustration) for this research agenda, particularly in that 

this work remains tightly focused on state actors like China, Russia, Venezuela, Iran, 

and Saudi Arabia as the sole players in this drama. While these states are indeed 
                                                           
246 Pevehouse’s book (2005) explores the European Union and NATO as in-depth 

case studies; both of these organizations make democratic government part of 
their membership conditions, though both have allowed states in the “halfway 
house” between non-democracy and democracy to be tracked for membership 
pending improvements to their governing structures and election monitoring, etc.   
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pivotal actors with long track records at consolidating authoritarian rule at home 

and promoting authoritarianism abroad, states are not the only players on the stage. 

This conversation will benefit from the evidence gathered and presented here, as we 

expand our scope of inquiry to include AOs as “supporting actors” in the ongoing 

authoritarian backlash.  

Finally, and on a related note, the evidence presented in this project has 

value for democracy activists who are on the front lines of the battle for democratic 

change. Democracy activists are no doubt well acquainted with the various tools in 

the dictator’s toolkit at the domestic level: from legal traps to co-opted media to 

infiltrated civil society groups and social media sites. This project extensively 

documents the existence and powers of AOs as forces that contribute to the 

dictator’s toolkit at the international level. Democracy activists may be particularly 

vulnerable to AOs, especially those activists who advocate for and practice 

transnational democracy promotion: because their job demands that they cross 

borders and share information across borders, they may find themselves detained 

or prosecuted within the repressive legal frameworks maintained by AOs.  

The Whole Puzzle and Why We Should Care 
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Evidence from the cases presented here and additional research suggests 

that AOs can contribute to all three of Gerschewski’s pillars of authoritarian support, 

most particularly by adding legitimacy to authoritarian regimes. AOs might help 

their members face down uprisings from the populace, as the GCC did in Bahrain, or 

AOs might decline to intervene, as the SCO did in Kyrgyzstan in 2010. AOs might 

help authoritarians increase their output legitimacy, by helping to increase and 

manage economic growth (free from good governance restraints), adding to an 

authoritarian regime’s ability to co-opt the population with payouts and other 

benefits.  

But from the evidence gathered, I further conclude that AOs are rarely 

determining factors in whether a regime experiences or survives a popular 

demonstration. In fact, even in crises where there is ample political space for an AO 

to intervene, the organizations in question have usually (though not always) 

declined to play active roles in propping up member regimes. And while AOs make 

some contributions to both repression and co-option, I argue that the real value-

added by AOs lies in their roles as legitimizing forces (Gerschewski, 2013), 

particularly to competitive authoritarian regimes that regularly hold elections on 

increasingly imbalanced playing fields and strategically employ state of emergency 

laws and internal security acts to marginalize political opponents. 
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Who cares? Why should we bother theorizing about or studying 

authoritarian organizations? Within a scholarly context, we should care enough to 

learn more about autocracies and how they seek to protect their interests at home 

and abroad. Despite tremendous gains in scholarship in recent years, there remains 

much that we do not yet know about autocracies and authoritarian regimes; our 

ignorance should challenge us. Furthermore, the response to the third wave of 

democratization has been a reverse wave of authoritarian retrenchment, and 

authoritarian organizations play a fundamental part in that story. Even as 

autocracies have found new ways to camouflage repression and sham elections, 

they have found that it is better to create organizations committed to their own 

values rather than simply rely on gaps or blind spots in the Washington Consensus. 

An in-depth investigation of AOs will allow us to better understand sources of 

external support and power that authoritarian regimes use to shore up their claims 

to power.  

In a broader context, AO’s help autocrats reinforce a form of government that 

represses its citizens and systematically devalues their voices. Despite the gains of 

the ‘third wave’ of democratization, even despite recent events that make up the 

fourth wave of democratization, the modal form of government remains non-

democratic and the majority of the world’s population lives under some form of 
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non-democracy. If we believe in democracy and representative government as 

norms and standards of government, it behooves us to know more about non-

democracies and their behavior, including how external actors reinforce domestic 

practices. For pro-democracy activists, this is a new and largely unknown 

battleground. Most democratic diffusion has taken place at the domestic and 

transnational levels - when democracy activists learn from their counterparts in 

other states and implement new tactics in their own context. While democracy 

activists may be familiar with operating within or around domestic security laws, 

they may be vulnerable to an AO-sponsored international law and unprepared to 

deal with new cross-border libel or extradition rules. For political scientists, AOs 

offer us new ways to think about IOs as vehicles for “bad” norms, as well as how 

norms become embedded within larger institutions. This additional question of 

institutional design (the idea of an IOs “mission” as a variable alongside scope, 

membership, control, etc.) raises further questions about the broader fracturing of 

the international system as major states build overlapping sub-systems that diverge 

sharply on mission and norms.  
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